


Appdrat announces the most 
versatile EPROM burner a\ailable 
toda) fm )OUI TRS-80 model land 
Ill or Apple computer .. • the 
Appa1at Pl~OM !~lasting sy!>tem 
lA.P.B.). Most F.PROM burners will 

sophisticated sultware, A. P. B. 
will perform many O[l\!lations 
impossible with com- '.ntional 
PROM burners. I !ere"; a brief 
list of some of A.P.B.'s capabilities: 
• Verify ROM b erased 

program univ or1c type of l~ t'ROll>I. 
Tl1e A. P. B. system will program all 
commonly used 24 pin EPROMs by 
using special personality modules 
that adapt tile unit to the El'ROM. 
1he following EPROMs arc 
programmable: 2704, 2708, 2716. 
t.3-volt) & (5-volt), 27.32, 2508, 2516 
and 25.32. 

The versatility and power of the 
A. P.B. system means you're getting a 
PROM burning package with 
extensive capabilities. The price. 
$149.00. insures you're getting the 
most cost-t~fkctive PROM burner on 
t • market today. 

With a unique combination of 
perscnality modL1les und 

• Read ROM 
• Copy ROM Of p f llcllit; lll<>dt.ll '>OftI.I.ell< Oil 
• Copy between different J{OM typ1.: s Llll< cl 1 l'.'>tru<.tlo•t 
• l'rogram ROM c; ftw •.Ul wfl• run under 
• Partial prowamming cllld C()piec; or rRSDOS ' or thi.: 
• Verify programming PP! t DO 1 1r l'I 
• 	 Read or -.ave KOM data on disk or 

cassette !Apple only! tul 
• 	 l'rogram directly trorn COlllfllJt r 

memory 
• 	 Examine and or modll \\/Orkmq 

memory 
• Pre~ct workin!-J rnernon 

The A. f'.B. 5jSI Ill I<; th mo t 
llexible PROM burner av.iil.ibl Tilt 
I\ P. B. system pack.dgl.' c or -.l'.-11 f c111 

interface card th.1t µlugs dlr c ti\' 111to 
dll .xpanc;ion lot• d (Otnpl t 

"ON GOING SUPPORT FOR MICROCOMPUTBR " 


http:lll<>dt.ll


AND INTRODUCING! 

NEWDOS/80·C 

The most powerful 

DOS for the TRS-80 


Model I and Model 111 


***•.CORVUS SYSTEMS 

5 MILLION BYTE 

51/4 inch WINCHESTER 


DISK SYSTEM 


$3750 





THE NEW LAREDO LS525. 

WHEN YOU'RE READY 


TO GET DOWN TO BUSINESS. 

Laredo Systems, Inc. introduces the 

LS52 5 five megabyte rigid disk memory 
system for TRS80 Models I and Ill. 
Laredo 's LS525 rounds up a Seagate 
ST506 Drive, LDOS Operating System by 
Logical Systems, and Laredo's own LSI 

500 Series Controller into a single-board 
controller that emulates the famed IBM 
33 70 disk system, complete with: 
• Improved read/write/seek access time 
through full block buffering and variably 
tuned interleave. 

• On-board data separator, micro-code 
diagnostics and write-precompensation. 
• Increased disk media reliability and 
data integrity with automatic defect block 
allocation and extended ID fields . 
• Versatile CPU compatibility provided by 
separate host adaptor. 

Introductory Offer To TRS80 Users. 
Now through October I, I 98 I buy the 

j 
l 

LS525 for the OEM/dealer price of 
$2990, a savings of $ 760 off the usual 
suggested retail price of $3750. 

LDOS Operating System 
with manual and diskette 
available for $149. 

For more information about the LS525 
Memory System and the LSI 500 Series 
Controller, contact: 
Laredo Systems, Inc. 

669 Cilraudo Drive, San lose, CA 95111 

(408) 629-2283 

larado )\))tam) Inc. 
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Editorial ________ 


This issue marks the beginning of 
our fourth year as a publication. It's 
been an interesting three years. 

In September 1978, when 80-U.S. 
first started (it was called 80-N.W. 
then), there were hundreds of people 
who had bought into the newest fad, 
the TRS-80. There was also very 
little information about how it 
worked or what to do with it. 

At that time, I saw a need for a 
means of spreading information 
about the beast. So I gave up what 
might be called a "semi-lucrative" 
job as a computer maintenance 
person and jumped into publishing 
with both feet. Little did I know! 

It started as a "garage operation", 
and I still have a special feeling for 
those kinds of people. It takes a 
certain kind of determination, 
dedication and just plain guts to let 
go of what you are doing and start 
something else - especially when 
you know next to nothing about 
what you are getting into. 

Well, I did it, and it worked. A few 
months later Cathy Shapee came to 
work, and it was a two-person 
operation for a while. 

About a year after it started, we 
bought an old constuction building 
and moved in. We also got our own 
typesetting machine and a light 
table. It was hot in summer and cold 
in winter. We had one phone line 
and it was busy most of the time. 

Later, we had Tom Rosenbaum as 
Technical Editor. That got to be too 
much for him and when he left Jim 
Crocker took his place. Tom we don't 
know about, but Jim left after about 
a year and is now employed by 
Microsoft in Bellevue, Washington. 
We still keep in touch. 

We went through a Lynee' and 
two Cindy's; their efforts were felt in 
the pages of the Journal, and they 
are now off doing something else. 

Our history, short as it is, is one of 
continual growth. Considering that 
we started from absolute zero, it's 
not half bad. 

When I first got into this thing I 
had visions of myself at the editor's 
desk, feet propped up on a roll-top 
desk, green eye-shade in place, and 
a very old grandfather clock in the 
corner, ticking very, very slowly. I, 
presumably, was editing copy for 
which there was no deadline, and 
smoking my favorite briar pipe. 

80-U.S. Journal Sep/Oct 1981 

Shattered illusions! It's not like 
that at all. The real world is far 
better than the fantasy world, even 
though there are no leisure moments 
with slowly ticking grandfather 
clocks. 

There is a ·potential world of TRS
80 owners out there that numbers in 
the hundreds of thousands (about 
400,000 at last count). We have a 
long way to go, since we now reach 
only about 20,000 of them. Where 
are the others? What do they read? 
Who are they anyway? These are 
some of the questions we ask daily 
and try to answer. We don't really 
want all of them, but we will settle 
for 90%! 

Why not? It takes the same effort 
on our part to put together an issue 
for 10,000 as it does for 100,000; they 
just let the press run a little longer, 
that's all. 

You may have noted that this 
issue is bigger than any 
previous issue. This, in spite of the 
current inflation, is an indication 
that all is well with us, and our 
advertisers apparently believe we 
can deliver. Weconstantlytrytolive 
up to that sort of standard because 
of our belief that service is the name 
of the game. We are also showing 
considerable more color in this issue 
than ever before. It doesn't cost that 
much for spot color and it picks up 
the copy nicely. Our warm spot for 
garage operations is reflected in our 
new "micro-mini" ads. If you can 
say your piece in a two by three inch 
space, you have a deal with us. 
Our recently installed reader service 
should tell you immediately how 
well you are doing. Ifit doesn't work, 
drop it- otherwise, go for a bigger ad. 
Even though we keep our 
advertising ratio down to about 40 
to 44% of the magazine (check Byte 
sometime!), our readers have never 
complained, and ads which change 
from issue to issue inform the reader 
as much as our editorial content 
does. 

The decision of going monthly 
still looms in our future, perhaps a 
little closer than last year this time, 
and certainly a question we should 
address sometime in the next few 
months. The indicators of the 
success of such a move are slowly 
pointing in the right direction. We'll 
see how it appears shortly. 

Mike 
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Letters 


Being a curious person I attempted to 
make use of the printer test routine in 

· your Jul / Aug 81 issue. When I tried 
using it several times I became more 
than a little puzzled by the inconsistent 
results until I looked a little closer and 
began considering the TI820 printer I 
was trying the test on. I thought you 
might be interested in what I found. 

The TI820 is a serial interface printer 
containing a 1280 character buffer (very 
significant, as it turns out, considering 
the 1000 character test you employed in 
each case). It also h as complete 
handshaking ability with the Model II. 
Another significant factor is .that the 
TI820 buffer can be "loaded" at da ta 
rates far in excess of the rated 150 
character per second speed the printer 
itself is rated at. Combining the factor of 
the buffer and the ability to load it at 
9600 baud produced some rather 
astounding results from your program 
indicating the printer was consistently 
running up to 1000 characters per second 
on all but the forms set. 

I have concluded that the printer is 
happily accepting data from the Model II 
at the 960 character per second rate and 
the program sees the whole schmere 
transfer in about 1 second. At that time 
since the program doesn 't know the 
printer is trying to catch up, it (the 
program) goes on to the next test. In the 
meantime the printer is busily doing its 
best to empty it's buffer and by that time 
the Model II is again shipping in more 
information · at 960 characters per 
second - with the result that the program 
continues to be fooled because of the 
smart printer. 

In order to use your program I decided 
that several things could be done that 
would permit better timing. They are as 
follows: 

1. Insert a delay before setting the time 
to zero for each test. I used a simple FOR 
loop that counted to 5000. 

2. The test pattern must contain 
eno'Ugh information to guarantee that 
the.data sent to the printer must exceed 
the ability of the printer buffer to hold 
data. To accomplish this I simply 
changed the quantity of printing to a 
total of 2000 characters for each test and 
also changed the formulas in statements 
660-750 to reflect the situation. 

3. The printer must be set for a ra te 
reasonably close, preferably the next 
higher, to a baud rate that reflects the 
rated speed of the printer. In the case of 
the TI820 and the Model II , a baud rate of 
2400 was used. 

Using these guidelines produced 
results that were more.expected but there 
were still differences between successive 
runs. Those differences were not 
substantial enough to be concerned with. 

Another alternative that I tried was to 
feed informa tion from the Model II to the 
TI820 at a baud rate less than the rated 
speed of the printer. As might be 
expected the printer was able to easily 
keep up at this rate and ran at or above 
its rated rate of 120 baud in a ll but the 
forms test .. . 

Joseph J O'Loughlin III 
Huron, OH 

I read with interest and concern the 
letters from your readers concerning 
NFL-PIX 80. This letter should help 
answer the questions many users have 
voiced. 

Let me first express my personal 
thanks to all those who purchased 
NFLPIX 80 and to BO-Northwest 
Publishing for producing and 
advertising it. You gave it a great kick
off (no pun intended). It was successful 
beyond my expectations. I hope the users 
enjoyed it as much as I. 

NFL-PIX 80 may, indeed , be updated 
for the 1981 or a nother future season. 
The user must have a limited amount of 
programming experience, a few free 
hours, a good schedule of the season and 
some patience. The update is practical 
and straightforward. 

There are two ways to obtain the 1981 
update. I have arranged with Quality 
Software Distributors of Da llas (QSD) to 
make available a printed help sheet for 
NFL-PIX 80 that det a ils the 
methodology of updating the program. It 
covers modifications for the Model III. It 
will be available for the price of $4.00 
which includes postage and handling. 
Their address is: Qua lity Software 
Distributors, 11500 Stemmons 
Expressway, Suite 104, Da lla s, TX 
75229. 

Or, the user may elect to purchase the 
1981 version of the program, called 
PROFOOTBALL-PIX, or PRO-FIX. It is 
ava ilable from Qua lity Software 
Distributors, and other distributors of 
Adventure International products. If the 
user provides proof of purchase of 
NFLPIX 80, he will enjoy a discount 
price for PRO-FIX from Qua lity 
Software Distributors. 

Thanks again for your support. 
James Talley 

(Thank you, James. It is one heck of a 
program, and we enjoyed it too. Good 
luck on the version for this year. Ed) 

The article a ppearing on page 92 of 
your May/ Jun 81 issue looks very 
interesting and I think I can find good 
use for it. However, I have been trying for 
15 years to teach my math students that 
numbers are not written as they will be if 
the program by George Haller isn't 
changed. 

The word 'and' should only replace the 
decimal point in a number and should 
a ppear nowhere else even when saying 
the words, i.e., $12,345.67 should be said 
"twelve thousand three hundred forty 
five dollars and 67 cents" . 

Since some programmers may want to 
shorten the progra m the best way to do it 
will be to eliminate all 'ands' except after 
the units digit of the dollar amount 
replacing the decimal point. 

I really enjoy your magazine and am 
using the checkwrite progra m which 
appeared in the Sep/ Oct and Nov/ Dec 
80 issues. It has been altered some to fit 
my particular needs but the program 
works beautifully to keep our household 
accounts and' my husband's business 
expenses. 

Thanks for your many interesting 
articles. 

Sara D Tanner 
Visalia, CA 

(You are right. In the program, change 
lines 600 and 640 from LPRINT "AND"; 
to LPRINT " ";. 

Checkwrite has received many good 
words from readers. We are happy it's 
working for you. Ed) 

This letter is in regard to your 
Jan/ Feb 81 publication , page l18, 
Pa tches for Model II, item #3. 

I am now using TRSDOS 2.0a for 
Model II. Using only patches 
published by TRS-80 Microcomputing 
News for 2.0a, and adding.this patch , I 
ha ve a problem. 

The system seems to handle the new 
pa tch well when first applied. However, 
whenever trying to start or reset the 
system with the new patch, a ll-any 
information given on "Date" is " BAD 
RESPONSE''. 

I've had to use my system without this 
patch. Anyone else have this problem? 
Anyone else have a solution? 

Ron Peterson 
Goshen, IN 

219-533-7451 evenings 
219-533-4161 days 

70365,171 CompuServe/ Micronet 
(Patches (or ZAPs, for that matter) are 
intended for a particular release of an 
operating system or program. Any 
changes between releases, such as 
TRSDOS 2.0 and 2.0a, can cause the 
problems you describe. The patch you 
refer to was for early releases of 
TRSDOS 2.0 only. Ed) 

The Space Marauder program, 
May/ Jun 81 issue, was excellent. With 
apologies to the author, I fee l the 
following addition gives the player more 

see LETTERS. page 6 
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You've cot 

TOTAL ACCESS©

cspeclallzlng In TRSSO • > 

TO YOUR COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 
NEEDS. CALL ROSE TODAY! 

l'Ve Got 
* 	 Disk Drives 

TA400 I 40-T l................ .. 1289 
TA800180·Tl. .. . . . ... .. . . . .... 419 
TA400 Fllppy. . . . ... ... .. .... .. 319 
TA800 Fllppy... . . ...... .. .... . 439 
All with sllver case and 
power supply 

*CABLES 
2-orlve . ..... .. .. ... ... . . . .. -123.95 
4-Drlve. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33.95 
Extender Cable.. .. .. . . . .. . . . 14.95 

* 	 BARE DRIVES . 
TA400B .... .... .. .. . . . . ... ..... 1259 
TA800B ..... . ... .... .. ... .... . 389 
TA400B Fllppy.. .. .. . . ..... . . . . 289 
TA800B Fllppy . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... 409 

* 	 MODEL Ill DRIVE KIT 
Includes DD disk controller, two
drive power supply, mounting 
towers, all connectors, cables & 
hardware and Instructions. 
DO It yourself & save........... $395 

* 	 OPERATING SYSTEMS 
TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual ... $17.95 
LOOS ... .. ... . .. ...... . . ... . $129.95 
NEWDOS/ 80 .... . . . ...... . .. $129.95 
DOSPLUS 3.3, 3.30 ..... .. . . ... $89.95 

* IRON 
Disk Drive Power Supply, 
Slngle . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . .... . . $37 
Disk Drive case lsllverl 
and Base... ... .. . ...... .. . .. . . . $19 
Memorex Diskettes I bx of 10 > 
. . .. .. ... .... . ... . ... ........ . . . $25 

90 day warranty on drives. Add $5.00 freight per 
drive In cont us. UPS coo charge $1.40. There Is 
also a 15 day FREE TRIAL on TA drives. If not com
pletely satisfied I'll refund your money I less ship
ping 1. 1·11 take exception to Improper use or 
m1snand11ng. 

*	 USE RS GROUPS 
When your club makes a group buy,
be sure to call me for a price. 

Rose 

TRSSO * COMPUTERS 
*	 COMPUTERS 

26·1061 Mod 111 , LI, 4K. ....... .. $595 
26·1062 Mod 111, Lil, 16K... . . .. . $850 
26·1063 Mod Ill, 32K/2 Dlsk/RS232 

26:4002·Niocf11: 6~ii<::::::::::. ~Hgg
26·3001 color computer, 4K... }330
26·3002 Color computer, 16K.. 510 
26·3501 Pocket computer.. . .. 212 

* 	DISK EXPANSION, MOD II 
26·4160 one Disk . . . ...... . ... . $977 
26·4162 Three Disk . ....... . . . $1998 
LOBO drive units also available. 

* 	PERIPH.ERALS 
26·1140 0K Exp. Interface . . .... ,255
26·114116K Exp. Interface..... 305 
26·1142 32K Exp. Interface... . . 355 
26·1172 D.C. Modem II......... 135 
26·1206 CTR-80 Recorder . . . . . . .. $51 
26-3503 P.C. interface . .. . .. .. . . . $42 

*PRINTERS 
26·1165 Line Printer v . . . . . ... $1581 
26·1166 Line Printer VI. . . . . .. . . $986 
26·1158 Daisy Wheel 11..... .. $1694* 

• LIMITED AVAILABILITY 

The complete nne of Radio Shack 
products Is avallable through TA 
with standard RS llmlted warran
ty. Call me for price and delivery. 
Just ·cause you don't see It, don·t 
mean we ain't got It. 

ROSE 
*SOFTWARE 

WE have Adventure, Big 5, Med 
systems, SBSG, Snapp, Radio Shack 
and much more. Call or write. Do It! 

ROSE'S 

SPECIAL 

OF THE 

MONTH 


*PRINTERS* 

EPSON MX70... $369.00 

EPSON MXSO. .. $475.00 

STARWRITER 45CPS 
DAISYWHEEL. . $1795.00 

Parallel cable for TRSSO 
for any of the 
above...... . .... $29.95 

vou can't live 
without a bunch 

of these! 

Rose's T ·SHIRTS 
With any order of $1,000.00 or 
more, I'll send you one of my 
..MINl·l=LOPPY" T·Shirts! 

REAL TIME 
CLOCK 
CALENDER 
T·Timer© . ... $89.95 
Clock continues to run no matter 
what mode you are In or when 
system Is down with batterv back· 
up• . Not affected by disk 110. Plugs
Into screen printer port-has 
extender. 
sec, min, hr; day of week; 
Date, mo, yr. 
Mod. I only. 

ORDER NOW! 
TOLL FREE 
800-527-3582 
Write or can · Rose TOLL FREE at 
1·800-527·3582!Texas residents call 
214-234-1770>. Please use the toll 
free llnes for orders and llterature 
reciuests only. Technical help or ser· 
vice use the Texas llne. You can pay
by VISA or MASTERCARD, you can 
send check or money order 1a11ow a 
couple of weeks for personal checks 
to clear> or order COD <we ship COD'S · 
cash, certified check or money
order only>. Rose wlll take American 
money In Just about any form. Add 
freight IUPS where possible> on all 
orders under $1000. If you buy
$1000 or more Rose eats the freight!
Texas residents cough up 5% sales 
tax. Allow 2·4 weeks for dellverv. 
Order today · I need the money! 

TOTAL ACCES5© 

P.0. BOX 3002 
RICHARDSON, TX 75080 

214·234·1770 
• TRSBO & Radio Shack are trademarks of 

Tandy corp. 

© Copyright 1981 TOTAL ACCESS 
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·L(Jtters 

continued frorn page 4 

,.of a challenge. Add the following to the 
end of line 700: 

:Tl=Tl+ l:PRINT@26,"TIME";Tl; 
You now have a running time total 

during play. With each winning game, 
-you can now try to better your time. 

80-U.S. is a superb publication. My 
only complaint is - why not monthly 
rather than bimonthly - Thank you, 

Raymond Nehilla 
Amb'ridge, PA 

As a relatively new subscriber to your 
magazine, and an owner of a ~79 
Centronics printer, I have followed with 
great interest Larry Panattoni's articles. 
I have appreciated the wealth of 
information he has presented. 

I am not a newcomer to electronics, 
having been an electronics technician, 
ham operator, and project builder for 
-over twenty years. 

I just completed the project "Silencing 
the 779 Printer" presented in your 
May/ Jun 81 issue. The unit works fine, 
but I am a bit embarrased to say it took 
me a few hours to trouble shoot the 
,project. My problem was in following the 
schematic to the letter. No where in the 
schematic is power applied to I Cl, it was 
only after concluding that I had a bad 
chip that it hit me that there should be 
more than three connections to the 
socket! 

May I suggest that you include a 
correction in your next issue stating that 
+5 volts should be connected to pin 14 
and a ground to pin 7, on !Cl? 

Further, I was unable to obtain, or to 
find anyone who had heard of 0.01 uf 
Tantalum capacitors (C2, C5, C6). I 
substituted 0.01 disk ceramics, but 
suspect that 0.1 Tantalums was what 
was meani to be used. 

Despite the frustration I enjoyed the 
project. Thank you for a fine publication. 

Ken Harris 
Golden City, MO 

(Larry tells us any capacitor type with 
the correct value (0.01 uf) can be used in 
place of the Tan-talum capacitors 
described in the article. Ed) 

I have recently subscribed to your 
magazine and have found it quite good. I 
do a great deal of custom TRS-80 work 
and have at least one of all the Tandy 
machines. 

I have gotten a number of ideas from 
your published works. No matter how 
good you are or think you are, new ideas 
that are decent always help. 

CE Davis Jr 
Maitland, FL 

HELP! Having recently acquired an 
MX-80 type II printer for my twin disk 
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48K TRS-80 I am keen to use the 
excellent dot matrix capability to 
produce reproduction quality musical 
script suitable for school or church use, 
but the total scope of the project defeats 
me. 

Is there anyone out there with the 
same need who would be prepared to 
cooperate in a joint effort to do this? My 
BASIC is a little above average (I am a 
fulltime user in another field - yacht 
design) and my musical knowledge could 
be said to be the same as my machine 
language skill, just adequate for the 
task. 

If there are enough starters the effort 
could be agreeably shared around. So far 
I have never seen any published 
material on this topic and any references 
know to a reader would be appreciated. 

Mike Tattersall 
Box 14588 

Auckland, New Zealand 
(Check with users of the Malibu printer, 
they seem to have had it producing 
music notes in rather fine detail. We 
don 't see too much from them anymore 
in the way of ads, but some users may 
know of the methods they used. Ed) 

Leo Christopherson's article on line 
packing says he has no way of 
generating error messages or keeping a 
packed machine language program from 
crashing. 

I think he wants the ERROR and 
QWHAT routines from Palo Alto Tiny 
BASIC. They stop the program, print 
"WHAT?", then print the BASIC line 
with the question mark embedded where 
the error occurs. He will want to twiddle 
them. 

These routines can be found in a 
number of places - inside a Level I 
TRS-80, in the PCC Reference Book (Li.
Chen Wang's most recent version), in 
Volume l of Dr. Dobb's Journal, and in 
the "Best of Interface Age - Software" 
volume published by TAB. 

They call other Tiny BASIC routines, 
but I think he can substitute calls to 
Level II ROM and still deep his program 
alive. The original ERROR and QWHAT 
routines are called from several places in 
the original Tiny BASIC, so it's merely a 
matter of devising the necessary test to 
get from A to B. 

He may want to modify his Line 
Finder so that he has three classes of 
lines identified S, D and E for Error. 

After he has a crack at it, you may 
want to ask him for another article. 

CJ (Mike) Fern, Jr WA60WJ 
Director of Development 

Mossman-Pacific, Inc 
Covina, CA 

(llow about it Leo? Ed) 

I would like to compliment you on the 
fine article published in the Mar/ Apr 81 
issue entitled "Custom Operating 

System". I, like many others, have 
owned what I thought was one 35 track 
and one 40 track drive and suffered with 
the backup problems it entailed. Finding 
that I can make disk to disk 40 track 
copies was a Godsend. 

I find the definition of your new daisy 
wheel printer makes your listings much 
easier to read, but must make one 
suggestion. Consider the use of a font 
that has a back-slashed zero, it makes it 
much easier to tell an oh from a zero 
when reading the copy... 

Steven P Sherwick 
Minnetonka, MN 

(We have been, and are continuing to 
search for a 12-pitch typewheel with a 
slashed zero. We have the IO-pitch which 
you describe in your letter, but need the 
different font due to space 
considerations. The wheel we use now 
has a difference between the zero and oh. 
It is easy to tell the difference: look at a 
line number to see what the zero looks 
like, then look at a FOR or GOTO to see 
what the oh looks like. Ed) 

Recently received comments on 
Jul/Aug 81 issue: 

What did you like: The article by Ira 

McComic . 

What did you dislike: That there weren't 
more articles by Ira McComic. 
What do you want to see? More articles 
by Ira McComic. 
Signed: Ira McComic's mother. 

Your magazine is in error on the prices 
in several instances. As of today, I no 
longer consider your magazine accurate 
as for prices of your advertisers. Today I 
phoned an order to ... and tried to order ... 
for $26.95. They told me the price was 
wrong. The real price is $39.95. I cannot 
believe these errors are a coincidence 
any longer. Sincerely, 

Ross Bentivegna 
Cincinnati, OH 

(Did you know that over 99% of all the 
advertisments in most magazines come 
to them "camera ready"? That means 
that the ad is produced somewhere else 

·and is ready for press by the time the 
magazine gets it. The ads are many 
times created by an advertising agent 
who does this sort of work for an 
advertiser. Sometimes there is a lag in 
communication between an advertiser 
and his agent, or between the tiine an ad 
is sent for publication and the actual 
press date. (We don't put the magazine 
together the day before you get it). There 
are also cases where the people setting 
the prices don't really know what they 
want to say. Sometimes, an overzealous 
underling takes it upon him or herself to 
make policy for the boss without getting 
clearance or approval. Businesses, 
advertisers, agencies and publishers a.re 
all run by people, and people are human, 
no matter where you. find them. Ed) 
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SOFTWARE PRICE WAR 

Corporation of America Is selllng Its software with 
o view that volume soles con almost negate this · 
development cost. 

OUR GUARANTEE - Bu1,1 both our software and 
that of our competitors (who will no doubt charge 
several times our price because the1,1 need to 
recapture their development cost). Compare the 
two s1,1stems and we know 1,1ou'll return theirs 
(make sure the1,1'll let 1,1ou return their software). 
If 1,1ou decide not to keep our s1,1stem, then return 
it within 45 do1,1s for o full refund. Once you've 
used our s1,1stem we're confident 1,1ou'll be 

CSCA Is offering Its full1,1 lntegroted user delighted. tMicrcxomputers fa; Business. Applications. 1979. 

oriented business and accounting software Available for Apple*. TAS-80, and most other 
package ot the, until now. unheard of price of s1,1stems
$149. Experts hove estimated the development 

*The Apple version requires the Microsoft Z80 .softcard. 

costs for o full1,1 Integrated software s1,1stem 
 Available on SV4 " double denslt1,1 
ranges between $7,200 and $22.000.t When 8" single denslt1,1
1,1ou bu1,1 software the developer hos to 

recapture this expense. Computer Services 
 CSCA has CBASIC, CP/M and Microsoft Z80 softcard in stock. 

Integrated Business and Accounting System 
GENERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS PAYABLE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
Programs: Programs: Comprehensive Status Reports 

Moster File Cash Requirements Report Inventory Alert Reports 
(Chart of Accounts) Generates Purchase Orders Raw and Finished Goods 

Receipts and Disbursements Automatic Posting to General and more 
Journals Ledger 

Balance Sheet Prints Checks FIXED ASSETS ACCOUNTING 
Income Statement Programs: 
Comprehensive Budget Analysis PAYROLL Complete Capital Goods Record 
Trial Balance Programs: Option of 5 Depreciation Methods 
and more Comprehensive Payroll Register IRS Depreciation Report (Form 

Prints Payroll Checks 4562) 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE Automatic Posting to General 
Programs: Ledger COMPREHENSIVE USER ORIENTED 

Complete Order Entry FDIC Form 501 DOCUMENTATION 
Automatic Posting to General W-2 Forms and 941 Reports Including sample data 

Ledger easy to use lnltlollzotlon program 
File Aging (30/60/90 days) EXTRA: MAILING LIST PROGRAM on accountant's dream 

Prints Invoices 


Send $149 for the system including six 8 inch program 
disks and over 150 pages of user-oriented documentation. 

Up to 1000 Accounts tr/~COMPUTER SEAVIC~2~~~AT~~!.~~~~£~ on a Disk ~tv Order Toll Free 1-800-528-6050 ext. 1591
REQUIREMENTS: 48K • C BASIC 2 

2 DISH DRIVES 
NomeOur Integrated business software 


hos been designed to operate easily 

ond efficiently. The program requires 
 AddressC Bask 2. o compiler basic that per· 

mlts exceptional efficiency. As o sub

stontlol fully Integrated system It also 
 Clt1,1/Stote/Zlp___________________ 
requires a 48H or greater system. C 
Basic 2 con operate In any CP/M en
vironment. Thus, our package may Moster Charge or Visa ----------Expires_____
be used by virtually all micro compu

ters: 


Your S1,1stem 

Disk Size 0 SV4 " double density D 8" single density 
Dealer (notionol/lnternotlonol) Inquiries Invited © 1981 Computer Services Corporation of America 
Moll to: Computer Services Corporation of America 

332 East 30th Street New York, New York 10016 Circle 60 



Items at random 


Corrections 
In the last issue we made a 

mistake in the "Rate your printer" 
article. The Radio Shack line printer 
V average and ratio were 
miscalculated (on a calculator, not a 
computer) and should be 76.8 CPS 
average and a 48% ratio to rated 
speed. 

We have had numerous letters on 
this subject. It seems all three 
computers exhibit a tendency to 
over-rate a printer with a buffer and 
so the various tests will have to be 
adjusted accordingly. If you don't 
mind wasting paper on a printer 
test, change the following lines to 
give an average of 5000 characters 
per test: 

110 FOR A =l TO 50 
230 FOR A = 1 TO 25Q 
290 FOR A= 1TO125 
350 FOR A = 1 TO 62 
430 FOR A = 1 TO 13 
change: 

1200/Tl in lines 660 and 670 to: 

6000/Tl. 

1000/ in lines 680 through 730 to: 

5000/. 

1170/T5 in lines 740 and 750 to 

5070/T5. 

For Model I and III users, change 

the following lines to read: 


100 INPUT "Press (ENTER) when 

ready to start test";J$ 

180 CLS:PRINT"Test completed ... " 

190 INPUT"Enter time to run this 

test in seconds";T 


Model I users should use a watch 
to time the printer test. Time it from 
when you press the enter key to the 
last character printed on the test. 
Record the total seconds. This will 
also give you accurate times for a 
printer with a buffer. 

Most manufacturers of dot matrix 
printers rate their units for 
maximum sustained speed. This is 
assuming the head is already 
moving and does not take into 
account time for paper feed, head 
startup and stop, or carriage return.. 

Another item came up when we 
compared serial and parallel units 
of the same make and model. It 
appears that the parallel 
handshaking of the Model II has a 
slowing effect on throughput. This 
may be an area of previously 
unrealized incompatibility between 
printer and computer. 

Something similar to this existed 
in the audio world until a couple of 
years ago. It had to do with cable 
capacitance betweeen the 
turntable's cartridge and the 
amplifier's magnetic input. Top end 
frequency response was seriously 
affected. We see a similar situation 
shaping up in the computer-printer 
connection. 

Correction for the Disk 
Interfacing Guide 

The Model I Disk interfacing 
guide, by William Barden, 
published by SO-Northwest 
Publishing Inc has two errors. They 
are: 
Page 41: In figure 2, Generalized 
Disk Read Program, all numbers in 
the left-most column should begin 
with a 5, i.e., 52C6, 52C9, 52CA etc., 
and on page 53, in the side by side 
listing, line number 01140 reads: 
50B2 32EF37 01140 DISK06 
LD(37EFH),A 
should read: 
50B2 32EC37 01140 DISK06 LD 
(37ECH), A 

LX-80 and protected disks 

Lobo's L*-80 Interface will only 
work with the LDOS operating 
system. If you are considering this 
fine piece of equipment, please be 
aware that LDOS is compatible 
with Radio Shack and Microsoft 
machine language programs . 
However, the LX-80 will not 
recognize any other operating 
system, including self-booting 
"protected" diskettes: 

Our listing format 
Some of our readers are not 

aware of the format for Model I/III 
· BASIC listings which we use. We 

consistently indent lines two spaces 
when they wrap around. This is 

done to offset the wrapped around 
lines from the line numbers. When 
these spaces are missing, it 
indicates that a down-arrow key 
was pressed at the end of the 
preceding line. Please be a ware of 
the indent, especially with DATA 
statements. In some cases the 
indent has been interpreted to be a 
separation of data elements. 

Model II listings do not contain 
this indent, nor do the color 
computer listings. The color 
computer listings are 32 characters 
wide and will appear on your screen 
exactly as they appear in the 
magazine. To get the listings for the 
color computer, we transmit them to 
the Model II in the Terminal mode 
via LLIST. The Model II then 
produces the listing after having set 
the forms width to 32 characters. 

All programs as listed in the 
magazine (with the exception of the 
pocket computer) are listed from the 
actual running program. The pocket 
computer program in this issue was 
typed into a Model I and Pocket 
Computer at the same time to 
maintain accuracy. It's tricky, but it 
worked, and it's a great program to 
boot! 

Terry says "thanks" 
Terry Dettmann conveys his 

warmest thanks to the many who 
expressed concern over the health of 
his son. 

This issue 
With the coming of the fall 

season we thought it appropriate to 
splash some color in this issue. You 
may note it has increased another 
16 pages too. We qave selected a 
whole raft of goodies for you to 
ponder and play with, and hope you 
enjoy it. We did. 

·-----------·----- 
A lady recently was overheard 

to say: "Did you know that they sell 
that TRS-80 in Radio Shacks now?" 
Really!! We thought everybody 
knew about the TRS-80 ... 

Tell them you saw it in the 
Journal, and make a nice day! 

Mike &Tom 
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Invest In Yourself 


At age 32 Tom Guido climbed down 
the corporate ladder to become the 
successful owner of the Chester Inn 
in Vermont. • 

Five years ago, a favorite cheesecake 
recipe launched San Francisco's 
Just Desserts. Eliot Hoffman, Gail 
Horvath and Barbara Radcliff now 
run a $2 million, 100 employee bak
ery offering top quality delights. • 

Jane Wilson operates tl;te Party Box 
from a 15' by 30' kitchen' in New York 
City, where she caters huge parties 
for clients like Bloomingdales, 
Macy's and Sports Illustrated. • 

You Too Can Succeed on Your Own. 
If you want to make a liv running a business creatively pie above who have left Cor energy and dollars in new 

ing on your own terms ... do and profitably, there is good porate America behind, you areas of opportunity. And 
what you enjoy best, while news for you. Like the pea- too can invest your time, succeed on your own. • 

Lee Morgan of Antioch Bookplate in 
Yellow Springs, Ohio, turned his 
father's 50 year-old printing com
pany into a fast growing, multi
faceted enterprise. Their sales have 
doubled every 3 years since 1968. • 

Finally, A Survival Guide for Small Business Success. 

Find out how you can be neering is taking place they did wrong, and what accounting techniques, tax 

your own boss... how you today... and how you can they're doing now to keep planning, advertising, legal 
can turn a good idea into profit. their businesses growing. issues and financing.. . key 
your own enterprise. Dis You'll meet hundreds of IN BUSINESS will knowledge for making it on 
cover IN BUSINESS. Here's individuals who are working help you train yourself to your own. • 
the magazine that shows for themselves and enjoying develop sound management 
you where new opportuni prosperity. You'll read about practices. You'll get impor
ties exist... where real pio- what they did right, what tant advice on marketing, 

Whether you're in business today, or planning to be soon, IN BUSINESS will tell you 
how to get the most from your efforts, your investment and yourself. 

Discover 
the Business 
Magazine for 
Individualists... 

IN 
BUSINESS 

Box 323 
Emmaus, PA 18049 



New products 

Micro-Grip 

Micro-Grip enables any EpsonTM 

MX-70 or MX-80 printer to feed any 
friction feed paper, including 
letterhead, single sheets, preprinted 
forms and -roll paper. Installation is 
very simple. Using existing 
mounting points, the Micro-Grip 
snaps into place in seconds and your 
existing tractor feed capability 
remains undisturbed. The Micro
Grip friction feed conversion kit is 
available for $39.95 (plus $1.50 
shipping) from Micro-Grip , Ltd. PO 
Box 873 Langley AFB, VA 23665 

Circle Number 101 

Direct Connect Modem 

ESI Lynx introduced a new 
version of its Lynx direct-connect 
telephone modem for both TRS-80 
Model I and III microcomputers at 
the New York TRS-80 show. 

Standard features of the new 
Lynx include auto-dial and 
auto-answer functions, originate I 
answer, progr a mmable word 
length, parity, number of stop bits 
and full / half duplex. Also provided 
are active clear and break keys and 
"control ", programmable I / O 
porting, and either keyboard
dialing or stored number selection 
operation. 

The new Lynx utilizes no ROM 
routines, so Radio Shack changes in 
TRS-80 ROM programming, when 
they occur, will have no effect on the 
modem's operation. It connects to 
either the keyboard or the 
expansion interface on Model I, and 
to the 50-pin 1/0 bus jack on the 
Model III. 

In addition, it can easily be re
ported to permit simultaneous 
operation of a serial printer, and can 
be placed on either side of the Model 
III unit. 

The Lynx package contains all 
hardware and software needed to 
get a TRS-80 Model I or III "on line". 
Included is an instruction manual 
that lists free bulletin board 
telephone numbers and describes 
how to call these and other services, 
including Source and Compu-Serve. 
No tools are needed for installation. 

The new Lynx carries a suggested 
retail price of $299.95. It is currently 
in stock at computer stores 
nationwide; details may be obtained 
by writing ESI LYNX at 123 Locust 
St., Lancaster, PA, by phoning 717 
291-1116 or Circle Number 102 
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Color Printer Interface 

The CPRINT module (photo 
below) gives your TRS-80 color 
computer a plug-compatibl e 
Centronics type parallel printer port 
for use with all parallel Radio 
Shack, Centronics, Epson and 
similar printers. It is compatible 
with all versions of the color 
computer and uses no extra 
memory. Enclosed in a plastic case, 
immediately for $49.95 from 
MicroLabs, Inc., 902 Pinecrest, 
Richardson, TX 75080 

Circle Number 107 

New Hard Drive 

New World introduced the first 
51/ 4 inch fixed / removable cartridge 
drive using Winchester technology. 
While currently designed as an 
OEM product, the company will sell 
to individuals interested in 
supplying the necessary standard 
+ 12, +5 volt minifloppy power 
supply, interfacing controller and 
software. The fixed / removable 
combin ation will fit in the same 
space occupied by a 5 inch 
minifloppy as used in Radio Shack 
equipment. 

The proprietary low -mass , 
multiple-head assembly provides 
fast access to data. Just 5 /• 
milliseconds to shift heads from one 
cylinder to the next, like changing a 
complete 40 track minifloppy every 
5 milliseconds. 

OEM prices start under $500 for 
the Model 2/ 0 (2 meg fixed, 0 
removable) to under $1200 for the 
Model 4/ 4 (4 megs fixed, 4 
removable). 

For more information, call or 
write Philip Haines, New World 
Computer Co, 3176 Pullman Street 
#210, Costa Mesa , CA 92626 

Circle Number 103 

Pocket Computer Printer 

Radio Shack has introduced a 
com bina ti o n Printer/ Cassette 
Interface for the Pocket Computer 
for $149.95. The interface contains a 
built-in dot matrix impact printer 
which uses ordinary roll paper and a 
replaceable ribbon cartridge. Price 
of the paper is $1.75 per package of6. 
The ribbons sell for $2. 75 each. See 
your local Radio Shack for details. 



Friction Feed 

Gosub International has 
introduced a friction feed kit for 
Epson TM MX-70 and MX-80 printers. 
This kit is priced at $49.95 and 
allows the use of single sheet, roll 
stock, letterhead, business forms, 
non-tractor labels and personal 
checks in the printer. It does not 
affect pin feed use and includes a 
rack for supporting 81/ 2 inch teletype 
rolls . For further information 
contact Gosub International , PO 
Box 275, Wichita, KS 67201 

Circle Number 104 

Inexpensive Interface 

Interface your TRS-80 to an 
RS232 printer for less than $2 in 
parts. A five page booklet provides 
instructions, schematic, parts list 
and software driver listing for the 
TRS-80 user who re.quires a 
hardcopy printout via RS-232. The 
booklet is available for $6.95 from 
Fobel Enterprises, 552 East El 
Morado, Ontario, CA 91764 

Circle Number 105 

DATORG for Model III 

Byte Miser Software is 
announcing that DATORG 2.0 is 
now available for the TRS-80 16K 
and up Model III. DATORG is a very 
flexible and fast file keeping 
program designed especially for 
tape based users (See review in 
Jan/ Feb 81 80-U.S. Journal). It 
features a high speed machine 
language Shell-Metzner sort (48K in 
less than a minute), variable length 
fields, user defined delimiters, 
machine language search (wild card 
characters supported), subtotalling 
for one signed field per record and 
more. The Model III version allows 
selectable baud rate l/O (500-1500 
baud), and the low speed files are 
completely compatible with the 
Model I files. Available from Byte 
Miser Software, 720 West Haven 
Blvd., Rocky Mount, NC 27801 for 
$20 Circle Number 106 

Free Data Base Information 

A new 8-page brochure, produced 
by Micro Data Base Systems, Inc., 
invites applications developers and 
OEMs to compare small computer 
capabilities of the "MDBS System" 
for data base management with 
those of file management systems 
and other data handling systems. 
MDBS contends it offers true data 
base management for small 
systems; the brochure outlines 
features which cannot be matched 
by other data handling systems. It 
also lists typical MDBS appli
cations, users, etc. Copies may be 
obtained by contacting Micro Data 
Base Systems, Inc., Box 248, 
Lafayette, IN 4 7902 

Circle Number 108 

M-ZAL Editor/Assembler 

A modular Editor/ Assembler for 
the TRS-80, M-ZAL, is available for 
the Model I (M-ZAL-Tl) and the 
Model III (M-ZAL-T3). The disk 
based editor/ assembler package 
includes full screen option menus, 
full screen text editor, and object 
module linker. The assembler 
produces SYSTEM tapes, CMD 
files , and relocation / external 
symbol files. The object module 
linker allows the user to relocate 
independent program modules and 
link them together, thus creating 
larger and more complex programs. 
Source programs are not limited by 
memory size and can also be linked 
together via the assembler's 
*INCLUDE command. Extensive 
listing control features are 
supported, as well as 8 character 
labels and an alphabetical symbol 
table and cross reference. The 
complete package, including 
compr~hensive documentation , is 
$149 (specify Model I or Ill) from 
Computer Applications Unlimited, 
PO Box 214, Rye, NY 10580 

Circle Number 109 

Model III Games 
----··- ------·
Acorn Software Products, Inc. , 

announces the release of its 
long -awaited entertainment 
programs for the Model III. The 
games are supplied on cassette: each 
program will load on both the Model 
I and Model III. (Model I/Ill disk 
versions coming soon). Acorn 
Software Products, Inc., 634 North 
Carolina Ave SE, Washington, DC 
20003 Circle Number 110 

New products 

New Light Pen 

A self-contained light pen which 
plugs directly into the TRS-80 Model 
III has been announced by the 3G 
Company. This pen makes it · 
possible to bypass the TRS-80 
keyboard and interact directly with 
the information displayed on the 
video screen. The light pen adds 
versatility to most graphics 
programs and makes possible 
unique games. The entire package 
sells for $39.95 (Plus $1.50 postage 
and handling within the US; $6.00 
for foreign orders) and is available 
from the 3G Company, Route 3, Box 
28D, Gaston, OR 97119 

Circle Number 111 

Talk/Tutor™ 

The Radio Shack Talk/ Tutor 
System presents numbers, upper 
and lower case text, high resolution 
pictures recorded by a unique 
television camera and processor 
and high quality audio. Only a 
standard TRS-80 color computer 
(connected to a TV set) and a single 
track audio cassette player are 
required to retrieve lessons prepared 
with this system. Students interact 
with the system using the TRS-80 
color computer's standard 
typewriter keyboard or optional 
joysticks. 

Talk/ Tutor was developed by 
Dorsett Educational Systems, Inc., 
of Norman, Oklahoma, who have 
licensed it to Radio Shack. 
According to Lloyd Dorsett, 
president of the firm, they will 
supply related video camera control 
and image processing equipment to 
Radio Shack's Education Divisiim, 
which will be used to develop 
teaching programs for use on the 
Talk / Tutor System. In addition, 
under the terms of the agreement, 
Dorsett will supply Radio Shack 
with tutorial programs in reading, 
math and other subjects. 

While the video equipment used 
with this system to develop teaching 
programs will not be sold as a part of 
the Radio Shack product line, 
equipment could be made available 
to educational publishers under the 
terms of a sublicense agreement. 
This agreement would allow 
educational publishers to develop 
and sell Talk / Tutor SystemTM 

programs for the TRS-80 color 
computer. 
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i •i ACCEL2 SPACE TRADEOFFS 
• Compiled programs run faster than uncompiled programs but they are usually bigger. This is because • 
• compiled statements occupy more space than the BASIC source statements they replace. ACCEL2 com- • 

-; : piles a selected subset of Level II/Disk BASIC and controls the interpreter to execute uncompiled lines at : 
• normal interpreter speed . The uncompiled lines stay exactly the same size and thus do not contribute to • 
• code growth at all. 8 
• Table below shows the BASIC subset translated by ACCEL2 to machine code . Figures represent the • 
• number of extra bytes needed by each instance of the compiled instruction. • 
: INTEGER SINGLE DOU BLE STR 1NG : 

Assignment (LET) 5 14 14 14 
: Array Reference (1-dim) 16 24 25 20 : 
e ANDorOR . 5 14 14 • 
• Compare ( < , etc) 11 26 25 10 • 
• Add, Subtract, Concat 3 2 2 1 • 
• Multiply(*) 5 2 2 • 
• Divide (/) 5 2 2 • 
• Reference to a constant O 6 1 O 7 • 
e FOR with NEXT 29 e 
: POKE 7 19 19 : 
e SET or RESET 6 18 18 e 
e IF THEN ELSE 15 21 21 21 e 
• ON expression GOTO 12 18 18 • 
• Functions •

8e VARPTR -3 -9 -9 -9 
e POINT 3 9 9 e 
: PEEK 0 0 0 : 
e LEN 1 e 
e MID$ 5 e 
• LEFT$ 4 e 
• RIGHT$ 4 • 
•. CHR$ 2 ! 
· ASC 7 v 

: CVI 8 : 
• Flow of Control 8 
e GOSUB with RETURN 4 e 
• GOTO 0 • 
• All other BASIC • 
• statements and functions 0 0 0 0 • 
: The ACCEL2 user may also selectively inhibit compilation of expressions to further minimise code : 
• growth. This is controlled by embedding REM NO EX PR and REM EXPR lines in the uncompiled program to • 
• bracket performance critical sections . Programs compiled without use of the REM NOEXPR option typi- • 
• cally expand to about 1.5-2.5 times the size of the original, but since ACCEL2 strips REM statements e 
• from the BASIC program, final size can sometimes be smaller. • 
: ACCEL 2: For 32K TRS-80 Model I (Model 111 version soon) . Compile-time size 5652 bytes, run-time : 
e size 1536 bytes, save to ES/F wafer, disk under TRSDOS, NEWDOS, NEWDOS80. e 
• $88.95 + $2.00 shipping . 
• TSAVE: Writes ACCEL2 compiler output to independent SYSTEM tape . $9. 95 + $1. 00 shipping • 
: Developed in Britain ' ALLEN GELDER SOFTWARE Mastercharge/Visa : 
• by Southern Software Box 11721 Main Post Office CA add 6% • 
• San Francisco, CA 94101 • 
• ~ (415) 387-3131 Circle 4 • 

: TRS-80, TRSDOS tm Radio Shack ~~ Stringy/Floppy tm exatron inc . NEWDOS tm Apparat, Inc : 
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(Stringy Floppy owner's news) 

By Jim Perry 

@!LOAD ZeroAlmost everyone has a set routine to start off the 
day. Different people have different pr iorities. I ' kick If you are a registered Stringy Floppy .owner you 
start' myself with intravenous coffee and a cigarette - should have received a special present, from Exatrori, 
but without the mail I'd go back to bed. I am addicted by now - a complimentary copy of @LOAD Zero. If you 
to it. My thanks to everyone who puts pen (or printer) haven 't received a copy then write or calf Exatron and 
to paper. If you have any ideas, suggestions, they ' ll get one off to you poste-haste. @LOAD Zero 
comments, problems or nothing better to do, drop me conta ins four programs, and comes with lo.ts of 
a line at @NEWS, P. 0 . Box 1681, Upland, California, documentat ion . It 's Exatron 's way of showing you what 
91786. you ' ll be getting with a subscription to @LOAD. 

Bill Callahan (from Catonsville , Maryland) 
commented on his TRS-80 as follows: Customizing Your TRS-80 

I think I'm the only guy around that feels like he By the time you read this a new book from IJG 

accomplished almost nothing with his TRS-80. It's Computer Services will have been published (barring 

strictly a toy, in that I spend a lot of money, but war or earthquake!), Th e Cus tom TRS-80 and Other 

except for my own personal use do little to justify Mysteries , by Dennis Bathory Kitsz . As well as being an 

the expense. I rarely play a game, but have loads extremely comprehensive guide to software and 

of fun . I've spent as much as 8. hours in one day (at hardware modifications, it also contains a detailed tour " 

my machine) . .. but I have made very little of the Stringy Floppy. Dennis lives in the cold of 

progress in really doing any programming. Vermont, and finds his St ringy much more reliable than 
his disk system, it even works in the warmth of his

In the same mail as the letter from Bill was the 
refrigerator!

following comment from Harry Wegner, from San Luis 
Obispo, Cal ifornia : I wish I could give an unbiased review of this excellent 

book, but I edited it! Of particular interest to Stringy
I think you should take another look at Stringy 

users is a sound generator circuit, with ESF-bas~d 
owners and their computer skills. Most of the 'Gung 

software to play 'Oh California ' as a demonstrat'ion
Ho ' types go from tape to a floppy disk. Maybe I'm 

program . The Custom TRS-80 is available from Exatron, 
wrong, but Stringy owners are mostly too 

or any IJG dealer, for $29.95 plus sales tax and
sophisticated to be content with a cassette system 

shipping . 
- but can't justify the cost of a disk system. We're 

not too computer sharp! Electric Spreadsheet 


In short, we need a newsletter that holds our Microcomputers can make excellent 'number 
hand and leads us through applications - so we crunchers ' , that is if you have the software to crunch ~he 
learn how to take full advantage of our ESFs. numbers. Electric Spreadsheet is a program by 
So, what do the rest of you want? Explanations, Dan Haney that allows you to perform complex tabular 

software reviews, fixes, help wanted, programming calculations , print the results , and store the information 
tricks, commercials, or more of the same mixture as for later use - similar in concept to the popular Program 
present? Spend 18 cents and let me know. VisiCalc (from Personal Software). 
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Two versions of Electric Spreadsheet are available, 
one for 16K machines the other for 32 I 48K machines, 
they are $44.95 and $7 4.95 respectively . The program 
comes on a wafer complete with a well-written 52-page 
indexed manual. Memory does not have to be reserved 
for the program, as it is a BASIC program. A simple 
@LOAD 1 then RUN is all that is needed. 

Calculations can be performed in integer, single 
precision or double precision - but all calculations must 
be in the same mode. After being asked to define the 
precision the number of columns and lines of data are 
asked for, the default being 4 columns by 14 lines, with 
4 columns being the minimum. If the problem defined is 
too large to be displayed on a single screen Electric 
Spreadsheet can divide it up into separate 'pages'. 

The program has four modes of operation: 

Startup: Precision and maximum size defined. 

Input: Column and line operators, plus data 
entered. 

Output: Calculates the results of problem. 

Menu: Input I Output, printing, saving data. 

INPUT 1981 1982 1983 1984 
!LOB START BAL 1000 10 4 
2 
.3 
4 
5SLD ASSET #I 10(10 10 4 
6SYD ASSET #2 1000 4 
7DBD ASSET #3 1000 4 2 
8 CASH FL.OW 1000 1200 1400 1600 
9CMT COMPOUND 8 10 

lOTPW F"RES WORTH 8 10 
I ISNf: SINK FUND 8 5 10 

OUTPUT 1981 1982 1983 1984 
START BAL. 1000 785 548 
PAYMENTS 315 315 315 
INTEREST 100 78 55 
END BAL. 100(1 785 548 287 
ASSET #1 225 225 225 
ASSET #2 400 300 200 
ASSET #3 500 250 125 
CASH FLOW 1000 1200 1400 1000 
COMPOUND 1000 2300 3930 5923 
PRES WORTH 5679 
SINK FUND 295 295 295 295 

After entering labels (names) for columns and lines, 
you perform calculations by specifying 'operators', 
which call up particular formulas. Operators are 
specified with a 3 letter code, on the 16K version there 
are 50 standard codes, with 70 available in the 32 I 48K 
version. Available codes in the 16K version are listed 
below: 

ADD - Add consecutive lines. R1C - Retrieve one cell of data. 

SUB - Subtract two lines. RVS - Reverse sign. 

MUL - Multiply two lines. UNL - Underline. 

DIV - Divide two lines. ACL - Add current line to last column. 

CRT - Column and Row totals. APL - Add current line, carry previous column. 

RET - Retrieve previous line. 
 Mathematical Functions 
ASL - Add selected lines. PIN - Percent increase, year by year. 
ADK - Add a constant to line. PIO - PIN with one year delay. 
SUK - Subtract constant from line. LOG - Natural logarithm. 
MUK - Multiply line by a constant. ESC - Escalate a line. 
DVK - Divide line by a constant . EXP - E raised to a power. 
CPC - Percentage on a column. PWR - Raise line to a power. 
ADC - Add columns . 

Financial Calculations SUC - Subtract columns. 
PWL - Present worth of line . . MUC - Multiply columns. 
LON - Payments on a loan. DVC - Divide columns. 
LOB - Loan balance. 

SLD - Straight line depreciation. 
Miscellaneous 
SYD - Sum-of-years depreciation. ACF - Add and carry forward. 
DBD - Declining balance depreciation. CPG - Percent of column to next column. 
CMT - Compound amount. PCT - Percent of line to next line. 
TPW - Total present worth of line.LAB - Label only. 
SNK - Sinking fund. SCF - Add two lines and carry forward . 
ROR - Rate of return. A1C - Add one column. 


S1C - Subtract one column. Statistical Calculations 

M1C - Multiply one column. AVG - Average . 


. D1C - Divide one column. SDV - Standard deviation. 
A1L - Add one line. HLR - High, low, range. 
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Autostart 

22592 

17129 

27648 

17408 

17152 

27447 

17312 

18058 . 

17152 

17152 

17621 

28672 

31820 

27624 

17232 

20480 

23310 

23649 

19200 

17384 

31536 


For the Scott Adams Adventures 8.2, set Memory 

Size? to 22738, then load the program. Next @SAVE , 

#. 17152, 15614, to run the program @LOAD # then use· 

the SYSTEM command at address I 17232. Scott 

Adams says that they will not Autostart. 


Clean Machine 

Wee Willy certainly is prolific! In yet another dispatch 
from his secret programming bunker, -somewhere in 
California, he gave the following tip for cleaning a 
Stringy capstan. 

A quick way to clean the the capstan is to use a wafer 
and a strip of paper. Wrap the' paper strip around the 
wafer, so that it passes over the cutout area of the 
pinch roller. Now push the wrapped wafer into the drive 
and type@LOAD. After a few seconds press the BREAK 
key, or the RESET button, and pull the wafer out. You'll 
probably see some blackish material that has rubbed 
off onto the paper. Clean your capstan once a month 
like this and you'll prevent any excessive buildup of 
contamination. 

Next Issue 

Well I hope you found @NEWS informative and 
interesting, next time I'll take a look at Type Right 
Secretary and the new Electric Pencil 2.0. Don't forget 
to writel 
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Because the program is written in BASIC you can add 
your own specialized codes; in the 16K version you can 
delete unwanted sections to conserve memory space. 
The fast cursor movement, and general speed of 
execution, made me initially think that the Electric 
Spreadsheet was written in machine code - it is an 
extremely 'tight' and efficiently coded program. 

An extremely useful feature is the ability to 

split·the·screen and scroll between different pages. 

The 32 I 48K version can even produce histogram plots 

of two lines on the screen, with automatic labeling of 

axes! 


All-in-all Electric Speadsheet is an extremely useful 
program with features not even found in VisiCalc, 
and performs according to its specifications. 

Saving Programs 

Putting BASIC programs onto a wafer is easy, but 
getting some commercial machine-language programs 
@SAVEd can cause headaches. William Rogers, from 
Hickman, California, sent in the following list of 
programs - complete with their Start addresses, 
lengths, and Autostart addresses. He can 't guarantee 
that all the numbers are correct (not having all the 
programs), so try them and see! If you have 
successfully transfered any other programs to wafer 
then let me have the details, conversely, if you can't get 
a program transfered let me know. 

While on the subject of converting programs to run on 
the ESF; Gary Dixon (from Glastonbury, Connecticut) is 
having problems with the Graphics Editor from the 
Jan I Feb issue of 80 U.S .. The program works 
beautifully, but when running it clobbers the ESF 
operating system - making @SAVEs or @LOADs 
impossible - so if anyone has solved this problem let 
him (and everyone else) know, b~ writing to @NEWS. 

Program Start LengthPROFIT/LOSS EXAMPLE 
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER COMPANY 

SUNNYVALE CALIFORNIA 
Pascal 22592 9996 


1981 1982 1983 
 BASIC 3 17129 5912

DIVISION A 

SALES A 100.0 110.0 121.0, 
 RSM 27648 5261 

SALES B 00.0 92.0 
HARDWARE SALES 100.0 190,0 213.0 Syscop 17408 630 

SOFTWARE SALES 40.0 48.0 55.0 TRCopy 17152 1583
TOTAL SALES 140.0 238.0 268.0 
MFG COST 61.6 104.7 1i7.9 Copy 2 24576 2885

SALES COST 22.4 38.1 42.9 
TOTAL DIR COST 84.0 142.8 160.8 Tbug 17280 1225 

SEN & ADMIN 10.9 18.6 20.9 
TOTAL COST 94.9 161.4 181.7 EDTASM ( 1.2) 17152 6867 

GROSS PROF IT 4:5.1 76.6 86.3 EDTASM (1 .1 ) 17152 6872
TAX 20.3 34.:5 38.8 
NET PROFIT 24.8 42. l 47.:5 Level 3 17152 5597 

PCT NET- SALES 17.7 17.7 17.7 
ANNUAL % NET 70.0 12.6 TShort 17136 560 

NET IN 1981 $ 24.8 38.0 38.:5 
ANNUAL %-1981 $ 5 3 .2 1.4 Mon 3 28672 4211 


Renum (R/S) 31808 922 

Airaid (old) 27624 1246 

Airaid (new) 17232 1246 

Invade (RI S) 20480 8630 

Invade (Level 4) 21760 7429 

Electric Pencil 21897 6026 

Forth 19200 9516 

B 17-Low (old) 17384 926 

B 17-Hi (old) 31536 926 
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If the thought 
of using a screwdriver 
gives you the shivers · 
then you can turn to 

the software 

;.::;1,;s/' ~;~~g{~:t~~u;0T~S-80 that Radio Shack ···~se:c:t~io:n~.····-~:::::~ 
.. · ··, said . couldn't be done? How about upper/lower In this you learn how 

<i-:, ·

0 

- c~se', .-reverse video, high-resolution graphicf?, · a to make BASIC programs auto-execute, 

''\' > high-speed clock, audible keystrokes, an extra reset the memory size, patch into the interpreter, 

keyboard, and a real-time clock? Still not enough? test memory with machine-language, pack program 
How about using an 8-track as a mass storage device, lines with machine code, and generate sound effects. 
making music, controlling a synthesiser, monitoring The Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries is more 
your data bus, and individual reverse characters? All than 300 pages of practical information, and tested 
these hardware modifications, plus lots more, are in software, for $29.95. Order your copy now, and start 
The Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries,~ turning your TRS-80 into a five-hundred-dollar 
by Dennis Bathory Kitsz - the latest book ~ supercomputer! Pick one up at your local IJG 
from IJG Computer Services. -~ dealer or use the coupon on the opposite page. 
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'.. this is not only a worthwhile book 
but a great book. My advice is to get it 
and USE it!' - William Barden Jr. 
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$22.50 
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in it, and every one is great!' 
- Dennis Kitsz. Phone orders (714) 946·5805 
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TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries is the 
definitive fixit book for disk users. Writen 
by Harvard Pennington it has more than 
130 pages of easy to read, entertaining and 
immensely useful information - find out 
how to recover disk files, the layout of 
information on the disk, memory· maps, 
problem solutions . .. the list goes on! 

Many readers have saved days_ of work 
by recovering files that had been unread
able. Now in its fourth updated printing, 
TRS-80 Disk and Other Mysteries . has 
been getting rave reviews in several mag
azines. Yours for only $22.50. (plus $1.50 · 
shipping, CA residents please add $1.35 
sales tax). · 

Microsoft BASIC Decoded and Other 
Mysteries is the, complete guide to,your 
Level II ROMs. With over seven tho.usaild 
lines of comments and 6 additional chap
ters packed with information, this is easily 
the biggest, and best, book about the Level 
II ROMs available. 

Exploit the full power of Microsoft' 
BASIC, with the aid of more than 300 
pages of tested examples, understandable 
explanations and detailed comments. Now 
available in a revised second printing, only 
$29.95 (plus $2.00 shipping, CA residents 
add $1.80 sales tax). 

IJG Computer Services, 
1260 West Foothill Blvd., 
Upland, CA 91786 

Please send me a copy of TRS-80 Disk 
and Other Mysteries for $22.50 plus $1.50 
shipping. 0 
Please send me a copy of Microsoft BA· 
SIC Decoded and Other Mysteries for 
$29.95 plus $2.00 shipping. 0 
Please send me a copy of The Custom 
TRS-80 and Other Mysteries for $29.95 
plus $2.00 shipping. 0 
OK, send me all three IJG books for 
$82.40 plus $5.00 shipping. 0 
Overseas add $8.00 per book airmail. 

Name .... ...... .... . . ..... .. ............ . . .. .. . ... . 


Address .. .. .. . . ......... . ........ ... ... ...... . .... . 


City ................ .. ...... ........... .... ...... . .. . 


State ... ... .. Zip ... ...... .. . .. ..... . . ...... .. ... . .. . 
Charge my: 

0 MasterCard Interbank Code ... ... ........ 


0 Visa Expiration Date ... . .. ... . . ...... . 

Card No...... ............. ........... .... ..... . ... . 


0 Check enclosed for ..... .. ..... .... ..... . .... . 


D Ship COD ($2.00 extra) 

Signature ............. .... , .. ..... ...... ... ... .. . . . . 
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Cover story 

Much more than a toy-

rocomput rTh 
industr'y 

As a tool, computers may be used in almost 
any environment. Some of us play games, 
others use the computer to study 
programming and learn how it works, 
others use t hem in business for the usual 
accounting chores. · 

To answer the question about what else a 
microcomputer can do, we made a few inqu~ries 
around the Seattle area. It didn't take long to 
unearth some interesting industrial applications. 
Finding one of them seemed to lead us to another. 

Our first stop was at the Engineering.office of 
HiTec, Inc., in Kent, Washington. There, we met 
with Mr Albert C Saurwein, who satisfies his 
computing needs with a TRS-80 Level II tape 
system. 

We asked Mr Saurwein how so small a system 
could do his work. 

"Well", he told us, "I only use it for a few 
generalized equations, but they apply to almost · 
everything I do." ' 

Mr Saurwein is a mechanical engineer, and 
spends much of his tirne figuring str~ss loads on 
beams of various types. He often works with 
numerical integration With as many as fifteen 
variables. Some would take days to do by hand, 
and would be error-prone. Now, he says he can do 
the same thing on the Level II 16K in about 3 
minutes, which not; only saves time, but allows 
him to do the "what if?" cases. 

In one example, he figured the buckling load 
along every inch of a thirty-foot tapered beam. On 
paper the equations for this problem took several 
pages of closely spaced third-order equations. The 
computer allows him to optimize his design, and. 
he feels the cost of the computer, even though it is 
used for only one group of math equations, is 
minimal considering what it does for him. 

Even so, he feels he can apply the computer to 
almost any mechanical system, and intends to as 
the need arises. · 

In Tacoma, we met with a representative of a 
larger firm which manufactures automatic pilot 
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equipment for boats. Starting with almost 100% 
raw material, they fabricate finished units which 
include metal castings, electric motors built in
plant, sheet metal and electronic control 
systems. One of their control systems includes an 
8085 microproce,ssor. 

This firm got into the TRS-80 Model I early, back 
in 1977, when they 'first became available. They 
now have several Model I's scattered around the 
plant, and four of the .units are tied into a Corvus 
hard disk system. 

When asked ,what the main purpose was for 
these computers, _ w~ were told they were 
running a complete manufacturing inventory 
system which tracked raw materials coming in 
and finished units going out. 

In addition to doing .tpe ..usual accounting and 
payroll, the . computer is used in special 
applications which give a potential customer 
figures on just how efficiently his boat will operate 
with this firm's products. 

The inventory program, which runs on the 
Corvus system, contains 4000 items of raw 
material and almost that many items of saleable 
parts. This does not include what they call 
"material in process", which is material in various 
stages of completion. Each such item gets a 
different number as more work is done on it, 
allowing an instant look at progress of work flow. 
It also allows the tracking of labor costs and 
additional material costs which go into the item. 

The Corvus hard drive used here has a video 
tape recorder as backup. The hard drive has a ten 
megabyte capacity, and the video unit can backup 
50 megabytes. There are four Model I TRS-80's 
currently on the hard drive, all of which can be 
using the hard drive at the same time. Our 
spokesman claimed there was no degradation of 
performance . except in cases where continuous 
random access filing was being done. 

A demonstration showed that all four Model I's 
could indeed access the hard disk at what looked 
like the same time.Actually, about 20 records from 
one machine were processed, followed by a one 
second pause. During this pause, one of the other 
machines did its thing. The controller, located in 
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Albert C Saurwein, High Technology Products & 
Engineering, said: "16K is just fine!" 

the Corvus unit itself, works on a "round robin" 
system, giving each machine time as needed. Up 
to 64 terminals may be connected to the Corvus 
hard disk. 

Did Corvus supply the necessary software for 
this system? 

The answer was yes. Corvus supplies controller 
firmware for the hard disk, which provides many 
functions, the round robin (polling) being part of 
it. The backup system (called the "mirror") is also 
supplied by Corvus. The backup system on video 
tape provides archival retrieval, and can be 
accessed by frame numbers. 

What happens when two terminals both access 
the same record at the same time, one for reading 
and the other to update? 

A feature called "Semaphore" is used to lock the 
record number to the first machine to access the 
record. The other machine also tries to lock the 
record number, but must wait until the first has 
unlocked. 

The Corvus system is capable of supporting 
other microcomputers, and this firm is planning to 
add Models III and II. They also have a DEC 

11 / 34 which may be interfaced with the Corvus. 
Just how much of microcomputing is in the 

"playing around" stage, and how much is getting 
hard results? 

Our guide answered this question by saying: 
"We couldn't get along without it. It turned the 
TRS-80 Model I from a small business machine 
well, let me put it this way - we have within our 
facility a DEC 11/ 34 with 28 megabytes of hard 
disk. The maintenance on that unit is excessive. 
Once every two to three months we have to 
have the disk systems serviced, have 
the whole thing gone through and have it checked 
out. The Corvus unit sitting right here has over 
18,000 hours on it, and has had only two failures. 
For the cost involved, the micros are much more 
reliable than the mainframes." 

"Not only that", he continued, "but the 
maintenance on this unit is easier, and there are 
more terminals than the mainframe unit has. If 
the Corvus goes down, we're shot, but for the price 
of them we can afford two, one for backup, and the 
longest we have been down is about four hours." 

It was apparent during the remaining tour ofthe 
plant that customer service and product reliability 
were the crux of their operation. The company, 
started in about 1934, still had parts for\older units 
on hand. All incoming raw material is checked by 
quality assurance, and we were told that the 
rejection rate in some cases ran as high as 60%. 

One of the future projects discussed was 
weighing small parts on a digital scale, and 

"they run a complete 
manufacturing 

inventory system, which 
tracks raw material 
coming in and finished 

units going out" 

letting the scale feed the number of parts directly 
to the computer. 

One of the more unique jobs for the Model l in 
this company is the running of a program they 
have devised, called the "Rudder Program". Given 
basic information about a prospective customer's 
boat, this program will generate a report showing 
what improvements in steering performance the 
owner can expect. In some cases they have 
improved performance of displacement hull boats 
from one-half to one and a half knots per hour. In 
boats with planing hulls, speed increased 
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from 28 knots to 32 knots by reduction of drag and 
increased steering effeciency. The program takes 
34K in a Model I, and puts out about three pages of 
printout per evaluation. The evaluation tells if the 
rudder is of adequate size, what efficiency range 
the vessel is running in, and whether or not the 
steering system is of adequate size to handle the 
vessel. It also gives recommendations on how to 
modify the rudder, improve effeciency and reduce 
drag and vibration. 

Next we took a short drive to Auburn, 
Washington and visitedMrElwynJohnsonofTri
Digital Systems. 

Mr Johnson operates a machine shop doing job 
work on engine lathes, metal milling and other 
metal machining operations. He is also an OEM 
distributor for the Tandy microcomputers. He 
develops software for numerical control of 
machines and calls this portion of his operation 
Tri-Digital Electronics. It was the numerical 
control portion of his operation we were especially 
interested in. 

According to Mr Johnson, their use of 
computers was originally in accounting for the 
machine shop and fur keeping track of job 
histories. He also said that job cos~ programs were 
of importance, and that he was searching for an 
adequate program in that area. 

"The other thing we use the computer for is a 
little more technical", he said, "and that's 
computer assist for numerical control of machine 
tools". 

"The affordable range for most small 
companies looking for numerical control would be 
a timesharing situation", he said. He wanted 
something that would be cheaper and in-house. 

About two years ago, he bought rights to a 
numerical control program and adapted it to the 

Jayne Smith 
operates one 
of four Model 

computers 
·interfaced to 
the Corvus 
hard drive 

system. 

Tandy II (Model II). The program was written in 
BASIC, and has since been expanded and written 
in a combination of FORTRAN and machine 
language. The program has been expanded and 
enhanced, and is still being improved upon. Now 
he has a complete numerical control system that 
not only does the geometry calculations, but does 
plotting, post processing and punches paper tape 
for the machines. 

''The affordable 

range for most 

small companies 


looking for 
numerical control 

would be a 
timesharing 
situation'' 

"We program the shape of the part to be 
machined", he told us, "we also have utilities 
which allow you to duplicate the part in several 
locations, we can make mirror images with a flip
command, magnify or reduce the size of the part". 

The program runs an engine lathe or a milling 
machine. We observed two such machines set up to 
be controlled this way. A Bridgeport mill was the 
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Elwyn Johnson talked to us while his Tandy II and Hewlett-Packard plotter created 
figure 1 (below). 

easiest to see. An electronics control box was 
added to the upper right of the machine. Electric 
motors had replaced the usual hand cranks which 
control the three axes of the milling table. The 
electronics box on this unit contains memory, and 
so the tool control path program is fed directly 
from the Model II via RS232 to this memory. The 
operator of the machine may over-ride the 
computer with his own instructions, and if these 
instructions are to become permanent, the 
program may be loaded back into the Model II for 
future use. 

Sample tool path for an aircraft door latch. The dashed 
lines represent rough-cuts; the solid line the finish cut; 
The line extending to the left is the "home position" for 
the tool. 

Figure 1 

In another part of the shop we were shown a 
Tandy II which was interfaced to a Hewlett
Packard Model 7225 8 X 11' inch plotter. The 
plotter is used to check a tool path prior to 
committing a tool bit to metal. Figure 1 shows a. 
sample of this plotter's output. It represents a 
plane view of a door latch for an aircraft. 

This computer also was interfaced to a printer 
for listing purposes and a paper tape punch. The 
punch creates an eight-level code which can be 
read into the controller on an engine lathe or mill. 

Did the program take into account hogging off 
large amounts of metal to rough-out a part, and 
does it account for fine finishing cuts? 

"Not at the present time'', was the answer. "We 
plan to include that in a future version. Finishing . 
cuts can now be done quite easily using our cutter 
compensation, when we get down to size we use a 
cutter that's 20 to 30 thousands larger, which 
allows us to have finish stock. Then we come back 
and take another pass. We are able to handle that 
portion of it." 

"Pocketing (as in a milling operation) will also 
come in the next version ofthe program, as will the 
ability to describe the shape of the raw material · 
and the shape of the finished part and let the . 
computer do it all", he promised. 
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The Hewlett-Packard plotter interface was 
programmed in-house. It operates from one of the 
two RS-232 ports on the Model II. 

"One problem we have with this piece of 
hardware", Mr Johnson said, "is that there are 
only two RS-232 ports, and we have need for 
several." 
·· '; Plotted machine tool paths and mechanical 
drawings are becoming more common these days, 
l!lC,Cording to Mr Johnson. 

''The days of 
Flossy and Bossy 
are gone ... these 
days it's strictly 

business'' 


Tri-Digital has two Model III, and one Model V 
line printers. They are satisfied with the 
performance of these units and the Tandy II 
computer. They have had no problems, even 
though Mr Johnson has been using the TRS-80 
since late 1977. He attributes much 
of the new tethnology to this country's space 
program, and wondered why such a program was 
cut off when it was producing so much for so little. 
We agreed. 

A few days later, we talked to Mr Glenn Vanden 
Bosch. Glenn operates a company called "Dairy 
Herd Management Services". This company, like 
TriDigital Electronics, is a spin-off of another 
company. In Glenn's case it grew out of his dairy 
contracting business. · 

Glenn jokingly refers to his program as "the cow 
program", even though there is more to it than 
that. His programs provide complete records and 
computations for dairy herds. He showed us one of 
his files which contained the records for 1000 
cows. It was all contained on a one-drive Model II 
TRS"80. The programs track each cow and keeps 
records on breeding date, lactation periods, milk 
produced and other data important to the 
dairyman. Visits by the veterinarian can be 
scheduled for specific parts of the herd, and 
histories for each animal to be checked can be 
made available easily. 
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"The days of Flossy and Bossy are gone", said 
Glenn, "these days it's strictly business". 

"When there were only a couple of dozen cows to 
be taken care of you simply called them by some 
pet name", Glenn told us. "Now they all have a 
number and the amount of milk produced is 
weighed. When they no longer produce, it's off to 
the land of hamburgers and soup hones". 

A lactation period is the period of time from 
when the cow first begins to produce milk to the 
next time she is bred and starts giving milk again. 
Normally, cows in their second and later lactation 
periods give more milk than in their first. The 
program tracks the number of pounds of milk 
produced, as well as the butterfat content. A good 
producing cow will provide up to 20,000 pounds of 
milk per year, with the average being between 
16,000 and 18,000 pounds. Butterfat content of 5% 
is considered good. Glenn cited an example of a 
"dud" (low-producer), as one who produced only 
5400 pounds of milk per year and had 3.5% 
butterfat. 

With the programs, the dairyman can look at 
the history of such cows and make intelligent ' 
decisions. In the case of the non-producer he may 
decide to breed the cow once more, primarily for 
the calf, and then if the cow doesn't produce he can 
sell the animal for slaughter. The program 
computes averages against like animals. 

Glenn's program is compatible with those ofthe 
Dairy Herd Improvement Association (DHIA). 
The reason for using his programs he says, is that 
the information is immediately available and is 
considerably more accurate. DHIA provides data 
in a little over three weeks, while Glenn says his 
data is available in less than three days. 

The more we looked into computers in other 
than accounting areas, the more we found. Radio 
Station KMO has a Model II set up for complete 
station logkeeping. Another gentleman who we 
could not track down, was said to be controlling a 
seam welder with a Model I. Another Model I is 
reportedly being used at Seattle's Kingdome for 
instant statistics at ball games. 

Computers are no longer in the "gadget" class, 
they are being used for control, better and faster 
decision making and wherever they can make a 
profit for their owners. 

Our thanks to the following for making their 
operations available to us: 
High Technology Products & Engineering, Mr AC 
Saurwein, 21620 84th South, Kent, WA 98081 (206) 
872-8744 
Tri-Digital Electronics, Mr Elwyn Johnson, 2530 
E Street NE, Auburn, WA 98002 (206) 833-2523 
Dairy Herd Management Services, Mr Glenn 
Vanden Bosch, 5502 Vickery Ave East, Tacoma, 
WA 98443 (206) 922-6483 



The Captain 80 Book of 

BASIC 

• Over a dozen famous 

adventures, listed in large easy to read type, 


ready to be keyed in. Adventures by Boner, 

Kepner, Powers, Micklus, Forsythe, Greg 


Hassett and others. 

• Includes Temple of the Sun, Dog Star, 
Lost Ship, Spider Mountain, Lost Dutch· 
man's Gold, Thunder Road, Sorcerer's 
Castle, Deadly Dungeon, Atlantean 
Oddysey and others. These adventures 
would cost over $200 is ·purchased 
individually! 
• Includes a unique Adventure 
Generator program • not available 
anywhere. YES, this program will 
actually write another BASIC 
adventure program, which .you 
may then run. Not even the author 
of the generator program knows the out· 
come! This program alone is worth the price of . 
the entire book! 
• Includes chapters on what an adventure is, how to 
play adventures, how to write adventures, how to sell 
your adventure, ten adventure program ideas, and 
more! , 
• Study the techniques and methods used by the 

:~~;:!t~~rs~~~~!~~~:~::~a::i~~~:ir~!i~~~=1~!::: Pre-P~blic ..a.t!(')ti ;•· 
~~= ~R~!~~e~!~~t~t~~~g~n:P~!~~a~~o;::!esn!~~ SPEC.JAL'··$14..95 
adaptable to other computers using Microsoft's . .·.· . .. , ..... . . 

BASIC. .· r--------------• Available at your dealer approximately Send To: 80-U.S. Journal 
November 15th, 1981. The suggested retail price I 3838 South Warner Street 
of this book is $19.95. Tacoma, Washington 98409 
• The .BASIC Adve?tu~e Book was compiled I Please reserve __ Copy (Copies) of the Basic Adventure 
an~ edited by Bob L1~dd, ofTh~ Programme~s Book at the pre-publication price ofonly $14.95. Payment must 
Guild: It measi:ares 8 Y:i by 11 inches and .will I b I d with this order. Offer ood in the United States.
contain approximately 250 pages. e enc ose g 
• To reserve your copy of this unique book, I only. 

order NOW for . only $14.95 and save. This I Name--------------------- 

special pre-publication offer is good only with 

paid or de rs u n ti I Nov 1st, 19 8 1. I Address 

• ORDER YOURS TODAY! I City______.....utate,__....._Zip --------- 

1 Visa/MC------------------- 

Dealer discounts auailable - please inquire 1 E.xp. Date Signature ------------- 
.. . (206) 475-2219 Phone orders accepted for Visa/MC only.

TRS-80" .is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp: 
ORDER•9U 



BEING OVERCHARGED! 

Pay Cr.edit Card Surcharges DON'T Pay a U.P.S. C.O.D. "Fee" 
Even Pay for the Call! 

DO CALL OMEGA TOLL FREE! 


WEST CDAST EAST CDAST 

1-800-235-3581 1-800-556-7586 


CALL OMEGA AND FIND OUT WHY WE ARE AMERICA'S FASTEST 
GROWING COMPUTER SALES COMPANY! 

flMEGA SALES COMPANY 




ATARI 800 32K $ 7 49 

No Surcharge for Credit Cards Orders • We Accept C.O.D.'s 

All Equipment Factory Fresh With MFT. Warranty • Stock Shipments Same Day or Next 

NEC 12" MONITOR 
$ 229 

WEST COAST 
1-800-235-3581 

OMEGA SALES CO. 

3533 Old Conejo Rd. #102 

Newbury Park, CA 91320 


1-805-499-3678 

CA. TOLL FREE 1-800-322-1873 


EAST COAST 
1-800-556-7586 

OMEGA SALES CO. 
12 Meeting St. 

Cumberland, RI 02864 
1-401-722-1 027 

ilMEGA SALES COMPANY 




Feature program 

For Models I, II or Ill with disk; 
Models I, Ill or color computer with tape.Keyword 

Jim Peyton, Georgetown, Kentucky 

A database with keyword search... 

Keyword is essentially a poor man's 
Versafile. It runs on any of the current TRS-80 
computers with the exception of the Pocket 

or any of the high-speed tape systems such as 
the B-17 system. Disk and tape versions for the 
Model I and III are included. Model II and color 

Computer and Level I. It can be 
adapted to the Stringy 
Floppy 

26 

computer users need to 
perform several 

modifications 
before use. 



Feature program 

As you can see by the listings, the code for 
Keyword is considerably shorter than Versafile; 
hence, it doesn't support all the features of the 
latter. On the other hand, Keyword will prove 
quite adequate for a great number of tasks which 
call for unstructured records and a key word 
search. It even boasts some features which 
Versafile does not have. 

Keyword will accept a record as long as your 
memory! Well, not really. But Keyword does allow 
you to continue an entry into the next successive 
record or records and will return all records in the 
series if selected. The selection takes place when a 
key word or phrase is found in any of the records. 

How does Keyword work? 
Run the disk version and you are immediately 

prompted to enter the name of the data file which 
you want Keyword to access. Non-disk users are 
prompted to load a cassette file. This feature 
allows you to access more than one file from 
Keyword, which means you can have several files 
of different subjects on the same disk. Don't worry 
if you do not have a data file the first time you run 
Keyword. It will be created, using the file name 
you give it. 

Once the file name is entered, Keyword displays 
an "Entry" prompt and draws a line for your 
entry. Your record is entered in sentence structure 
and terminated with a period. When you press the 
ENTER key, the screen will be cleared for your 
next entry. Should you run out of space before you 
complete your entry, terminate it with a colon, or 
semi-colon in the tape version, and continue. Your 
previous material is retained on the screen for 
reference. The final record in the series must be 
terminated with a period. Try the following once 

you have the program up and running: 

Enter: 

THE WORLD'S TALLEST MOUNTAIN IS MT. MOLEHILL. 

(ENTER) 


NOW IS THE TIME: (ENTER) 


FOR ALL GOOD MEN: (ENTER) 


TO COME TO THE AID: (ENTER) 


OF THEIR COUNTRY. (ENTER) 


Searching the Data Base 
To search your data base, type in your key word 

or phrase, terminate it with a question mark, and 
press the ENTER key. The INSTR function is used 
to scan the data base for occurrences of your word 
or phrase. It will print out the record or records in 
which it appears. The search is global only. 

To try Keyword, type the phrase TAI.LEST 
MOUNTAIN? and press the ENTER key. The 

first entry with TALLEST MOUNTAIN in it will 
be returned along with all others containing the 
same two words in that order. TALLEST, 
MOUNTAIN, or MOUNT would have produced· 
the same response with this limited data base. The 
more specific you are in your query, the less 
extraneous will be the . returning response. 
However, your query must be matched exactly in 
the data base for a response. 

If you type COUNTRY? and press the ENTER 
key, the four parts of the statement will be 
returned even though they were entered 
separately. You will get the same response with 
TIME?, MEN?, AID?, or any other word or phrase 
which occurs in this series of records. Effectively, 
you have unlimited record lengths! 

To see the whole data base, just type the 
question mark and press the ENTER key. 
Everything is sent to the screen. 

Deleting with the Delete/Edit Feature · 
The Delete/Edit feature is called by the asterisk. 

Instead of terminating your key word or phrase 
with a question mark, use an asterisk(*) and press 
the ENTER key. The data base will be scanned 
and the first occurrence will be displayed.You will 
be prompted if you wish to delete it. Ifyou respond 
with a yes, answer (Y), the record will be set to null 
(cleared) and you will be returned to your "Entry" 
prompt. A no (N) response here returns you to the 
"Entry" prompt. Pressing the ENTER key by 
itself will cause Keyword to search for and display 
the next occurrence. Any other response to the 
deletion question will bring up the edit prompt 
which will be explained later. 

Exploring the Edit Feature 
Now enter MOLEHILL*. The phrase, THE 

WORLD'S TALLEST MOUNTAIN IS MT. 
MOLEHILL, will appear on the screen with the 
prompt DELETE (Y/N)? on the screen. Enter an 
"E" and press the ENTER key. Now to the prompt, 
CHANGE (Y/N)? enter a "Y" and press the 
ENTER key. The next prompt will be WORD OR 
PHRASE TO BE CHANGED?Wewanttoexpand 
the abbreviation, "MT." to "MOUNT". Enter MT. 
(ENTER), and when the prompt, CHANGE TO? 
appears, enter MOUNT (ENTER). The record is 
now changed in the data base and reprinted to the 
screen. Pressing the enter key will now return you 
to the "Entry" prompt. 

The edit feature also allows you to delete part of 
the record. Fetch the same record again by 
entering TALLEST*. When the DELETE (YIN)? 
question comes up hit the ENTER key. Answer yes 
("Y") to the CHANGE? question. When the WORD 
OR PHRASE TO BE CHANGED? prompt 
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appears, enter WORLD'S. Answer the CHANGE 
TO? prompt by just hitting the ENTER key. The 
edited record now reads THE TALLEST 
MOUNTAIN IS MOUNT MOLEHILL. 

Want to insert material into a record? Go back to 
the "Entry" prompt, fetch the record, and go to the 
WORD OR PHRASE TO BE CHANGED? prompt. 
Answer MOUNTAIN. To CHANGE TO?, answer 
MOUNTAIN IN THE WORLD. Now you know 
how to insert material. 

You will have noted that the edit feature is word 
based rather than character based. To change 
part of a word, you have to change the whole word. 
While this is not as handy as BASIC's line editor, 
it is a bushel better than having to delete the whole 
record and re-enter it, as you must with the 
commercial program of this type. 

Ending the Session 
To end a session, get to the "Entry" prompt and 

just press the ENTER key. Keyword checks to see 
if any records have been added, deleted or edited. 
Ifso, the revised data base is dumped to the disk or 
tape. 

Keyword Versions 
Three listings are supplied with this article. The 

first two are for the Model I/III, disk and tape, 
respectively. The Model II uses a modified version 
of the disk listing. 

The third listing is the tape version for Extended 
color BASIC. Be aware of the special spacing in 
the FOR ... NEXT loops. Spaces must be included 
when variables are used in place of constants in 
the FOR statement. 

Keyword for the Model II 
The modifications of the Model I/III disk 

version for the Model II are as follows: 
Line 50 - change both PRINTTAB's to (34) 

Line 60 - change PRINTTAB to (15) 
Line 70 - change PRINTTAB to (21) 
Line 80 -change STRING$'s to (79,95) and (79,252) 
Line 90 - cha!_!ge PRINT@ to (160) and CHR$ to 
(24) 

Line 410 - change 2nd PRINT to PRINTTAB(22) 

Line 420 - change 2nd PRINT to PRINTTAB(28) 

Line 430 - change 2nd PRINT to PRINTTAB(24) 


The Tape Version 
The Keyword version for the tape takes on some 

limitations. Since Level II and Extended color 
BASIC do not support LINEINPUT, commas .,and 
colons may not be used within a record and a colon 
will not work as a terminator. Neither is the 
INSTR function supported, so this operation must 
be programmed and results in a slightly longer 
execution time. 

A Final Note · 
Keyword operates with the data file in memory. 

This is both an asset (it's fast) B:nd a liability (the 
size of the data file is limited by the size of your 
memory). This version is dimensioned for 100 
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records. With a 32K Model I system, this 
accommodates an average record length of about 
200 bytes. With a smaller average record length 
the number of records may be increased. You will 
need to reserve adequate string space to handle 
these. 

The CLEAR (MEM-800) in line 10 works fine on 
Model II and any Model I or III system except 48K. 
For some reason, the designers have decreed that 
the CLEAR function on these machines would 
only handle a positive integer up to 32767. So if 
you have a 48K Model I or III, set the CLEAR 
accordingly. Otherwise, you will get an overflow 
error. 

TRS-80 computers (Model I, III or Color) with 
only 4K will be able to operate this program on a 
very small scale. You will have to experiment with 
various sized arrays to come up with a practical 
number. 

1 '** K ~ Y W 0 R D ** 
(DISK VERSION) 

2 I BY JIM PEYTON 
ROUTE 2 

GEORGETOWN, KY 

VARIABLE TABLE 
3 A$CARRAY) = DATk RECORDSI 

A$ = USER ENTRY 
4 I 8$ = OLD STRING (EDIT) 

C$ = NEW STRING (EDIT)
5 I E$ = BYTE BEFORE B$ (EDIT) 

F$ = BYTE FOLLOWING B$ (EDIT)
6 I N$ = DATA FILENAME 


Y$ = RESPONSE TO (Y/N)

7 I A = INSTR RETURN 


B = PUNCTUATION FLAG (E$) 

I8 	 c = PUNCTUATION FLAG CF$) 

D = DATA ALTERED FLAG 
9 I F = KEYWORD FOUND FLAG 

I,J,K,N = COUNTERS 

10 CLS:CLEARO:CLEARCMEM-800):DIMA$(100) 
:DEFINTF,I,N,D,A,K 

19 ' LOAD DATA FILE IF IT EXISTS 
20 INPUT"DATA FILENAME";N$:CLS:IFN$=""T 

HEN20 
30 ONERRORGOT0400:0PEN"I",1,N$ 
40 N=N+1:LINEINPUT#1,A$(N):IFEOF(1)THEN 

CLOSEELSE40 
49 ' INPUT DATA, QUERY OR DELETE/EDIT 
50 CLS:PRINTTAB(24)"K E Y W 0 R D":PRIN 

TTABC24)"= = = = = = = 
60 PRINTTAB(4)"ENTRY ENDINGS: <.>=STORE 

<?>=SEARCH <*>=DELETE/EDIT 
70 PRINTTABC11)"( TO CONTINUE AN ENTRY 

END WITH <:> ) 
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80 PRINT:PRINT">"STRING$(62,95)STRING$( 
62,24);:LINEINPUTA$ 

90 IFRIGHT$(A$,1)<>":"THENPRINT@128,CHR 
$(31); 

100 IFA$=""THEN440ELSEIFRIGHT$(A$,1)="? 
"THEN150 

110 IFRIGHT$(A$,1)="*"THEN230 
120 IF RIGHT$ CA$, 1) <>". "ANDRIGHT$ (A$, 1) < 

>":"THEN430 
130 IFRIGHT$(A$,1)=":"THENN=N+1:A$(N)=A 

$:D=1:GOT080 
140 N=N+1:A$(N)=A$:D=1:GOT050 
149 ' SEARCH & PRINT 
150 F=O:A$=LEFT$(A$,LEN(A$)-1):FORI=1TO 

N 
160 IFINSTR(A$(I),A$)>0THENA=1 
170 IFRIGHT$ CA$ (I),1)=": "THENJ=J+1 :GOTO 

220 
. 180 IFA=OTHENJ=O:GOT0220ELSEFORK=I-JTOI 

· 190 IF RIGHT$ (A$ (K), 1) <>": "THEN210 
200 PRINTLEFT$(A$(K),LEN(A$(K))-1)+" "; 

:NEXTK 
210 PRINTA$(K):NEXTK:A=O:J=O:F=1 
220 NEXTI:IFF=OTHEN410ELSE420 
229 ' SEARCH & DELETE/EDIT 
230 A$=LEFT$(A$,LEN(A$)-1):FORI=1TON:A= 

INSTR CA$ CI) ,A$) 
240 IFA>OTHENPRINTA$(I)ELSE390 
250 Y$="":INPUT"DELETE CY/N)";Y$:IFY$=" 

Y"THENA$ (!) =11 
": D=1 : GOT0390: ELSEIFY$=11 

N"THEN50ELSEIFLENCY$)=0THEN390 
259 1 EDIT ROUTINE 
260 Y$="":INPUT"CHANGE (Y/N)";Y$:IFY$=" 

N"THEN390ELSEIFY$=""THENA=1:I=I+1:GOT 
0240ELSEIFY$="Y"THEND=1:GOT0270ELSE26 
0 

270 LINEINPUT"WORD OR PHRASE TO BE CHAN 
GED: "; B$: C$='"': LINEINPUT"CHANGE TO ( 
HIT ENTER TO DELETE): ";C$ 

280- A=INSTR (A$ (I) ,B$): IFA>1THENE$=MID$ ( 
A$(I),A-1,1) 

290 F$=MID$(A$(I),A+LEN(B$),1) 
300 B=O:IFE$="."ORE$=","ORE$="?"0RE$="; 

"ORE$="!"0RE$=":"THENB=1 
310 C=O:IFF$="."ORF$=","ORF$="?"0RF$="; 

"ORF$="!"0RF$=":"THENC=1 
320 IFA=1ANDC=10RB=1ANDC=1THEN360ELSEIF 

A=10RB=1THENB$=B$+" ":GOT0340 
330 IFC=1THENB$=" "+B$:GOT0340ELSEB$=" 

"+B$+" ":GOT0340 
340 IFC$=""ANDA=10RC$=""ANDB=1ANDC=10RC 

$=""ANDC=1 THENC$=1111 
: GOT0360ELSEI FC$=" 

"THENC$=" ":GOT0360 
350 IF A=1 ORB=1 THENC$=C$+" "ELSEIF C=1 THE 

NC$=" 11+C$ELSEC$=11 11+C$+11 
II 

360 A=INSTR(A$(I),B$):IFA=OTHEN380 
370 A$(I)=LEFT$(A$(Ij,A-1)+C$+RIGHT$(A$ 

(I),LEN(A$(I))-LEN(B$)-A+1) 
380 PRINTA$(I):LINEINPUT"TO CONTINUE PR 

ESS ENTER";Y$ 
390 NEXT:GOT050 
399 ' ERROR HANDLING 
400 IFERL=440THENRESUME470ELSERESUME50 
410 PRINT:PRINT"I DON'T KNOW NOTHING AB 

OUT NO "A$ 
420 PRINT:LINEINPUT"TO CONTINUE PRESS E 

NTER";Y$:GOT050 
430 PRINT:PRINT"END ENTRY WITH <.>,, <:> 

, <?> OR <*>!":GOT0420 
439 1 CHECK FOR EMPTY FILE 
440 FORI=1 TON: IFA$ (!) <>1111THEN450ELSENEX 

T:KILLN$:GOT0470 
449 ' IF DATA BASE ALTERED, PRINT TO FI 

LE 
450 IFD=OTHEN470ELSEOPEN"0",1,N$:FORI=1 

TON 
460 IFA$ (I) =""THENNEXTELSEPRINT#1,A$(I) 

:NEXT 
470 CLOSE:CLEAR100 

1 I ** K E y w0 R D ** 

2 I 
(TAPE VERSION) 
BY JIM PEYTON 

ROUTE 2 
GEORGETOWN, KY 

VARIABLE TABLE 
3 'A$CARRAY) = DATA RECORDS 

A$ = USER ENTRY 
4 'B$ = OLD STRING (EDIT) 

C$ = NEW STRING (EDIT) 
5 'E$ = BYTE BEFORE B$ (EDIT) 

F$ = BYTE FOLLOWING B$(EDIT) 
6 'N$ = DATA FILENAME 

Y$ = RESPONSE TO (Y/N) 
7 'A = INSTRING RETURN 

B = PUNCTUATION FLAG (E$) 
8 IC = PUNCTUATION FLAG CF$) 

D = DATA ALTERED FLAG 
9 'F = KEYWORD FOUND FLAG 

I,J,K,N = COUNTERS 

10 CLS:CLEARO:CLEAR(MEM-800):DIMA$(100) 
:DEFINTF,I,N,D,A,K 

19 'LOAD DATA FILE IF IT EX 
ISTS 
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Feature program 

20 YS="":INPUT"NEED TO LOAD DATA FILE ( 
y /N) ";¥$ 

30 IFYS="Y"THENGOSUB540ELSE50 
40 N=N+1:INPUT#-1,ASCN):IFA$CN)="99"THE 

NN=N-1:GOT050ELSE40 
49 'INPUT DATA, QUERY OR DE 

LETE 
50 CLS:PRINTTABC24)"K E Y W 0 R D":PRIN 

TTABC24)"= = = = = = = 
60 PRINTTAB(3)"ENTRY ENDINGS: <.>=STORE 

<?>=SEARCH <*>=DELETE/EDIT 
70 PRINTTABC11)"( TO CONTINUE AN ENTRY 

END WITH <;> ) 
80 A$=1111 

: PRINT: PRINT">"STRING$ (62, 95) ST 
RINGSC62,24);:INPUTA$ 

90 IFRIGHT$(A$,1)<>";"THENPRINT@128,CHR
$(31); 

100 IFA$=""THEN440ELSEIFRIGHT$(AS,1)="? 
"THEN150 

110 IF RIGHTS (AS, 1) ="*"THEN230 
120 IFRIGHT$CA$,1)<>"."ANDRIGHTSCAS,1)< 

>";"THEN430 
130 IFRIGHT$(A$,1)=";"THENN=N+1:A$(N)=A 

$:D=1:GOT080 
140 N=N+1:A$(N)=A$:D=1:GOT050 
149 'SEARCH &PRINT IF FOUND 

150 F=O:A$=LEFT$CA$,LEN(A$)-1):FORI=1TO 
N 

160 GOSUB480 
170 IFRIGHT$(A$(I), 1 )=";"THENJ=J+1 :GOTO 

220 
180 IFA=OTHENJ=O:GOT0220ELSEFORK=I-JTOI 
190 IFRIGHT$(A$(K),1)<>";"THEN210 
200 PRINTLEFT$(A$(K),LENCA$(K))-1)+" "; 

:NEXTK 
210 PRINTA$(K):NEXTK:A=O:J=O:F=1 
220 NEXTI:IFF=OTHEN410ELSE420 
229 'SEARCH & DELETE/EDIT 
230 AS=LEFT$CAS,LENCA$)-1):FORI=1TON:GO 

SUB480 
240 IFA>OTHENPRINTA$(I)ELSE390 
250 Y$="": INPUT"DELETE CY /N) ";Y.$: IFY$= 11 

=1111Y"THENA$ (I) : 0=1 : GOT0390: ELSE I FY$=" 
N"THEN50ELSEIFLEN(Y$)=0THEN390 

259 1 EDIT ROUTINE 
260 Y$=1111 :INPUT"CHANGE CY/N)";YS:IFY$=" 

N"THEN390ELSEIFY$=""THENA=1:I=I+1:GOT 
0240ELSEIFY$="Y"THEND=1:GOT0270ELSE26 
0 

270 INPUT"WORD OR PHRASE TO BE CHANGED: 
11;BS:C$=1111 :INPUT11CHANGE TO CHIT ENTE 

R TO DELETE): ";CS 
280 GOSUB510:IFA>1THENE$=MID$(A$(I),A-1

,1) . 
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290 FS=MID$(A$(I),A+LENCB$),1) 
300 B=O:IFE$=11 ."0RE$=11 ,"0RE$=11 ?110RE$= 11

; 

"ORE$= 11 ! 110RE$=11 
: 

11THENB=1 
310 C=O:IFF$=11 ."0RF$=11

, 
110RF$=11 ?110RF$= 11

; 

"ORF$= 11 ! 110RF$=11 
: 

11THENC=1 
320 IFA=1ANDC=10RB=1ANDC=1THEN360ELSEIF 

A=10RB=1THENB$=8$+" ":GOT0340 
330 IF F$=11110RC=1 THENB$=11 "+B$ELSEB$=" II 

+B$+" II 

340 IFC$= 1111 ANDA=10RC$= 1111 ANDB=1ANDC=10RC 
$=""ANDC=1THENC$="":GOT0360ELSEIFC$=" 
11THENC$= 11 ":GOT0360 

350 IFA=10RB=1THENC$=C$+" 11ELSEIFF$=11110 
RC=1THENC$=" "+C$ELSEC$=" "+C$+" II 

360 GOSUB510:IFA=OTHEN380 
370 A$(I)=LEFT$(A$CI>,A-1)+C$+RIGHT$(A$ 

(I),LEN(A$(I))-LENCB$)-A+1) 
380 PRINTA$(I): INPUT"TO CONTINUE PRESS 

ENTER";Y$ 
390 NEXT:GOT050 
399 'ERROR HANDLING 
400 I 

410 PRINT:PRINT"I DON'T KNOW NOTHING AB 
OUT NO "A$ 

420 PRINT:INPUT"TO CONTINUE PRESS ENTER 
";X$:GOT050 

430 PRINT:PRINT"END ENTRY WITH <.>, <;> 
, <?>OR <*>!":GOT0420 

439 'CHECK FOR EMPTY FILE 
440 FORI=1 TON: I FA$ (I) <>""THEN450ELSENEX 

T:GOT0470 
449 'IF DATA BASE ALTERED, P 

RINT TO FILE 
450 IFD=OTHEN470ELSEGOSUB550:FORI=1TON 
460 IFA$ (I) =1111THENNEXTELSEPRINT#-1,A$ CI 

):NEXT:PRINT#-1,"99" 
470 CLEAR100:END 
479 'INSTRING SUBROUTINE 
480 FORA=1TOLENCA$(I))-LENCA$)+1 
490 IFA$=MID$(A$(I),A,LEN(A$))THENRETUR 

N 
500 NEXTA:A=O:RETURN 
510 FORA=1TOLENCA$(I))-LEN(B$)+1 
520 IFB$=MID$(A$(I),A,LEN(B$))THENRETUR 

N 
530 NEXTA:A~O:RETURN 
539 'CASSETTE PROMPT 
540 PRINT"PREPARE CASSETE TO LOAD FILE" 

:GOT0570 
550 Y$=1111 

: INPUT"DATA BASE WAS ALTERED. 
SAVE IT CY/N)";Y$:IFY$="N"THEN470 

560 PRINT"PREPARE CASSETTE TO SAVE FILE 

570 INPUT"WHEN READY PRESS ENTER";Y$:RE 
TURN 



Feature program 

1 '** K E Y W 0 R D ** 
2 (COLOR VERSION)I 

10 CLS:CLEARO:PCLEAR1:CLEARCMEM
800):DIMASC100) 
11 1 COLOR BASIC USERS WILL 
12 ' HAVE TO OMIT THE PCLEAR1 
13 1 STATEMENT IN LINE 10 
20 YS="'': INPUT"NEED TO LOAD DAT A 

FILE CY/N)";YS 
30 IFYS="Y"THENGOSUB540:0PEN"I", 
-1,"DATA":ELSE30 
40 N=N+1:INPUT#-1,ASCN>:IFAS(N)= 
"99"THENCLOSE:N=N-1:GOT050ELSE40 
50 :CLS:PRINT"K E Y W 0 R D":PRI 
NT"= = = = = = =" 
60. PRINT"ENTRY ENDINGS: <.>=STOR 
E <?>=SEARCH <•>=DELETE/ 
EDIT" 
70 PRINT"( TO CONTINUE WITH AN E 
NTRY END WITH A <;> )" 
80 AS= 1111 :PRINT:PRINT11 >11;:INPUTAS 
100 IF AS="" THEN 440 ELSE IF RI 
GHTSCAS,1>="?" THEN 150 
110 IF RIGHTSCAS,1)="*"THEN 230 
120 IF RIGHTSCAS,1)<>"."AND RIGH 
T$(A$,1)<>";"THEN430 
130 IF RIGHT$(A$,1)=";"THENN=N+1 
:AS(N)=AS:D=1:GOT080 
140 N=N+1:A$(N)=A$:0=1:GOT050 
150 F=O:A$=LEFTSCAS,LENCA$)-1):F 
OR I=1TON 
160 GOSUB480 
170 IF RIGHTSCAS(I), 1>=11 

; 
11THENJ= 

J+1:GOT0220 
180 IFA=OTHENJ=O:GOT0220:ELSEFOR 

K= I-J TO I 
190 IFRIGHTS(A$(K),1)<>11 

; 
11THEN21 

0 
200 PRINTLEFT$(A$(K),LEN(A$CK))
1)+" II;: NEXTK 
210 PRINTASCK):NEXTK:A=O:J=O:F=1 
220 NEXTI:IFF=OTHEN410ELSE420 
230 AS=LEFT$(AS,LEN(A$)•1):FORI= 
1TON:GOSUB480 
240 IFA>OTHENPRINTAS(I)ELSE390 
250 YS="":INPUT"DELETE CY/N)";Y$ 
:IFY$=11Y"THENA$(I)=11":D=1:GOT039 
0: ELSE I FY$="N'~THEN50ELSEI FLEN CY$ 
)=0THEN390 
260 YS="":INPUT"CHANGE (Y/N)";Y$ 
: I FY$="N"THEN390ELSEI FYS='"'THENA 
=1:I=I+1:GOT0240:ELSEIFY$="Y"THE 
ND=1:GOT0270ELSE260 
270 INPUT"WORD OR PHRASE TO BE C 
HANGED:";BS:CS="":INPUT"CHANGE T 
0 CHIT ENTER TO DELETE):";CS 

280 GOSUB510:1FA>1THENE$=MIDSCA$. 
Cl>,A-1,1) 
290 F$=MID$CAS(l),A+LEN(8$),1) 
300 B=O:IFE$="."ORE$=","ORE$="?" 
ORES=11;"0RES="!"ORES=11 

: 
11THENB=1 

310 C=O:IFFS="."ORFS=","ORFS="?" 
ORFS=";"ORFS="!"ORE$=11 

: 
11THENC=1 

320 IFA=1ANDC=10RB=1ANDC=1THEN36 
OELSEIFA=10RB=1THENBS=BS+" ":GOT 
0340 
330 IFF$=""0RC=1THENBS=" "+BSELS 
EB$=" "+B$+" II 

340 IFC$=""ANDA::10RC$=""ANDB=1AN 

DC=10RCS=""ANDC=1THENCS="":GOT03 


'60ELSEIFCS='"'THENCS=" ":GOT0360 
350 IFA=10RB=1THENCS=CS+" "ELSEI . 
FFS=""ORC=1THENC$=" "+CSELSECS=" 
"+CS+" II 


360 GOSUB510:IFA=OTHEN380 

370 AS Cl>=LEFTSCASCI> ,A-U+CS+RI 

GHT$(A$(I),LENCAS(l))-LENCB$)-A+ 
1) 

380 PRINTA$ CI): INPUT"TO CONTINU.E 
PRESS ENTER";YS 


390 NEXT:GOT050 

400 
 I 

410 PRINT:PRINT"I DON'T KNOW NOT 

HING ABOUT NO "AS 

420 PRINT: INPUT"TO CONTINUE PRES · 

S ENTER";XS:GOT050 

430 PRINT:PRINT"END ENTRY WITH < 

.>, <;>, <?>, OR <•>!":GOT0420 

440 FOR I=1TON: IFASCl><>""THEN45 

OELSENEXT:GOT0470 

450 IFD~OTHEN470ELSEGOSUB550:0PE 


N"0",-1,"DATA":FORI=1TON 

457 PRINT I 

460 IFA$CI) =""THENNEXTI :ELSEPRIN 

T#-1,AS (I): NEXTI :·PRINT#-1,"99" 

470 CLEAR100:END 

480 FORA=1TOLEN(AS(I))-LENCAS)+1 

490 I FAS=MI DS (AS (I) ,A,LEN CAS))TH 

EN RETURN 

500 NEXTA:A=O:RETURN 

510 FORA=1TOLENCAS(I))-LEN(8$)+1 

520 IFBS=MIDSCASCI> ,A,LENCBS>JTH 

ENRETURN 

530 NEXTA:A=O:RETURN 

540 PRINT"PREPARE CASSETTE TO LO 

AD FILE":GOT0570 

550 YS='"':INPUT"DATA BASE WAS AL 

TERED. ' SAVE IT. (Y /N) II; y 

S: IF YS=~'N" THEN470 

560 PRINT"PREPARE CASSETTE TO SA · 

VE FILE" 

570 INPUT"WHEN READY PRESS .ENTER 

";YS:RETURN 	 . 
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· MT-32 - The Economical 
Way to upgrade 
If you are a TRS-80 Model 1 
user and would like to add 16K. 
or 32K of RAM to your basic 
16K machine, you don't have to 
spend a bundle on a full-blown 
expansion interface. The ideal 
way to upgrade would be the 
MT-32, Microtek Peripherals' 
superbly designed Printer/ 
Memory expansion module. Its 
circuitry drives Microtek's 
MT-80 dot matrix printer or any 
other Centronics-compatible 
printer. No special software. No 
hardware modifications. 
Attaching or detaching takes 60 
seconds. And you get the usual 
one year warranty from 
Microtek Peripherals. 

TAS-80 Is a trademark of Radio Shack, Div. 
of Tandy Corp. Stringy Floppy is a trademark 
of Exatron. Poor Man's Floppy Is a trademark 
of J PC Products Co. 

MT-32A $119.50 
without RAM 

MT-328 $159.50 
16K RAM 

MT-32C $199.50 
32K RAM 

MT-PA $69.50 

Available direct or from your 
local dealer. 

PERIPHERAlS CORPORATION 
MPC PERIPHERALS CORPORATION 
9424 CHESAPEAKE DRIVE 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123 
TEL: 714-278-0630 
TWX: 910-335-1269 

Circle 46 

MT·PA - The New 
Peripheral Adaptor 
Designed specifically to correct 
bus/signal strength in the early 
Model I. The MT-PA allows the 
TRS-80 to address two or more 
peripherals, such as the MT-32 
and Stringy Floppy or TC-8 
Poor Man's Floppy. 

• 2 ports, MT-32 and any 
additional peripheral 

• 	 Buffered address lines 
• 	 Active termination on all 

lines 
• 	 On board 5V power regulator 
• 	 Expandable through the use 

of multiple connector cables 



TRS so· 

DISK DRIVES 

40&80TRACK 
as low asS299.9s 


NEW LOW PRICES 
Thanks to you our sales volume has 
allowed us to cut costs and we're pass
ing the savings along. We offer the best 
disk drive value in the market place. 
Reliability. features and cost tough to 
beat. We deliver.. .and we stand behind 
our products. AEROCOMP is the only 
manufacturer to offer FREE TRIAL! Buy 
Aerocomp drives today. You deserve the 
best. 

BEST FEATURES 
* Fast 5 ms. track-track access time. 
* Operates single or double density. 
* 	 " FLIPPY" feature for lower media cost 

(40-1 & BO-I). 
* Head load solenoid. 
* Disk ~ector. 
* Easy entry door. 
* 	 NEW EXTEf~NAL DRIVE CABLE 

CONNECTION. [no longer need <o remove <~1e 
cove r to hoO k up cable ) 

MODEL Ill 

INTERNAL 

DRIVE KIT 

Includes the following: 
(I) Disk Controller Board, Double Densi

ty. (2) Dual Power Supply (handles two 

drives), (3) Drive Mounting Brackets & 

Shield, (4) all necessary hardware. cables 

and connectors and (5) installation in

structions. 

May be used with AROCOMP bare 

drives. DOSPLUS operating system 

available SB9.95. 


SPECIAL PRICE 

955399··

Add s3 00 for shipping & hand1l1ng 

ORDER TODAYI 
* 40-Track Drive... . . .. 5299.95 
* BO-Track Drive.... . . . . . ... 5429.95 
* 40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive. .. . 5329.95 
*BO-Track "FLIPPY" Drive. .. 5449.95 
* 40-Track Dual-Head Drive. . 5449.95 
* BO-Track Dual-Head Drive.. 5579.95 

All above drives are complete with silver enclosure. power supply 
._::ind exttrnal drrve cable connection I I 5 V AC 50160 Hz 230 VAC 
50/60 Hz available on spec1ci l order 

* 40-Track Bare Drive. .... . .. 5269.95 
* BO-Track Bare Drive. . . . . 5399.95 
* 	 40-Track "FLIPPY" Bare Drive5299.95 
* BO-Track " FLIPPY" Bare DriveS4 I 9.95 

*SPECIAL PACKAGES* 
STARTER A. . . . . . . 5339 .95 
40-Track Drive, 2-drive cable, TRSDOS 
2.3 Disk & Manual. Freight & Ins. 

SRARTER B. . 5369.95 
40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive.cable. TRSDOS 
2.3 Disk & Manual. Freight & Ins. 

COMBO C.. . . . . . . . . . 5465 .00 
40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive. 2-drive cable. 
NEWDOS/BO or LDOS. Freight & Ins. 

COMBO D.. . .. . .. 55B5 .00 
BO-Track "FLIPPY" Drive. 2-drive cable. 
NEWDOS/BO or LOOS, Freight & Ins. 

COMBO E.. .. . . 5709 .00 
Two 40-Track "FLIPPY" Drives. 4-Drive 
cable. TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Mannual. 
Freight & Ins. 

COMBO F. . . . . . . 5999.00 
Two BO-Track "FLIPPY" Drives. 4-drive 
cable. NEWDOS/BO or LOOS, Freight & 
Ins. 

COMBO G. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5909.00 
Two 40-Track Dual-Head Drives. cable. 
TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual. Freight & 
Ins. 

COMBO H. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 I 299.00 
Two BO-Track Dual-Head Drives. cable. 
NEWDOS/BO orLDOS, Freight & INS. 
DOSPLUS available with any special 
package. 
AddSS .00 per drive for sr11pp1ng & handling {Cone US) 

FREE TRIAL OFFER 
Order your AEROCOMP Disk Drive and 
use it with your system for up to I 4 

WARRANTY 
We offer you a 120 day unconditional 
warrenty on parts and labor against any 
defect in materials and workmanship. In 
the event service. for any reason, 
becomes nescessary. our service depart
ment is fast. friendly and cooperative, 

100% TESTED 
AEROCOMP Disk Drives are completely 
assembled at the factory and ready to 
plug in when you receive them. Each 
drive is I00% bench tested prior to ship
ment. We even enclose a copy of the 
test checklist. signed by the test techni
cian. with every drive. AEROCOMP 
MEANS RELIABILITY!! 

ORDERNOWll 
To order by mail. specify Model 
Number(S) of Drive, cable, etc. (above). 
enclose check. money order. VISA or 
MASTERCHARGE card number and ex
piration date. or request C.O.D. ship
ment. Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 
Add 55 .00 per drive for shipping & handl
ing (Cont. US). Please allow 2 weeks for 
personal checks to clear our bank. No 
personal checks will be accepted on 
C.O.D. shipments-cash, money orders or 
certified checks only. You will receive a 
card showing the exact C.O.D. amount 
before your shipment arrives. Be sure to 
include your name and shipping address. 
You will be notified of the scheduled 
shipping date. Your bank credit card will 
NOT be charged until the day we ship.II 

WRITE AEROCOMP TODAY 
FOR MORE VALUES Ill 

CALL TOLL FREE FOR FAST SERVICE 
(800) 824-7888, OPERATOR 24 
FOR VISA/MASTERCHARGE/C.O.D. ORDERS 
California dial (800) 852-7777, Operator 24. Alaska 
and Hawaii dial (800) 824-7919, Operator 24. 

TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLYI 
For Applications and Technical information, coll 
(214) 337-4346 or drop us o cord .days. ff you are not satisfied for ANY 

REASON (except misuse or improper •••••••••••••••II 
Dealers inqiries invited 

-' =~u ....... m~
...~uaa-, 	 r~ 
Redbird Airport, Bldg. a 
P.O. Box 24829 
Dallas, TX 75224 AROCOMP/23 

handling), return it, packed in the 

original shipping container. for a full re
fund . 11pecia1 packages w111 be penora<ed/ We have 
completeconfidenceinourproductsand 
we know you will be satisfied! ORDER 
TODAYll 

• TRSBO rs TRADEMARK of TANDY CORP 

http:Drive5299.95
http:asS299.9s


Programming Technique 


Hybrid programming 

For Models I & III, 

with EDTASM 

Those of us who have had computers for a 
'couple of years and spent a few thousand hours 
programming tend to forget what a confusing 
world microcomputers and their programming 
can be. After graduating' from Level I to Level II 
and acquiring 16K of memory, I wrote and copied 
many BASIC programs. Copying programs from 
other, better programmers was a good way to 
learn. Even programs in which one has no real 
interest can teach useful programming 
techniques. 

Early in my progress, I bought TBUG and the 
Editor/Assembler. After spending a few hours 
with them, ·I put them aside and went back to 
writing BASIC. My IBM friends kept telling me I 
should learn assembly language, but the 
motivation was lacking. Machine language 
programs work 100 times faster than BASIC, but 
for me they would also take 100 times as long to 
write. 

I then discovered assembly language programs 
which would do things I couldn't do in BASIC, or 
which required prohibitive time to run. I mastered 
the technique of converting assembly language 
·into BASIC POKE programs and setting memory 
size from the program. Now I have a library of 

-BASIC machine language programs which do 
things like: · 

1. Activate the MERGE command, so one can 
quickly splice two programs together. 
2. Provide single step execution and scrolled 
listings. 
3. Print a list of all line number cross
references and a list of all variable names 
and the line numbers on which they occur. 
4. Make it possible to save and reload an 
entire array, very rapidly, rather than 
handling it very slowly by means ofPRINT#
1 and READ#-1. 

Here is the step-by-step procedure used to 
convert assembly language programs to BASIC 
POKE programs. First, remember that when you 

:want to dean house in computer memory you do 

tape only, 

R B Nottingham, Deerfield Beach, Florida 

not need to turn the power off and on again. 
Simply enter SYSTEM, and when the prompt(*?) 
appears, type " / O". There is our old friend, 
MEMORY SIZE, and you are starting fresh. 

Listing 1 contains a trivial program to illustrate 
the technique. Assemble this program and put it 
out onto a cassette. Note the RET at line 200 is 
what brings us back to BASIC after the program 
has executed. If we take the address 7000H and 
multiply by 4096, we get 28672, the decimal 
starting address. 

Return to BASIC and set the memory size to 
28671 (one less than the starting address). Load 
your machine language program by entering 
SYSTEM, and the name you have given it. When 
the system prompt (*?) comes back on, your 
program is loaded. Hit BREAK - don't execute it 
yet. (We assume you have executed it a time or two 
as a machine language program to make sure it 
works.) Now start at line 100, and enter this short 
BASIC program: 

100 FOR X = 28672 TO 28687 
110 PRINT PEEK(X); 
120 NEXT X 

Type RUN. You should see the data shown in line 
50 of listing 2 appear on the screen. Start with line 
50, and copy this data directly into a DATA 
statement. For our example we will need only one 
line of data, but some programs will need more, of 
course. 

You got the starting memory address by 
decoding the Hex address from assembly 
language. How do you get the ending address? 
When you write your FOR...NEXT loop, guess the 
length of the program in bytes, add a safety factor 
and add that to the starting address to get the 
upper limit. Now, run it and watch for 201. This is 
the RET command in decimal. Following it.should 
be a series of O's and 255's. This will enable you to 
determine the highest memory address. 

See HYBRID. page 36 
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ADD DISK DRIVES TO YOUR 


MODEL Ill AND MODEL I 

$599 
(includes Disk Drive) 

Fully compatible with Radio Shack's operating system 
TRSDOS. 

• One, two, three, four drive configurations. 
• 40 track and 80 track available 
• 90 day warranty, 100% parts and labor 
• Extended warranty available 

Complete upgra.de includes one mini-disk drive, power 
supply, controller, and mounting hardware. IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY. 

Complete one drive kit 
Additional internal drive 
External drive 
80 track drive 
16K memory 

(required to use drives) 

Model Ill 32K w/VR Data 
two drive assembly 

RS232 Adapter Board 

OUR 
PRICE 
$599. 

265. 
299. 

add 120. ea N/A 

RADIO 
SHACK 
$849. 

399. 
499. 

SAVINGS 
29% 
34% 
32% 

49. 119 59% 

1812. 2380. 24% 

75. 99. 25% 

• $299* 
We've broken through the three hundred dollar barrier. 

• Fully compatible with TRSDOS'" 
• Fully compatible with RS Drives 
• Ea$y plug-in installation 
• Rigid extender board 
• 90 day warranty - 100% parts and labor 
• Extended warranty available - $45/ year 
• Choice of Tandon or MPI drives 
* Includes power supply, enclosure, single sided 

40tk drive and EXTENDER BOARD 

1 sided 80 tk - $419 2 sided 40tk- $419 

2 Sided 80tk - $549 

Starwriter 25 (P) 1599.00 
Centronics 739 $750.00 
MX80 $485.00 
Lexicon Modern $135.00 

PRI CES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTIC E 

PUBLISHED PRI CE REFLECTS CASH DISCOUNT DEALERSHIPS AVAILABLE 
VA Data. a manulacturer o f innovat ive computer products, is kn own worldwide 
for quality dependability and Pr ompt, personal service s1rice 1972 

Circle 14 

TWO USER 
MULTI-TASKING 
$89 TS HARE VI. 3 

A SPLIT PERSONALITY FOR YOUR 
TRS  80 MODEL I 

e Interrupt driven executive patches to parent operating system 
NEWDOS 2.1 or TRSDOS 2.3. 

e Allows two active users to share a single TRS,80. 
e Execute BASIC or MACH INE LANGUAGE (above 7700 Hex). 
e Joint access of disk files. 
e Second user t ies to HOST via modem, terminal, or 2nd TRS-80. 
e Options for Expansion Interface, RS-232, TRS232, .or HUH 

interface. 
• SIMPLEX MODE for non serial-port users. Requires only a 

printer to act as second "screen". Jobs share the keyboard 
under user control. 

• CONFIGURE UTILITY partit ions memory usage and selects 1/0. 

~~ • t; 
~-,::if'~•.. •"'<".',•!'.~ ',/',;-;.,..~ 

$49DBMS 
MULTl - FEATURE DATA MANAGER 

e Up to 20 user defined fields. 
e Files extend across multiple diskettes. 
• Supports up to four drives. 
e Automatic single drive disk mount requests. 
• Four data types and computational fields. 
e Flexible REPORT GENERATOR. 
e Fast assembly language sorts. 
• MULTl-FIELD sorts and searches. 
• Keyed access on any sorted field. 
• Indexed relations between files. 

TRS-80 tm Radio Shack/Tandy Corp. 
NEWDOS tm Apparat, Inc. 
TRS232 tm Small System Software 
HUH tm California Computer Systems. 

TO ORDER... 203 ARDEN STREET 
GLENDALE, CA 91203 
(213) 649-0369 Circle 66 . 
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Programtning Technique 

HY8 RI D, continued from page 34 

When a program has several data lines, it's a 
chore to try to find a typographical error; 
therefore, verify each data line as it is entered. To 
do this, write another FOR...NEXT program at a 
higher line number, say 1000, using the same 
values for X as above, where READ D, PEEK (X) 
and IF D <>PEEK (X) STOP. After entering each 
DATA line, type RUN 1000, and if the message is 
OD (out of data) or READY, fine - but if it is 
BREAK, then there is an error in the last line of 
data. So find it and correct it. · 

Now that we have data statements which match 
our machine language, we delete the PEEK 
statements and the verification loop at 1000, and 
make our program look like lines 10-40 oflisting 2. 
These lines will POKE into the proper memory 
locations the same instructions which our 
machine language program contained. 

Line 1 is the line which sets memory size. Note 
the CLEAR statements at the beginning and end, 
and note that it is line 1. The clear statements are 
important, and since we can run into trouble if we 
go too far in the program before setting memory 
size, do it first. 

The memory addresses 16561 and 16562 are the 
location for memory size. How do we arrive at the 
add.resses to poke? Remember that the starting 
address of our machine language is 28672. With 
aur . computer in the command mode, we enter: 
?INT(28672/256) and get 112. We want to set the 
memory size at one less than that. The least 
significant byte of the address comes first. One 

from 112 equals 111 as the most significant byte 
and 255 as the least significant. Therefore, we 
poke 255 and 111. In line 2, the poke addresses are 
those where the computer looks when it reads 
USR, the call for a machine language subroutine. 
Since 28672 is evenly divisible by 256, we poke 0 in 
the first address and 112 in the second. If our 
address had not been evenly divisible, we would 
have obtained N2, by INT(address/256) and Nl 
by address-256*N2. 

Lines 100-130 are a short BASIC program which 
calls the subroutine in 100 with the USR call, 
holds the screen white for a short time with line 
110, then clears the screen and prints a message in 
line 130. If you load the program and type RUN, 
there will be a brief delay, followed by READY. 
This means you have loaded the program and 
reached line 60. Then type RUN 100 and watch the 
screen flash. 

Suppose your main program has DAT A 
statements. Your computer when it is told to 
READ, always starts with the lowest numbered 
data statement. No problem. Change line 60 to 
DELETE 1-60. Yes, delete is a valid command, and 
it will delete itself. When you first type RUN, the 
data pokeing program will execute and then be 
deleted, leaving your routine in machine 
language, patiently waiting for you to execute a 
USR command. 

More than one machine language routine can 
reside in memory at the same time, if they are 
given memory locations which do not overlap. To 
call any routine, you must execute the equivalent 
of line 2, before calling it so that the USR 
instruction will jump to the proper location. 

If you have not used the techniques in this 
article before, try the procedure as described with 
the program shown, then look through your back 
issues of magazines, find an assembly language 
program that you really want to use, and use it! 
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Flipp~ 

A Machine Language, 
Othello Game. 
MOD I& MOD Ill 

Coming Soon! 
"Its more than just another 
machine language arcade 
game." 

ALIEN DEFENCE 

It's An Experience! 

Ssm SOFT SECTOR MARKETING, 
INCORPORATED 

Our One Year Anniversary! 
New Toll-Free Order Line for Buyers Outside Michigan. 

800-521-6504 
~ ~ 

~~For The Game Players~ 
Larry Ashmun Is Back . . . 

and Brings You . . . 

SUPER VADERS 
Wi th Sound - Mod I & Mod Ill 


' 1981 Soft Sector Mon<eting. inc. 


The th ird in the evolution of the 
most popular space invaders games 
for Tandy machines. Now for 1 or 2 
players. 10 levels of play. 

Cassette (goes to disk) . . . . . $19.95 

Ask tor upgrade information tor m s-super 

Invaders or Invaders-Plus. 


CONFLICT 
A strategy game 

involving land conquest. 
2-8 players 

- 1 or 2 Players-- Cruiser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 PointsCassette . . . . . . . . . $14.95 
Bomber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 Points Cassette . ............ . . $14.95
MOD I & MOD Ill, Color. 	 Mother Ship . . .. . . . . ... 1000 Points · 
Swarmers . . ...... .. ..... 150 PointsPlease state machine when Complete with 

Call for Availability ordering. 	 Good Game Instructions. MOD Ill Only 

FEATURES:MASTER CONTROL 1. 50 preprogrammed command keys, standard and 
For the Color Machine extended commands. 

©1981 Sott Sector Marketing, Inc. 2. Direct control of motor, trace. and audio. 
3. Relocatable Machine code. 
4. Automatic line numbering, starting point and incre

ment alterable. 
5. Programmable Custom key. 
6. Direct Run button. 
7. Keyboard overlay for easy program use. 
8. Easy entry of entire commands into the computer and 

display. 
9. Full instruction manual. 

Cassette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24.95 


Ssm SOFT SECTOR MARKETING,
Outside Michigan 	 Questions & INCORPORATED

Order Line Only 	 Michigan Orders.6250 Middlebelt
800-521-6504 	 313-425-4020Garden City, Michigan 48135 	 Circle 82 

Super Fast Action! 

- 1 or 2 Players 

Lander . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 Points 

Mutant ... . ... . ... . ..... 100 Points 

Requires 16K -
Ask about our other Color Machine programs! 
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Utilities 

The 

0 1981 by J Limkemonn. Bug+ 1s a powerful 
BUG+ 

BASIC 
machine language monitor The one point most BOSS Ill OPERATED 

=1Q81 Soft Secror Mcncet1ng. uic SlNGLE 
Bug+ has the ability to write o "clean" tape (at 
improved over other monitors. is the tape write 

STEPPERfor Mod ill 
500 baud). this tape will read into the TRS.80 
under the system command. without the prob This Machine Language utility 1sdesigned to· 1981 by James Llmkemann lems previously associated with the volume set aid you in crearing and debugging programs 

written in BASIC. The utility allows you to trace 
whether or not you hove o Radio Shock cassette 
ting. Regardless what version basic you hove or ; " 

the program flow. to single step the BASIC 
fix. this monitor will improve the reliability of your program. to ooserve the conditions of varia
cassette by 100%.There is olsoo verifycommond bles dunng program execution. and to pusn 

your BASIC program on the stack during that wolks the some as o "CLOAD?". except program development. The utility is known towh.en on error is found; the memory address and operate with Mod Ill. mS-DOS or Mod Ill Rom
what is found on the tape is displayed. BASIC. 
Finally o break point that wolks! When a break 
point is reached. there is a blinking ostrisk in the Cassette (goes to disk) $18.95 
bOttom right hand comer. you are abfe to see - N- Lower Price 
what is on the screen before the monitor takes Also Bou 2.1 vonilon 2.2. Q1980 V.8 Hester for control. Press the enter key the screen clears and MOd I Cassette (goes to disk) $18.95
the monitor comes to life. When you continue 
from a break point. the monitor will restore the 
screen first then load the CPU registers and return TAPE COPY2to your program. You do not lose your program or 
display. and it does wo11<1 0 1981 Soft Sector Marketing. Inc. 
Bug+ also hos all the commends of T-Bug. they lhis program will load most any TRS-80
just wolk better. Bug+ loads into low memory. 500 Baud system tape ( standard) Mod I
then relocates ltsen.A Self·refocallng Machine Languog• Monitor speed) and load it into memoryand save 

for MOD I & MOD 111 Mod Ill has all the commands of the Model I it at either500or1500 Baud on the Mod Ill. 
verion plus it gives you the ability of reading or NO KNO\NLEDGE OF tv1ACHINE LANGUAGE 
writing 1500 baud or 500 baud or 500 baud NEEDED. Now it gives you a way to back 
tapes. You can read at one rate and write at up a machine language program that 
another. MOD I or Ill. 4K bath on same tape. loads at the lower speed and makes 
Cassette $14.95 cassette loading into your new Mod Ill a 

much faster and more reliable process. 
Works with Mod 1· & Mod Ill.

MOD Ill ROM 
Only $14.95 
"'-'Od<IOO$on::l-Ol!00llol.Cl17'1'YSUPER UTILITY COMMENTED 

0 1980 by Kim Watt of Breeze Computing. Inc. •19e1 Soft Sector Molketing. Inc. Sold on protected media only. 

Main Program nst: 

Zap; display sector (diSk. file). display memory. 
 Only $22.50 

compare disk sectora copy disk sectora verify +52.50 Shipping & Handling 
disk sectora zero disk sectors. string search. 

sector search. single or double density diskettes 

(if your machine works normally with double 
 Not just a rehash of old information. 
density). but detailed comments on the ROMSPurge; kill selected files. get disk directory. zero 

unused directory entries. zero unused granulea 
 in the latest machine from Tandy. 

remove system files. kill by category, change 

name. date. password. auto commend. Change 
 Now In Its 3rd printing!file parameters. remove passwords. 


Dl•k Fonnat; standard format. format without 
 Over 150 Pages! 

erase. special format. read address malks. 


Dl•k Copy; standard copywith format. standard 
 SPECIALcopy withoutformat. special copy(to bock up 
manyprotected disks)- purcnoser use- only for If you purchase both Postman and Lazy 

his own personal disks. 
 Writer at the same time. at list price. (or if 


Tape Copy; this program is to make backup of 
 you already own one of the packages 

many TRS.80 tapea no matter how it is record
 and now want ot purchase the other).
ed (note agin this program is for the use of the we will at no extra cost include the
original purchaser for his own programs only). 

Postwriter package FREE. To purchase 
.Dl•k Repair; repair got table. repair hit table, 

this packqge say "I want the best packrepair boot. read protect directory track. re
age on the market so send me the fullcover killed files. check directory. 

system at one time". This includes the
Memory; move memory, exchange memory. CHAIN MAKER 


compare memory. zero memory. test memory. 
 Postman. Convert 1 and Convert 2 The Q1981 Steve Skindell. This program makes writing 
input byte from port, output byte to part. package works on all quality operating chain files on NEWDOS.80 a breeze This is not 
memory to disk. disk to memory systems based on the Tandy disk format only a program that creates chain files but it also 

· Diak Repair; repair got table. repair hit table. (TRSDOS. LDOS. NEWDOS. NEWDOS-80. is an editor of the file. A file can be removed from 
repair boot. read protect directory track. re etc.) the disk and edited and saved bock to the disk 
cover killed files. check directory. quick and easy. An outstanding program and o$250.00 must for every NEWDOS.80 owner. Comes with 

Back up copy available! 
MOD I . protected disk only $49.95 

See page 3 of this ad for details on these complete. easy to read manual Purchaser must 
programs. own NEWDOS.80 $14.95 

C.O.D - certified check. M.O. or cash only Most orders shipped next day All orders must have shipping included. 
Please odd 2% or S2.50. whichever is higher for shipping. Michigan residents. please add 4% tax Add extra S 1.50 for 

VISA"C.O.D Personal checks take 3 weeks to clear. All hardware must be prepaid No hardware shipped collect Out of the 
country orders add S10.00 extra shipping. 

'Tr<S-80 is a product or Radio .Shack. division or the Tandy Corpcration 
 Circle 83 
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The Serious Side of Computing 

Business Programs 
CRITPATH" 

POSTMAN0 PM Programming 1980 POSTWRITER
By Alger Software 0 1980 S.S.M. Inc. A machine 01981 S.S.M.. Inc. Now there is. at extra cost. a CRITPATW will help language moiling list program that will do the 


- Determine the earliest possib le completion 
 formletter package that permits inserting any atfollowing: 

dote tor your project. 
 the 10 fields at information from "Postman" into 

- 645 labels on a 35 track disk drive any part at a letter. (yes even in the body at the- Identify the critical activi ties in your project; the - 735 labels on a 40 track disk drive letter). and right and left justify the letter. This1obs that will delay completion at the entire - 1534 tables on on 80 track disk drive program is mode to be used only with the project it they ore not completed on time. - 10 fields (2 user defined) Postman progom and one of the following word 
- Provide you with the scheduled start and finish - Fast sorts (500 records in 30 seconds) processing packages LazyWriter or Electric Pencil. 
dote tor all projectactivities so you can pionyour - Written for (1) drive system (capacities shown . . . . . . . . . . ..... $49.95
labor and material needs to support the project ore tor a single drive system) Requires Postman 
completion dote. - Mostany loble stock that is one upcon be used 

- Develop the information needed to permit you 
 (you save no money buying lobles that are 

ta shift resources and funds to critical activities 
 more than one up anyway) 

from those activities identified by the program as 
 - P11nt one label at a time or a sequence of labels 

being capable at delay without delaying the 
 - Purge duplicates with or without user assistance 

completion at the project. 
 - 9 digit zip code 

- Super fast search on any field - 3 second CRITPATH0 provldea you with 
overage

- Both screen and printer outputs at your schedule - Easy screen editing 
in work days. tabulating the earliest start/ finish 

Now Postman hos been upgraded with manyand latest start/finish days as well as the total 
new features. Now this very popular moilingfloat tor each project activity. 
package is not just the best way tor most people 

- The length at the critical path in work days. and small businesses to do their moiling lists. but
- A listing at all activities that ore on the critical nowwegive you a way to uncromp. convert and
path: jobs that cannot be delayed without formletter your mail ing list. You need this pack
delaying the entire project. age it one at the following is true: If your 
- A printeroutputottheoctuol calendardotestor moiling package is memory dependent. This 

the el1iest start/finish and latest start/finish along 
 means that you must hove more memory to 
with both tree and total fioot tor each activity. handle more names in your machine: If you 

- Your choice at printing out data sorted consec
 need a way to get rid of duplicate names in your 

utively by 
 moiling list: If you wont to sort on more than just 

a . Job sequence name or zip (our package con sort on any or all 
b. Eonlest start dotes 10 fields at once.): If you ore waiting more than 
c. Eol11est finish dotes one minute tor your sort to finish. (our package is 
d. Latest start dotes in machine language so it runs very fast): It your 
e. Latest finish dotes. present program will not handle the 9 digit zip 


Specially designed tor builders. by a builder. Also 
 code: It your program doesn't hove full screen 

works well with many other businesses. 
 editing. This package is a machine language 

MOO I $600.00 
 program: this is the reason for the super test 

MOO Ill $750.00 
 speed of all functlonsl 

Manual $50.00 
 This is random access disk based program and 

Overview Free 
 any name con be called to read. WTite. print or 

update in3 seconds or less. Nowalong with ityou 
Requires 481<. 2 disk drives and 132 column get utilities that permit you to do the following: pl1nter. 

CONVERT 1: tokes all the files from mqst other 
•~-----------------1 moiling list and converts them to our system. 

(why should you change to our system it we GRAPHX
COMPLEAT IDIOTS BOOKKEEPER 

mode the change hard?) CONVERT 2: convert By Steve Skindell 0 1981 . This is a program that is 
0 1981 S.F.I. This will probably not be the only from our package bock to ASCII flies it you wont tor the person who does reports or requires some 
bookkeeping program you'll ever need(butyou to do something with them (like send them to sort ot plotted output to show gains or losses. or 
can never tell) but it should be your first. onothercomputeroverthephone). Thlsprogrom any type of output that needs graphs. This 
Why? runs on all quality operating systems. Requires I program puts to the screen. or to a printer. the 

- Easy to use dlSk drive and 32K memory. . Only $125.00 plotted points in bar program tor accountants. 
- Easy to understand instructions CPAs and the overage businessman toevaluate. 
- Has Purge feature at a moments glance where he is. was or where · 
- Advanced Edit features 1------------------t he is going. Files saved to disk con be recalled at 
- Batch input an., time to be reexamined. modified. or just 
- Build newtlels from parts ofyour existing IDIOT reprinted. An extra feature: if you hove the 

files Mlcrollne printer. by Okidata or Epson MX-80. 
-Flexoble Report Generator your output is in true graphics. Information is 

Mod I or Ill. 481<. 1 drive ... $49.95 GUARANTEE supplied for the user so he can modify this 
All programs described as 	 program for other printers. Comes completeand 

ready to run. Requires MOO I or MOO Ill. 48K diSk. 
Printer optional (132 col.) . . .. Only $49.95 

Business Programs 
come with a 30 day, money back guar
antee. less 10% restocking charge. WeMAKEVC 
feel the best way to see if a program 0 1961 S.F.I. Changes IDIOT files to VIS! CALC 
works in your business is to use it.interchange format or toke VC files and makes it 


into IDIOT readable file. 
 5,000 MAILING LABELS 

Now Only $24.95 
 $14.95 

Plus $2.00 ShippingMake VC r!3Quires Compleat Idiots Bookkeeper. 

Ssm SOFT SECTOR MARKETING,
Outside Michigan INCORPORATED
Order Line Only 6250 Middlebelt

800-521-6504 Garden City, Michigan 48135 



Lazy 
Writer. 

·A product of ABC Sales 

an innovative word processing system 

For Your TRS-80* 

Mod I& Ill 


Mod I - $125.00 

®1980 by David Welsh 

Mod Ill - $175.00 
®1981 by David Welsh 

There Is Nothing Even Close® 

The word processing system that is easy for the novices but 
has the power for professionals. 

Most used comment when anybody talks about Lazy Writer 

is "Easy to Use". 

Other Comments: 

• 	"What has moved the Mod I up to at least a triple-A league, if not the true big 
leagues of writing, is a modest priced word processer called Lazy Writer." 

• "All functions of Lazy Writer are well covered in its documentation, which ranks 
among the best I've seen." 

Creative Computing, July 1981 
• 	"Now that I have a chance to use and compare Lazy Writer with my other two 

popular word processing programs, I am sorry that I was not aware of Lazy Writer 
some time ago." 

C.H., St. Louis, MO 

- Call or Write of Overview 

Now this program and other Soft Sector Marketing, Inc. programs are available 
from these and other fine retailers: 

Apparate, Inc. EBG & Associates 8-Blt Corner 
4401 South Tamarac Parkway 203 N. Walbash, Room 1510 722 Evanston 
Denver, CO 80237 Chicago, IL 60601 Muskegon, Ml 49442 

Al Personal Computing ctr. DlglByte Systems Golden Anvil 
178 Oxford Rd. 31 East 31 st Street 259 Broadway 
Fern Park FL 32730 New York, NY 10016 South Haven, Ml 49090 

Alternate Source Matchless Systems AM Electronics 
1806 Ada Street 18444 South Broadway 3366 Washtenaw 
Lansing, Ml 48910 Gardena, CA 90249 Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 

C.O.D. -certified check. M.O. or cash only. Most orders shipped nexr aay. All orders must have shipping included. ·- 
Please add 2% or $2.50. whichever is higher for shipping. Michigan residents. please add 4% tax. Add extra $1 .50 VISA. 
for C.0.D. Personal checks take 3 weeks to clear. All hardware must be.prepaid. No hardware shipped collect. 
Out of the country orders add $10.00 extra shipping. · 
·ms.so is a product of Radio Shock. division of the Tandy Corporation_ 	 Circle 81 
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Product evaluation 


For Model I with disk 

CCA Data Management 

System 


Anyone who is serious about 
using their TRS-80 for business or 
home applications soon finds there 
is a crying need for the ability to 
store and retrieve data in 
an efficient and fast manner. There 
are two options for the user. 

The first is to write a separate 
program for each specific 
application. For example, one 
program for a mailing list, another 
for a telephone directory, and a third 
for indexing magazine articles. 
Each program requires formatting, 
storing, sorting and retrieving 
different variable types. A mailing 
list would typically manipulate 5 
string variables (name, address, 
city, state and company name), and 
perhaps two integer variables (zip 
code and mailing code), while ' a 
telephone directory would utilize 
only two string variables. Other 
applications might even require the 
use of single or double precision 
variables. One could write a general 
file management program and then 
modify the data structure for each 
specific application, but that is a lot 
of work. Enter option 2 - the data 
management system. 

A data management system is a 
program which allows one to define 
a particular file structure, then add, 
delete or update records in the file, 
sort records by a particular field or 
combination of fields. print 
user-defined reports or labels, all the 
while not knowing or caring about 
how the actual manipulation ofdata 
is taking place. It is not even 
necessary to know the difference 
between sequential and random 
access disk files. The user follows 
simple instructions and prompts 

Jim Klaproth, Puyallup, Washington 

when required and the computer 
does the rest. 

This evalua tion deals with the 
CCA Data Management System 
(DMS), from Personal Software, the 
people who brought us Microchess 
1.5. They also wrote the excellent 
VisiCalc package now being 
marketed through Radio Shack. 
DMS is a medium priced ($75.00 
list), disk based system for the 
Model I with a minimum of 32K 
memory and one disk drive, 
although two drives are required for 
any serious application and 48K 
memory is recommended for very 
la rge file sorting. A single drive 
system has only 12K of available 
storage on the operating diskette, 
although provision is made for 
using a data diskette on a one drive 
system. 

The program is supplied on a 
single cassette, thereby eliminating 
any copyright infringements 
involved in supplying a diskette 
with a host operating system. The 
cassette contains 6 BASIC program 
modules and one free application: a 
simple inventory program. Each 
module is loaded under disk BASIC 
using the CMD"T" and CLOAD 
commands, and then saved as a disk 
file with a specified filespec. The 
DMS program uses an overlay 
scheme for full utilization of 
memory and must load each module 
as needed, hence the need for 
naming each module correctly on 
the operating diskette. The loading 
was not critical and the instructions 
were quite clear. We ran DMS under 
TRSDOS 2.3, NEWDOS and 
NEWDOS80 without problems. 
Also, for those with lower case 

hardware modification, data can be 
entered in lower case when using a 
software driver; however, the 
commands and file names must be 
entered in upper case only. 

The documentation is excellent 
and consists of a small, padded 3
ring binder, filled with 65 double 
sided pages of information. It is well 
organized , indexed and very 
comprehensive. It assumes no prior 
TRS-80 experience, and guides the 
novice disk user through each step 
involving the disk operating system 
as it pertains to DMS. There is a 
complete section on the meanings of 
each of over 100 messages unique to 
DMS. Each prompt is proceeded by 
one of these messages, such as: . 
FMOl WHICH FILE DO YOU 

WANT TO PROCESS? 
In the message section, the above 
line is printed along with the 
following explanation: "Meaning: 
DMS wants the name of the file it is 
to process. Response: Enter the file 
name. You may also enter anull line 
to abort the file maintenance 
function and return to the menu." 
That should give .you some idea of 
the completeness of the manual. 
Each operation is accompanied by 
explicit examples. There is even a 
section for programmers that 
explains how to read DMS files and 
manipulate the data. 

The beginning DMS user will 
probably spend some time reading 
the manual and creating some test 
files to gain some experience with 
the system. The first section deals 
with simple concepts, with the more 
complex features explained in later 
sections. Once the operator is 
farpiliar with DMS, it becomes a 
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Product evaluation 

very simple system to operate. We 
find that we seldom need to refer 
hack to the manual for help. 

When DMS is loaded, the main 
menu is displayed and you are given 
your choice of file definition, file 
maintenance, file sorting, file 
compaction, report 'generation or 
terminate processing. 

The first step in creating a file is to 
define it. You are asked the file name 
and then to define up to 24 alpha or 
numeric fields. Each record may 
contain a total of 255 characters. 
Each field has three properties: ID, 
name, and length. The ID is a 1-5 
character identifier used by the 
system for quick reference. The field 
name is the full name that is used in 
all reports and may be 1-15 
characters long. The field length is 
the number of characters reserved 
for the field in each record of the file. 
This is the tricky one to define, 
b~cause once it is defined, the only 
wa'y to alter it is to redefine the 
whole file over again! For example, 
if you define a name file and assign 
a length of 20 characters to it and a 
certain name contains more than 
20, it will not all fit in that field. You 
will either have to abbreviate the 
name or go back and redefine the 
whole file. This is one of the 
weaknesses of DMS and similar 
programs. The final prompts have 
to do with computed fields, which 
gives the program mathematical 
capabilities. You may enter a 
formula such as: TC (total cost)= 
C(cost)*Q(quantity)+T(tax), and 
have the program compute the total 
cost based on the entered variables. 
This function gives DMS some good 
flexibility when used with numeric 
data. 

Once the file has been defined, the 
next step is to add records to it. The 
file maintenance option is selected 
and it askes for the file name. The 
first prompt is a menu to either add, 
update, delete, inspect, scan, 
maintain another file, or exit. Select 
add, and the record number is 
displayed along with the field name 
and length of the first field. The user 
then enters the data for each field 
until the last field is entered. Then 
the record is written using random 
access techniques. Random access 
gives the user almost instant access 
to any record in the file, which is a 
real advantage over sequential files. 
The next record is entered, and so on 
until they are all entered. At any 
time, you may inspect, update or 
delete any single record by record 
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number, scan the entire file for an 
exact match on any field or jump to 
another file. 

So now we have our data in the 
file. What's next? Well, say we want 
to sort the data in the file by zip code. 
Call up the sort module from the 
main menu and enter the file name. 
You inay sort on up to ten fields in 
ascending or descending order. The 
sort routine used is all in BASIC and 
is a combination disk sort and in
memory sort. It is very slow. One 
sort of 150 records, each containing 
245 characters, on two fields took 
almost a half hour. This is definitely 
an area of the program which needs 
improvement. A fast machine code 
sort would really benefit the overall 
performance of this system. 

The next step is to compact the 
file. Compaction removes all deleted 
records from the file (the deletion 
process actually only marks the 
record, but does not remove it) and 
renumbers the records. This is 
important, because after a sort, the 
record numbers remain in their 
unsorted positions. 

After compaction, the file is ready 
for the final report. The report 
generator takes care of this task. 
This module is fairly powerful and 
allows the user to define several 
report parameters. One may choose 
between a columnar report (with or 
without heading) or mailing labels. 
The output may be routed to either 
the screen or a parallel line printer. 
Serial printers are not supported at 
all; the user must have the 
necessary serial drivers written into 
the program. Automatic page 
numbering is built in to the 
columnar report. One may specify a 
title for the heading, the number of 
lines per page, width of the report, 
and the option to print deleted 
records. Numeric fields may be 
formatted by specifying where to 
place the decimal point and non
numeric fields may be truncated by 
specifying the width of the report 
field. Totals may be specified on any 
numeric column, as can subtotals 
and breaks. As an example, suppose 
you are printing a report on your 
employee pay records. Each line 
displays the department, name, and 
weekly pay of one employee. The file 
is sorted by department, and you 
want subtotals of weekly pay for the 
employees in each department. By 
specifiying "break" in the 
department field, each time there 
was a change in the department 
number, a subtotal would be printed 

for each department. Records can be 
selected by field values for printing, 
or the entire file can be printed. For 
example, print only records with a 
sales volume of $100 to $500. Only 
one field can be specified and only 
the lower and upper limits are used 
in the selection. Ifthe report is going 
to be used frequently, the 
parameters may be saved on the 
diskette and recalled by only giving 
the report name. This feature is very 
handy and saves time. One minor 
gripe was the inability to exclude 
record numbers from the report. 

Two features of the system are 
documented in the DMS manual, 
but are not implemented. One is the 
ability to manipulate report formats 
(i.e ., delete or list them). This feature 
does not work at all. The other is the 
ability to use a separate data 
diskette on a one drive system. The 
manual explains that one may 
insert a formatted data diskette 
after removing the system diskette 
at certain prompts in the program. I 
found that this does not work 
because DMS needs some 
information from the DOS in order 
to GET and PUT data to and from 
the diskette. However, after much 
trial and error, I discovered that by 
creating a reduced sized system (by 
copying the entire DOS and killing 
all unnecessary modules), this 
technique works like a charm and 
can be a real lifesaver for a two drive 
owner 'who suddenly finds out that 
one drive has taken the KILL 
command seriously. A minimum 
NEWDOS80 system consists of 
BOOT/ SYS, DIR/ SYS, SYSO/ SYS 
through SYS4/ SYS, and SYSlO/ 
SYS is needed to handle GET and 
PUT . For NEWDOS , swap 
SYS13/ SYS for SYSlO/ SYS. A 
minimum TRSDOS 2.3 system was 
not tested in this manner. 

This system is not, by any stretch 
of the imagination, the ultimate in 
data management systems. 
However, other data management 
systems in this price range I have 
used suffered from some of the same 
shortcomings. The major weakness 
in DMS is the slow sort speed. This 
shortcoming could probably be 
overcome by the use of a free
standing machine code disk sort. 

I found the system virtually error 
free and well documented. Personal 
Software does supply patches 
(called "Fixnotes") to all registered 
owners to keep them current with all 
changes. The ability to modify the 
system is certainly a plus for 



experienced programmers and the 
ability to use files created by DMSin 
other programs makes it very 
flexible . Add to this the moderate 
price tag, and it makes for a very 
well received package. 

Ratings 
Documentation . .. .... .. Excellent 
Concept . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Good 
Ease of use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Good 
Reliability .. .. . . .. . . . . . Very Good 
Features .................... Good 
Operational speed ..... . .... Good 
Sorting speed . ..... ... ....... Poor 
Support . .... ... ... . .. . Very Good 
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $75.00 
Overall Rating ............. Good 

Chet Floyd, one of the authors of 
the program writes, "Software Arts, 
the VisiCalc authors, have provided 
a way to read and write ASCJI files. 
This is documented in the User 
Manual as the Data Interchange 
Format (DIF). Its purpose is to let 
you pass data from one program to 
another without typing in the data 
anew each time. Unfortunately, 
Radio Shack did not see fit to 
document the DIF file itself. 
Programmers may obtain DIF 
documentation by contacting: Data 
Interchange Format Clearinghouse 
PO Box 70 , MIT Branch, 
Cambridge, MA 02139. With this in 
hand, you can write BASIC 
programs that talk to VisiCalc. 

One comm ercially available 
program can give you this 
capability today: The Creative 
Computing Applications Data 
Management Syste m sold by 
Personal Software for the Model I 
and Ill. But there is one hooker... the 
standard program won't talk to 
VisiCalc any better than 'Duel-N
Droids' without code available from 
myself. This code merges into the 
CCA I DMS to provide a powerful set 
of well documented DIF data 
manipulation features. I will gla,dly 
send additional information to 
those who contact me. 

With this approach , or with your 
own homegrown programs, you can 
automate the trans{er of data 
between your files and VisiCalc, 
saving hours of your time, and 
immeasurably broadening the 
scope of what you can do with 
VisiCalc and your own existing 
files ." 

Chet Floyd 
664 18th Street 

Manhattan Beach, CA 
90266 

(your dictionary, that is) 

Now you can proofread and correct 
ten pages of text in less than one minute, 
with MICROPROOF dictionary software 

• 	 EASY TO USE: Prepare your text on any Z-80 based microcomputer, 
using any of a number of popular word processing programs. When you . 
are finished, enter the appropriate command, and MICROPROOF proof
reads your document, displaying misspellings and typos on the screen. 
Then MICROPROOF displays each error separately, requesting you to 
enter the correct spelling for each. Finally, MICROPROOF corrects your 
document. All in less than a minute. 

• 	 COMPREHENSIVE: MICROPROOF comes with a 50,000 word 
vocabulary. That's equivalent to a Webster's Pocket Dictionary. And 
MICROPROOF's dictionary is INFINITELY EXPANDABLE. You can add 
your own technical words and jargon. 

• 	 RECOGNIZES prefixes, suffixes, hyphenation and comment lines. 

• 	 REQUIRES ONLY 32K of memory and one single or double density 
5Y<t inch or 8 inch disk drive. 

• 	 AFFORDABLE: Available in three forms: fully independent program 
to identify errors, independent program to identify and correct errors, 
or with a conversion program that will permit MICROPROOF to operate 
from within your own word processing software. 

PRICES 
TRS-80® Model I, Ill version $89,50 Correcting Feature $60.00 
TRS-80® Model II version $149.50 Word Processing Conversion 
CP/ M® version $149.50 Scrlpslt • or Electric Pencil " $35.00 
APPLE® version available soon Separate User's Manual $5.00 

Master Charge and Visa accepted. No COD please. California residents add 6% sales tax. 


Send for a brochure-specify type of microcomputer and word processing software used. 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 


CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE 

Post Office Box 5028 


Walnut Creek, California 94596 

(415) 893-0633 

Circle 85 
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~HEPROGRAM STORE 


:'? B ~ , ~~~~"~11 ~~f~~iii ·A~~rn . . • . . 
TENPINS bring;; .you ' al.J the thril.ls of champ

·. ionship · bowli[ig : Up >to four · play.,rs · partici- · 
·;. pate, · and the ·program· automatically senses 

the skill · of e'acl;i; . Beginners . can s ill\ply pos 
..• ition "the ball imd '. "roll" it while more 'skilled 
. players . Can ·' vary ,,~tfle force , ro11 a Curve·, and 

caus~· it to spin .as it heads. for the pins. All 
this ,,- ·plus :i~o graphics and sound 'effects 
-- adds u'p ' to a. realistic and thoroughly·chal
1~.nging .. b~wlin9 9'.'me :: 

. 

" · 

In this ne~fio;~1i yo~ f~~e all the devilment' 
of the classic ~cottAqams'. but npw the pro 
,gr·am": seems . t_o ':,_ senSEL.)f yo~ are· f0underirt9 

: arouricl and Jielps get ': yoµ ·moving --·, wit.h · ~ 
rj· feroc'igus .; tl e! L\ Not .for J:jeginn.ing ad-. 
\~ ~~.n~~f~e~s, ..l ;-; - :: - ,,.. : , _ _ .. 'i 

. Tape ; . ;~M.95 ..D)sk , . '. $20.95 

Basic'Bartender 
·,By William Den.:.~nfro,;, Med Sy..tems 

> Liberation fro_n,t ~_ tl1e ''chore _ of mixing libations! , 

T_hls :l'~o~r:am ·,;:'~o~_~_ains_,> complete · ·infor~at~on 

on ~i.xing-_ a'rid - ~eryinr '. 101 d .iffere'r:lt -drinks,. 


. arid . y,o~ ca~ '7y~n->·~d~>.Y.our .o~~":" 11 H_o~se .Spec

ials ;._J':: Drin~ -)--1".'.~~ -ipes ''. may be requested by

}:..,J. rtar:n~ ~ Orp a-·, ffi~rjl!):~.(sy_bcategor,i .e ,s ,.ffiay, be re
:" 1qoested·) Not '<)nl\i / useful , ,• this program is 

;...ver,y _~ i _!"l·s:tru.C;ti_.Y'e '. in : how -to program ·a . coded 
~~b~~ ru " · · 

Wal-ion fro;,, Hayden 
enemy , empires battle for control ·of the 

qala xy · in · this · 3- D simulation. '. You can play 
.' iigai_r1st the" c;o~pu_~er or ·a . hum_c!n .;Opponent , 
· ~tit either w_ay it'.s a battl<! to the ~nd . . 

A. new star map is generated at the .be.ginn.ing 
cif each game, .and both side ·are provided 
with coristantly . updated intelligence ihfor 
matior . , What you . dpn't get -~ except .for find 
.i':lg ·, ou~ ·;'. fQr:: ·- your~elf ;-- isJnfOrm_ati_on on you.r 
opponent 1s Joca1io·Q.,. tra ve~. , ··and, plan·s. · 

16K ta~e.\ : $1G.9S 

Two comp:l:Jte_r .'gan:les. for one low· p_ ~ice! In-
dudes: · ' · 

:.•· ,wa{1 ?tr~e!Cha11 ~;,ge :-- Try you~ hand 
···<>at th~ stock m.ark.et. 'Cf'loose 'from 

.,. arr~y ofstocks·Jroi)i:blue chip to 


':fr-~i}d . Sr)EiCulation ~~ Rea'liStk! ~ 

.l~~man !=heck~rs .-- Ari an.dent game 9f 


s.trategy ~ i~ilar to !10U\ello 11 
• . Play_ 


·agaihst a Jr~end or the computer-._ 

B.oth . on 16K .tape·: ·. $19. 95 


STRATEGY PAC.K H 

Three .games.. designed for challenge. 

lnclµdes: 


· Metropolis -- A whol<a city is being 
developecl . ,U.se your skills·at real 
eState and '11a riageme_nt to build a 

. • fortune . Up to eight players. 

Minclmas.ter ..-- Match. v/its for points, 


speed·or logic as 'you try to un: • 

:< s.c~ambl_e a..c<;>mbination of letters . 


Wrird~aster --.Multiple players try to find 

,the secret words. 3 difficulty levers . 


All J 'ori t ~pefor only $19 . 95 


Pigskin . 
By Laurence, ·Sothen E.Gavenda from Acorn 
Play football ag.ainst a friend or your com
puter •with · PIGSKIN ; Featuring a graphic dis 
pl<!Y of the., field , the ball . an.d :· scoreboard 
sfat,istfcs, yqu. choose _fro.m elevep offensive 
play~ and ••' seven defen,ses. The 30- second 
clock .an cl <! variety of ·penalty calls keep Y()U 
Pn your foes. If you play against your 
TR.Sc BO ; there are five levels of difficulty . 
Inc;ltJd,es :-' _1 ·~.ave· game 11 feature. 

Tape .. $14.95 

Frorn Interpro 
An illustra ted adventure for the TRS - 80. It's 
said that 11a picture is ·worth a thousand 
words ,-" and in·· this program you 1ll ·see why. 
While s till in the classic text- type mold, the 
graphic_s · give you a new perspective and aid 
yo_ur sense of directi_on. This saga of the sea 
contains a 150 word vocabulary a~d depicts 32 
graphic locations. 

Model I 4BK disk . .. $29.95 
16K tape (Tex t only, Nographics) .. $14 . 95 

By . Richa rd Wilkes from Acorn 
Using your · SuperScript modified Scripsit 
Word Processor ,and a compatible printer , you 
can now underline , boldface, insert text dur
ing printout, slash zeros, set type pitch, 
subscript and. of course, super.script! You 
can even read your directory and kill files 
witho.ut ever leav_ing Scrip ~it. 

SuperScript comes with drivers for popular 
se.rial ..and parallel printers . (no.w including 
Centronics 737 and· RS Daisy 11), and easy in
structions for patching to your Scripsit pro 
gram (does not .include Scripsit) , 

Model 1.• J2K disk .. . $29.95 

. DragonQuest 
By Cha rles Forsythe from Programmers Guild 
It's a desperate race as .you search for 
SMAEGOR, who has kidnapped the Princess 
and holds her in a distant and unknown place. 
In aquest for honor and . glory, · you must 
search. the land for tools .needed in the ul.ti 
mate confrontation . Clues abound, but" whe re 
is ·the Princess? In this .exciting, machine 
language adventure . you may never find her 
but you'll enjoy trying ! 

Tape .• $15. 95 

· Visit Our Baltimore,,MD Store: W. Bell Pla::r:a-6600 Security Blvd 

For information 
Call (202) 363-9797 

MAI LOADERS: Send ctieck or M.O. for total purchase 
price, plus $1 .00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add 
6%. tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed 
inforr:nation on c:ard. 

')' . 
;,:;.<:·.... _-, 

I 

http:witho.ut
http:m.ark.et
http:thril.ls


Get the most from your micro with The CALL TOLL FREEsoftware and accessories from one of A-ogram
the world's largest selections. Store 800424-2738 

DUEL 
«N» 

DROIDS 

By Leo Christopherson from Acorn 
Your 'droid has already learned NIM, so now 
it's time to teach it how to wield a laser sword! 
Starting out as a lowly clown, you teach it 
how to use a laser sword by controlling its 
movements -- advance, attack, even retreat if 
necessary. After training it to be a "Grand 
Master, 11 you enter the tournament against 
the program's skilled 'droid . Revel in the fan 
fares of the victorious - - or hear the funeral 
dirges of the defeated! Entertainment for all 
ages. 

Protected tape .. . $14. 95 
Protected disk .. . $20. 95 

from Med Systems 
A new breed of adventuring! Venture 

_

through a graphically represented 3- D maze, 
with halls that could dead end -- or recede to 
infinity . Step througJi the doors or drop into 
the pits , Will you encounter monsters and 
mayhem, or will you be treated to useful ob
jects and information? Will you ever get out 
alive? 

You may never find your way out of Death 
maze 5000, but l'.ou'll keep trying! 

16K TRS- 80, 32K APPLE II ... $12. 95 

. ·":,:,."' 
)(XX)( ltXK • 

• 111111 .:.:::... INVADERS 
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. u.u.•.u' • ;:.:: . 
1 SPACE 

By Carl Miller from Acorn 
A fast machine .language approach to this 
classic (and addictive) space game. The 
aliens drop bombs and move from side to side 
trying to overrun your bases. You choose the 
speed, enemy bomb frequency and accuracy, 
your number of shots on screen and bases. 
u ·nlike most such games, you can move your 
base and simultaneously fire at the invaders. 
Full sound effects add even more excitement 
to the incredible action of INVADERS FROM 
SPACE. Fun for all ages and skill levels. 

Protected tape ... $14.95 
Protected disk . . . $20 . 95 

COSMIC 
FIGHTER 

By Hogue & Konyu from Big Five 
Terrific sound, graphics and unique chal
lenges mark this new space game a winner! 
While fighting off the alien convoys -- each 
more skillful than the last - - you must keep 
track of your rocket fuel or risk explosion. 
Finally your space station appears. Can you 
dock immediately, or is the station overrun by 
aliens? Find out by ordering Cosmic Fighter 
today . · 

16K tape $14.95 (Mod I) $15.95 (Mod Ill) 
For 32K disk . . .. $17.95 

ATTACK 
FORCE! 

By Hogue & Konyu from Big Five 
Unlike the usual space "shoot- em - ups," At 
tack Force lets you control both speed and 
direction as you maneuver all ·over the screen 
in search of the alien Ramships and Flari 
ships . Enemy ships chase you · everywhere, 
and the Flagships' lasers can fire in any dir 
ection! The Ramships can .even impers6nate 
your spacecraft, ·so don't look away even for 
an instant. Machine language action . with 
sound. 

16K tape $14 . 95 (Mod I) $15.95 (Mod Ill) 
For 32K disk .. . $17. 95 

SUPER 
NOVA 

By Hogue & Konyu from Big Five 
Asteroids surround your ship. You must shoot 
the asteroids, as well as any of the fiv!' types 
of alien spaceships . . use your thrusters for 
full movement and rot2tion of your ship _.:_ if 
you are overwhelmed, you can even jump to 
hyperspace! Written in fast machine code with 
superb graphics and sound, this game is 
GREAT! 

16K tape $14.95 (Mod I) $15 . 95 (Mod Ill) 
For 32K disk ... . $17. 95 

By Wall & Moncrief from Adventure Int. 
Calling this program simply "LUNAR LA-ND- · 
ER" is like calling th~ space shuttle "air
plane" -- they both offer so much mpre than 
the names imply! 

.You get a vast lunar landscape, ·graphic.ally 
depicted in both long · range and. close up, 
with many choices for landing sites. Choose a 
more difficult site and get more points -- if · 
you can land successfully. You have complete 
control of your LEM via main engines and 
small side thrusters, and a successful landing 
is heralded with '" a flag .raising ceremony. 
Great graphic·s and sound add to .the realtime 
challenge and fun . · · 

16K tape ... $14. 95' 

• 
BASKET 
··aALL 

By John Allen from Acorn 
You have tQ be fast to outscore your oppon 
ent as you play on.e-on.-<;me basketb,all against 
a friend or your computer. Steal the ball, 
duck around your opponent and slant . toward 
the basket for a lay up! The graphics are 
based on a 3~dimensional depiction of a bas
ketball" court, and ball dribbling .sounds ;>dd . 
to the realism. It's all there but the cheers 
so real you'll wonder how the ball keeps from 
coming through the screen of your TRS-80! 

Protected Tape ... $14. 95 

Protected Disk •.• $20.95 


DISASSEMBLER 
Ely Roy Soltoff from Misosys & Acorn 

A two- pass d isassem.bler for TRS-80 that con

verts machin_e code to Z- 80 assembly language · 

listings. DISASSEMBLER produces . ·symbol ic ' 

labels with output to video, printer or tape. 

Radio Shack's Editor/Assembler wilLread arid 

load the tapes for easy modification a.nd re

assembly. Extend the capabilities .of 

Editor/Assembler with this utility . On tape 'for 

two different memory locations. 
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The last of the summer reruns --


Gameshow simulation 


For Model I & Ill, 16K and up 

One night, while watching a popular game 
show on television, I became intrigued by the 
method by which contestants try to win 
significant amounts of cash and prizes. The game 
is based on Tic-Tac-Toe, and features two 
contestants competing against one another to 
answer questions posed by a moderator. The Tic
Tac-Toe board used occupies an entire wall and 
consists of a bank of nine individual CRT's, each 
one being used for a Tic-Tac-Toe square. 

By answering a question correctly, the 
contestant is able to have an X or an 0 placed on 
the board, the position of which is determined by 
the category of question selected. When one 
contestant achieves three X's or O's in a row, he or 
she is declared the winner of the contest and is 
given the opportunity to win additional cash and 
prizes through a different process. 

The Tic-Tac-Toe board is still utilized for this 
process; only the numbers one through nine are 
placed on the board from left to right, top to 
bottom. Associated with these numbers are nine 
values. Upon selection of a given number by the 
contestant, the corresponding value is displayed 
in place of the number on the board. The 
association of values to numbers is purely at 
random, and will vary from one game to the next. 

The values represented are six dollar values: 
$100, $1,50, $250, $350, $400 and $500; two words: 
TIC and TAC, and a picture of a dragon. The 
objective is to avoid selecting the number which 
would cause the dragon to appear, thereby losing 
the contest and any cash values accumulated up to 

Robert D Miller, Hopewell, Virginia 

that point. One wins the contest by selecting 
enough cash values to equal or exceed $1000 or, if 
by chance, both TIC and TAC are selected, the 
contestant automatically wins and his or her cash 
value is increased by $1000 regardless ofits former 
level. The words TIC and TAC individually have 
no cash value associated with them. 

In actual practice, the contestant is first shown 
all the values that are to be hidden "behind" the 
numbers one through nine. Next, these values ate 
shuffled, with different values apparently being 
shifted from place to place around the board. Then 
the numbers one through nine are displayed, and 
the contestant is given the opportunity to select 
numbers as described above. Ifa cash value or TIC 
or TAC is selected, the contestant is given the 
opportunity of keeping the cash accumulated so 
far, or of risking all and continuing by guessing 
more numbers. If the number associated with the 
dragon is selected, the dragon appears in an 
animated fashion, starting as a small figure and 
"growing" in size as it appears to leap out of the 
CRT, supposedly startling the contestant. This, of 
course, indicates a loss. Whether a contestant 
wins or loses, the process is concluded by the 
moderator displaying the values associated with 
the remaining unselected squares. 

See GAMESHOW, page 48 
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MODEL II 

26-4002 
64K 1 Drive 

$3440.00 

26-4160 1 Drive Exp... . . . .. $1034 .00 
26-4161 2 Drive Exp . .. .. .... 1574.00 
26-4162 3 Drive Exp . . ... , ... 2114.00 
26-4530 Scripsit II. ..... .. .... 265 .00 
26-4512 Profile II. .. ... . • .' ... 162.00 
26-4511 Visicalc II. ..... .. ... 265 .00 
26-4501 Gen Ledger.... . ... . 180.00 
26-4506 Mail List. ... ..... .... 72 .00 

PRINTERS 

CEnTRDnlCS 

BEST PRICES 
1 

Text Quality Centronics 

DISCOU.NT 
BUYTRS-80® DIRECT 

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 

CALL US••. 
SAVE MONEY 
We carry the full line of TRS-80 Computers. All 
other software, furniture, and accessories at dis
count from catalog price. We stock most items 
to assure you fast delivery and save you money. 

26-1140 Expansion Interface. . ... • .... .. .... .• . ... $249 .00 
26-1141 16K Exp . Interface. .. .. . . .... . . . ......... .. 359 .00 

26-1142 32K Exp . Interface.... . .. . ......... .•. ..... 469.00 
26-ll 45 ·RS232C Board ...... ... . .. ... ..... . . .. ..... . 84 .00 
26-1160/ l Mini Disk Drive........ .. . .... ... .... . . . 419 .00 
26-1563 Scripsit -Disk . . .... . ............. .... .. ..... 79.00 
26-1566 Visicalc ... . .... ......... . . .. ... ... .•• ... .. 83.00 

• • • • • •PRINTERS• * * * * * 

26-1155 Quick Printer . .. .. .. . .... •. ...••.... • •... . 187.00 
26-1167 9 '12 Dot Matrix Printer... . ... . . .... . . .. .. .. 360.00 
26-1166 Line Printer VI. .. ... . ....•.... • . . . ..• .. .. 1080.00 
26-1158 Daisy Wheel II . ..... • ... .• • . .. .•..... . ... 1799.00 
26-1165 Line Printer V..... . . . . .... '. . . . ..... .... .. 1710.00 

Pocket Computer 
26-3501 l .9K P.C .... ........ $188.00 

26-3503 Cassette IF . . ...... ... 45 .00 
14-812 Recorder .......... . ... 72.00 

739-1 Printer...... $729.00 ·------
WRITE US FOR A 

FREE CATALOG 

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS 

MODEL Ill 

26-1061 4K I. .. . .. . ... ... $629.00 
26-1062 16K Ill . . . ... . .. .. 865.00 
26-1063 32K Ill 
W/2 Drives, RS232....... 2225 .00 

COLOR 

26-30014K .. ..... . ... .. . $318.00 
26-3002 16K Ext . Basic .. .. . 488.00 

26-3008 Joysticks .. .... . .. . 22.50 
. 26-3010 Color Video.. ... . 35j ,OO 

26-1206 Recorder .. . ... . . .. 54 .00 

commodore 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

CALL FOR PRICES 

ALL POCKET AND COLOR 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

SOLD AT DISCOUNT 

1·800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry 

No Taxes on Out Of 
State Shipments 

DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 
DEPT. # 5 

115 C. SECOND AVE. S.W. 
CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728 Immediate Shipment 

From Stock on Most Items '912) 377-7 no Ga. Phone No. & Export
TRS-80 I~ a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp. 

A Copy of the Radio Shack 90 day 
Limited Warranty can be obtained 
Free upon specific written re
quest to the Electronics Dept . of 
our Cairo , Georgia Retail Stare 
which is an Authorized Sales 
Center for Radio Shack Merchan
dise. Store #A301 Circle 29 
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Fun-n-games 

GAM ESH QW, continued from page 46 

Sample screen display of GAMESHOW 

In wondering how well I would do in such a 
situation, I decided to attempt a simulation of the 
process of trying to get to $1000 without seeing the 
dragon. What follows is the result of that attempt. 

Certain matters had to be taken into 
consideration is doing this simulation. First the 
Tic-Tac-Toe board would have to be depicted 
graphically on the CRT. In line 140, the horizontal 
bar is placed in variable A$. In line 150, the 
vertical bar is placed in B$. Note that B$ consists 
not only of graphic blocks, but also of backspaces 
and line feeds. This process enables the board to be 
drawn quickly and effortlessly, a process which is 
accomplished by the subroutine starting at line 
420. 

The subroutine starting at line 450 prints out the 
valul;)s in the Tic-Tac-Toe board. (The construction 
of the dragon character is discussed later.) Lines 
460 through 490 create the effect of values being 
shuffled about the board. 

Lines 210 through 330 comprise the routine for 
the guessing of numbers. Line 340 flashes the 
cumulative dollar total on the screen between 
INKEY$ strobes. Lines 260 through 280 print the 
animated dragon should the number associated 
with the dragon be selected. 

Of primary inportance was the method by 
which to not only depict the dragon, but to do so in 
a manner that would make it appear animated. To 
do this, I designed five separate pictures of a 
dragon, starting with a small size and gradually 
growing larger. By flashing these pictures on the 
screen in quick succession, a certain degree of 
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animation could be achieved. To provide 
additional impact, a sixth picture, consisting of 
the exact reverse of picture number five, was 
created to enhance simulation of a "flashing" 
effect when the dragon appears fully on the CRT. 
The coding for these pictures starts in the middle 
of line 350 and continues through line 400. The 
pictures are read into memory in line 130. 

Finally, at the end of the game, the routine 
starting at line 500 prints the board with all the 
values showing. The player is then queried as to 
whether he or she desires another game. 

Throughout this simulation, expanded graphics 
were utilized to enhance the visual effects of the 
program. One must be certain to PRINT@ only 
even numbered screen locations to achieve the 
desired results. 

This simulation has attempted to encompass all 
the aspects of the real game on television. The only 
aspect not programmed was the ability of the 
player to quit guessing prior to reaching $1000. It 
was felt that this was unnecessary in this case due 
to the fact that real money was not at stake. 

One may wish to modify this program so that 
two or more people can compete in trying to 
achieve maximum dollar values. This could be 
done by allowing each player a specified number 
of rounds during which he or she attempts to 
maximize their winnings. In such a situation, one 
may want to add the option of quitting prior to 
reaching $1000 so as to retain a lesser dollar value 
rather than taking a further chance on seeing the 
dragon. 

In any case, it is hoped that this will not only 
prove instructive in graphic techniques, but also 
provide the opportunity to see if you can "beat the 
dragon". Good Luck!! 

100 CLEAR2000:RANDOM 
110 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23);:PRINT@404,"GAME 

SHOW";: PRINT@532, "SIMULATION"; 
120 FORI=1T09:READZ$(I):NEXT 
130 FOR I=1T06:READL:FORJ=1TOL:READK:A$ 

(!)=A$(I)+CHR$(K):NEXTJ,I 
140 A$=STRING$(30,191) 
150 FORI=1T013:8$=8$+CHR$(191)+CHR$C24) 

+CHR$(26):NEXTI 

160 TT=O:VA=O: X$="'' 

170 GOSUB420 


, 180 GOSUB 450 
190 GOSUB410 :GOSUB420 
200 FORI=OT08:PRINT@128+C256*INTCI/3))+ 

8+20*(I-INTCI/3)*3),I+1;:NEXT 
210 TT=O:VA=O:X$='"':PRINT@912,"START GU 

ESSING!!";:FORI=1T0500:NEXT:PRINT@912 
, II II•, 



Fun-n-games 

220 C$=INKEY$: GOSUB340 : IF C$='"'THEN220 

230 I=VAL(C$)-1 
240 IFZ$ (I+1 )=""THEN220 
250 J=136+(256*INT(I/3))+20*(I-INT(I/3) 

*3) 
260 I FZ$ (!+1) <>"DRGN"THENPRINT@J ,Z$ (!+1 

);:GOT0300 
270 J=J-70 
280 FORK=1T04:PRINT@J,A$(K);:FORL=1T075 

:NEXTL,K 
290 FORM=1T010:PRINT@J,A$(5);:PRINT@982 

,"YOU LOSE!";:FORL=1T075:NEXTL:PRINT@ 
J,A$(6);:PRINT@982," ";:FORL= 
1T075:NEXTL,M:GOT0500 

300 IFZ$(I+1 )="TIC"ORZ$(!+1 )="TAC"THENT 
T=TT+1:IFTT<2THEN220 ELSE320 

310 VA=VAL(RIGHT$(Z$(I+1),3))+VA:IFVA>= 
1000THENX$="YOU WIN":GOT0330 ELSEZ$( 
!+1) ='"': GOT0220 . 

320 VA=1000:X$="YOU WIN":GOT0330 
330 FORM=1T010:GOSUB340 :NEXT:GOT0500 

340 PRINT@918,X$;:PRINT@984,"";:PRINTUS 
ING"$$###";VA;:FORJ=1T050:NEXTJ:PRINT 
@918," 111 ;:PRINT@984," ";:F 
ORJ=1T050:NEXTJ:RETURN 

350 DATA $100,$150,$250,$350,$400,$500, 
TIC,TAC,DRGN,10,128,128,128,160,128,1 
44,24,24,26,143 

360 DATA 11,128,128,128,160,128,160,24, 
24,26,175,133 

370 DATA 19,128,128,168,144,128,160,148 
,24,24,24,24,26,167,143,155,24,24,26, 
131 

380 DATA 29,128,128,168,176,176,176,148 
,24,24,24,24,24,26,172,183,191,187,15 
6,24,24,24,24,24,26,130,164,176,152,1 
29 

390 DATA 47,138,172,188,172,188,156,188 
,156,133,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,2 
6,130,191,141,158, 159,157,174,159,129 
,24, 24,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,26,128,13 
0,173,184,184,184,135,128,128 

400 DATA 47,181,147,131,147,131,163,131 
,163,186,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,2 
6,189,128,178,161,160,162,145,160,190 
,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,24,26,191,18 
9,146,135,135,135,184,191,191 

410 RESTORE:FORI=1T09:READZ$(I):NEXT:FO 
RI=9T01STEP~1:J=RND(I):Z$=Z$(I):Z$(I) 
=Z$(J):Z$(J)=Z$:NEXT:RETURN 

420 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23);:FORK=OT0768STEP2 
56:PRINT@K,A$;:NEXT 

430 FORK=OT060STEP20:PRINT@K,B$;:NEXT 
440 RETURN 

Color Computer News 
Color Computer Newa Is the Ursl and only magazine devoted lo lhe users 

ol Radio Shack's Color Computer. Color Computer News allows CC users to 
have a sowce ol lnlormation aboul their machine plus forums tor the ·ex' 
change ol ldeas. discoveries. helps. and complalnls. CCN ts published every 
other month and contains lealures like 6809 Assembler programming, 
Novice Basic. Advanced Basic. Letlers and Technical Forums. CCN reviews 
current producls !or lhe Color Computer and leUs the lrulh about lhem good 
or bad 

ll's nol jusl a beginner's magazine either. II prints what old hackers need 
lo know loo. Things like entry potnls lo lhe ROM and pointers In lhe Basic 
scralchpad. . 

Color Computer New1 is more than just a magazine. ti's also a soltware· 
exchange servlce. Color Computer owners can exchange ortglnal sott· 
ware by contributing It lo lhe CCN library where several o! lhese programs. 
are pul on a lope and dlslribuled tor a nominal lee. CCN Is also a nalion· 
wide Users.Group. CCN helps establish local Users Groups wilh torm tellers. 
posters. names and publicity 

Uyou own a Color Compu1er you n"ed a subS<:;rlpllon lo Color Computer 
New1. Whlle lhe other magazmos wlll print some arllcles about the Color 
Computer you need a conslanl .source ot lnlormalion lo slay abreast ol 
what's happ.,ning wilh the Color Computer. 

A charter subscrlpllon lo Color Computer News Is just S9.00 tor 6 issues. Bui 
you'd baller hwry. you don't want lo miss a single Issue. 

Available From. 

REMarkable Software 
P.O. Box 1192 


Muskegon, MI 49443 

Some back 1ssuos uvullublo tur S< ~>0 111dudin11 poolalJ" ani.J hc111i.Jh1111. 

450 PRINT@896,"HERE ARE THE VALUES TO B 
E HIDDEN";:FORI=OT07:PRINT@136+(256*I 
NT(I/3))+20*(I-INT(I/3)*3),Z$(I+1);:N 
EXT:PRINT@618,A$(5);:FORI=1T01000:NEX 
TI 

460 GOSUB420 :PRINT@900,"NOW LET'S MIX 
'EM UP A BIT"; 

470 FORI=1T020:J=RND(9)-1:K=136+(256*IN 
T(J/3))+20*(J-INT(J/3)*3):L=RNDC9):IF 
Z$ (L) ="DRGN"THENZ$ (L) =A$ (5): K=K-70 

480 PRINT@K,Z$(L);:FORM=1T075:NEXTM:IFZ 
$ (L) =A$ (5 >THENZ$ (L) ="DRGN": PRINT@K,ST 
RING$(9,128);:PRINT@K+64,STRING$C9,12 
8);:PRINT@K+128,STRING$C9,128);ELSEPR 
INT@K," "; 

490 NEXT:RETURN 
500 PRINT@896,"LET'S SEE WHERE EVERYTHI 

NG WAS";:PRINT@972,"HIDDEN ON THE BOA 
RD";:FORI=1T0750:NEXT 

510 FORI=OT08:J=136+(256*INT(I/3))+20*( 
I-INT(I/3)*3): IFZ$(I+1 )='"'THENNEXTIEL 
SEIFZ$CI+1)="DRGN"THENPRINT@J-70,A$(5 
>;:NEXTIELSEPRINT@J,Z$(I+1>;:NEXTI 

520 FORI=1T02000:NEXTI:CLS:PRINTCHR$(23 
);:PRINT@532,"PLAY AGAIN?" 

530 Y$=INKEY$:IFY$=""THEN530 ELSEIFY$= 
"Y"THEN190 

540 IF Y$<>"N11 THEN 530 
550 CLS : END 
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FINE TOOLS FOR YOUR TRS-80 


UTILITY I 

Here's software utility that can make pro
gramming easier for you. These powerful 
tools will take much of the frustration out 
of essential operations. You'll wonder 
how you managed without them. They'll 
stamp your work with the mark of profes
sionalism. · 
RENUM-Now you can easily renumber 
any Level II program to make room for 
modification ·or to clean up the listing. 

(Only for use with 16K of memory.) 
DUPLIK-This program will let you 
duplicate any BASIC, assembler, or 
machine-language program, verify the 
data, and even copy Level I programs on 
a Level II machine. 

See how efficient and well-0rdered your 
programming becomes. (Tl) 

Order No. 0081R $9.95. 

UTILITY II 

One of the most popular and useful of 

the utility packages, Utility II is the sec
ond in a series of programs designed to 
take the drudgery out of editing. 

This combination of programs adds 
flexiblity to your BASIC programs by 
allowing you to combine them with other 
BASIC programs, or with machine-lan
guage programs or routines. 
CFETCH-You'II be able to merge 
BASIC programs, with consecutive. line 
numbers, into one program. CFETCH 
can also search through any Level II pro
gram tape and display the file name for all 
the programs. 

COMPRESSION UTILITY PACK 
Do you want to add sound routines to a SupercompresS-uses 767 

Space Trek program that already uses can do everything COMPRESS-SO can do 
16K? Or maybe you need an extra column PLUS, it packs the program into the 
in that financial report program, but smallest possible number of multiple 
when you run it, you get OM errors? statement lines. 

With a wave of your hand , and a little With the Compression Utility Pack and 
help from either of the COMPRESSION your own programming skill, you can add 
programs, in this package, your problems all those little extras to your BASIC pro
are over. grams. (Tl) 

Compress-SO-fits in 265 bytes, deletes Order No. 0246R spaces, and offers the choice of leaving 
REMark line numbers in the program, or $19.95. 
deleting them altogether. 

CWRITE-·Combine subroutines that 
work in different memory locations into 
one program . CWRITE works with 
BASIC and/ or one or more machine-lan
guage programs. It will even give you a 
general checksum to verify that your pro
gram hasn't dropped any bits. 

Use these two programs as your de
pendable "assistants" to speed merging 
processes and as a totally reliable retrieval 
means in search and edit operations. 

A fine tool for your TRS-80! (Tl) 

Order No. 0076R $9.95. 

bytes and 

ULTRA-MON 

ULTRA-MON is a unique and power

ful machiqe-language monitor. It is ROM 
independent and will function in Level II 
or DOS BASIC. With ULTRA-MON, 
you will be able to write; modify, study 
and debug machine-language programs. 
Plus, you'll be able to avoid the frustra
tions and "bomb-0uts" usually associat
ed with machine-language programming. 
ULTRA-MON displays, disassembles, 
traces (hardcopy trace disassembly, too!), 
modifies, relocates memory, prints and 
even relocates itself with simple com
mands. Using interpretive execution, 
ULTRA-MON allows you to put break
points in ROM. This powerful monitor 

can even fetch, decode, disassemble and 
analyze each instruction individually so 
that your program cannot bomb out. 
ULTRA-MON is designed for .the begin
ning machine-language programmer as 
well as the professional. The documen
tation contains a Simple Demonstration 
section geared to the novice programmer. 
Consequently, the program is a learning 
device as well as an extremely useful pro
gramming tool. 
If you are serious about programming, 
you need to add this powerful utility to 
your library today. (TI) 

Order No. 5003R 
$24.95. 

TLDIS & DLDIS 

You've bought a super machine-code 

program, but now wonder how it works. 
Maybe you even used a quick PEEK rou
tine to glance through it when it was in 
memory. If so, you definitely noticed the 
complete lack of comments in the code, 
making it almost impossible for you to 
decipher and understand it. 

Well, Instant Software's Labeling Dis
assemblers are the answer to your prob
lem. 

TLDIS (Tape-based Labeling D!Sas
sembler) and DLDIS (Disk-based Label
ing D!Sassembler) are three-pass, label
assigning disassemblers which assign 
labels (where appropriate) to the routines 
in a machine-language program. Their 
output is almost identical to that of a 
hand-assembled source code. 

You can send the disassembly to a line
printer (Radio Shack parallel port) for 
either TLDIS or DI..DIS. (The difference 
between these utilities is the storage mode 
of the disassembly.) 

TLDIS can send.the disassembly to cas
sette tape, DLDIS can send it to disk; 
both send it to the video monitor. The 
stored disa5sembly from TLDIS may 
be reassembled with Radio Shack's 
EDTASMTM-the disassembly from 
DLDIS, with Apparat's extension of 
EDTASMTM. Because of the use of 

TO ORDER: 

See Your Local 


Instant Software Dealer 

or 


Order Directly: 

CALL TOLL FREE 


1-800-258-5473 


labels, it is a simple matter to change any 
object code program by disassembling it 
and then making changes to the resultant 
source code, without losing 'track of 
jump/load addresses. Labels start with 
"AAOO" and increment up, in even num
bered steps (AA02, AA04, etc.). The odd 
numbers (AAOI, AA03, etc.) are left for 
you to use for the source code during 
reassembly. 

The printing of the disassembly may be 
temporarily halted by using [SHIFT) @ 
Gust as in BASIC) or it may be ended by 
pressing the [BREAK] key. It also has a 
comments column to display ASCII char
acters used in a LD or CP opcode. 

TLDIS and DLDIS may be relocated in 
memory to avoid conflict with the pro
gram you disassembler. 

The next time you need to "climb in
side" a machine-code program, take 
DLDIS or TLDIS with you. We promise 
that it will be an easier journey. 

Order No. 0230R 
(TLDIS) $14.95 (Tl) 
Order No. 0231RD 
(DLDIS) $19.95 (T2) 

PETERBOROUGH, .N.H. 03458Instant SoftwareM 603-924-7296 



ASTEROID 
DA TE: 28.02.2047 

LOCATION : 270 million miles from 
Terra 

MISSION: Maintaining Terra's Space 
Lanes 

Briefing will follow: 
I. I Your mission is to destroy any aster
oids in your sector and to prevent alien 
spacecraft from infiltrating the Terran 
Defense Network . 
1.2 Your ship is armed with an anti-matter 
cannon. You can shoot large asteroids, 
but this turns them into many smaller 
asteroids, each capable of destroying your 
ship . . 
I . ~ In addition, al ien ships can make in

• 

stantaneous hyperspace jumps into your 
·area and start firing on your ship. 
1.4 You'll need lightning reflexes and 
nerves of steel to survive Asteroid. We 
have no use for non-survivors! 

Asteroid, a real-time, machine-lan 
guage game, katures variable levels of 
difficulty, superb high-speed graphics, 
sound effects and automatic score keep 
ing. (TI) or (T2) 

Order No. 0237R 
$14.~5 Tape. 
Order No. 0247RD 
$19.95 Disk. 

BALL TURRET 
GUNNER 

For years the Petro Resource Con 
glomerate has attacked our photon collec
tion stations and strangled our deep-space 
trade routes. The PRC Exxonerator Class 
light fighters (code name : Gnat) have 
been their main weapon. Now you can 
strike back, by joining the Ball Turret 
Gunner Service . 

Imagine yourself at the control console 
of an LW-1417 Stratoblazer (Type B 
Strategic Laser Weapon). Your Hindsight 
Director informs you that a Gnat fighter 
is coming in for an attack. You pivot your 
gigawatt laser turret until you can see the 
target on your monitor. The Range Indi
cator shows him coming in fast. The 
Targeting Computer studies his course 
and speed as your finger tenses over the 
firing key. You know you'll have only a 
fraction of a second in which to react. The 
Gnat fighter 's e~asive maneuvers cause 
him to dance in your sights. Suddenly, 

••• 

you see the FIRE. Command and you 
react instinctively. Your laser beam lashes 
out and reduces the Gnat to an expanding 
ball of ionized gas. Mission . accom
plished! 

Ball Turret Gunner, with your choice 
of multiple levels or difficulty, optional 
sound effects and superb graphics, is 
more than just a game . It's an adventure. 
Experience it ! (Tl) 

Order No. 0051R $9.95. 

••• 
• 


~~-~~ ..-~ 

COSMIC PATROL 
WARNING : PLAYERS OF THIS 


GAME SHOULD BE PREPARED FOR 

A STATE OF REALISM HITHERTO 


UNAVAILABLE ON THE TRS-80 


Skilled players soon master many diffi
cult computer games, but COS MIC 
PATROL is in a world all its own. The 
challenge intensifies! Supporting graphics 
and sound (optional) make each en
counter an exciting new experience. lt all 
adds up to a Super 3-S package ... sk ill, 
sight and sound. 

Scenario: The Cosmic Patrol program 
puts you in the command chair of a small 
interstellar patrol craft. Your mission is to 
defend Terran space and prey on the Que
lon supply ships which carry essential 
parts and lubricants for that implacably 
hostile robotic force. The drone freighters 

are fairly easy pickings for the accom
plished starsh ip pilot, but beware of the 
I-Fighter escorts. They' re armed, fast and 
piloted by intelligent robots linked to bat
tle computers. They never miss. 

The Cosmic Patrol program is not just 
another search and destroy game. With its 
fast, real-time act ion, impressive sound 
option and superb graphics, this machine 
language program is the best of its genre. 

Don't keep putting quarter after quar
ter into arcade games or spending big 
bucks for video game cartridges. Get 
Cosmic Patrol from Instant Software
and get the best for less! (Tl) 

Order No. 0223R 
$14.95 Tape. 
Order No. 0224RD 
$19.95 Disk. 

INVADERS 
The INVADERS are coming! Earth's 

defenses are dead except for your Laser 
base. Your assignment is to destroy the 
approaching INVADERS before they de
stroy Earth. Before Earth's sensors failed, 
they detected 550 armed invaders in 
space, speeding toward us in IO attack 
formations of 55 in each group. The sen
sors detected four different types of at
tack craft: Large, Medium, Small, and a 
short profile craft which is the most dif
ficult to destroy. If you cannot stop these 
space attackers they will stop Earth. 
for good . (Tl) 

Order No. 0240R $9.95. 

TO ORDER 

See Your Local ' 
Instant Software Dealer .

InstantSoftware· 
(Tl) = TRS-80 Model I, 

Level II, 16K RAM . or Call Toll- Free 
(T2) = TRS-80 Model I, 1-800-258-54 73 
Level II 16K, Expansion 
Interface 16K + I disk 

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458 603-924-7296 drive. *A trademark of Tandy Corporation 
Circle 18 



ColorComputer4K $310 
w/Ext. Basic 16K $489 

-~~~ 

Atari 800 32K $789 

Model Ill 16K 

$859 

TheSe are Just a few of our many 
fine offers - computers, perlph· 
erals, modems, printers, disc 
drives and an unusual selectlon 
of package values. Call TOLL 
FREE today and check us out for 
price and warranty. 

Factory warrantees on Apple and 
Atari equipment. Other equipment 
carries manufacturer's warranty or 
Computer Plus 180 day extended 
warranty . Combined warrantees 
carry Computer Plus 180 day war· 
ranty or original manufacturer's 
warranty . 

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE INVITED 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

TRS-80 Is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp. 

call TOLL FREE 
1·800·:S4:S·8124 

Write tor your 

com 
free catalog ... 

Dept. A 

245A Great Road 

Littleton, MA 01460 

(617) 486-3193 

Tape utility 


For Model I Level II 16K, tape .. 


Reader 


Charles Quante, Tacoma, Washington 

Just having finished the program, I looked 
around for a tape to record it on. Unfortunately, it 
was at this moment my wife decided to call me for 
dinner. Grabbing a tape, and hoping that nothing 
important was already on it, I quickly made a copy 
of the program. 

If you are anything like me, you probably have 
guessed what happened. In my rush to get the 
program recorded, I inadvertently recorded over 
another program I had just spent weeks 
debugging. Not only that, but there were other 
programs recorded on that tape, and I couldn't 
remember what they were. So out of sheer 
frustration, Reader was born. 

Reader is an assembly language program for 
16K Level II. It quickly reads through a tape, 
finding the file name of each program, and can 
provide a fairly detailed description of the actual 
program. 

To understand how Reader works, it is 
necessary to understand the tape format of a 
CSAVE'd tape. 

First, a short leader is recorded, followed by a 
synchronization byte, A5 in hex. The next three 
bytes are D3, followed by a one byte file name 
which is the first letter of the name the program 
was saved under. Next comes the Basic program: 
The first two bytes point to the beginning of the 
second line of the program; the next two are 
reserved for the line number of the first line and 
the end of each line is terminated by a byte of 00. 

Since the file name is limited to only one letter, it 
doesn't provide any real information about what 
the program really does. But by adding the 
following line, adjusted for each program, it is 
possible for Reader to provide you with more 
information: 
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Tape utility 

0 REM INVADER VERSION 1.0 A SPACE 
BATTLE Reader locates the file name and 
displays it, and then checks to see if there is a line 
zero. If there is, it is transferred byte by byte to the 
screen. In this manner, it is possible to provide up 
to two lines of descriptive information with each 
program. As soon as Reader receives a prompt 
from you, it will continue reading the tape, 
skipping any garbage, until it comes to the next 
program. This makes it possible to locate 
programs on the tape that you forgot existed. 

If you had reset the tape counter when you 
hegan the tape, it is possible to estimate the 

beginning of each program. By subtracting froin 
two to five from the count, you can usually locate 
the beginning of the program. 

Another benefit of adding a line zero remark 
statement will occur the next time your smart
aleck brother-in-law types "RUN THE 
PROGRAM", instead of "RUN". Rather than the 
usual error message, the computer will run the 
program. The reason for this is because the 
computer sees RUN, and then TH, which it 
assumes is a variable. Since all variables are reset 
to zero when RUN is entered, the computer 
translates the line into "RUN O" 

Program listing for "Reader" 

';,Q235H 
O°-~H .... 
NZ,il\~~ 
0235H'> 
01)3ti :' . 
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Tape utility 

7F4B FEOO 00410 CP OOH ;ZERO 

7F4D C28B7F 00420 JP NZ, WAIT ;IN

7F50 CD3502 00430 CALL 0235H ;PROGRAM 

7F53 FEOO 00440 CP OOH , . 

7F5S C28B7F 00450 JP NZ,WAI.T ,. . 

7FS8 CD3S02 00460 CALL 0235H ;SKIP TWO 

7F5B CD3S02 00470 CALL 0235H ;BYTES 

7F5E 21003D 00480 LD · HL,LINS , . 

7F61 CD3S02 00490 REPEAT CALL 0235H ;PUT LINE 

7F64 FEOO 00500 CP OOH ;ZERO 

7F66 CA8B7F OOS10 JP Z,WAIT ;ON 

7F69 77 OOS20 LD CHU ,A ;SCREEN 


·' 7F6A 23 00530 INC HL ,. . 
7F6B 18F4 00540 JR REPEAT ,. . 

' 1'. oosso ; 
7F6D 21C27F 00560 DELAY LD HL,MS3 ,. . 

7F70 11803D 00570 LD DE,LIN7 ;DELAY 

7F73 011100 00580 LD BC,0011H ;ROUTINE

7F76 EDBO 00590 LDIR ,. . 

7F78 CD2BOO 00600 SCAN CALL 02BH , . 

7F7B FEOD 00610 CP ODH ,. . 

7F7D 20F9 00620 JR NZ,SCAN ; . 

7F7F 21D37F 00630 LD HL,MS4 ,. . 

7F8? l1803D . 00640 LD DE,LIN7 ,. . 

7F8S 011100 00650 LD BC,0011H ,. . 

7F88 . EDBO 00660 LDIR ,. . 


. .. 7F8A C9 00670 RET ,. . 
~ 7F88 CD6D7F 00680 WAIT CALL DELAY ;WAIT BEFORE 


7F8E C3007F 00690 JP CLR ;CONTINUING 

3COO 00700 LIN1 EQU 3C00H


'  3C80 00710 LIN3 EQU 3C80H 
3DOO 00720 LINS EQU 3DOOH 
3D80 00730 LIN? EQU 3D80H 
7F91 S2 00740 MS1 DEFM 'READER - VERSION 1.4 BY CHARLES QUANTE' 
7FB7 46 007SO MS2 DEFM 'FILE NAME =' 
7FC2 48 00760 MS3 DEFM 'HIT ENTER PLEASE.' 
7FD3 20 00770 MS4 DEFM 
?FOO 00780 END CLR 
00000 TOTAL ERRORS 

AGN . 7F14 00180 00200 00240 00270 00300 
. CLR ?FOO 00110 00690 00780 


DELAY 7F6D OOS60 00160 00680 

LIN1 3COO 00700 00130 

LIN3 3C8000710 00320 00350 

LINS 3DOO 00720 00480 

LIN? 3D80 00730 00570 00640 

MS1 7F91 00740 00120 

MS2 7FB7 007SO 00310 

MS3 7FC2 00760 OOS60 

MS4 7FD3 '00770 00630 

REPEAT 7F61 00490 . OOS40 


~ . ·. SCAN 7F78 00600 00620 
·:~ ..WAlT 7F 88. 00680 . 00420 .004S0 . 00510 

:· ;/ 
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Spelling Errors? Does your TRS-80* wordprocessor need help? 

CAN SPELL rendezvous AND mnemonic AND OVER 38,000 OTHER WORDS 

Now let your TRS ·80 and Proofreader by Soft· Tools check your Scripsit•, Electric Pencil, or other documents 
for spelling and typographical errors . It has all the features needed to meet your proofreading requirements. 

• Checks every single word of even your biggest •All unknown words are listed on the screen and 
document in under 5 minutes. can be saved on a file for printing. 

• 	 The 38,000 word dictionary is one of the • Works with almost any TRS-80 wordprocessor 
largest available . including Scripsit and Electric Pencil. 

• 	Dictionary can be easily extended to add more • Comes with complete and easy to understand 
words such as technical terms or names. User's Manual. 

• Proof-Edit ' M, optional interactive corrections feature for Model I /111 

GRAMMATiJ{" 

BEYOND SPELLING CHECKING 

A spelling checker may not be enough! This paragraph italizAtion. balanced quotation marks and parentheses, 
contains a number of common errors (indicated by and and repeated words. In addition, it will produce a 
underlining) that will be discovered by Grammatik that li st of all unique words found in your document with the 
would seldom ever be caught by a spelling checker. number of times each was used. Grammatik comes 
FOr example . Grammatik checks for improper word with a dictionary of commonly misused phrases and a 
usage as identified by a number of writing style man  dictionary of sexist terms. It also includes a complete 
uals (such as "seldom ever). Grammatik will check for set of utilities to build .. sort, and merge phrase and 
the presence Of certain words such as jargon or sexist jargon dictionaries of your own . Works with Scripsit, 
terms . 1! also checks for consistant punctuation, cap- Electric Pencil. and other standard TRSDOS text files . 

Proofreader Grammatik Proof-Edit 
MODEL I Requires J2K RAM . I disk drive . TRSDOS or NEWDOS. . $54 .00 $49.00 $30.00 
MODEL ti Requires 64K RAM . I disk drive . TRSDOS 2.0 

(can check 1. 2 tiles using XFERSYS) . ... . . .. .. .. .......... .. ......... . . $109 .00 $99.00 N/A 
MODEL Ill Requires J2K RAM . I di sk drive , TRSDOS .. . ...... .. .. .. . $64 .00 $59.00 $30.00 

Manual only. s pecify mode l (refundable) $3.00 $5.00 $5.00 

Soft.Tools are professional quality software tools 
developed for the TRS-80 by a Ph.D. in Computer 
Science . Other tools include . 

- SOFT-SCREEN™.a powerful, state of the art 
full screen text editor. Over a year in development, 
Soft -Screen is compatible with all TRS-80 programming 
languages. including BASIC. FORTRAN. MACRO, 
Ratfor. and COBOL. Easy to use. comes with tutorial 
and full documentation. 

- RATFOR. a structured language preprocessor 
for Fortran developed at Qell Labs . Soft.Tools Ratfor 
provides a number of extensions, including "case" and 

"string" . Includes complete manual with all the 
information needed to learn and write Ratfor programs. 
Requires FORTRAN . 

PP-RATFOR. a pretty printer for use with 
Soft·Tools Ratfor. Automatically formats and indents 
Ratfor source programs. 

Ratfor PP·Ratfor Both Soft-Sc:re1tn 
MODEL I $49.00 $30.00 $74.00 $69.00 
MODEL II $99.00 $49.00 $139.00 $99.00 
MODEL Ill $59 .00 $34.00 $84.00 $75.00 
Manual only(refundablel $12.00 $15.00 

MODEL I. Ill require 48K . 2 drives. TRSDOS 
MODEL ti requires 64K , I drive . TRSDOS 2.0 
Pl ease call or write for more details . 

Circle 15 

Orders sent postpaid by first class mail. SOFT-TOOLS 
Terms: Cash, check, money order, VISA, or P. 0. Box 339 
Master Card. NM residents add 4% tax. Dept. E 
When ordering, specify model, memory size, Tijeras, NM 87059 
number of drives, and operating system . Dealer inquiries invit!td (5051281-1634 

• Trademark of Tandy Corporation Proofreader, Soft-Tools, and Soft-Screen are trademarks of Soft-Tools. 
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Basic interactions 


Introduction 
String constants or variables are single or 

groups of alphabetic, numeric or graphics 
characters. String variables are designated in 
BASIC by the appearance of the dollar sign as the 
last character of the name, such as A$. 

The object of the following exercises is to learn 
to manipulate "strings" and the ASCII code 
(reference 1) for simple computer graphics. The 
major BASIC statements which are concerned 
with "strings" include ASC(string), CHR$(code 
~xp.), LEN(string), LEFT$(string, n), 
MID$(string, p,n), RIG HT$(string, n), 
STR$(n umeric exp.), VAL(string), and 
STRING$(n, char). A single operation, 
concatenation, can be performed on strings. In 
this operation, a string may be appended to 
another string by the use of the plus (+) sign. 
Complete descriptions of the foregoing statements 
can be found in the reference manual for your 
respective computer. 

The first part of the article concerns methods for 
building strings and examining their appearance 
prior to utilization. The last part of the article 
describes a demonstration program for the 
tabular and graphic display of the sine function. 

Counting in a loop from 32 to 191 
Type and run the following program: 

10 FOR I = 1 TO 5 
. 20 FOR J = 1 TO 32 

30 PRINT 31 +(32*(I-l))+J; 
40 NEXT J 
50 PRINT:PRINT 
60 NEXT I 
70 END 

RUN IO 
Later we will want to automatically build sotne 

strings and have the computer do the counting. 
This nested loop performs the task. The outer I 
loop (lines 10 and 60) directs program flow 
through the inner J loop five times. The inner J 
loop (lines 20 and 40) counts each of the five times 
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from one to thirty-two. The sequential numbers (32 
to 191) are computed and printed in line 30. To 
assure yourself that the statement operates 
correctly, compute by hand the value for I=l, J=l; 
I =5, J =32 and several intermediate numhers. The 
range of numbers from 32to 191 corresponds to the 
ASCII codes for characters and graphics symbols. 
Line 50 separates the video screen output into five 
blocks of 32 numbers. The first PRINT completes 
the line. The second PRINT skips a line. Note that 
if the terminal number in a block occupies the last 
postion of the video line, an automatic line feed 
occurs. Thus, the number of blank lines 
separating blocks may not be constant for all 
blocks. 
Building "strings" and testing the video 

screen and printer 
Type and run the following program: 

100 CLEAR 100 
110 B$="ASCII CODES" 
120 FOR I = 1 TO 5 
130 A$='"' 
140 FOR J = 1 TO 32 
150 N = 31 +32*(I- l)+J 
160 A$=A$+CHR$(N) 
170 NEXT J 
180 PRINT B$;N-3l;"TO";N 
190 PRINT A$ 
200 LPRINT B$;N-3l;"TO";N 
210 LPRINT A$ 
220 NEXT J 
230 END 

RUN 100 

This program displays all the ASCII characters 
on the video screen and printer. If you have no 
printer delete lines 200 and 210. You can identify 
the counting loop consisting of lines 120, 140, 170, 
and 220. The calculation of the sequence number 
(N) occurs in line 150. A string of 32 characters 
(A$) is built by concatenation in line 160. A$ is 
used in the output in lines 190 and 210. Another 
string (B$) is defined in line 110 and used as a label 
in lines 180 and 200. · 



FOR TRS-80* MODEL I USERS (),NLY 

' . . .~ 

16 Times 
"'~-- ·Normal Speed ... . co~-- . 

.. I M'..~~---~--
so,,ci ., .. - . 

Per . -· .......... ..- ---- -- ... - 'TRS,80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. 


· High speed load TRS-80* Level II cassettes 

· Input 15K byte Level II program in 15 seconds 

· Search BASIC or SYSTEM programs by name 

Unlike other high speed tape input de
vices, FASTLOAD uses standard format 
cassettes. Therefore, there is no need to 
re-record on other media. At 8000 baud, 
FASTLOAD is faster than disk for short 
programs. FASTLOAD reads tapes at the 
fast-forward speed of the CTR-41 cassette 
recorder. The recorder can also be used 
for CSAVE at the normal speed. 

FASTLOAD connects to the 40 pin 1/0 or 
to the Expansion box. The control program 
does not use computer memory because 
it is ih a built-in PROM. Other valuable 
features are keyboard debounce program, 
automatic key repeat routine and key
beep via cassette speaker. Price is $188.00 
for FASTLOAD and $95.00 for the modi
fied CTR-41 recorder. 

Personal Micro Computers Inc. 

475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, CA 94043 (415) 962-0220 

Circle 26 
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This program shows you all the characters 
-available for building strings. The options, 
particularly for ASCII codes greater than 95, will 
vary depending upon your type of computer, the 
presence oflower case capability and your printer. 
Many printers will not be able to interpret the 
graphics codes (128-191). Subsequent programs in 
this artide should be modified to conform to your 
own system's capabilities. 

Remember that the graphics codes for Model II 
only extend from 127 to 159. For Model II 
computers change line 120 to: FOR I= 1 TO 4. In 
the next section change line 310to: FORK= 32TO 
159. 
Organized inspection of groups of 

characters 
300 CLEAR lOOO:CLS 
310 FOR K = 32 TO 191 
320 FOR N = 1 TO 23 STEP 2 
330 IF N = 1 THEN PRINT "ASCII 

CODE =";K 
340 A$ = STRING$(N,CHR$(K)) 
350 PRINT A$ 
360 NEXT N 
370 FOR T = 1 TO 200:NEXT T:CLS 
380 NEXT K ' 
390 END 

RUN 300 
This program demonstrates the STRING$ 

statement and, in an organized fashion, allows 
you to inspect the appearance of the characters in 
lines and in sheets. While there will be few 
surprises with the alphabetical, numeric and 
special characters, the graphics characters will 
provide interesting patterns. The exact pattern 
will depend upon your model of computer. 

Lines 310 and 380 define a loop running from 32 
to 191. You might want to confine this study to the 
:graphics range of 128 to 191. Lines 320 and 360 
define a loop which will count the twelve odd 
numbers between and including one and 
twenty-three. This number is used in line 340 to 
produce twelve lengthening representations ofA$, 
each of which is printed on the video by the 
statements of line 350. 

Line 330 prints a label for the video screen page. 
Line 340 forms A$. The STRING$ statement 
automatically concatenates a string of characters 
of length N composed of characters defined by 
CHR$(K). 

Line 370 is a timing loop which will enable you 
to quickly inspect the page. If the pattern interests 
'you, press BREAK or the equivalent on your 
computer. Record the ASCII code for future 
reference. Type CONT to continue. Note that 
when you stop the program sixteen lines of the 
screen are occupied by the display and systems 
messages. The label does not scroll off of the 
screen. 
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Figure 1 

Tabulating and plotting a function 
Listed with this article is a program which uses 

the prior concepts to tabulate and plot the sine 
function (SIN(T)). To accomplish these objectives 
four primary tasks must be performed: (1) 
initialization of the program, (2) computation of 
data, (3) tabulation of the data, and (4) graphing 
the data. 

In most numerical graphing problems, the 
range of the numbers to be plotted will not 
conform to the dimensions of your video screen or 
printer. Thus, the computed va,lues must be 
"scaled" in the direction of both the X and Y axes. 

For programming ease, we have chosen to 
display the X axis in the vertical direction and the 
Y axis in the horizontal direction. The STRING$ 
statement will be used to build a string of an 
appropriate length in the horizontal .direction ?f 
the Y axis (line 380). The number of mtervals m 
the designated range of X will determine the 
angular scaling (lines 60, 130, 140). Each interval 
will occupy one line of output. 

Note that scaling in both X and Y directions 
demands knowledge of the maximum and 

See BASIC INTERACTIONS, page 60 



Basic interactions 
~~~~~~~~~~~-

10 REM**********DEMONSTRATION FUNCTION 
PLOTTING ROUTINE****** 

20 REM**** INITIALIZE ************* 
30 CLEAR 1000 
40 DIM Y(15), XC15) 
50 CLS 
60 NL =12 
70 INPUT "PRINTER OUTPUT?(Y/N)"; P$ 
80 REM ******* COMPUTE RESULTS WITHIN 

DESIGNATED RANGE *** 
90 INPUT "ENTER MIN,MAX VALUES OF 'X'"; 

ON, UP 
100 RNG = UP - ON 
110 N = 0 
120 BG = - 99999 : SM = 99999 
130 ST = RNG/NL 
140 FOR T = ON TO UP STEP ST 
150 N = N + 1 
160 X(N) = T 
170 REM FUNCTION IS DEFINED IN THE NEXT 

LINE 
180 YCN) = SINCT> 
190 IF YCN) > BG THEN BG = Y(N) 
200 IF Y(N) < SM THEN SM = YCN) 
210 NEXT T 
220 YR = BG - ,SM 
230 REM * DISPLAY NUMERICAL RESULTS * 
240 CLS 
250 PRINT X", Y"II II 

260 IF P$="Y" THEN LPRINT X", Y"II II 

270 FOR K = 1 TO N 
280 PRINT X(K), YCK) 
290 IF P$ = "Y" THEN LPRINT X(K), Y(K) 
300 NEXT K 
310 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE";A$ 

320 REM * GRAPH RESULTS * 
330 CLS 
340 FOR NN = 1 TO N 
350 WS = 31 : WP = 31 
360 DIST =CWS - 1) *CYCNN) - SM)/YR 
370 PD =CWP - 1) *(Y(NN) - SM)/YR 
380 PRINT STRINGSCDIST, CHRSC132)); CHR 

$(157) 
390 IF P$="Y" THEN LPRINT TABCPD)"*" 
400 NEXT NN 
410 PRINT "RANGE OF X="; DN; "TO"; UP 
420 IF PS="Y" THEN LPRINT "RANGE OF X=" 

; DN; "TO"; UP 
430 PRINT "RANGE OF Y="; SM; "TO"; BG 
440 IF PS="Y" THEN LPRINT "RANGE OF Y=" 

; SM; "TO"; BG 
450 INPUT "(N)EW PLOT OR CE)ND"; AS 
460 IF AS = "N" THEN GOTO 50 
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RO
Dept B• Box 839 I No Holl~wood, Ca 91603 I 12131 764-3131 

INTRODUCES 

Nrw~rript 
PROFESSIONAL 


WORD PROCESSING 

<*> f o r t h e <*> 


TRS-eo" Models ::r and III 

Powerful editing and formatting features formerly . 
available only on large IB~Time-Sharing computers . 

Easy-to-use true Full-Screen Editing 

Typeahead - never loses keystrokes 

Flexible - big documents, Form Let_ters, Index, 
Table of Contents, block move/copy, global change 

EPSON"MX-80 - all 12 fonts, includ~ng EMPHASIZED 

Line Printer IV - Right-justified Proportional font 
lours was the first complete system to do sol · 

1. . . t super · . tPLUS: under ming, subscnp s, scrip ll 

double-width, Centering, and much more 

Diablos® and others: underlining and good. support 

Excellent documentation - hundreds of examples 

NEWSCRIPT PRICE $99.95 
Requires 48K, runs under TRSDOS~ NEWDOS, 
NEWDOS/8~ VTOS® 4,0, LDO~ <Upgrade privilege 
from SUBSCRIPT applies to current licensees.> 

DVORAK 

Keyboard translator with press-on labels: $19.95 
Typing Tutor <requires a translator>: $19.95 
Special: Both DVORAK programs: $34.95 

132K disk systems) 

Software Speedups 

FASTER $29.95 

Analyses executing BASIC programs, then 
identifies a simple program change to improve their 
execution speed. NO hardware changes are involved, 
works with packages as well as your own code and 
can reduce run-times by 1 0-50°.1'.. , Example: 
"move selection" ill "Othello" dropped from 48 to 32 
seconds. Runs on 16-48K Level II tape or· disk. 
Models I and III. Written in Z-80. This will be one· 
of your.most valuable utilities! 

XTEND40 $19.95 

Quickly upgrades Model I 35-track disks to 40 
tracks with your 40-track drives and DOS, 

Ne accept checks, C,Q,D's, charge, and even cash. 
. Telephone orders accepted for MIC an~ VISA. 

Please ad~ $3,00 for shipping to orders under 
$25,00, Add 6.,, tax in Calif., and 10"4 outside U.S.A; 

Circle 36 



Basic interactions ----~------MICRO-IMAGES 

GREATSOFTWAREATSUPERPRICES 

ACORN SOFTWARE TAPEMODl/lllDISKI TAPE DISK 
Pinball/Invaders from Space/Basketball ... 16K ea... 12.95 18.15 
Superscript ... 32K Disk Requires Scripsit & UC.. ...... . . 25.90 

BRODERBUNDSOFTWARE 
Galactic Empire ... 16 K Tape 32K Disk . ... ... .. .. . . 12.95 17.25 
Ge.lactic Trader/Revolt. .. 16K Tape 32K Disk ea .... . 12.95 17.25 
Galactic Trilogy ... 32K Disk Only..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 .55 
Tawala's Last Redoubt . .. 16K Tape 32K Disk ....... 17.95 21.55 

PERSONAL SOFTWARE 
Arcade Classics ... 16KTape...................... 22.45 
CCA Data Management System 4.1 ....... 32K Disk . . . . 89.95 
Zork ... 32K Disk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.95 

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
KidVen!ure#1 .. . 16KTape32KDisk . . ... ... . .... 12.95 12.95 
Project Omega ... 16K MODI/Ill Tape32K Disk Mod 112.95 21.55 
Missie Attack .. '16K MODI/Ill Tape32k Disk MOD I . . 12.. 95 18.15 
Showdown . . . 16KMODl/lllTape32KDiskModl ... 12.95 18.15 
E-Z Sounds(Add sound to tape & Disk Programs) .... 17.95 17.95 
Maxi Micro Manager ... 48K Disk MODI/Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76.45 
Six Micro Stories ... 32K Disk...... . ... ... .... . ... . . . . . . 12.95 
Local Cal I for Death/Two Heads Of the Coin/ 
His Majesty's Ship-Impetuous ... 32K Disk ... ea ... . . . . . . 17.25 

AVALON HILL 
Conflict 2500 . ... .. . ........... .... 16K Tape . .. . . 13.50 
Empire of the Overmind ... New! 48K Tape or Disk .. 26.50 31.00 
Major. League Baseball .. New! 16K Tape32K Disk . 22.45 26.95 
Tanktics ...... _._New! ... 16 K Tape 32k disk ....... 21.55 25.95 

BIG FIVE SOFTWARE 
Galaxy Invasion/Attack Force/ 
Cosmic Fighter/Meteor Mission II ... 16Keach . .. . .. 13.95 15.95 
All Biq 5 Pmarams for Mode!! or Model Ill w/sound 

SUPER * * *SPECIAL 
LOBO LDOSONLY! !! 124.95 

SYN COM 5 % SID Diskettes -Box of 10 29.00 

COPYRIGHT KIT  A must for authors who want to learn how to 
protect their programs. Written by national attorneys $11.95 

SOFTWARE &HARDWARE FOR OTHER POPULAR MICROS 
ALSO AVAi LABLE AT GREAT DISCOUNTS. 

SEN[) FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG. 
No credit cards at these low prices. Add $1.50 for COD on orders 
under $50.00. Certified Ck/MO/COD shipped immediately. Please 
allow 2 weeks for personal checks. For extra fast service phone in 
your COD order. Prices subject to change without notice. 
New York State residents please add appropriate sales tax. 

We Offer Great Values &Prompt Delivery-Why Not Try Us? 

.146·0325th Road, Flushing, New York 11354 

10~::~~M (212)445·7124 10 A~~~PM 

continued from page 58 

minimum values of X and Y. The range of X is 
defined in line 90. The range of Y is found in the 
course of computing values in lines 120, 190 and 
200. 

Remember that the sine function utilizes angles 
in radians instead of degrees. The input in line 90 
for the sine function should therefore be in 
radians. Try the following limits in line 90: 0, 
3.14159; -3.14159, 3.14159; 0, 6.28318. The formula 
for conversion of degrees to radians is: 

Radians = (3.14159)*(degrees/180) 
The above limits in degrees are: 0, 180; -180, 180; 
and 0, 360. 

Discussion 
The function plotting program illustrates the 

fundamental problems of scaling and use of 
ASCII ' characters. It is relatively short and 
serviceable. The next logical improvement would 
be the introduction of labeled axes. A more 
complete function graphing program was 
previously published and documented (references 
2 and 3). 

The width of the video screen graph was limited 
to 32 spaces to accommodate the TRS-80 color 
computer. The variable WS can be redefined in 
line 350 for wider screens. Similarily the variable 
WP can be redefined in line 350 for wider printers. 
The precision of printer plots can be further 
increased by increasing the number of lines (NL) 
in line 60. The program can be adapted to the 
Pocket Computer with printer interface by 
deleting extraneous statements, appropriately 
renaming the variables and adjusting the output 
to 16 characters per line. 

Note that the program flow in line 460 returns to 
line 50 and avoids the clear statement in line 30. 
Thus, after the first pass, the program will repeat 
by merely pressing ENTER. 

Finally, returning to strings, you should 
experiment with the "graphics fill" 
(STRING$(DIST,CHR$(132)) and the graphics 
symbol (CHR$(157)) of line 380. The numbers 132 
and 157 were chosen arbitrarily. The previous 
exercises probably have generated different 
choices for you. For bar graphs you may want 
these two symbols to be identical. Note that in line 
390 an alternate, safe and quick way of plotting 
without "fill" is the use of the TAB statement. 

References: 
1. Bahn, R C., Basic Interactions (ASCII Code); 
80U.S. JuliAug 81 pp 70-74 
2. Groth, R., Function Grapher/Root Finder; 
80U.S. Nov/Dec 79 pp 18-20 
3. Bahn, R C., Anatomy (Function Grapher): 
80U.S. Nov/Dec 79 p 22 
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STOP THROWING AWAY GOOD MONEY 
ON USELESS SOFTWARE! 

GET THE SCOOP BEFORE YOU BUY! 
·' 

80 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
I I
EVALUATIONS OF TRS-80* SOFTWARE 

Our information is based entirely on USER EVALUATIONS. 
This means YOU! Only with YOUR help a nd information 
can we pass the word on to others . In the end , we all 
will benefit . 

PLEASE MAKE AS MANY COPIES OF THE FORM BELOW AS YOU NEED 

AND EVALUATE THE SOFTWARE YOU ARE CURRENTLY USING . WE 

WILL EXTEND YOUR ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION BY ONE ISSUE FOR 

EVERY 5 DIFFERENT EVALUATIONS YOU SUBMIT. EVEN IF YOU 

DO NOT SUBSCRIBE NOW , WE WILL KEEP TRACK OF YOUR CONTRI

BUTIONS FOR FUTURE SUBSCRIPTION CREDITS. ALL SUBMISSIONS 

YIILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL . 

A NEWSLETTER VEVOTEV TO USER 

Each report in 80 SOFTWARE REVIEWS will be based on 

at least FIVE independent user evaluations . 

Along with your subr-;cription 1 you will rec eive 4 PREVIEW

REVIEW COUPONS. Ea.ch coupon may be redeemed for all of 

the information in our files which pertain to a particular 

pr ogram or softwa re package , whether or not that informa 

tion has been published yet . Thus you obtain the specific 

information you need BEFORE you buy the software! 

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE AT THE PRE-PUBLICATION RA~E. 

YES!! I'M THROUGH WASTING MONEY ON RO'.f'l'EN SOFTWARE! PLACE 
Name--------------~---- MY PRE-PUBLICATION ORDER FOR 80 SOFTWARE REVIEWS TODAY! 

Payment Enclosed $16.00 annual subscription ••• us.0Address __________________________ ('6 issues + 4 coupons) 
Bill Me O U24 . OO Canadian a.nd foreign 

do not wish to subscribe at this time 0City____________ St a.te ---- Zip ------
am a current subscriber Offer good through Oct . 1981.0 

First i ssue schedule d for Nov/Dec 1981 . 

Name of Program or 
Cost: $________ 

Software Package: _____~-------------~----~-~----------~------
(Please do not evaluate

Name of Author or programs that are FREE 
or that appear as list:..Original Supplier:~-------------------~----~-----------------
ings in magazines, etc .) 

Program Designed For: Model I Model II Model III Color Computer Pocket Computer 
Program 

Language:Program Supplied As: Listing Casse tte Only __ Cassette or Diskette Diskette Only 

Program Classified As: Education Business __ Utility Entertainment Home/Personal Other 

Please rate the following items from iii to 5 using the following rating scale: 

iii not applicable 1 very unsatisfac tory 2 needs improvement 3 Satisfactory 4 Better than Aver age 5 Superb 

10 . 	 Program meets the use for which it was designed•••••••1. Progr~ loads as supplied without pr oblems •• •• ••••••••• 

11 . 	 Program meets your personal expectations••••••••••••••z. Program runs without err ors ••••.•••••••.•••••.••.• ••••• §
12. 	 What is your over-all evaluation of the program pkg •••Program supplied with complete operating instructions •• 

13. 	 How often do you Seldom __ Regula.rly __ Often __4. Video prompt s to the user are adequate ••••••••••••••••• use this program? 

Is thi s program •••• Protected or Unprotected 
(That i s , can you list it ancr-make alter ations tOi't?)

5. Program is ear;y to use ••••••••••••• •• •••••••••••••••••• 

6. Program maintains user interest ••• • •.••.•••••.••••••••• 

MAIL TO: 80 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 
7. Program makes good use of graphics •••••••..•••••••••••• 

P.O. BOX 429 
8. Documentation (listing, variable lis ts etc .) complete •• 

BUENA VISTA, CO 81211 
9. Program meets advertised claims •••••••••..••••••••••••• 

What special features impress 
you about this program? 

. { 

What 	 improvements in the program would 
you recommend to the author? 

What are the program's limitations? (eg. ti of inventory items; age group f')r instructional programs; field length s i zes for indexes; etc.)" 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~..,.. 

Additional C9mments (Please use an extra sheet if needed): 

Circle 55 

*TRS-80 is a trademar~ of Tandy Corp. 



Feature business program 


For Model I and Ill, disk or tape... 


Computing the retail 

installment contract
' '· 

******************************** 
*** RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT 
................................... 
SOLO BY 
PUT YOUR BUSINESS' NAME HERF 
YOUR ADDRESS GOES HERE 
YOUR CITY GOES HERE 
YOUR PHONE NUMBER HERE_F 

A LINE OF 1:j. 
• ** •••••• ** ** *. *** •• *•••:.......---'-· · ~---'-'=-I 

QTY DESCRIPTION OF ·· .. 
1 
1 
1 
125 Lead-in cable :..:;;;~!Pi'.~,______, 
8 Stand-off insulators $0.35 
1 Three-year service policy $99.95 

TAXABLE TOTAL 

$1613.42 
$213.42 

$1400.00 

. . .. .. ' . 

In the retail television"and appliance business 
there is a real need to have complete financing 
information readily available at the point of sale. 
Anyone whois engaged in this highly competitive 
·business knows how important it is to be able to 
answer the customer's questions about financing 
their purchase quickly and accurately. Many a 
sale has been lost because the salesman could only 

Charles P Knight 
2708 Roberts Circle 

Arlington, Texas 76010 

clumsily answer questions such as, "How much 
will the monthly payments be if I pay an extra 
$50.00 down or take an extra six months to pay?". 
This program will allow the salesman to answer 
these and other financing questions immediately 
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and accurately. This added professionalism could 
be the difference between closing a sale and losing 
it to a competitor. 

The Retail Contract 
Most consumer financing of small loans is done 

on what is known as the Retail Installment 
Contract. The exact terms of this contract are 
regulated by the Federal Government Truth in 
Lending Regulation Z, and by state government 
regulations. These are different for each state. 
Since the requirl:lments of the state of Texas are 
somewhat representative of other states, they 
have been used in this program. (You may have to 
modify the program for your state's 
requirements.) The maximum add-on rate in 
Texas is twelve percent per annum on the first 
$500.00 and eight percent on all amounts above 
$1000.00. This is an add-on rate and is figured 
somewhat differently from the way a home 
mortgage is calculated. For example, if a loan of 
$100 is made for a period of three years, the 
interest or " finance charge" would be $36.00 (100 
X .12 X 3). This results in a higher rate for smaller 
loans offsetting the greater risk and costs 
involved in handling these smaller types of loan. 

The federal government, on the other hand, 
requires that the interest rate be reported to the 
consumer as an "Annual Interest Rate" and 
requires that it be "calculated according to the 
actuarial method of allocating payments made on 
a debt between the amount financed and the 
finance charge". This is called the "Annual 
Percentage Rate" and must appear on the contract 
the customer signs and on all advertising where 
contract terms are published. The formula for 
calculating the true interest rate is: 

2 X NPY X I 

P X (NP+l) 
where NPY is the number of payment periods to 
occur in one year (this will always equal 12 on a 
monthly payment plan and 52 on a weekly plan 
regardless of the length of the note). I is the 
amount of the finance charge and P is the 
principal or amount financed. NP is the total 
number of payments which are made. 

The Truth in Lending Law also requires that the 
total cost of the merchandise including tax, 
finance charge and all other charges be given on 
the contract. This is the "Deferred Payment 
Price", and is the total cost of the merchandise to 
the consumer. The total amount of the loan is also 
given as the "Balance to Finance". It is also 
sometimes called the "Total of Payments" and is, 
or should be, self-explanatory. 

Also displayed is the amount of each payment 
required · to pay the note. The final payment 
includes any fractional amounts and may be 
either larger or smaller than the other payments 

by a few cents. Essentially however, the payments 
are equal, since they must be, for the other 
calculations to be valid. 

Options in the Program 
Occasionally, a customer will want to know 

what the "payoff' will be if they finance for 36 
months and wish to pay the note early. Almost all 
commercial paper of this type includes a clause for 
interest apportionment according to the "Rule of 
78's" or the "Sum of the Digits" method. This 
allows the larger part ofthe interest to be earned in 
the earlier months of the note, again to allow for 
the greater risk and smaller return of this type of 
contract. Basically, it works like this: In one year 
there are 12 months. The sum of the digits 1, 2, 3 .., 
12 is equal to 78 (hence the name of the rule). In the 
first month 12/78ths of the interest is earned, and 
in the last month only 1/78th is earned. For a 2 
year note, the total of 156 and the first month's 
earned interest would be 24/ 156ths and so on. 
Whether this is fair to the consumer is 
questionable and not within the scope of this 
article. This is the way it is usually done. The 
program allows the salesman to show the 
customer exactly what the note balance will be at 
any time and will provide as many hard copies as 
needed for this purpose. 

Running the Program 
When the program first comes up, it asks if you 

want instructions. A reply of ENTER will display 
the first page of instructions. After the 
instructions, a form is presented for you to fill in. 
The first blank is for an item description ifdesired. 
If you will ultimately need a printout it is 
advisable to input a description. The only place 
this description is used is on the hard copy 
printout. If you aren't going to request hard copy 
later on, you may simply press the ENTER key 
here. Next you enter the price per item of the 
merchandise. This phase of program operation 
functions somewhat like a cash register, so the 
computer does most of the calculating for you. 

Next, you are asked forthenumberofitems. The 
program will not accept garbage (like negative 
numbers) here. The next input is to determine if 
the item is taxable under your state's sales tax 
law. The default here is YES. If you press any 
other input besides "N" or "NO" the program 
assumes it is a taxable item and computes tax 
accordingly. The next question is: "More items?". 
Again, the default is YES, so you must answer "N" 
or "NO" here to exit this phase of the program. 

When you have entered all your items, the lower 
part of the screen clears, and you are presented 
with the total for all the items you entered in the 
first phase including the tax on the items which 
you entered as taxable. The program now wants to 
know how much the customer wants to pay down 
and how long he wishes to finance the purchase. 
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**********••·····~···············································*** RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRACT CC) 1980 BY CHARLES P. KNIGHT *** ................................................................. 

SOLD BY CUSTOMER 
PUT YOUR BUSINESS' NAME HERE Hap P. Customer 
YOUR ADDRESS GOES HERE P. O. Bo• 6072 
YOUR CITY GOES HERE Arlington, Texas 76011 
YOUR PHONE NUMBER HERE (817) 640-4452 

A LINE OF DESCRIPTIVE ADVERTISING HERE 
***************************************************************** 

QTY DESCRIPTION PF ITEM PRICE 
1 Color Television set S599.95 
1 Video Tape Recorder $799.95 
1 Color TV Antenna S24.95 
125 Lead-in cable S0.11 
8 Stand-off insulators S0.35 
1 	 . Three-year service policy S99.95 

TAXABLE TOTAL 
NON-TAXABLE TOTAL 
SALES TAX 
TOTAL 

TOTAL AMOUNT 
·.	 DOWN PAYMENT 

BALANCE TO FINANCE 
35 PAYMENTS OF S50.72 EACH 
AND A FINAL PAYMENT OF $50.80 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 
DEFERRED PAYMENT PRICE 
FINANCE CHARGE 
TOTAL AMOUNT FINANCED 

---> 
---> 
---> 
---> 

TOTAL 
$599".95 + 
5799.95 + 
S24.95 + 
513.75 	+ 
$2.80 + 

$99.95 
$1441.40 

$99.95 
$72.07 

$1613.42 

$1613.42 
$213.42 

$1400.00 

19.74X 
52039.42 
$426.00 

$1826.00 

ABOVE: Sample r_etail installment contract 


BELOW: Rule of 78's apportionment 


·························~········································ RULE OF 78'S INTEREST APPORTIONMENT 
*** * * ********·** ••••••• ***••*******•••**•••••**** ••••••• ***.*••* * *. 
PAYMENT MONTH'S · EARNED UNEARNED ACCOUNT PAYOFF 
NO. INTEREST INTEREST INTEREST BALANCE BALANCE 

1 $23.03 $23.03 S402.97 $1775.20 $1372.23 
2 S22.39 S45.41 $380.59 $1724.48 51343.89 
3 $21.75 $67.16 S358.84 $1673.76 $1314.92 
4 s21.11 S88.27 $337. 73 $1623.04 $1285.31 . 
5 $20.47 $108.74 S317 .26 $1572.32 $1255.06 
6 $19.83 $128.57 $297.43 $1521.60 $1224.17 
7 $19.19 5147.76 S278.24 $1470.88 $1192.64 
8 $18.55 $166.31 S259.69 $1420.16 $1160.47 
9 $17.91 $184.22 S241.78 $1369.44 $1127.66 

10 $17.27 5201.49 5224.51 $1318. 72 51094.21 
11 $16.63 $218.12 $207 .88 $1268.00 51060.12 
12 S15.99 $234.11 $191.89 $1217 .28 $1025.39 
13 S15.35 5249.46 $176.54 $1166.56 $990.02 
14 $14.71 $264.17 S161 .83 $1115.84 $954.01 
15 $14.07 S278.24 S147.76 $1065.12 $917.36 
16 S13.43 S291.68 $134.32 $1014.40 $880.08 
17 S12.79 $304.47 $121.53 $963.68 $842.15 
18 S12.15 S316.62 $109.38 $912.96 $803.58 
19 $11.51 $328.14 $97 .86 $86~.24 5764.38 
20 S10.87 S339.01 $86.99 $811 .52 5724.53 
21 S10.23 S349.24 $76.76 $760.80 $684.04 
22 $9.59 $358.84 S67 .16 $710.08 $642.92 
23 S8.95 $367.79 S58.21 $659.36 $601.15 
24 S8.32 S376.11 $49.89 $608.64 5558. 75 
25 S7.68 S383.78 $42.22 $557.92 5515.70 
26· S7.04 S390.82 S35.18 $507.20 5472.02 
27 S6.40 S397.22 $28. 78 $456.48 $427.70 
28 S5.76 S402.97 S23.03 $405.76 $382.73 
29 S5.12 S408.09 $17.91 $355.04 5337 .13 
30 S4.48 S412.57 $13.43 $304.32 5290.89 
31 S3.84 S416.41 $9.59 S253.60 $244.01 
32 S3.20 S419.60 $6.40 $202.88 5196.48 
33 S2.56 $422.16 $3.84 S152.16 $148.32 
34 S1.92 S424.08 $1.92 S101.44 $99.52 
35 S1.28 S425.36 S0.64 S50.80 SS0.16 
36 S0.64 S426.00 so.oo so.oo so.oo 

The values entered here are not permanent - you 
may change them later if the figures are not to the 
customer's liking. Next, you need to tell the 
program how much add-on interest you wish to 
charge. This value is entered as a whole number 
and not as a decimal. Ifyou wish to use the routine 
for 12 - 10 - 8 percent as is used in Texas and many 
other states, you may enter a "T". The program 
will calculate the finance charge, balance to 
finance, payments, annual percentage rate, 
deferred payment price, and the total amount 
financed. This information is now displayed for 
you to examine as long as you like. The flashing 
ENTER on the screen reminds you that the 
computer is ready to go on whenever you are. 

Pressing the ENTER key at this point brings 
you to the main menu. You have several options at 
this point. If you want to change the down 
payment, the interest rate, or the length of the 
note, press "T" and you will regress in the 
program to the point where you may change this 
input. You will not return to the menu until the 
financial information has been recalculated and 
displayed again. When you are satisfied with the 
terms of the contract, you may request a printout. 
This is done by pressing "P" or 
just ENTER at the main menu. You will then be 
asked for the name, address, city and telephone 
number of your customer. This provides a 
permanent record of what terms you discussed 
should the customer return at a later time 
claiming you said something else. Any salesman 
knows that people are prone to do this sort of thing 
on occasion. You may make as many copies of this 
as you want and will always be returned to the 
main menu. You will not be required to enter the 
customer's name each time you want a printout, 
just the first time. From the main menu you may 
also request an amortization schedule calculated 
on the Rule of 78's, discussed above. Enter a "7" 
for screen output or a "7P" for screen and printed 
ouptut. Both the printout and the display provide 
the following information: Payment number, 
Earned interest for the current month, 
Accumulated interest, Interest which at this point 
remains to be earned, the book balance of the loan 
and the amount needed to pay the loan off if it is 
paid in full before the payment for the current 
month is due. If the print option is not selected, the 
program pauses after every six months so you 
may examine the values calculated for any month 
for as long as you like. When the last page of data 
has been displayed, pressing ENTER will return 
you to the main menu. If you wish to run the 
progam again, press "R" or to end the program, 
press "E". 

Modifying the program to fit your needs 
Before running the program, you must modify 

certain lines in it to suit your state's tax rate and 
inserit your company name in the appropriate 
places. In line 160, assign your company name to 
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The MX-100. Not just better. Bigger. 


E 
Our MX-80 was a pretty tough act to follow. I mean, 
how do you top the best-selling printer in the world? 

Frankly, it wasn't easy. But the results of all our 
sleepless nights will knock your socks off. 

The MX-100 is a printer that must be seen to be be
lieved. For starters, we built in unmatched correspon
dence quality printing, and an ultra-high resolution bit 
image graphics capability. Then we added the ability to 
print up to 233 columns of information on 15" wide 
paper to give you the most incredible spread sheets 
you're ever likely to see. Finally, we topped it all off 
with both a satin-smooth friction feed platen and fully 
adjustable, removable tractors . And the list of standard 

beyond just the specs; something about the way it all 
comes together, the attention to detail, the fit, the feel. 
Mere words fail us. But when you see an MX-100, you'll 
know what we mean. 

All in all, the MX-100 is the most remarkable printer 
we've ever built. Which creates rather a large prob

lem for those of us at 
Epson. 

How are we going to 
top this? 

Your next printer. 
features goes on and on and on. 

Needless to say, the specs on this machine - and 
especially at under $1000 -are practically unbelievable. EPSON 
But there's something about the MX-100 that goes far EPSON AMERICA, INC. 

23844 Hawthorne Boulevard• Torrance, CA 90505 • (213) 378-2220 
See the whole incredible Epson MX Series of printers at your Authorized Epson Dealer. 
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Cl$, your address to C2$, etc. In line 180, make the 
variable TX equal to your local tax rate. This 
percentage is entered as a decimal number. Ifyour 
state charges 3% (we should be so lucky) then 
make line 180 read: 

180 TX=.03:GOSUB 530 
or, if you have no sales or use tax, make line 180 
read: 

180 TX=O:GOSUB 530 
Lines 110 to 200 provide program initialization. 

2000 bytes are set aside for strings in line 110 and 
the variables "N" and "D" are declared double 
precision in line 120. These are the variables used 

. as the numerator and denominator in the annual 
·percentage rate calculation in line 1090. This 
increases the accuracy of this calculation 
somewhat, but it is not entirely necessary for 
correct program operation. Line 130 dimensions 
the arrays which hold the description, price, tax 
status, etc. for each item entered. You may 
increase or decrease this according to need and 
memory capacity. I have never written an invoice 
in the television retail business which had that 
many items. Five or six is typical, butitis better to 

· have more space for these values than less. K$ and 
KK$ are the format strings for the PRINTUSING 
statements later in the program. When keying in 
this program it is necessary to count the spaces in 
these and other strings carefully. The screen is 
tightly formatted, and missing or extra spaces 
and missing semicolons will wreak havoc with the 
screen border. Be careful when keying in this 
program and you will have a nice presentation, be 
sloppy and you will be lucky if you can use the 
program at all. Heed this carefully, you can 
modify the program later. For now, key in all the 
spaces shown to preserve the format of the screen. 

Line 170 determines whether a .Model I or Model 
III TRS-80 is being used. The Model III has no 
space compression codes, since these ASCII 
values are being used for it's special character set. 
In the Model III, memory location 293 will always 
equal 73 and in the Model I it will never equal 73. If 
a Model I is used, the space compression codes 
allow the lower part of the screen to be cleared 
more quickly. This peek is an excellent way for a 
program to know what kind ofmachine is running 
it. 

Lines 190 to 340 take care ofgetting the input for 
the first phase of the program. Before entering the 
data input subroutine at lines 360 to 470, it is 
nec.essary to inform the routine where on the 

. screen to begin accepting input and where to stop 
accepting it. The difference between these two is 
the maximum length of data the routine will 
accept. So/o is the starting and Eo/o is the ending 
point. The subroutine calculates the length and 
stores it in C. The routine returns the values input 
a's TT$ and the program extracts the value of TT$ 
for numeric values or assigns the string to another 
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variable. This subroutine takes care ofproviding a 
flashing cursor, the speed of which may be 
adjusted by changing the FOR ... NEXT loops in 
line 370. If you're a fast typist, you might wish to 
lower these values somewhat. Ifyou type slow, you 
can increase these values slightly, but this will 
slow down the computer's ability to accept data. If 
your machine has the Scripsit modification, the 
period will be in the exact center of the graphic 
block, otherwise the block will seem to set on top of 
the period. Line 400 wipes off the periods which 
were not used and then returns to the calling 
routine. This line is reached only when the 
ENTER key is pressed, and this is the only way to 
get out ofthe input routine. Lines 410 to 4 70 test for 
the backspace key or for illegal characters and 
deals with them accordingly. 

The routine at lines 910 and 920 are the flashing 
ENTER routine. When I demonstrated this 
routine recently at the Mid-Cities TRS-80 User's 
Group in Arlington, Texas, it generated almost as 
much excitment as the rest of the program. It 
shows what can be accomplished in only two lines 
of code. It also assures the operator that his 
machine is still running and not wandering 
aimlessly around the dark regions of ROM. You 
can change the values in the FOR ... NEXT loops 
to make it flash faster or slower. By sampling the 
INKEY$ in line 910 before the loop, the buffer is 
cleared and the program will not respond to a key 
pressed before the ENTER begins flashing. 

The program then branches past the input, 
instructions, and PRINTUSING array 
initialization routines to reach the point where 
bulk of the calculation takes place. This part of the 
program is generously gifted with REM 
statements, so that program flow may be followed 
easily. 

The main menu begins at line 1260 and the 
sampling of the input occurs beginning at line 
1340. The program then branches to the requested 
routines. If printout has been selected, and the 
computer has not yet received input for the 
customer's name as determined by the flag SK%, 
then this input is now requested. If this is the 
second printout, the inputs are not required, and 
lines 1410 through 1480 are skipped and the 
printout begins. After the printout, the main menu 
is displayed again and all options are still 
available. 

The routine at lines 1800 - 1890 calculates the 
finance charge for 12 -10-8percent. Ifyoulivein a 
state which allows different rates, you should 
modify this routine to suit your state's laws. This 
routine is valid for most states, but check your 
local courthouse or library to be sure. 

Lines 1900 through 2100 calculate the Rule of 
78's amortization table and print it on the screeli 
or printer. Lines 1910 to 1930 print the header for 
the printout; the screen header is printed in the 



OMNI-KEY: The Utility for Mere Humans 

Mere humans. Sounds insulting, doesn't 

it? But the fact is, our computers tower over 
us in one principal virtue. Patience. They 
can await input for days on end without 
becoming bored. They can digest DATA 
statement after endless DAT A statement and 
not once complain of the tedium. They endure 
our most serious blunders with aplomb. And 
we humans? We curse the monotony of pro
gram entry, mutter at our clumsiness with 
EDIT, and rail at Tandy for their %#&! %! 
inadequate keyboard. Aargh! Computers are 
supposed to relieve this tiresome aggrava
tion, not intensify it! Why doesn't somebody 
do something? 

We have. We wrote OMNI-KEY. And if 
you had OMNI-KEY, your programming would 
not only be less tiresome, but more produc
tive. How? Well, when was the last time these 
little annoyances got under your skin'? 

KKey BBounce. OMNl-·KEY eliminates it. 

Repetitive Keying of the Same Character. 
OMNI-KEY has autorepeat. Hold any key 
down, and it repeats about eight per second. 

Typing Out Common Keywords. OMNI-KEY 
lets you assign BASIC keywords to the 
SHIFT-letter keys. Type SHIFT-P, for exam
ple, and you get PEEK(, or whatever you've 
made that key represent. 

Repetitive Keying of Similar Phrases. Have 
you typed "DATA x, y, z ENTER" one too 
many times? OMN 1-KEY's macro key types the 
repetitive stuff with a single keystroke. You 
just fill in the blanks. In fact, it's possible to 
enter hundreds of DAT A statements in a row 
without typing line numbers, "DATA", or the 
commas! OMN 1-KEY's unique macro pause and 
macro repeat make it possible. And you pro
grain the macro key any time and any way (up 
to 80 characters) you see fit. 

The "What's on the right of the cursor ?11 EDIT 
Mode. Come on. You don't need to put up with 
this half-blindness when editing a program. 
If the statement is listed on the screen (even 

it, either. To insert characters, just type 
them -- the lines will shift to accomodate 
them. Deletions are even easier -- just hit the 
CLEAR key. Need to move a statement? Just 
edit the line number! It's that easy. 

Separate Drivers for Lower-case, Printers, 
Video Display, etc., etc. OMNI-KEY has its 
own lower-case driver and shifting built in. 
But the real beauty of the beast is what you 
can add to it. If you can use the Editor IAs
sembler, you can write your own OMNI-KEY 
modules. OMNI-KEY has a configuration mode 
which reads your specially-assembled SYS
TEM tapes and merges them with the 
OMNI-KEY functions into one single load mod
ule. OMNI-KEY, in its standard and custom
ized forms is equally at home with Level II or 
Disk BASIC, and you don't even have to set 
MEMORY SIZE to use it! Just enter BASIC, 
LOAD or CLOAD OMNI-KEY and RUN. it 
activates itself, reserves its own memory, and 
waits in the background until needed. Pretty 
simple. 

Simplicity. That's the power of 
OMNI-KEY. It's simple, it's easy to live with, 
and it lets you, the programmer, do what you 
do best. Program. Without the tedium, with
out the aggravation, and, best of all, without 
spending a lot of bucks. At only $23, 
OMNI-KEY has got to be the best deal going! 
And if you're a mere human, that's something 
to think about. 

OMNI-KEY cassette for TRS-80 Model I, 
Level II and Disk BASIC, instructions, 
postpaid to any U. $.,Canadian, or Mex
ican address . Others are F . 0. B . Port $23 
T'awensend . VISA and Mastercharge ore 
welcome . Dealer inquiries are invited. 

DISCOVERY 
BAY 

SOFTWARE 
co. 

a multi-liner), OMNI-KEY lets you edit it in 
place and in full view with its movable cursor. 
And you don't need any fancy commands to do P.O. Box 464 Port Townsend, WA 98368 
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subroutine at 2080 and 2090. LP% is the flag 
denoting whether printout has been requested. 
PA%holds the screen location for the beginning of 
the next line of printout. It is incremented by 64 
each time a line is printed to the screen. In line 
2000, the printer will double space if the printout 
would be unsightly due to its brevity on 24 month 
or shorter notes. Line 2060 issues a form feed to the 
printer when printing is finished. If your printer 
does not recognize form feeds, you may wish to use 
a routine here to advance to the top of the form. 
Perhaps this will work: 
2060 IF LP%THEN FOR Z = PEEK(16425) TO 66: 

LPRINTCHR$(138): NEXT Z: POKE 16425,0 
The same technique can be used in line 1770 also. 

This program is completely compatible with 
Microsoft's BASIC Compiler and will compile 
without problems in their version 5.23 and higher. 
Some of the early versions of this compiler will not 
accept statements like 1770, where LPRINT, TAB, 
and USING are used together. Microsoft has 
corrected this in their later releases. Line 110 will 
generate an SI error, but this is not a fatal error 
and can be ignored. The flashing ENTER routine 
will now behave strangely because the computer is 
flashing it faster than the video raster is scanning 
that part of the screen. This interesting wiping 
effect is not obtainable any other way on the TRS
80. 

A great deal of effort went into the preparation 
of this program. I hope it will save you time and 
trouble.' If it helps you complete just one difficult 
sale you would not otherwise have completed, it 
will have proved its worth many times over. The 
use of the computer in the customer's presence can 
be an effective sales tool in the hands of a good 
salesman. No doubt the availability of instant 
sales data will save a good deal of time even if its 
benefits are not recognized by the customer. Ifyou 
can find a unique application for this program or 
think of a useful addition or modification for it. I 
would appreciate hearing about it. 

10 REM********************************* 
************** 

20 REM***** RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONTRAC 
T PROGRAM *** 

30 REM***** CALCULATES THE PAYMENTS, F 
!NANCE CHG *** 

40 REM***** APR, TAX, AND OTHER INFORM 
ATI ON *** 

50 REM***** REQURIED ON A RETAIL INSTA 
LLMENT *** 

60 REM***** CONTRACT. COPYRIGHT (c) 19 
80 *** 

70 REM***** BY CHARLES P. KNIGHT PO BO 
x 6072 *** 
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80 REM***** ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76011 01/ 
14/81 *** 

90 REM***** MINIMUM SYSTEM ; TRS-80 LI 
I 16K *** 

100 REM******************************** 
************** 

110 CLEAR2000 
120 DEFDBLN,D 
130 DIMNA$(35),A1(35),A2(35),A4(35),TF( 

35) ,A$ (12) 
140 K$="### $$####.## $$####.## $$####. 

## $$####.## $$####.## $$####.##" 
150 KK$="### $$####.## $$####.## $$# 

###.## $.$####.## $$####.##" 
160 C1$="PUT YOUR BUSINE$S 1 NAME HERE": 

C2$="YOUR ADDRESS GOES HERE":C3$="YOU 
R CITY GOES HERE":C4$="YOUR PHONE NUM 
BER HERE":C5$="A LINE OF DESCRIPTIVE 
ADVERTISING HERE" 

170 IFPEEKC293)=73THENCS$=STRING$(57,32 
)ELSECS$=CHR$(250):REM THIS DETERMINE 
S WHETHER A MODEL III OR A MODEL 1 IS 

BEING USED. MODEL III HAS NO SPACE C 
OMPRESSION CODES 

180 TX=.OS:GOSUB530:REM TX= STATE SALES 
TAX RATE 

190 CLS:PRINT@133,"RETAIL INSTALLMENT C 
ONTRACT (c) 1981 CHARLES P. KNIGHT"; 

200 GOSUB490 
210 PRINT@518,"NEED INSTRUCTIONS'?";:S%= 

539:E%=543 : GOSUB360 
220 IFLEFT$(TT$,1)="n"ORLEFT$(TT$,1)="N 

"THENGOSUB510:GOT0270 
230 GOSUB510 
240 GOSUB670 
250 GOSUB910 
260 GOSUB510 
270 GOSUB810:S%=410:E%=439 : GOSUB360:NA$ 

(K)=TT$:REM GET ITEM NAME 
280 S%=468:E%=477:GOSUB360:A2(K)=VAL(TT 

$):REM GET PRICE OF ITEM 
290 IFA2(K)<=OTHEN280 
300 S%=541:E%=544:GOSUB360:A1CK)=VALCTT 

$):REM GET QUANTITY 
310 IFA1CK)<1THEN300 
320 S%=609:E%=612:GOSUB360:IFLEFT$CTT$, 

1) ="N"ORLE FT$ (TT$, 1) ="n"THENT F(K) =OEL 
SETF(K)=-1:REM SET FLAG FOR TAXABLE 

330 S%=663:E%=666:GOSUB360:IFLEFT$(TT$, 
1) ="N"ORLEFT$ (TT$, 1) ="n"THENMI=OELSEM 
I=-1:REM MORE ITEMS TO ENTER? 

340 IFMITHENK=K+1:GOSUB510:GOT0270ELSEG 
OSUB530:GOT0930:REM IF MORE ITEMS REP 
EAT 
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350 REM DATA INPUT SUBROUTINE 
360 C=E%+1-S%:TT$="": PRINT@S%,STRING$ CC 

,".");:M1=S%:X$=INKEY$ 
370 FORWL%=1TOS:NEXTWL%:PRINT@M1,CHR$(1 

40);:X$=INKEY$:FORWL%=1T05:NEXTWL%:PR 
INT@M1, II. II;: IFX$='"'THEN370 

380 IFX$=CHR$(13)THEN400ELSEIFX$=CHR$(8 
)THENGOSUB440ELSEGOSUB410 

390 GOT0370 
400 TT$=RIGHT$CTT$,C):PRINT@M1,STRING$( 

C-LENCTT$),32);:RETURN 
410 IFASC(X$)<320RASCCX$)>122THENRETURN 

420 PRINT@M1,X$;:TT$=TT$+X$:M1=M1+1:IFM 
1>E%THENM1=E% 

430 RETURN 
440 M1=M1-1:IFM1<S%THENM1=S% 
450 PRINT@M1, II. II;: TT$=LEFT$ (TT$,M1 -S%) 
460 IFM1<S%THENM1=S% 
470 TT$=LEFT$CTT$,M1-S%):RETURN 
480 REM SET UP SCREEN BORDER 
490 PRINT@O,STRING$(67,191); : PRINT@125, 

STRING$C6,191);:PRINT@189,STRING$(6,1 
91);:PRINT@253,STRING$(70,191);:PRINT 
@381,STRING$(6,191);:PRINT@445,STRING 
$(6,191);:PRINT@509,STRING$C6,191);:P 
RINT@573,STRING$C6,191);:PRINT@637,ST 
RING$ (6,191); 

500 PRINT@701,STRING$(6,191);:PRINT@765 
,STRING$(6,191);:PRINT@829,STRING$(6, 
191);:PRINT@893,STRING$(6,191);:PRINT 
@957,STRING$(66,191);:POKE16383,191:R 
ET URN 

510 FORI%=323T0941STEP64:PRINT@I%,CS$;: 
NEXTI%:RETURN:REM CLEAR LOWER PART OF 

SCREEN 
520 REM INITIALIZE A$ ARRAY FOR 

LATER USE WITH PRINT USING 
530 A$ (Q)="TOTAL PRICE INCLUDING TAX 

$$####.##" 
540 A$(1)="SALES TAX 

$$####.##" 
550 A$(3)="TOTAL AMOUNT 

$$####.##" 
560 A$(4)="DOWN PAYMENT 

$$####.##" 
570 A$(5)="BALANCE TO FINANCE 

$$####.##" 
580 A$(6)="## PAYMENTS OF $$###.## EACH 

II 

590 A$(7)="AND A FINAL PAYMENT OF $$### 
.##" 

600 A$(8)="ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 
##.##" 

610 A$(9)="DEFERRED PAYMENT PRICE 
$$####.##" 

620 A$(1Q)="FINANCE CHARGE 
$$####.##" 

630 A$(11)="TOTAL AMOUNT FINANCED 
$$####.##" 

640 A$(12)="$$####.##" 
650 RETURN 
660 REM FILL SCREEN WITH INSTRU 

CTIONS 
670 PRINT@388,"THIS PROGRAM CALCULATE 

S THE NEEDED ENTRIES ON A"; 
680 PRINT@452,"RETAIL INSTALLMENT CONT 

RACT. OPTIONS ARE GIVEN FOR"; 
690 PRINT@516,"PRINTED OUTPUT IF YOU 

HAVE A PRINTER. IF YOU DO'~; 

700 PRINT@580,"NOT USE A PRINTER, IT 
IS NOT NECESSARY FOR YOU TO"; 

710 PRINT@644,"INPUT ANYTHING WHEN ASKE 
D FOR THE ITEM DESCRIPTION."; 

720 PRINT@708,"WHEN YOU ARE ASKED FOR 
A YES OR NO INPUT, YOU MAY"; 

730 PRINT@772,"INPUT ONLY THE Y OR THE 
N IF YOU WISH."; 

740 GOSUB910:GOSUB510 
750 PRINT@388,''WHEN YOU ARE ASKED TO IN 

PUT THE ADD-ON INTEREST RATE,"; 
760 PRINT@452,"YOU MAY ENTER ";CHR$(34 

);"T";CHR$(34);" FOR THE TEXAS MAXIM 
UM RATE OF 12%"; 

770 PRINT@516,''0N THE FIRST $500, 10% 
ON THE NEXT $50Q, AND 8% ON"; 

780 PRINT@580,"THE AMOUNT OVER $1000. 
II•, 

790 RETURN 
800 REM PRINT INPUT PROMPT MESS 

AGES FOR ITEMS 
810 PRINT@388,''DESCRIPTION OF ITEM : II; 
820 PRINT@452, "PRICE PER ITEM $"; 
830 PRINT@516,''HOW MANY OF THIS ITEM : " 

, 
840 PRINT@580,''IS IT A TAXABLE ITEM (YI 

N) : II; 

850 PRINT@772,''ITEM NO. ";: PRINTUSING"# 
#";K+1;:PRINT" MAXIMUM 35."; 

8_60 PRINT@644,''MORE ITEMS (Y/N) :";:RET 
URN 

870 REM SET UP INPUT PROMPTS FO 
R FINANCING TERM INPUT 

880 PRINT@581,''ENTER THE DOWN PAYMENT 
$"; 

890 PRINT@645,"ENTER THE NUMBER OF MONT 
HLY PAYMENTS :"; 

900 PRINT@709,''ENTER THE ADD-ON INTERES 
T RATE :";:RETURN 
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910 PRINT@901,"PRESS < > TO CONTINU 
E•••••••••• • .•••••• .•••••••••• "; :XS=INK 
EV$ 

920 PRINT@908,"ENTER";:X$=INKEY$:FORWL% 
=1T030:NEXTWL%:PRINT@908,STRING$(5,32 
>;:FORWL%=1T038:NEXTWL%:IFX$<>CHR$(13 
)THEN920ELSERETURN 


930 GOSUB510:GOSUB880 

940 FORKK=OTOK:REM CALCULATE THE TAX 


AND EXTENDED AMOUNT AND TOTAL 
. 950 A4CKK)=A2(KK)*A1CKK) 
960 IFTF(KK)THENA5=A5+A4CKK)ELSEA6=A6+A 

4CKK):REM TAXABLE OR NONTAXABLE TOTAL 
s 

970 NEXTKK 
980 GT=CA5*TX)+A5+A6:REM GET GRAND TOTA 

L 
990 ST=A5*TX:REM CALCULATE STATE TAX 

·1000 PRINT@389,US INGA$ (Q) ;GT;: REM DISP 
LAY THE TOTAL AMOUNT 

1010 S%=606:E%=613:GOSU8360:DP!=VALCTT$ 
, >:REM DOWN PAYMENT 
1020 IFDP!<OORTT$=""THEN1010 
1030 S%=684:E%=688:GOSUB360:MP=VALCTT$) 
:"· . :R..EM # MONTHLY PMTS 
1040 IFMP<OORTT$=""THEN1030 
1050 S%=741:E%=745:GOSUB360:IFLEFT$(TT$ 

, 1) ="t"ORLEFT$ <TT$, 1) ="T"THENIR=999EL 
SEIR=VALCTT$) 

=111060 IF IR<OORTT$="''0RLE FT$ (TT$, 1) "TH• 

EN1050 
.107.0 BF=GT-DP! :REM BALANC.E TO FINANCE=T 

OTAL-DOWN PMT 
1080 IFIR<>999THENV=MP/12:FC=BF*IR*V/10 

O:ELSEGOSUB1790:REM CALCULATE THE FIN 
ANCE CHARGE 

1090 NY%=12:I=FC:NP=MP+1:P=BF:N=2*NY%*I 
:D=NP*P:A=CSNG(N/D)*100:REM CALCULATE 
. ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 

1100 K1=GT+FC:REM CALC DEFERRED PMT PRI 
CE 

1110 K2=BF+FC:PM=K2/MP:REM CALC BALANCE 
TO FINANCE & MONTHLY PMTS 


1120 PM=INT(PM*100+.5)/100 

1130 FP=K2-CINT(PM*100)/100)*(MP-1) 

1140 TP=PM*(MP-1)+FP:REM CALC TOTAL OF 


PMTS 
1150 GOSUB510:REM CLEARSCREEN 

· 11.60 PRINT@325 ,US INGA$ (3); ~T;: REM TOT A 
L AMOUNT 

1170 PRINT@389,USINGA$(4);DP!;:REM DOW 
N PMT 

1180 PRINT@453,USINGA$(5);BF;:REM BALAN 
CE TO FINANCE 

1190 PRINT@517,USINGA$(6);MP-1,PM;:REM 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 

1200 PRINT@581,USINGA$(7);FP;:REM FINAL 
PAYMENT 

1210 PRINT@645,USINGA$(8);A;:PRINT"%";: 
REM ANNUAL PCT RATE 

1220 PRINT@709,USINGA$(9);K1;:REM DEFER 
RED PMT PRICE 

1230 PRINT@773,USINGA$(1Q);FC;:REM FIN 
ANCE CHG . 

1240 PRINT@837,USINGA$(11);TP;:REM TOTA 
L OF PAYMENTS 

1250 GOSUB910:REM PRESS ENTER TO CONTIN 
UE 

1260 GOSUB510:REM CLEAR SCREEN AREA 
1270 PRINT@394,"ENTER ONE OF THE FOLLOW 

ING OPTIONS: II; 
1280 PRINT@522,"RULE OF 78'S TABLE ENTE 

R "CHR$(34)"7"CHR$(34)" OR "CHR$(34)" 
7P"CHR$(34); 

1290 PRINT@458,"HARD COPY OF THIS TRANS 
ACTION ENTER "; CHR$ (34); "P"; CHR$ (34); 

1300 PRINT@650,"END PROGRAM ";CHR$(34) 
;"E";CHR$(34)" RUN PROGRAM AGAIN "CH 
R$(34)"R"CHR$(34); 

1310 PRINT@586,"DISPLAY CALCULATED VALU 
ES AGAIN "CHR$ (34) "V"CHR$ (34); 

1320 PRINT@714,"TO CHANGE TERMS WITH SA 
ME SALE ENTER "CHR$(34)"T"CHR$(34); 

1330 S%=785:E%=787:GOSUB360:GOSUB510:RE 
M DETERMINE OPERATOR WISH 

1340 IFTT$="V"ORTT$="v"THEN1150 
1350 IFTT$="7"THENLP%=0:GOSUB1900:GOSUB 

510:GOT01270 
1360 IFTT$="7P"ORTT$="7p"THENLP%=-1:GOS 

UB1900:GOSUB510:GOT01270 
1370 IFTT$="T"ORTT$="t"THENGOSUB880:GOT 

01000 
1380 IFTT$="E"ORTT$="e"THENCLS:END 
1390 IfTT$="R"ORTT$="r"THENRUN 
1400 I FTT$="P"ORTT$="p"ORTT$='"'THENGOSU 

B1410:GOSUB510:GOT01270:ELSEGOSUB510: 
GOT01270 

1410 IFNOTSK%THENPRINT@452,"CUSTOMER NA 
ME :";ELSE1490:REM IF CUSTOMER'S NAME 

ETC ALREADY ENTERED, SKIP ENTRY ROUT 
INE 

1420 PRINT@516,"ADDRESS :"; 
1430 PRINT@580,"CITY, STATE, ZIP :"; 
1440 PRINT@644,"TELEPHONE :"; 
1450 S%=468:E%=500:GOSUB360:CN$=TT$:REM 

GET CUSTOMER NAME 
1460 S%=526:E%=559:GOSUB360:CA$=TT$:REM 

GET CUSTOMER ADDRESS 
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1470 S%=599:E%=632:GOSUB360:CC$=TT$:REM 
GET CUSTOMER CITY 

1480 S%=657:~%=672:GOSUB360:CT$=TT$:REM 
GET TELEPHONE # 

1490 SK%=-1:LPRINTSTRING$(65,"*"):LPRIN 
TSTRING$(3,"*")" RETAIL INSTALLMENT C 
ONTRACT (C) 1980 BY CHARLES P. KNIGHT 

"STRING$C3,"*") 
1500 LPRINTSTRING$(65,"*") 
1510 LPRINT"SOLD BY"TABC32)"CUSTOMER" 
1520 LPRINTC1$TABC32)CN$ 
1530 LPRINTC2$TAB(32)CA$ 
1540 LPRINTC3$TABC32)CC$ 
1550 LPRINTC4$TABC32)CT$ 
1560 LPRINTTAB((63-LEN(C5$))/2)C5$:REM 

CENTER ADVERTISING MESSAGE 
1570 LPRINTSTRING$(65,"*") 
1580 LPRINT"" 
1590 LPRINT"QTY DESCRIPTION OF ITEM 

PRICE TOTAL 
II 

1600 FORKK=OTOK 
1610 LPRINTSTR$CA1tKK))TAB(8)NA$CKK)TAB 

(38)USINGA$(12);A2(KK);:LPRINTTAB(55) 
;USINGA$(12);A4CKK);:IFTFCKK)THENLPRI 
NT" +"ELSELPRINT"" 

1620 NEXTKK 
1630 LPRINTTAB(30)"TAXABLE TOTAL 

->";:LPRINTTAB(55);USINGA$(12);A5 
1640 LPRINTTAB(30)"NON-TAXABLE TOTAL 

->";:LPRINTTAB(55);USINGA$(12);A6 
1650 LPRINTTAB(30)"SALES TAX 

->";:LPRINTTAB(55);USINGA$C12);ST 
1660 LPRINTTAB(30)"TOTAL 

->";:LPRINTTABC55);USINGA$(12);GT 
1670 LPRINTSTRING$(66,"-") 
1680 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(3);GT:REM T 

OTAL AMT 
1690 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(4);DP!:REM 

DOWN PMT 
1700 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(5);BF:REM . B 

ALANCE TO FINANCE 
1710 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(6);MP-1,PM:REM 

AMTS OF PMTS 
1720 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(7);FP 
1730 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(8);A;:LPRINT"% 

1740 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(9);K1:REM D 
EFERRED PMT PRICE 

1750 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(10);FC:REM F 
!NANCE CHARGE 

1760 LPRINTTAB(8)USINGA$(11);TP:REM T 
OTAL OF PAYMENTS 

1770 LPRINTCHR$(12):REM ISSUE FORM FE 
ED WHEN FINISHED 

1780 RETURN 
1790 V=MP/12:REM THIS ROUTINE CALCULATE 

S THE 12-10-8 INTEREST RATE 
1800 IFBF<=500THENFC=.12*BF*V:RETURN 
1810 CA=BF-500 
1820 FC=.12*500*V 
1830 IFCA<500THEN1880 
1840 FC=FC+(500*.1*V) 
1850 CB=BF-1000 
1860 FC=FC+CCB*.08*V) 
1870 RETURN 
1880 FC=FC+CCA*.1*V) 
1890 RETURN 
1900 T1=MP*(MP+1)/2:REM THIS ROUTINE CA 

LCULATES THE RULE OF 78'S INTEREST EA 
RNINGS AND REFUND 

1910 IFLP%THENLPRINTSTRING$(66,"*"):LPR 
INT" RULE OF 78'S INTERES 
T APPORTIONMENT":LPRINTSTRING$(66,"*"
) . 

1920 I FLP%THENLPRINT"PAYMENT MONTH Is ' • 
EARNED UNEARNED ACCOUNT PAYOF 
F" 

1930 IFLP%THENLPRINT"NO. INTEREST I 
NTEREST INTEREST BALANCE BALAN 
CE" 

1940 U=O:PA%=325:GOSUB2080 
1950 FORM=1TOMP-1 
1960 J=(MP-M+1)*FC/T1:U=U+J:B=FC-U 
1970 BL=MP*PM:PO=BL-B 
1980 8L=BL-PM*M:PO=BL-B 
1990 PRINT@PA%,USINGK$;M,J,U,B,BL,PO;:P 

A%=PA%+64 
2000 IFLP%THENLPRINTUSINGKK$;M,J,U,B,BL 

,PO: IFNP<24THENLPRINT'"': REM DOUBLE SP 
ACE IF THERE'S ENOUGH ROOM 

2010 IFLP%AND(INT(M/6)=M/6)THENGOSUB510 
:GOSUB2080:GOT02030 

2020 IFM/6=INTCM/6)THENGOSUB910:GOSUB51 
O:GOSUB2080 

2030 NEXTM 
2040 ·PRINT@PA%,USINGK$;MP,B,U+B,O,O,O; 
2050 IFLP%THENLPRINTUSINGKK$;MP,B,U+B,O 

,o,o 
2060 IFLP%TRENLPRINTCHR$(12):REM FORM F 

EED WHEN FINISHED 
2070 GOSUB910:GOSUB510:RETURN 
2080 PA%=389:PRINT@PA%,"PMT MONTH'S 

ACCUM UNEARNED NOTE PAYOFF 
";:PA%=PA%+64 

2090 PRINT@PA%,"NO. INTEREST 
INTEREST INTEREST BALANCE BALANCE 
";:PA%=PA%+64 

2100 RETURN 
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RIBBON 

RELOADING 

Don't throw away 

exhausted cloth or carbon 
ribbon cartridges from 
your Radio Shack TRS-80 
·printers. Send them to us, 
we reload with brand new 
ribbon and return them to 
you, ready to go again and 
again. For a lot less than 
they cost you now. Large 
savings. All ribbons are 

unconditionally 
guaranteed. 

Send us one exhausted 
cartridge today. We also 
recycle all makes and 

models of word 
processing and computer 
ribbon cartridges: Qume, 
NEC, Diablo, Xerox, 
·Epson, Centronics, etc. 

APD Business Machines 

10717 Camino Ruiz 


Suite 146 

San Diego, CA 92126 


Circle 59 

APPLE TRS-80t 

C:omputer1 
&Gamblina 

Ptoducts 

This incredible program was written by a professional software 

consultant to TRW Space Systems This is a complex program 

carefully human tactored for easy use II is a comprehensive 

horse racing system tor spotting overlays in lhoroughbred sprinl 

races. Your computer will accurately predict lhe win probability 

and odds line for each horse based on your entries from lhe rac· 

ing form. The next day overlaid horses can be spotted on lhe 

track tote board . The user's manual contams acomplete explana· 

lion of overlay betting plus much more useful information The ap

pendix contains a detailed tab run of a 100 consecutive race 

system workout showing an amazing 50% re1urn ($1 50 return

ed for each $1 .00 llat wager ) Includes many fealures such as 

error correction. bubble son, line printer outpul. aulomal1c 

keyboard debounce . archiving, elc The manual may be ordered 

separately for perusal lor $7 95 and credil 

CHALLENGER IP, 2P, or 4P BK VERSIONS Now Available! 

Phd-1' User's manual and cassette for: 

Apple II (16K), TRS-BO Level II (16K), Challonger (BK) 29 .95 

TRS-80 or APPLE OISK 34.95 

BRAND NEW FROM SOL: WIN AT THE RACES. This lhoroughbred 

handicapping algorithm is based on a currently popular book on 

thoroughbred multiple regression lechniques . Bolh sprinls and 

routes. All of the features of PHO-! plus more This program in

corporates the bes! data entry technique we've ever seen 

32K TRS-80 or APPLE CASSETIE 34 95 

32K TRS-80 or APPLE DISK 39 95 

BOOKS: Circle 74 
Winning allhe Races 21.95 + .75 P&H 
Beating the Races with aComputer 14.95 + . 75 P&H 

Make checks payable to JOE COMPUTER DEPT U 
22713 Ventura Blvd .. Suite F, Woodland Hills, CA 91364 
fjiM>.j CA residents add 6 % sales tax "'=8 
~: PHONE ORDERS: 2t3-992-0514 

·seNO $2.00 TO PLACE YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST 

-t-TR_s_-B_O_is_a_r_eg-is-ter.ed.1.ra.de_m_a,_k_a1..r.an.dy_c_a_rp_ar_ar_ian___ 

Product evaluation 

Printing powerfor the home, 
in a small package... 

The Base II 

line printer 


Tom Little, Pasadena, California 
Photography by Steve Eppley 

The Base II Model 800 printer measures 14" wide. 1O" deep and 6" tall 
including the tractor feed mechanism. 
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----------------Product evaluation 

The age of the intelligent 
,peripheral is truly upon us. 
Peripheral manufacturers have 
been affected by the low cost of 
microprocessors just like everyone 
else. The Base II Model 800 uses an 
8085 microprocessor chip along 
with a large collection ofsoftware in 
ROM to control reception of data 
from the host computer, character 
generation, and form movement. 
Since these routine functions do not 
fully occupy the processor, the Base 
II people , used the additional 
capacity of the 8085 to provide 
extras that are rarely found in a 
printer that sells for less then $700: 
the number of characters per line 
can be varied; the printer has full 
graphic capability; and you can 
even define your own character set 
and switch back and forth between 
your own custom set and ordinary 
ASCII! 

General Description 
The Model 800 accepts data over 

any one of four interfaces: RS-232, 
20ma current loop, IEEE-488 or 
Centronics parallel. The interface to 
be used is selected by setting DIP 
switches on the back of the printer. 
The print head is a 7 wire dot matrix 
head, which the manufacturer rates 
at 100 million characters useful life. 
The head is moved across the paper 
by a unique (to my knowledge) 
rotating drum with a spiral groove 
around it. The print mechanism 
rides in the groove, so as the drum 
turns, the print head moves along 
the groove. Microswitches are used 
to detect the margins and reverse 
the direction of head travel. The 
paper feed mechanism is the usual 
tractor and stepper motor 
arrangement found on many 
printers. The ribbon cartridge is 
also similar to those found 
elsewhere. 

Setting up the Model 800 
After I got my new printer I was 

prepared for days of fiddling with it 
before getting it to work with the 
TRS-80. Was I wrong! The hardest 
part of interfacing it to my computer 
was finding a Radio Shack store 
that had a line printer cable in stock. 
After I had the cable, I turned 
everything off and unplugged it, 
attached the printer cable to the 
expansion connector at the rear of 

the keyboard and to the printer's 
"Centronics" interface, plugged it 
all back in and turned it on and - it 
worked! The Base II people, aiming 
at the home computer market, 
include default settings for the 
various switches that configure the 
printer. This default mode just 
happens to work perfectly with the 
TRS-80. All of which means you do 
not have to figure out every one of 
the numerous options before you 
start using your printer just set the 
switches in their default positions 
and go. Later, when you want to see 
what the Model 800 can do, those 
switches will come in handy. 
Feeling ready for more after my 
initial success, I sat down with the 
manual to figure out some of the 
options. 

The Simpler Options 
The first thing was to try varying 

the page widths. The Model 800 
prints 64, 72, 80, 96, 120 or 132 
characters per line. As the number 
of characters on a line goes up, the 
width of the characters goes down. I 
find the 120 and 132 column 
characters a little too small for 
comfortable reading, but at times 
being able to print them is very 
useful. I normally use the 96 column 
width. The additional 16 characters 
per line make listings look nicer 
than the standard 80 column page. 

Another handy feature of the 
Model 800 is its ability to print 
elongated characters. The printer is 
toggled in or out of "elongated 
mode" when it receives a control-N; 
that is, if you are printing normal 
size characters a control-N puts it 
into "elongated mode" and vice 
versa. 

The Model 800 can also be selected 
and deselected under program 
control, using the more"or-less 
standard control-Q to select and 
control-S to deselect. The other 
control codes recognized include the 
usual carriage return, line feed, and 
form feed codes as well as vertical 
and horizontal tabs. For the two tab 
codes, up to sixteen horizontal and 
ten vertical tab stops can be set 
under program control. 

User Defined Character Set 
One of the reasons for choosing 

the Base II Model 800 was its ability 

- Professional 

Real Estate Software 
ForiAPPLE, TRS·BO &' PET 

Property Management System 
(32K, 1 Disk Systems) 

Features: 
• Tenant lnlorr.ialion • 5 Digit Expense Accdunls 
• late Rent Reports • Buildlng Expense Report 
• YTO & Monthly Income • Vendor Expense Report 
• Handles - • Income Tax Report 

Partial Paym enls • All Reports Can Be Prinled 
Returned Checks • Complete Documentation 
Advanc e Paym ents • Easy Data Entry & Edit 

• Prints Receipts • Vacancy Report 

Price $275.00 

Real Estate Analysis Modules: 
(Cassette or Disk) 

1) Home Purchase Analysis 
2) Tax Delerred Exchange 
3) Construction Cosl/Prolil 
4) Income Properly Cashllow 
5) APA Loan Analysis 
6) Properly Sales Analysis 
7) loan Amortization 

A$35 Per M~.~~~~""""''"'""'" 
Or Order COO Direct 

Q ftware {Cel Resld~~~l ~::.:4~.9Selos Ta•) 

ealty lom~~ny Circle 52 

IEEE-488 TO TRS-80* INTERFACE 
Everything needed to add powerful 
BASIC GPIB-488 controller capability 
to TRS-80 Model 1 or 3, Level 2 or 
DOS with a minimum of 16K. 

488·808 
For Model 1 
Operation·-
~L. 488·80C 

For Model 3 rai· Operation · , 

Model 488-808 or 488-BOC Price: $325. 
+ shipping, insurance & tax 

WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE 

SCIENTI FiC ENGINEERING 
LABORATORIES . · 

11 Neil Drive • Old Bethpage, NY 11804 
Telephone: (516) 694·3205 .~ 

·Trademark of Tandy Corp. 
There is no affiliation be tween Scientific 
Engineering Laboratories and Tandy Corp.. or 
Radio Shack. · Circle 93 

· ~··••••••Bm••••••••••••••••••· •••••• 
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POCKET COMPUTER 
P.O. BOX 232, Seymour, CT 06483 

r --FOR 'Poe-KET-co'MP'u.TER ~usi'Rsl  7 
I I 
I News and Product Reviews I 
I Programming lips 
I Operating T1fuesavers 

Tutorials 
Cuslomh:ing Your Unit 

Short Culs 
P r ocllcal Programs 
Technical Oelalls 
Inside lntormatlon 
Application Forums 

O YES! Sign me up as a charter sub scriber for issues 1 - 10. 
Enclosed is my S20 00 for US. de liver y {U.S $24.00 ·to 
Canada. US. $30.00 elsew here .) 
0 No t su re Enc losed is S2 .00 fo r a sample issue in U.S , $3.00 
for a samp le issue elsewhere 

NAME -------------~ 
ADDA _____________ 

CITY _______ ST A TE_ZIP__ 

MC/V ISA # ________ BA N K __ 

Signature Dare_· ___ 

, Circle 44 



TRS-80 

MODEL I 


DISK 

INTERFACING 


$5.95 

$7.95 Foreign Airmail (U .S. Funds) 

Postpaid mailed to you 

FIRST CLASS 
United States Only 

Send To: 

80-U.S. Journal 


3838 South Warner St. 

Tacoma, Washington98409 


(206) 475-2219 
A Dl\'ISION or SO-NORTHWEST Pl IBI ISHING 

Dealer Inquiries Invited..................................... 

Send___ Copies of the Guide 


Check Enclosed ------ 

Visa or MasterCharge


# _____________ 

Exp. Date _________ 

Signature-------- 
Name---------- 
Address--------- 
City_______State __ 

ZiP-----------~ 

TRS-80 is d rvgistE>reod rradPmark of TANDY CORP ... 


Product evaluation -------------------- 

Looking down into the Model 800: The power supply is at the left rear, next 
to the printed circuit board. The 8085 which controls the printer is at the 

right end of the board. 

to store and use a user defined 
character set. Having had nothing 
but success with the printer's simple 
functions , I plunged boldly into 
designing my own characters and 
teaching the printer to use them. 

It didn't take long to realize that 
designing characters is a lot of 
work. The Model 800 uses a 7 by 5 
dot matrix. For each character then, 
there are 35 dots to print or not to 
print for each of 96 characters - a 
total of 3360 dots! The manual does 
provide a good example of how to 
design a character, which helps, but 
designing an entire set ofcharacters 
is a full day of work. I plan to write a 
program to do it. 

Designing characters, especially 
on the relatively small 7 by 5 matrix, 
also happens to be a little tricky. 
You have no idea what the 
characters will look like on your first 
try. Since each attempt requires 
several hours of ·work, getting 
exactly what you want can take a 
long time. 

Graphics Capability 
In addition to the user defined 

characters, the Model 800 operates 
in "graphics mode", where rather 
than printing characters, it can 
print a line seven dots high across 
the page. In this mode, you must 
send the printer a byte for each dot 
column in the line. At the eighty 
column width this translates to 480 
bytes per printed line. Each byte 
tells the printer which (if any) of the 

seven dots to print in a particular 
print column. By using the vertical 
and horizontal print density control 
options together with the graphics 
mode, it is possible to print any (or 
every) dot position on the page. 

Other Options 
In addition to those already 

mentioned, the Base II printer has 
many other software selectable 
options. One is the auto form feed 
option. You simply tell the printer 
how many lines you want on a page, 
send it the "enable-auto-FF" code 
and forget about form feeds - the 
printer does it for you. 

Other features of the printer 
include a "reset" command, disable 
and enable of bi-directional 
printing, a variety of options to 
ignore carriage returns line feeds or 
both, an "eject N lines" command 
and an expanded buffer option. 

A final feature of the Model 800 is 
an EPROM socket which will accept 
either a 2716 or a 2732 EPROM. 
These chips are expected to contain 
four (in a 2716) or eight (in a 2732) 
additional character sets, which can 
be selected by a single escape 
sequence. It is possible then, to have 
up to ten character sets available. 

Front Panel Controls 
The front panel controls are very 

simple. The left hand button 
advances the paper to the top of the 
next form; the right hand button is 
pressed in (where it locks) to select 
the printer, or left out to deselect it. 
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-----------------Product evaluation 

The rear of the printer. From left to right, RS-232 connector, IEEE-488 
connector, thumbwheel switch for baud rate, Centronics parallel connector 

and dip switches for selection of interface. 

There is also a two-direction toggle 
switch at the rear of the printer. 
Move it to the left to reset the printer, 
or to the right to put the printer into 
self-test. These three are the only 
printer controls used during normal 
operation. I find that I seldom touch 
them at all. 

The Manual 
The Model 800 manual is very 

good. There are a few pages at the 
front giving a general view of the 
printer's design and operation, 
followed by a lengthy and well
illustra ted section detailing such 
matters as paper insertion and 
ribbon changing. For every option I 
have mentioned here, there are 
clear, well -organized tables 
describing the various switch 
settings or selection codes. Each 
control code and option is also 
completely described in a 
paragraph or more of text, with 
examples in BASIC, illustrating 
almost all options. 

Using the Model 800 
After using the printer for a few 

months, I've noted a few minor 
drawbacks. I am still convinced I 
bought a good printer for a good 
price I just don't believe I have a 
perfect printer. 

The first thing I noted was heat. 
Both the power supply and its 
environs and the print head get 
quite warm after a minute or two of 
printing. The manual warns that 
"extended high density graphics ... 
may cause the print head to exceed 

its temperature limits" . I would go 
further and say that extended 
periods of continuous printing of 
any kind are likely to damage this 
printer. For a home computerist 
there should be no problem, but 
don't expect the Model 800 to print 
business reports all day. 

The second disadvantage of the 
Base II is the noise it makes. Here I 
am probably more sensitive than 
most people, for my old TermiNet 
made a polite clacking that was 
quieter and more agreeable than 
most typewriters . The Model 800 
makes a terrible noise, halfway 
between a petulant Siamese cat and 
a buzz saw. 

The final fault I find with , the 
Model 800 relates to its small size. 
Because the inside of the printer is 
very crowded, changing the paper 
and ribbon are both far more 
difficult than I would like. With the 
tractors in place, inserting or 
removing the ribbon is so difficult 
that I usually get out a screwdriver 
and remove the tractors first. 
Changing the paper is tricky 
because the clearance between the 
ribbon and the body of the printer is 
very small, making feeding the 
paper into the printer a complicated 
game of threading bendable paper 
through a maze of mechanical 
obstacles. 

Perhaps I should finish by saying 
that despite the faults, I continue to 
use it. Its advantages far outweigh 
its disadvantages. 

TRS-so· 
MICROCOMPUTERS 
We have consistently offered the 
TRS-80 line at savings up to 20%, 
which means you can save $150 
to $1500 by buying directly from 
Computer Discount of America. 
TRS-80 Model II , 64K System, 
with disc drive only $3385.00 
Other TRS-80 Model 11, or Model 
Ill computers and systems, Color 
Computers, and Pocket Computers 
·are in stock at similar savings. 

We have the full line of ATARI 
personal computers and systems, 
including Models 400 and 800. 
The computers, accessories, and 
hardware are brand new, in 
factory sealed cartons, and carry 
a full factory warranty. 
Most models are in stock for 
immediate delivery (usually 
within 7-10 days), and a price 
quote is as near as your phone. 
So if you're looking for the best 
prices in the U.S.A., for micro
computers and accessories, call 
Computer Discount of America, 
Inc., West Milford, New Jersey 
07480. 201-728-8080. NO TAX ON 
OUT-OF-STATE SHIPMENTS. 

TULL rni;;.i;;. Ovv-...,,u-...,.J13 

Computer

Discount

of-America 
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Now for theTRS-80™ Models I& Ill 

-, 

* SPECIFIC HARDWARE IS REQUIRED TO UTILIZE THESE FEATURES. 

The Ultimate In Operating Systems Model I & Ill 

Only $14900 
For Further Information Contact The Distributor Or Dealer Nearest You: 

Foreign 
Cesco Electronics Ltd. 

Montreal, Canada 

Calisto Computers Ltd. 

Birmingham, England 
Molimerx Ltd. 

Sussex, England 

Graphie 

Montreuil , France 

Domestic 

Hobby World 

Northridge, CA 
Byte Shop of San Diego 

San Diego, CA 

Howard Industries 

Anaheim, CA 
Patio Computer Sales 

North Hollywood, CA 

J & R Inventory 

Santa Ynez, CA 
Jim's Computer Service 
Laguna Nigel, CA 
Micro Computer Tech, Inc. 
Sant.a Ana, CA 

Berkeley Microcomputers 

Berkeley, CA 


· Dimensional Software 
San Diego, CA 
Byte Shop of Placentia 
Placentia, CA 
Computerland of 1000 Oaks 
Thousand Oaks, CA 

(West) 

LOBO DRIVES INT'L 

354 S. Fairview Ave. 


Goleta, CA 93117 

(805) 683-1576 


Computer Forum 
Santa Fe Springs, CA 
Teem Quest 
Palm Desert, CA 
H.W. Computers 
Redondo Beach, CA 
Lobo Drives lnt'I 
Goleta, CA 
The Program Store 
Washington, DC 
Computer Junction 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
Adventure International 
Longwood, FL 
Personal Computing Center 
Margate, FL 
H.l.S. Computermation 
Melbourne, FL 
Thompson Sporting Goods 
Rexburg, ID 
Idaho Micro Computer 
Buhl, ID 
Information Concepts 
Richton Park, IL 
Advanced Operating Systems 
Michigan City, IN 
Radio Shack Computer Ctr. 
Louisville, KY 
The Computer Shoppe 
Metairie, LA 
Small Business Systems Group 
Westford, MA 

DEALERS 
Computer Center 
Garden City, Ml 
The Alternate Source 
Lansing, Ml 
Computerland of Kentwood 
Kentwood, Ml 
The 8 Bill Corner 
Muskegan, Ml 
Soft Sector Marketing, Inc. 
Garden City, Ml 
Tri County Electronics 
Fenton, Ml 
Comp-U-Trs Software 
St. Louis, MO 
Forum-80 Headquarters 
Kansas City, MO 
The Software Shop 
Belton, MO 
J & J Electric/Radio Shack 
Hackettstown, NJ 
The Computer Forum 
Redbank, NJ 
M·T Electronics 
Sparta, NJ 
Computer Madness 
Englishtown , NJ 
Autel Electronics 
Albuquerque, NM 
Data Base, Inc. 
Albuquerque, NM 
Hurley Electronics 
Las Vegas, NV 

A World of Computers 
Port Chester, NY 
Programs Unlimited 
Jerico, NY 
B. I. Enterprises 
Centereach, NY 
Computerland of Nassau 
Carle Place, NY 
Computerland of White Plains 
White Plains, NY 
Computronjcs 
Spring Valley, NY 
Crowleys Radio Shack 
Whitehouse Station , NY 
John D. Owens Associates, Inc. 
Staten Island, NY 
Computerland of New York City 
New York, NY 
Digibyte Computers Center 
New York, NY 
Future Visions Computer Store 
Melville, NY 
Micro Mini Computer World Inc. 
Columbus, OH 
The Computer Store 
Tulsa, OK 
Vern Street Products 
Sapula , OK 
V.R. Data 
Folcroft, PA 
Microtronix Inc. 
Philadelphia , PA 

(Central) (The Common Market) (East) 
GALACTIC SOFTWARE LTD. MOLIMERX LTD. MISOSYS 

11520 N. Port Washington Rd . l Buckhurst Rd ., Bexhill 5904 Edgehill Dr. 
Mequon, WI 53092 Sussex, England Alexandria, VA 22303 

(414) 241-8030 (0424)-220391 (703) 960-2298 

Stevens Electronics/ 
Radio Shack 
Phoenixv ille, PA 
Erie Computer 
Erie, PA 
Quality Software Distributors 
Dallax , TX 
Computers To Go 
Austin , TX 
Aerocomp 
Dallas, TX 
Custom Computer Center 

Houston, TX 

AT-80 

Dallas, TX 

Misosys 

Alexandria, VA 

80-US Journal 

Tacoma. WA 

Petted Micro Systems 

Milwaukee, WI 

Galactic Software Ltd. 

Mequon, WI 


DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME 

LOOS is a product of LSI Inc. 

TRS-80 a trademark of 

Tandy Corp . 


AOGICALSYSTEMS 
WC. 
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. 
Mini-Disk Storage Systems for TRS-80* Computers

Access .. ·. 

Offers More. 


Charges less. 

· . . 

Check this line-by-line com
parison of Access 5-inch 
mini-disk systems for Mod
el I and Model Ill computers. 
Nobody offers more bena 
efits, better service or lower 

Company/ Drive Model 
Price 

11 Flippy 

Formatted Diskette 
Storage Capacity 100% 

Tested 
48 hr. 

Burn-In Warranty 
Trial 

PeriodDbl-Density Sgl-Denslty 

40-TRACK DRIVES 
Access Unlimited 

AF0-100 ' $275 00 no 180 Kbyles 102 Kbytes yes yes ye s yes 
AFO-lOOF' 

MTI 
329 00 yes 360 Kbyles 204 Kbytes yes yes yes yes 

TF-5 
Midwest Comp & Per. 

359 00 no ? ? ? ? ? no 

MPI 8 -5 1 
Aerocomp 

321 00 no ? 102 Kbyles ? ? yes no 

Mdl 40· 1 
CPU Shop 

349 95 ye s ? ? yes ? yes yes 

CCl- 100 
AMI 

314 00 no ? 102 Kbytes ? ? yes no 

40-! rack 

BO -TRACK DRIVES 
Access Unlimited 

325 00 no ? ? ? ? ? · no 

AFD-200' 429 95 no 368 Kbyles 205 Kbyles yes yes yes yes 
AF0-200F' 

MTI 
449 95 yes 736 Kbytes 410 Kbyles yes yes yes ye s 

TF-8 
Aerocomp 

639 00 no ? 200 Kby1es ? ? ? no 

80-lk md l 
CPU Shop 

459 95 yes ? ? yes ? yes yes 

CCl-280 
AMI 

429 00 no ? 204 Kbytes ? ? yes no 

80-11ack 560 00 no ? ? ? ? ? no.. 
I As adver11scd m BO M1crocomputmg Jan 1981 

Use your brand new AFD drive system for up to 15 days. If you're not one of our competent technicians- in the drive carton._lf a drive has latent 
completely satisfied, pack it in the orig inal shipping container and send it defects, the burn-in life test will weed them out. The drives we ship just 
back to Access. We'll refund the price of the system (less shipping keep on running. And running . And running . 
charges), no questions asked . (No refund for misuse or improper 
handljng.) About our warranty 
Operating burn-in test - too Venus de Milo has about the right number of fingers to count our warranty 
Every drive that leaves Access is not only 100% electrically te st~d and returns. Nevertheless, your riew_drive system is covered by our compre
double-checked for mechanical alignment, but it is also given a full 48- hensive 90-day limited warranty. The details are spelled out in the illus
hour operating burn-in test. You'll find a test list- checked and signed by trated users manual included with each AFD drive system. 

prices. 

Free trial offer 

Software galore! DATA SEPARATOR!M 
Garnes. Business programs. System software. We sell many of This PC board plug-in adapter for the TRS- ' 
the best TRS-80* Model I and Model Ill programs, and at com 80' virtually eliminates data read errors i 
petitive prices . Make Access Unlimited your one-stop shopping (CRC error - Track locked out!) which i 
center for all of your TRS-80* software, hardware and accesso occur on high-density inner disk tracks, a : 
ries . Save big! Call our toll-free order number, 1-800-527-34751 problem that has plagued TRS-80* sys
for free descri tive literature . tems. The Percom Data Separator™ is in


stalled in the Expansion Interface without modifying the host 
USE YOUR CREDIT CARD AND SAVE! VISA AND ststem. Caution: Opening the TRS-80* Expansion Interface may 111111....MASTER CARD CHARGES ARE NOT DEPOSITED UN- ....i111 void the limited 90-day warranty: $23.95 · ,....TIL THE DAY YOUR ORDER IS SHIPPED. CALL NOW~ 
TOLL-FREE, 1-800-527-3475t 11----------------------1 

Printer Bargain: Microline-80 $399.95 (reg. $446.oo)the DOUBLER-II '" 

Percom's new plug -in adapter for your Expansion 


Features: • Prints 96 ASCII characters, 64 graphic charactersInterface stores almost twice the data on a diskette 
• Throughput is 80 cps • Use roll paper, fan-fold, individual sheets track as a single-density system You can store up to 
• Printhead is rated at 200 million characters • Lightweight, compact, four times more data - depending on the type of dependable. drive - on one side of a diskette than you can store 


using a standard Model I mini-disk drive. Other 
 Cable (parallel port): $24.95 
features: Reads , writes and formats either single or 
double density minidiskettes . • Runs TRSDOS' , Percom System Desks 

NEWDOS+* Percom OS-80r" or other single-density software without 

changing either software or hardware. Switch to double-density when 
 Features: Modular design permits arrangement suited to each user's 

convenient. • Includes DBLDOS™, a TRSDOS' compatible double
 needs • Styling and construction are elegant furniture quality 
density operating system. • Includes on card, high-performance data colors are Tandy-compatible pumice and black• Units knock down 

separator circuit.• Installs without rewiring or trace cutting. • Introductory 
 for UPI shipping, easy "carry-out" handling •Prices start at only $115 

price, including DBLDOS and format conversion uti lity, only $159.95. 
 for desk, $144 for printer stand. Optional under-desk bay, equipment 

Permits Model Ill software to be read on Model I coniputers. ~ drawer and desk-top riser avai lable. , 

. ,,, ,. 
·:-er · 

How to Order Order by calling Access Unlimited toll-free on 1-800-527-3475'. 
Mail orders also accepled . Orders may be charged to a VISA or MasterCard account or paid by a ACCESS UNLIMITED 
cashier's check, certified check or money order. We accept COO orders with 25% deposit Sorry, 
we cannot accept personal checks We pay shipping and insurance charges on orders over 
$1,000.00. ll:dd approximate insurance and shipping charges for under $1 ,000.00 II in doubt 401 N. Central Expressway #600 
about these charges, ask when you call in your order Texas residents include 5% sales tax Richardson, Texas 75080 
Minimum order $20.00. Allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery. tTexas residents call (214) 690-0206 

T trademark of Access Unlimited Company. "RADIO SHACK and TRS-80 are trademarks of Tandy Corporation. ™trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc. ;trademark 6! Apparat Corporation. 
ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL WITHOUT NOTICE. 

http:1,000.00
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LEARN TRS-80® 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

DISK 1/0 
Your disk system and you can really step out with 


REMSOFT's Educationa l Module, REMDISK-1 , a 

"short course" revealing the details of DISK 1/0 

PROGRAMMING using assembly language 


Using the same format as our extremely popular 

introduction to assembly language programming , 

this "ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DISK 1/0 PROGRAM· 


· MING" course includes: 

• 	 Two 45-minute lessons on audio cassette. 

• 	 A driver program to make your TRS-80® video 

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor 


• 	 A display program for each lesson to provide 

illustration and reinforcement for ,what you are 

hearing. 


• . A 	booklet of comprehensive, fully-commented 

program listings illustrating sequential file 1/ 0 , 

random-access file 1/ 0 , and track and sector 1/ 0 . 


• A diskette with machine-readable source codes 
··for all programs discussed , in both Radio Shack 

EDTASM and Macro formats 


• 	 Routines to convert from one assembler format 

to the other. 


This course was developed and recorded by 

Joseph E. Willi s, for the student with experi ence 

in assembly language programming ; it is an inter

mediate-to advanced- level course . Minimum hard · 

ware required is a Model I Level II , 16 K RAM one 

disk drive system 


REMDISK-1 only $29.95 
Dealer inquiries invited 

_-. REMsoFT, INC. • 
~ '. 571 E.18551. ( • · 

· .. • Euclid, Ohio 44119 
 ""''--v 
'. ~ (216) 531-1338 ~' 

Circle 68 
Includes $1-50 for shippi ng and handling 

Ohio residents add 51h% sales tax 


TRS~BQ<!-'• is a trademark o f the Tandy Corp 


GOSUB 

GOSCJB'S MXB0 /70 FRICTION 

FEED KIT ONLY $49.95 ppd 

The Gosub M X80/70 Friction Feed Kit 
forthe Epso n MX80 pri nter wi ll give you ' 
co'mplete paper control. You get easy to 
follow instructions arid all parts 
necessary to give your Epson feed 
capabilities. No drill ing and it installs in 
about 15 minutes. Money ba c k 
guarantee if not satisfied. 
PLUS: . 

• Use single sheet paper 
• Use inexpensive roll paper 
• Use your own letterhead 
• FREE PAPER ROLL RACK 
INCLUDED WITH KIT 
• DOES NOT AFFECT PIN 
FEED USE 

PRINTERS: EPSON MX80 .. . $555 
BASE 2 850 ........... ... ..... $749 

STRATEGY SIMULATIONS FOR TRS ·BO 
MERCENARY FORCE 

Command a mercenary army. Decide the number of 
men type of weapo ns, a rmor, ai r suppor t , medica l a id 
and transports. Battle the enemy in jungles, 
underwater, on moons and in space ( l ·4 players). 
TRS ·80 Level II 16K $16.95 

SPACE MERCHANT 
Build an E~pi r~ in the stars . Choose your cargo, 
mea ns o f shipping, and security. Risk pirates, io n 
sto rms, engine failu re and other hazards while you try 
to become a Space Me rchant. (1-6 players). 
TRS-80 Level II 16K $9 .95 

Kansas residen ts add 3% sales tax 
A ll pr ices subject lo c hange without notice . 

FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST 
(TRS-80 is a trademark of Tand y Corp) 

Dealer Inquiries Inv ited 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

GOSUB Circle 58 

P.O. BOX 275-D 

Wichita, KS 67201 


Dislc technique 

For Model I with TRSDOS, 

NEWDOS, VTOS or LOOS 

A directory 

hash code 

generator 


Steven Wexler, Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania 

TRS-80 users: ever wonder how Using hash codes is much faster 
TRSDOS, NEWDOS and VTOS than searching the FPDE's one at a 
keep track of where programs are time (linear search), or sorting and 
located on disk? TRSDOS and constantly dividing the list of 
descendants place hash codes into FPDE's into two until only one 
the Hash Index Table (HIT); the FPDE is left (binary search). 
location of the hash code in the table The following program converts 
is used as a pointer to the File filespecs into the appropriate hash 
Primary Directory Entry (FPDE), code. This is very handy when 
which in turn contains pointers to attempting to recover lost files or for 
the actual file location or locations that matter, almost any kind of disk 
on the diskette. tinkering. 

In the three months it has been 
The hash code is a one byte used, only two cases of noncon

number which is derived from formity have been discovered. 
manipulating the ASCII characters NEWDOS uses 6F as the hash code 
in the filespec. When the operating for BASIC/ CMD, both NEWDOS 
system is looking for a file, it and TRSDOS use 2C for DIR/ SYS. 
generates a hash code, checks the Oddly enough, when the correct 
code for matches in the Hash Index codes are substituted for the 
Table (there may be more than one irregular codes, the operating 
match), uses the location of the system continues to work correctly. 
matching code to find the filespec DOS uses a linear search to 
located in the FPDE, and finally differentiate between duplicate 
confirms that the filespec in the hash code matches (i.e., collisions). 
FPDE matches the filespec being In other words the nonconformist 
sought. codes are not due to rehashing. 

100 'DIRECTORY HASH CODE GENERATOR 
110 'programmed by Steven Wexler 
120 I 

13Q I 

140 DATA 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E, 
F 

150 CLS:CLEAR 50:DIM CH$(10),HX$(15) 
160 FOR I=O TO 15:READ HX$(I):NEXT 
170 PRINT"DIRECTORY HASH CODE GENERATOR 

" 
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____________ Disk technique 

180 FOR I=O TO 10:CH$(!)=" ":NEXT 
190 PRINT:INPUT "Filespec";FS 
200 FL=O 
210 L=LENCF$):IF L=O THEN 190 
220 FC$=MID$CFS,1,1) 
230 IF FC$<"A" OR FC$>"z" OR CFC$>11Z11 A 

a11ND FC$<11 
) THEN PRINT"First characte 

r of filespec must be alphabetic":GOT
0 190 

240 FOR I=1 TO L 
250 IF MID$CFS,I,1)="/" THEN SL=I:GOTO 

280 
260 NEXT 
270 SL=L+1 
280 IF SL>9 OR L>12 THEN PRINT "Filespe 

c is too long":GOTO 190 
290 IF L-SL>3 THEN PRINT"Extension is t 

oo long":GOTO 190 
295 IF SL=L THEN PRINT"What?":GOTO 190 
300 FOR I=1 TO SL-1 
310 I1=I:FE$="filespec" 
320 CH$CI-1)=MID$CFS,I,1) 
330 GOSUB 560 
340 NEXT 
350 IF SL >= L THEN 410 
360 FOR I=9 TO L-SL+8 
370 I1=I-8:-FE$="extension" 
380 CH$(I-1)=MID$CFS,SL+I-8,1) 
390 GOSUB 560 
400 NEXT 
410 IF FL=1 THEN 180 
420 HA=O 
430 FOR I=O TO 10 
440 CH=ASCCCH$(I)) 
450 H1=NOTCCH AND NOT HA) 
460 H2=NOTCNOT CH AND HA) 
470 HA=N6TCH1 AND H2) 
480 HA=2*HA 
490 IF HA>255 THEN HA=HA-255 
500 NEXT 
510 IF HA=O THEN HA=1 
520 D2=INTCHA/16):D1=HA-D2*16 
530 HA$=HX$(D2)+HX$(D1) 
540 PRINT"The hash code for '";FS;"' is 

";HA$ 
550 GOTO 180 
560 CH$=CH$CI-1) 
570 IF CHS>="a" AND CHS<="z" THEN PRINT 

"Note: character";I1;"of the ";FE$;" 
is lowercase":RETURN 

11580 IF CH$<"0" OR CH$>"Z" OR CCH$< 11A A 
ND CH$>"9") THEN PRINT"Character";I1; 
"of ";FE$;" must be alphanumeric":FL= 
1 

590 RETURN 

CONVERT YOUR TRS-80 MODEL-I INTO A 

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

·w.\ 	

! 

Now you can develop Z-80 based, stand-alone devices such as games, robots, 
instruments and peripheral controllers, by using your TRS-80 as a development system. 
The DEVELOPMATE plugs into the expansion connector of your TRS-80 and adds 
PROM PROGRAMMING and IN·CIRCUIT·EMULATION capabilities lo your 
system (with or without expansion interface). 

Complete instructions and sample schematics are included to help you design your 
own simple stand-alone microcomputer systems. THESE SYSTEMS CAN BE AS 
SIMPLE AS FOUR ICs·one TIL circuit for clock and reset, a Z-80, an EPROM. and 
one peripheral interface chip, 

When 1t1e In-Circuit-Emulation cable is plugged 
into the Z-80 socket of your stand-alone system, 
the sys tem becomes a part of your TRS-80: You 
can use the full power of your editor/assembler's 
debug and trace programs to check out both the 
hardware and the software. Simple test loops 
can be used to check out the hardware. then the 
system program can be run to debug the logic of 
your stand-alone device 

Since the program is kepi in TRS-80 RAM, 
changes can be made quickly and easily When 
your stand-alone device works as desired, you 
use !he Developmale s PROM PROGRAMMER 
to copy the program into a PROM. With this 
PROM, and a Z·BO in place of the emulation 
cable. your stand-alone device will work by itself. 

The DEVELOPMATE is extremely compact · Both the PROM programmer and the 
In-Circuit-Emulator i;i.re in one small plastic box only 3 2" ··5-4" A line-plug mounted 
power supply is included The PROM programmer tlas a ·personality mo_dule"' which 
defines the voltages and connections of the PROM so that future devices can be 
accommodated However. tt1e system comes wilh a universal personality module 
which handles 2758.2508(8K) . 27 16.2516i 16K). 2532(32K). as well as !he new elec
lrically alterable 28 16 and 48016t 16K EEPROMs) 

The COMPLETE DEVELOPMATE 81. w1lh sollware. power supply . emulalion 
cable. TRS-80 cable. and universal person·ality module. is ONLY S329! 

The PROM PROGRAMMER is available separately for ONLY $239 

ORION INSTRUMENTS 

172 Otis Avenue , Depl B . Woodside. CA 94062 


J415)85t · 1t72 

Master Charge and Visa phone orders accepted 

Califorrna residents please add 6~o sales tax Circle 65 

OS DATA 
Assembly language comments on : BOOT 

SYS 0 
SYS l 
SYS 2 
FORMAT of 	TRSDOS 

16 pages ••• • •• $7 .00 

s0uRcE FI LE FOR LEVEL I INTERPRETER 

Requires 48k disk system with Apparat or Misosys disk editor
assembler. LEVELl/SOR has nearly 300 meaningful lab¢ l s in 
its source code . Now you can assemble, modify , and examine 
an interpreter of your o wn. disk •..... • • • $1 1.95 

SILVER-IT 
Stop rebooting due t o poor bus conneCtions by silver solderi~g 
the t races on your pc board. SILVER-IT contains no lead and is 
8% silver, 92% t i n. kit . ... • • • •••. $5 .00 

TRS-80 ·------··-·-· 
10,000•NAME MAILING LIST 

.'""".... ,........ 0 N 

Gra~J~r~ir~rT~~·~"os1 
(214) 642-0441 

Sott•d brlipCod•• 

• Ch"hd '"' YGlidily 

OCJ . , .. ..,.;........ DI SK 

· '700 Hunoi"'ll fu 

• Coll1 ..,;1. 1.,.. 0.loilo ~-----' 

Circle 22 
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PRESENTS ACTION GAMES BY JOHN ALLEN 

Get your flipper fingers ready for action in this 
real-time, machine language game. 

Lots of sound and flashing graphics m;:ike this 
fast action game so much like the real thing 
that you'll have to remind yourself not to 
shake your TRS-80*. Choose from five playing 
speeds to match your skill-but be prepared 
for a lot of practice if you ever hope to master 
the fastest speed. 

Can you beat your friends' scores? Will you 
avoid the dreaded "Bermuda Square?" Get 
PINBALL today and find out. Available for 
model I and Ill, $14.95 on tape or $20.95 on 
disk. 

By John Allen 

Fast machine language action game, with 
sound, from the author of the acclaimed 
"PINBALL"! 

Try to keep up with the action and outscore 
your opponent in five minutes of one-on-one 
basketball. Steal the ball, duck around your 
opponent and slant toward the basket fo.r a lay 
up! The graphics are based on a 3-dimensional 
depiction of a basketball court, and ball drib
bling sounds add to the realism. Compete 
against a friend or your computer. 

It's all there but the cheers-for model I and Ill 
on tape for only $14.95, disk version for $20.95. 

By John Allen 

John Allen works his machine language magic 
again! With the realistic action and sounds 
made famous by his bestselling "PINBALL" 
and "BASKETBALL" arcade games, TENPINS 
now brings all the thrills of championship 
bowling to your TRS-80* model I or Ill. 

From one to four players participate, and the 
program automatically senses the skill of 
each player. Beginners can simply position 
the ball and "roll" it while more skilled players 
can vary the force, roll a curve, and cause it to 
spin as it heads for the pins. All this-plus 3-D 
graphics and sound effects-adds up to a 
realistic and thoroughly challenging bowling 
game. 

Scoring, pinsetting and ball return are all auto
matic, and you can view the entire scoresheet 
at any time. TENPINS even has factors to sim
ulate the imperfections found in bowling 
lanes, adding even more realism-and some
times frustration-to the game. It's almost as 
hard to roll a perfect 300 score in TENPINS as 
it is in real bowling, but it sure is fun trying! 
Available for only $14.95 for 16K tape version, 
$20.95 for 32K disk. 

NEW! 

i~~lPO~~ 

~ ~... -.-
I// 


By John Allen~-.·. ·.9fl'P \~ ·-· ·· 

:--:\:\ 


Available now from Acorn dealers everywhere 

AUTHORS & DEALERS WANTED 

Acorn 

Software Products, Inc. 

(202) 544-4259 

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E.. Washington, D.C. 20003 
. Circle 5 

ALL ACORN 

ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE 


IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR 

TRS-80* MODELS I & Ill! 


• TRS·BO is a trademark of Tandy Corp. 
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·.•·· .. . . .... on Softwarea.nd Hardware for... alE ,.··.·/iS. l¥ ··~/ · · · TRS-80® 
. 

NEW LOWER PRICES ON 

TANDON DISK DRIVES 


Complete with power supply, chassis & configured 

for TRS·80" Model I or Ill 

o Single sided 40 track 
o Dual 40 or Single 80 track 
o Dual sided 80 track 
o Special - 2 Dual sided 80's 

Model I DOS and drive 
package add $54.00 
Includes above drives and 
NEWDOS/80 version 1.0-the 
established DOS. 

MODEL Ill SUPER SYSTEM 

Approximately 2.1 megabates of disk storage using 2 dual 

headed 40 track drives internally and 2 dual headed 80 track 

drives externally. 


$3299.00 with NEWDOS/80 version 2.0 

$1895.00 same as above with only 2 single 
sided 40 track drives(no DOS) 

NOTE: These Model Ill computers contain Apparat installed 
disk drives and memory. They are warranted by Apparat, Inc. 
for 90 days. 
Attention Dealers: Call or write for information on our new 
dealer discount package. 

PRINTERS 

Call for our incredibly low prices on printers. 

All printers come with free cable: We carry: 


ANADEX CENTRONICS NEC 

EPSON OKI DATA DAISY WHEEL 


CABLES 

Printer cables $29.95 


(specify printer and TRS-80 Model) 

Disk Drive Cables 

2 Drive $29.95 

3 Drive $34.95 

4 Drive $39.95 

Extender Cable $12.95 

Special Cables (call for prices) 


More Savings••••• 
MODEL I DOUBLE DENSITY PACKAGE 

Converts a standard TRS·80 Model I to Double Density. 
LN Doubler·NEWDOS/80 V.2.0 & box of 1O Verbatim Diskettes. 

$330.00 value for only $269.00 • LN Doubler alone $149.00 

DISKETTES 
Double density-soft sectored-replacement guaranteed-Hard 

Hole protected. (5V4' only) 

Verbatim Datalife 5V4' 40 track $24.95 

Apparat's No Name 5V4' 40 track $21.95 

Verbatim Datalife 8" Model II $39.95 


FLIP SORT SPECIAL 

The ultimate file box filled with 

50 diskettes 5 '14' $119.95 

Flip sort alone $29.95 


$295.0Q 
$425.00 
$515.00 
$999.00 

. . : . . . 

SOFTWARE 
NEWDOS/80 version 2.0(specify Model I or Ill) $149.00 
Flextext I $29.95 

Utilize the additional features of the 737/ 739 under 
Model I or Ill Scripsit" 

Flextext II $29.95 
Utilize the additional features of the NEC spinwriter 

under Model II Scripsit"' 
F1extext 80 (available soon) 

Utilize the additional features of the MX-80 
under Model I or Ill Scripsit"' 

Chextext $79.95 
Spelling checker for Model I and Ill word processing 

Microclinic $24.95 
The ultimate in memory and disk diagnostics 

Meal Master $24.95 
Meal planning and grocery shopping aid 

Sprint BO $14.95 
Creates your own custom serial printer driver 

Professional Football Predictor $29.95 
Let your TRS-80 pick the winners 

Bionic Basic 
Expand your Model I disk basic features 

$74.95 

Interactive Business System $500.00 
An inventory control system for manufacturing 

Micro Accounting System $4?9.00 
The finest general business package we've seen 

HELP/CMD $14.95 
Adds "HELP" feature to NEWDOS/ 80 version 1.0 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Apparat's Data Separator $29.95 
16K TRS 80 or APPLE memory kits $19.95 
9112'' x 11" blank white,tractor feed paper.full box $24.95 
9'12" x 11" blank white,tractor feed paper.half box $14.95 
14W' x 11 "green bar.tractor feed paper.full box $34.95 
3112'' x 15/16"'tractor feed mailing labels $19.95 
Model II add on drives (call for prices) 
Model II business software (call for prices) 

SERVICE CENTER SPECIAL 
Disk drive tune-up $29.95 
Complete-cleaning, alignment, and speed adjustment. 
With any tune-up you may purchase your choice 
1 box Verbatim diskettes $19.95 
BASF head cleaner $9.95 

APPARAT'S PROM BLASTER 

An eprom programmer for all 25 XX and 27 XX chips TRS·80"' 
MOD I & 111 or APPLE $149.00 
Bus Extender with power source, enclosure and 
5 card slots 
Mini version with 2 card slots and no enclosure 

$149.95 
$69.95 

http:Softwarea.nd


BASIC technique 


For Models I and III... 


String pack using 

your BASIC editor 


String packing is a method used to POKE 
graphic codes into a string variable that has been 
loaded or defined with dummy characters. The 
location in memory is found by using VARPTR 
and then a FOR. .. NEXT loop is set up and the 
graphic codes are read from a DATA statement 
and poked into the successive addresses of the 
string's contents. When this is done, the loop 
routine may be deleted from the program and the 
poked string may be called to be printed to the 
screen, making for relatively fast graphics. 

Rather large and complicated graphics pictures 
may be, created in this manner using more than 
one string. This method has several drawbacks. 
First, the original string must contain the exact 
number of dummy characters that are to become 
the graphic characters. Second, a DATA 
statement must be created containing the graphic 
codes, and third, the string cannot be edited after 
it has been poked. If you try editing, the token 
words will be printed instead of the desired 
characters. The method presented here eliminates 
all three of these objections by using the EDIT 
mode of the TRS-80 to pack strings. 

Woody Pope, Garland, Texas 

If string A$="123" is defined in a program and 
then the first quote is poked into an asterisk(*), A$ 
then may be edited and changed a.ny way desired. 
The numbers 1, 2 or 3 may be replaced by token 
words that are equivalent to any graphics code 
from 128 to 191. As an example, suppose the 
numbers 1, 2 or 3 were replaced with SYSTEM 
USING EDIT using the editor. Next, the asterisk 
is poked back to a quote mark and if A$ is now 
listed it would appear as: 

A$="SYSTEMUSINGEDIT" 
A$ may now be printed and the graphics codes 
174, 191 and 157 will be printed instead of 
SYSTEMUSINGEDIT, showing that A$ has truly 
been packed with graphics codes using the editor. 
If more graphic codes are to be added, first poke 
the leading quote to an asterisk, then edit the line, 
type in the token words to be a,dded, poke the quote 
back in and print it. 

The program with this article is an example of 
how to set up this operation in a usable fashion. 
Lines 1040 contain four sample strings to play 
with. Once the strings have been packed as 
desired, lines 1000-1040 may be deleted, leaving 
the packed strings to be used in your program. 
Table 1 is a list of token words and their 
corresponding graphic codes. 
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T RS - 80 P R · I N T E ' R .I N T ER F A C ES
BA SIC technique 

Table 1 
Graphic Codes vs. Token Words 

128 END 129 FOR 
130 RESET 131 SET 
132 CLS 133 CMD 
134 RANDOM 135 NEXT 
136 DATA 137 INPUT 
138 DIM 139 READ 
140 LET. 141 GOTO 
142 RUN 143 IF 
144 RESTORE 145 GOSUB 
146RETURN 147 REM 
148 STOP 149 ELSE 
150 TRON 151 TROFF 
152 DEFSTR 153 DEFINT 
154 DEFSNG 155 DEFDBL 
156 LINE 157 EDIT 
158 ERROR 159 RESUME 
160 OUT 161 ON 
162 OPEN 163 FIELD 
164 GET 165 PUT 
166 CLOSE 167 LOAD 
168 MERGE 169 NAME 
170 KILL 171 LSET 
172 RSET 173 SAVE 
174 SYSTEM 175 LPRINT 
176 DEF 177 POKE 
178 PRINT 179 CONT 
180 LIST 181 LLIST 
182 DELETE 183 AUTO 
184 CLEAR 185 CLOAD 
186 CSAVE 187 NEW 
188 TAB( 189 TO 
190 FN 191 USING 

PROGRAM LISTING 
0 REM $tring Packing Using Your Basic E 

ditor by Woody Pope 
2 CLS:Q=O:CLEAR 200 
5 DIM A$(4) 

=111110 A$ (1) 
20 A$(2)= 1111 

30 A$(3)=1111 

40 A$(4)= 1111 

1000 IF Q=1 GOTO 1040 
1010 INPUT "ENTER A$ SUBSCRIPT ~~ANTED"; 

1015 A1=PEEK(VARPTR(A$(X))+1) : A2=PEEK 
CVARPTR(A$(X))+2) : AD=A2*256+A1 

1020 POKE AD-1,42 : CLS : PRINT"ADDRESS 
=";AD-1 : PRINT"EDIT STRING WITH LEAD 
ING * THEN RE-ENTER VIA GOTO 103011 

1025 LI ST 10-40 
1030 INPUT"ENTER ADDRESS LISTED @ TOP 0 

F SCREEN";A 
1035 POKE A,34 : Q=1 : GOTO 5 
1040 FOR X=1 TO 4 : PRINT A$(X); NEXT 

PRINT : LIST 10-40 

F ro m : 

M ul ti M e d ia. S ys t e m s, Inc. 

(THE i nter face c oMp a n'!:::I > 

PT S--:::::: · Run a He a th H - 1'1 s er ia.l. printer fr om the Rad io 
Shack E/ I p a r a 11el printer port, - Operate a t 4900 baud with full 
h ands h aking an d p r inter status su pport , a ll without a s oftwa r e 
d r i v e r prograM. --- $ 89.95 + SS! H. 

PTS-3 5 1 Ru n mast s e rial ASC II pr inte r s fr om p arallel prin t er por t wi t h 
this interface , No software driver program is r equi red , Please ca ll or wri t e 
to find out if this version will oper a te your prin t er. --- $1 19 . 9 5 + S & H , 

STS-1: Int e r fa ces a Heath H-1.tt printer t o a Rad io S hack 
Color CoMputer . Auto maticall y foll ows the baud rate selected for t he 
Color Computer, Full hand s haking is supported . No s of t wa re driver program is 
required . - -- $44 . 95 + S & H, 

STP- 1 : Dri v e a par a 1 lel R adio Sha ck o r Cent ronics printer fr om. 
t he s e rial I/O port o f the Color Cot"liputer . TheSTP- 1 
converts t he s erial output fr om the c.c . into par allel form and provides a 
Cen t ron i cs com patible edg e-card , Simpl y a tt ach t he pr inter t a this edge-card, 
jus t li ke t he on e on the TRS-80 mode l I Expans ion Inter face. Baud rate is flxed 
a t 6001 the de f ault ra t e of t he C,C, --- $ 7 9 . 9 5 + S & H, 

STP-2: Sa me ' as t he STP- 1 but has switch s el.e-ct.able baud 
r a t.e s of 300, bOO, 1200, and 2400, - - - $99 . 95 + S & H, 

PSL -1: Connect two parallel p ri nt ers to a TRS- 80 Model II 
computer . The PSL- 1 o ff ers pl ug- in connections and a printer select sw itch, 
Works with Radi o Shack LP I, LP III , LP V, LP VI, LP VII, and corresponding 
Cen t ron ics printers . --- $ 1 2 4 . 9 5 + S Sr H. 

GMC>N -- 1: GREEN PHOSPHOR, wid e ban d width comput er vi'deo 
mon itor. No n eed to pu t a p iece o f gre e n pl asti c i n f r ont of your bl ack and 
white lo w reso luti on moni t or t o 't r y an d make it look be tte r . Now you can have 
a REAL com put e r MONITOR wit h a 15 MHz bandwidth an d gr een 
pho s pho'r. You hav e t o see t his o ne to b e li eve th e s harpness of the images 
p ro d u ce d fro m your TRS- 8(1, --- $1 29 .95 <Introduc::tary 
Price > + Sb,50 S & H. 

ORDEH. ING I NFOR M A T IO N 

Ple ase add $4 . 5 fJ for shipping 3.nd h:indhng of each interface <USAI. 

Please add iit 5.c)O for shipping and handling of a ll fore ign orders . 
Wf'i t e for foreign shipping rates for GMON-1, 

I ndiana residents should add 4 ~'o sa les t ax, 

VISA and MAS TER ·C ARD HA RDWARE ORDERS a r e wel comed . 

Software patche s for Exatron S t:. r ing~ Flopp".:J a r e a lso avai l ab le . 
Send SASE for s o ft ware details. 

''********'**'******''********************** 

MULTI MED I A SYSTE1>1:S, INC. 

P.O. Box 11081 - Indi a n a polis• IN. 162.ttl 
P.O. Box 2 81 - Plain~ 1 eld• IN • .tt616B' 

Phone <317 > 839- 6150 Circle 152 
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THELEAST Color computer 
EXPENSIVE PROGRAMS 

YOOCANBOY. 
l ip to 77 high - qua lity progra m s 


for TRS -80, onl y $10 .95 


NewBasic-expands disk basic 
NewBasic, from Modular Software 
Associates, adds tremendous power
and flexibility to Level II or disk 
Basic. The disk version includes a 
unique CREATOR program . which 
allows you to customize NewBasic to 
inlude any or all of over 30 new 
commands. Level II NewBasic 
includes all of the non-disk 
commands found in disk NewBasic. A 
few of the many new features added 
include: 
SPOOLDIG·DESPOOLDIG (disk verslon)
Allows printer output to be "spooled" to disk 
Instead of being printed. Later, the file may be 
11despooled" (i.e. printed out)whJle the computer 
can still run Basic, as usual (another program, or 
you input a program!). 

NEW TRACE UTILITY-Now trace more than 
just a line number! This trace facility displays 
(LISTs) the line being executed, as well as the 
current value of specified variables and 
expressions. 

SOUND AND GRAPHICS-Easily create music or 
sound effects with the versatlle SOUND 
command. Lines and rec tangles may be 
effortlessly drawn with the new graphics 
commands: LINE, RECT, and FILL . 

RSZ3Z-NewBastc allows you to tnittalize your 
RS-232-C, receiveinputfrom it , or oufput to H
all from within Basic ! 

·QUICK KEY ENTRY-Over 35 pre-defined keys 
allow you to ntyp4!" most any common Basic 
keyword quickly· and without errors. 

\Bllnkln1 cursor; · Repeating keys; Lowercase 
driver; DO-UNTIL; Line labels; RESTORE any 
DATA line. . . 

and MUCH more, including many feature s not 

available elsewhere . The finest enhanced Bas ic 

package available for your Model I! 


Disk version (I drive, 32K min .) ($31. 75 CA) 

$29.95 
L~vel II (cassette) version (16K min) $19 .95 (may 
be upgraded to disk for $10.95) $19.95 

SuperPIMS-People's Database 
PIMS has been greatly speeded up and simplified, 
with machine-language sorts, key debounce, 
optional aUtomattc lowercase (no keying, no 
hardware mod) on labels or reports. Up to 20 
fields, limited by 240·charac ter maximum per 
record. Easy to revlse, add r ecords, split or 

~:::,~t~1~:~~r :au;, ta0~ &~~~~~\~or~~~c:i~•::~ 
Man's Floppy, Bl7 , Stringy F.toppy-all on one 
tape! Asmallloglabels program, easUy manages 
20,000 list . CIE does! Advanced labels module to 

=~l~r :~:i~;bte~aldng system $~~~9r:,~eJi':~ 
i>•oSrii.m (CIE) . $19.95 ($21.15 CA) 
book, details uses (CIE) $11 .95 ($12.67 CA) 

NewDOS-80-New Low Price! 
Successor to NewDOS + , same package for which 
you pay $149 elsewhere, at CIE just... 
($105.95 CA) $111 

Games for color TRS-80 
Modular Software Assoc. tape contains: 

• PONG-80 • ENTRAP e DEMOLISH (like 
Breakout) • TRAFFIC (Grand Prix 'auto race) 
e BETA TREK. space game e SHUTTLE (rocket 
ship game). $19.95 ($20 .55 CA) 

Add $1 shipping per 'order 

Send tor free monthly catalogNEW: 
1113 DISCOUNT 

when ordering 3 items 
totaling $50 or more 

All orders charge card, check or m .o. 

Calif. residents add 6 pct tax . Dealer lnq. Invited 


Overseas, add $1.50 per tape postage 

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE 

Box 159 


San Luis Rey CA 92068 


For "16K extended 

color BASIC... 

Moire' patterns 


Dennis Anderson, Brooklyn, New York 

Moire' Patterns are overlays of be placed under stress. Where the 
patterns used to produce interesting stress is unequal, the patterns 
designs. This program will give two become distorted. 
good examples of that. It will also 
demonstrate the remarkable This program is for visual 
graphics capability of the TRS-80 enjoyment only. Note that if you
Color Computer with extended color wish to hold a pattern, simply press
BASIC (16K). the SHIFT key and the @ key 

Similar patterns are used by together, otherwise the picture will 
industry. Lasers create patterns time out and the program will return 
which are projected onto objects to for the next picture. 

10 ' *** MOIRE PATTERNS *** 

20 CLS:PCLS 

30 PRINT" MOIRE' PATTERN MEN 

U" 

40 PRINT:PRINT 

50 PRINT"1) RECTANGLES ANO CIRCL 

ES" 

60 PRINT 11 2) OVALS ANO OVALS" 

70 PRINT:PRINT 

80 PRINT"ENTER SELECTION NUMBER" 
., 
90 A$=INKEY$:INPUT A$ 
100 IF A$="1" THEN 120 
110 IF A$= 11211 THEN 350 
120 CLS:PCLS 
130 ***RECTANGLES ANO OVALS*** 
140 A=O:B=O 
150 PRINT" RECTANGLES ANO OV 
ALS":PRINT 

Circle 40 
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----------- Color computer 

160 PRINT"THE DETAIL IS THE SPAC 
ING BETWEEN THE OVALS AND 

RECTANGLES. ANY WHOLE 
AND FRACTIONAL NUMBER MAY 
BE USED." 
170 PRINT 
180 PRINT"ENTER 9999 TO EXIT TO 
MENU" 
190 PRINT 
200 INPUT"DETAIL OF CIRCLE";E 
210 IF E=9999 GOTO 10 
220 INPUT"DETAIL OF RECTANGLE";C 
230 PMODE 4,1 
240 PCLS 
250 SCREEN 1,1 
260 FOR F=2 TO 185 STEP E 
270 CIRCLE (128,96),F,,.75 
280 NEXTF 
290 A=A-C : B=B+C 
300 IF 95+A<O OR 97+8>192 THEN 3 
30 
310 LINE C126+A*1.3,95+A)-(130+B 
*1.3,97+B),PSET,B 
320 GOT0290 
330 FOR D=1 TO 3000 NEXT D : P 
CLS 
340 GOT0130 
350 ***OVALS AND OVALS***I 

360 CLS 
370 PRINT" OVALS AND OVALS" 
380 PRINT 
390 PRINT"SHAPE DETERMINES THE D 
EGREE TO WHICH THE OVAL IS ELON 
GATED." 
400 PRINT:PRINT"ENTER 9999 TO EX 
IT TO MENU" 
410 PRINT 
420 INPUT"SHAPEC ••• TO 1.999)";A 
430 IF A=9999 GOT010 
440 INPUT"SHAPE(2.01 TO ••• )";B 
450 CLS:PCLS 
460 PMODE 1,1 
470 SCREEN 1,1 
480 FOR D=2 TO 100 STEP A 
490 CIRCLE (128,96),D+.5,6,B*.5 
500 NEXTD 
510 FOR D=2 TO 200 STEP B 
520 CIRCLE (128,96),D+.5,4,B*.5 
530 NEXT D 
540 FOR X=1 TO 2000 : NEXTX 
550 PCLS 
560 GOT0350 
570 END 

• 	 CHROME is the perfect back-up tor disk- low cost, very low error rate . 
• Twice as secure during EMPs, power failures, & other malfunctions 
• 	 MICROFUSION• CHROME runs like a champ on high baud rate 

formats like JPC · 

• Needs no special modification on good cassette decks 

• 	CHROME saves lots of money & time 
- saves lots of program & data 

C-10s -10 for only $12,00! 
C-20s -10 for only $15.00! 

Add $2 per order for P&H; In CT add 7.5% tax. M .. O., check, MasterCard, 
Visa. If paying by card, give card number, expiration date, sign order. 
Prompt shipment. 
Nine CHROME are in black, 5-screw shells; the 10th CHROME (in white) 
carries a half dozen of Emory Cook's fast-running business-oriented sub
routines with documentation. They're in R/S Level 11 Basic, some very 
sneaky. 
True digital transfer plus premium tape makes us the acknowledged prime 
duplicator of software for T.I., OSI, and all the Tandy, Apple, Pet, Atari, 
& fast formats. Write for further information, or call 203-853-3641. 

*™Res COOK LABORATORIES, INC. 
375 Ely Avenue Norwalk, CT 06854 

Oldest in DIGDUP, newest in SOAP 
(If you don't know what SOAP stands for, place an order!) 

Circle 35 

THE WOODMERE PROJECT 

Offers Two Highly Innovative Programs 

ABADDON 	 $20 
This fascinating program was developed lor lovers of language and those interested 1n experi· 
menllng with human cond1t1omng by computer It 1s extremely useful for students preparing for the 
S A T and G R E examinations 

Let us place you now before the computer The voice of ·Reader thunders from the cassene rec· 
order His words appear on the video monitor tt 1s the beginning of an epic tale of fury 1n the spirit 
of Dungeons Dragons You. the human. are being subtly cond1t1oned by highly aovanced tech· 
mques available only to a computer Your vocabulary steadily increases without ettort. 

It 1s recorded on cassene. the tompuler program with its own DEBOUNCE on one side and voice 
narration on the olher 

ULTRA UTILITY 	 $20 
This is an excepllonat utility program 1n <Qach1ne language requ1r1ng only 201 bytes.of reserved 
memory - 1ust two flashes of lhe asterisk 

Always load this program 1ust before writing or loading any of your BASIC programs and you will 
have upgraded your Level II - 16 K beyond your 1maginat1on 

• Change CURSOR to any character - steady or flashing 
• Reprogram BREAK key to 1ump to any subroutine 
• Produce miraculous instantaneous GRAPHIC borders. panerns. etc 
• Obtain instantaneous UNDERLINING ot text 
• Finally SLOW LIST by pressing SHIFT key 
• Also SLOW TRON by pressing SHIFT key 
• .Even have an adjustable DEBOUNCE 1f needed 	 _ 
•Set MEM SIZE to reserve 1 K more for abutter and instantly save and recall full screens of text 

and or graphies 

No knowledge of machine lariguage 1s necessary A 21 tine BASIC program is also supplied 
which calls on the machine language Thus. if you wnte GOSUB 20. 1he UNDERLINING machine 
subroutine is activiated instantly Also. an 11 Kdemonstat1on program and full pnn1ed instructions _ 
are included 

Both programs are available only for the Level II --- 16 K. TRS-80". Model I. at this time 

THE WOOD.MERE PROJECT DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
973 Benton Street, Woodmere, N.Y. 11598 Circle 95 

'TRs-80 is a trademark of the.Tandy Corporation. 
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... p'and!ng .t~e. horizons.ofyour 
, :; ;JR~".80*, ' th~n our professional 
~f-· quality software programs are 
~JtJor you: 
>;,(M•ZAL: DISK EDITOR/ASSEMBLER:
•.i,;AilU screen editing; modular source and 
:>:,:object; relocation; link editing; symbol 
· · table with XREF; 8 character symbols: 

Mod 1 32k disk #1050-10 5149.00 
Mod 3 32k disk #1250-10 5149.00 

T·ZAL: TAPE BASED ASSEMBLER: 
supports relocatable object; Symbol 
table with XREF, Relocating Loader: 
ft'lod3 #1250-20-549.95 

FULL SCREEN PROGRAM TEXT 
EDITORS: full cursor and scrolling 
control; block move/copy/delete; global 

. · find and change, 26 macro keys: 
;: For.tapund disk BASIC: 
, .Mod 1 #1010-20-524.95 

Mod 3 #1210-20-$29.95 

··.. For ~DTASM source Illes: 

>Mod 1 #1010-31-$34.95 


._,. 1 .•,,,:·,:••:•' 

· X"tlG: Sell-Relocating Debug Tool and 
· Monitor: with multi-speed single step 
.'..fe~ture, 10 invisible breakpoints: 

.. Mod 1 #1020-10-$19.95 
(,,Mod 3 #1220-10-$19.95 

.> Note: these products are not available ior 
: ". level 1: · 
!";,ti' . ' 

~..:;:When ordering specify Model, RAM size,
;·> #.iof:!lisks. 

[j(i;~~il~ '~h~ck, money order, or MC/VISA 
N1f,numllers and expiration date to: 
'>1.: Computer Applications Unlimited 
');::iP,0: !lox 214, Dept 600 ~ ..,.. 
,:~;;~ye, .New York 10580 ~ 
':}'N:,Y. State residents add applicable sales 

:. '..•:tax, Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

.:·.:·: Dealer Inquiries Invited. 


\:_:· ~.. ·COMPUTER· 'Id. 
·~.-,·.· ..~i. APPLICATIONS 
~:c:: ' . . TM UNLIMITED TM 
'· ';'), . ADiv, of CAU, Inc. 

'.'·!:(~~Hty•Rellablllty,•Servlce. 
,•s;~:f1~ilta JM of Tand•(Cqfp. . 

_. · "' r ::'·~ )-· · · · ··· · .-,. ·v~:r ' 

Poclcet computer 
Carry your brain in the glove 
compartment... 

Traveling 
with the 
pocket computer 

George Haller, Naples, Florida 

One of the neat features of the 
Pocket Computer is that when it is 
turned off it not only retains the 
BASIC program, but also the values 
of the variables. This makes it ideal 
for an automobile trip calculator. 

The program listed with this 
article provides the calculation of 
miles per gallon (MPG) of fuel, 
average speed in miles per hour 
(MPH), and the miles left to reach 
the destination. 

Figures are obtained for the total 
and also each leg of a journey. 

Analyzing the program, there are 
two subroutines: Lines .. 20 and 30 
convert hours and minutes to 
decimal hours; and lines 410 to 420 
accomplish the reverse. Note that 
all times must be entered using the 
24-hour format, i.e., 1:35 PM would 
be 13 hours, 35 minutes. 

The program starts on line 40 and 
allows for three sub-programs: 
Initialization, start or stop. Each 
ends with a "FINISHED" message. 

Initialization clears all variables 
and would be used once for a trip. It 
asks for beginning fuel in the tank, 
the beginning miles from your 
odometer, the starting time of your 
trip and the miles to your 
destination. The beginning fuel 
figure will probably come from an 
estimate based on your fuel gauge. 
To make it easier, start with a full 
tank. 

The start portion is for startup 
figures after a rest stop, meals or 
overnight at a motel. It does not 
clear the variables and so retains all 
current information. 

The stopping program should be 
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used each time a major stop is made. 
It could be for gas, but is not 
necessary here. Because time is lost 
at rest stops, for meals and 
overnight stays, it should be used at 
that time. It will call for stopping 
mileage, time and any fuel added 
during that leg of the journey. From 
these inputs, miles per gallon, miles 
per hour and miles to the 
destination are calculated and 
displayed. 

The stopping program will also 
produce accumulated totals when 
zero is input for the stopping miles 
query. In addition to the usual 
figures, the cumulative travel time 
is displayed. 

The results of the program could 
easily be jotted down in a trip log for 
later analysis, particularly if you 
want to see how different drivers or 
road conditions affect mileage. 

The little pocket computer is small 
enough to be carried in the glove 
compartment and is ready for the 
job of trip analysis. I usually have 
the fuel tank filled at the start and 
finish of the day for the final 
analysis. If I wish to use the 
computer in the evening, I put the 
program back into it using the 
cassette interface and re-initialize 
the next morning. 

I usually put my programs on a 
Model I. As I develop them, I can run 
and modify them until satisfied. I 
then save the program to disk and 
modify it for use on the pocket 
computer. Usually the modifica
tions are minor and while the 
second version may not run on the 
Mo.de! I, I do save the program on 
disk which can later be studied. 

http:1220-10-$19.95
http:1020-10-$19.95
http:1010-31-$34.95
http:1210-20-$29.95
http:1010-20-524.95
http:1250-20-549.95


Pocket computer 

10:"A"GOTO 40 
20:INPUT "HOURS=";H 
25:INPUT "MINUTES=";M 
30:P=H+M/60:RETURN 
40:X=O 
45:USING "#####.##" 
50:INPUT "1.INIT 2.START 3.STOP ";X 
55:IF X=OGOTO 5 
60:IF X=1GOTO 90 
65:IF X=2GOTO 110 
70:IF X=3GOTO 170 
90:CLEAR 
100:INPUT "FUEL IN TANK ";D 
110:INPUT "STARTING MILES= ";A 
120:PAUSE "STARTING TIME" 
125:GOSUB 20 
130:INPUT "MILES TO DEST. ";I 
155: E=18-D 
160:T=P 
165:PAUSE "FINISHED":END 
170:PAUSE "STOPPING" 
180:INPUT "STOPPING MILEAGE";B 
185:IF B=OGOTO 340 
190:K=K+B-A 
195: PAUSE "STOPPING TIME" 
200:GOSUB 20 
205:V=V+P-T 
210:C=CB-A)/(P-T) 
215:INPUT "FUEL ADDED ";F 
220:N=N+B-A 
225:IF F=OGOTO 280 
230:D=18 
250:G=F-E 
255:L=L+G 
260:J=N/G 
270:PRINT "MPG=";J 
275:N=O 
280:PRINT "MPH=";C 
282:R=I-K 
283:PRINT "MILES TO DEST. ";R 
285:PAUSE "FINISHED":END 
340:GOSUB 410 
342:PAUSE "DRIVING TIME" 
344:PRINT O;" HRS";S;" MIN" 
345:W=K/V 
350:PRINT "TOTAL MILES=";K 
355:PRINT "AVERAGE TRIP MPH ";W 
357:R=I-K 
358:PRINT "MILES TO DEST. ";R 
360:IF F=OTHEN GOTO 400 
370:PRINT "TOTAL GALLONS ";L 
380:Q=K/L 
390:PRINT "TRIP MPG=";Q 
400:PAUSE "FINISHED":END 
410:0=INT (V) 
420:S=CV-0)*60:RETURN 
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AT LAST! 
Mass production prices for high quality software. Buy direct and save 50%. Also 
available for CPM and HOOS. 

DATA BASE MANAGER Mod I & Ill S69. $149 (48K). Mod-II $199 
Maintain a data base and produce reports. all withou,t user programming. Define 
fil e parameters and report formats oo·line. Key random access. fast multi-key 
sort. field arithmetics, audit log, label. No time-consuming overlays. 500 happy 
users in one year. Mod-II and 48K versions have over 50 enhancements. including 
40 fields maximum. "IDM·M2 is great'" - 80-US. 
AI R Mod-I S69 Mod-II $149 Mod-Ill S69 
Handles invoices. statements. aging, sales analysis. credit checking, forms input, 
and order entry. Unlike other accounts receivable programs. ours can be used by · 
doctors . store managers. etc. ..;." 
WORD PROCESSOR $49 
Centers. justifies. indents. and numbers pages. Mod-I version features 
upper /lower case without hardware modification' File merge option available. 
MAILING LIST Mod I & 111 S59. S79 (48K). ' Mod-II $99 
Tl1e best' Compare and be selective. Includes forms input. 5-digit selection code .. 
zip code extension. sort on any field, and multiple labels. Who else offers areport 
writer and merges with word processor? 

INVENTORY Mod I & Ill $89. S109 (48K) Mod-II $149 
Fast key random access . Reports include order info. performance summary, EOQ 
and user-specified reports . Many people have converted to our .system! "Next to 
impossible to damage the file .. 

GL. AIR. AI P. PAYROLL Mod-II $129 each 
Integrated accounting package. 100•·page manual. As opposed to Osborne's slow 
binary search and 64 column screen. we use fast !SAM and 80 columns.Dual disk 
and TRSDOS required 
L?.16 $59 
A cassette package of 10 business programs for Level 1116 Ksystems. Includes 
word processor and data base manager Poker game S19. 
Most programs are on-line. interactive. random-access. bug-free. documented. 
and delivered on disks. Mod-I programs require 32K TRSDOS.we·re Hl in business 
software -don t let our low price fool your Ask for our free 20-page catalog if 
you 're still not convinced Compiled versions arP. available. 

~ Circle76 

~ MICRO ARCHITECT. INC. 
96 Dothan St., Arlington , MA 02174 

EMMANUEL B. GARCIA, JR . 
& ASSOCIATES . 
203 N. WABASH 

CH ICAGO. ill!NO!S 6060: 

PHONE 13121 782 ·9750 

NOW IN ITS THIRD YEAR OF 
SPECIALIZING IN PRODUCTS 
RELATED TO THE TRS-80* 
• Dealer of quality software and hardware

we sell only the best, proven items. 

o 	 Sponsor of CHICATRUG-monthly 
learning sessions for TRS-80 users. 

• Publisher of "CHICATRUG News," monthly 
RUblication for TRS-80 users. 

• • Send for sample issue • • 


• Sponsor of the FORUM-80 of Chicago, a 
24-hour computerized bulletin board. 

• Author of "Pensionmaker," the revolutionary 
defined benefit pension system running on 
the TRS-80 Model I where other pemiun 
actuaries are using mainframes. 

• Repair facilities (90-day warranty on 11ew 
e:quipment and 30 days on used). 

.:.e G. & Assor:ieles i& NOT '1ttiiiated wilh Tandy Corporation or Radio Shack. 

"TRS·BO is a trademark of Tandy Corporation. Circle 69
' ) 



File handling technique 

Taking the "random" out of 
random files ... 

Files & Foibles 
for Models I, II & Ill Terry Dettmann 

IDX$ 

KEY (date due) 


1 81/05/06 


2 

These are kept aligned. 

3 

4 

5 

DISK FILE 

TODO/DAT
Record# 5 

6 

2 

3 

5 

.4 

81/05/06 

This is the record 
number where the 
information is 
stored, called 

5 

6 a pointer. 

7 

8 

Figure 1 

In previous issues we discussed 
problems associated with fielding 
random access files and with 
accessing records in the file. This 
issue, we will extend our discussion 
of indexing for files. 

Indexed Files 
Indexing is a good method of 

keeping track of where things are in 
a file. If we set up a "key" variable 
for a file, we can treat and store it in 
a way that makes it easy to be 
searched. 

To see how to do this, let us first 
set up our "To Do List" file. The "To 
Do List" program accompanies this 
article. We will store the 
information given in Table 1 with 
the field sizes given. The Date Due 
will be our key variable. We want to 
be able to pull things out of the file 
by the key variable, in date order. 

Note the use of the "standard" 
computer date form, with year first, 
then month and day. Using this 
layout, all the dates can be sorted 
into order. This will be correct no 
matter what the year, month or day 
(it is important to always use 2 digit 
numbers, i.e., 03 instead of 3). 

Now define 2 arrays: IDX$ and 
IDX. Array IDX$ will hold the date 
due for all the items in the TO DO 
list. Array IDX will hold the record 
numbers of the dates in array IDX$. 
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TOP QUALITY BUSINESS 

PROGRAMS 


front 

MICROGRAM 


MEDICAL 'OFFICE MANAGEMENT Circle 154 

• Accounts Receivable/Payable/Billinq Statements 
• 	 Preparation of Insurance Information using AMA Code 


Work Descriptions 

• Expense Summaries/Profit and Loss Statement 
• Day Sheets and much more 

DENT AL OFFICE MANAGEMENT Circle 155 

• Accounts Receivable/Payable/Billing Statements 
• Preparation of Insurance Information using ADA Code 


Work Descriptions 

• Expense Summaries/Profit and Loss Statement 
• D~y Sheets and much more 

LAW FIRM MANAGEMENT Circle156 

• Accounts Receivable/Payable/Billing Statements 
• Narrative Billing Statements 
• Revenue/Workload by Attorney 
• Expense Summaries/Profit and Loss Statements 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT Circle 157 

• Listings of Property Owners, Tenants, Rental Rates 
• Billing Statements, Delinquent Payment Notices 
• Prepare Client Trust Account Reports 
• Prepares complete Expense Summary for Tax purposes 

MICROGRAM 

P.O. Box 310 West 1022 9th Avenue 
Gig Harbor, WA 98335 Spokane, WA 99204 
(206) 858-6304 	 (509) 455-9791 

For general information circle 41 on the reader service card. Fbr specific program information, circle 
the number following that program. 

TOLL FREE 1-800-547-5995 Ext 112 
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File IJandling technique 

In order to make these useful, we 
will sort array IDX$ while keeping 
array IDX aligrrnd with it. Now we 
can pull out records from the file by 
stepping through array IDX from 
the first to the last entry. This will 
bring out all of the items in order of 
Date Due. 

Figure 1 illustrates how arrays 
IDX$ and IDX relate to one another 
and to the file on the diskette. 

Once the index arrays are sorted 
into proper order, they can be stored 
on diskette in another file and read 
back into memory at the beginning 
of a program. Later we will see how 
this can be done with Random 
Access files, but for now we'll put 
them in sequential files. The 
advantage here is that it is simple to 
.do. The disadvantage is that if we 
don't get the index back on the 
diskette after we modify it we could 
lose some records. 

Being able to find an item is only 
half the story. We still have to be 
able to find a place to put an item 
quickly as well as be able to show 
that an item is deleted. For this we 
use another index called an 
"Allocation Table" . 

The Allocation Table 
In order to keep track ofhow much 

space we are using in our file and 
what space is available for new 

items, we set up another array, ALL. 
This array will contain a "one" if an 
item is present and a zero if no item 
is present for each diskette record. 
In order to add an item, we search 
until we find a zero, then we put the 
item there. To delete an item, we put 
a zero in the table where the item is. 
What could be simpler? 

The problem with this approach is 
that for large files, it becomes very 
slow. Other techniques (such as 
Hash coding and others.) are used to 
get around this time problem. We 
will cover those techniques in a later 
article. ' 

Sorting the Index 
Once an item is in the index, we 

need to sort it into order by date. 
Any sorting method you feel 
comfortable with can be used to do 
this. If you have some kind of 
sorting utility such as the GSF 
programs from RACET, you need 
not worry about writing one 
yourself. However, if you do need to 
sort, then you might want to try the 
sort included in the accompanying 
program. 

The sort technique used here is 
known as the Shell Sort. It is a fast 
sorting technique based on the 
assumption that items to be sorted 
into a list will get sorted more 
quickly if they can move in large 

10 REM********************************* 135 REM 

20 REM 136 REM 


steps. The "gap" (variable GAP in 
the program), is the step they will 
take as they move into the list. 

Searching the Index 
The simplest way to find an item 

in the list to edit or delete it is simply 
to start at the beginning of the array 
IDX$, find the date that matches it, 
and then step through the dates to 
find the item desired. This 
searching procedure is known as the 
"Linear" search. It is simple, but 
time consuming on large systems. 

What's Next? 
Next time, we will get into more 

efficient allocation techniques 
which will allow us to handle the 
files more quickly. We will also take 
care of our allocation through a 
Random Access file so even if the 
system crashes, we never lose 
anything except the very last item 
entered. 

Table 1 

To Do List 


Item Field Size 
Task 30 
Date Due 8 
Priority 1 
Date Started 8 
For Whom 20 

Total 67 characters 

OPEN MASTER DATA FILE 

THEN FIELD FOR ENTRIES 


30 REM TO DO LIST 140 OPEN"R",1,"TODO/DAT" 

140 REM TERRY R. DETTMANN 150 FORI=1T03:FIELD1,CI-1)*80ASDM$,30AS 

50 REM DB$C1,I),8ASDB$(2,I),1ASDB$(3,I),8ASDB$ 

60 REM FOR 80US JOURNAL C4,I),20ASDB$(5,I):NEXTI 

65 REM 

66 REM 

.67 REM 

68 REM 

70 REM 

NOTE: ALL REMARKS WITH 155 REM SETUP FOR 1ST TIME 
LINE NUMBERS WHICH ARE USING THE PROGRAM. 
MULTIPLES OF TEN ARE 156 REM IF TODO/CTL DOESN'T 
ESSENTIAL! EXIST, THEN THE PROGRAM 
REMARKS WITH LINE NUM 157 REM HASN'T BEEN USED 
BERS OTHER THAN MULTI 160 ON ERROR GOTO 220 
PLES OF TEN MAY BE LEFT 165 REM OPEN CONTROL FILE AND 
OUT. READ IN INDEX AND 

166 REM ALLOCATION TABLES 
80 REM FILE TODO/BAS 170 OPEN"I",2,"TODO/CTL" 

90 REM 180 FORI=1T0100:INPUT#2,IDX(I),IDX$(I): 

100 REM******************************** NEXT! 

105 REM INITIALIZE VARIABLES 190 FORI=1T0100:INPUT#2,ALL(I):IF ALLCI 

110 CLEAR10000:DEFINTA-Z:N=O ) <>O THEN N=N+1 

120 DIM ALLC100>,IDX$C100),IDXC100),DB$ 200 NEXT! 

(5,3) ,DA$ (5) 210 GOT0240 

125 REM READ ENTRY TITLES 215 REM INITIALIZE INDEX IF 

130 FORI=1T05:READNM$(I):NEXTI NEVER USED BEFORE 
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How to Buy or Sell 

Computer Equipment


and Software 

and come out a winner 


START HERE 
WITH... 

1111111111111~ 

~\1111111 ~ 


As you outgrow your 
system or want to trade up 
(most dealers won't take 
trade-ins). use Computer 
Shopper ads to sell your 
items to 20,000 readers na
tionwide for the low cost of 
10 cents per word. 

If you need help with any 
computer related problem 
whether it's an interface 

. problem or advice on the 
right peripheral for a home

1111111111111 


Begin your search in the in
dex of Computer Shopper's 
bargain filled pages. Locate 
the category and page 
number of items that 
interest you. 

Congratulations, you ' re a winner whether you buy, sell 
or trade in the computer marketplace by subscribing 
and using Computer Shopper's action yellow pages. 
And for your first bargain , take advantage of a FREE 
issue of Computer Shopper as a "Special Get 
Acquainted Offer." 

Act today and receive your first issue free in addition 
to the $10, one yearl12 issue regular subscription. 
Of course, if you are not 100% satisfied, you may 
cancel and still keep the free issue just for trying 
Computer Shopper. 

BONUS: New subscribers are entitled to a complimen
tary classified ad. Use it for pre-owned equipment or 
software or as a want-to-buy ad. Just print or type your 
ad on a plain piece of paper and send it along with 
your subscription. Your phone will probably start ringing 
before you receive your first issue. 

For MosterCord and VISA Subscriptions only, 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920 


In order to keep ad rates this low. we are not staffed to take ads by telephone 


You have the convenience 
of shopping nationwide 
without ever leaving your 
home or office. And if you 
buy out of state you'll save 
on sales tax. 

1111111111111~ 


~1111111111111 


Computer Shopper's easy
to-read format makes your 
search quick and simple 
with classifications at the 
top of each column in bold 
black headings. 

Start or add to your com
puter system by finding 
money saving bargains ir:i 
each month's issue from 
individuals who no longer 
need their personalequip
ment. 

you 'Nani. 
' 

You've got your computer · 
hardware. but what about 
the software? Use a Com
puter Shopper ad fo find 
what you need. Someone 
advertising rr:i Computer 
Shopper probably has what · 

brew system. use the free 
HELP column especially . 
designed for that purpose. 
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CP6BtlveTRS·80 sonsatlonal 
computlnf1 
softwaP6softwaPa 


Air Traffic Controller Z-Chess II 
Cassette CS-3017 $19.95 Requires 16K 

This is one of the most sophisticated computer chess playing 
programs available today. Seven different skill levels provid_e 
practice for the beginner as well as challenge the more experi
enced players. The speed of Z·Chess will also surprise you. 
Even at the highest skill level it is one of the fastest chess pro
grams available. 

Escape from enemy space in 

Requires 16K Cassette CS-3013 $19.95 Requires 16K 

SPACE LIFEBOAT. Can you find a suitable ASTEROID. 

Battle Games Deep Space Games 
Cassette CS-3012 $11.95 4 Programs 

SUB HUNT. Pursue and destroy a computer- planet for the survivors of a space a small but powerful ship in this machine 
anti-aircraft gun. controlled submarine. accident? language game. 
GUNNER . Destroy enemy aircraft with your ... 
TANK BAlTLE . Two players battle it out in GET ACROSS . Evade theenemym this real-
this real-time graphic game. time. so·:nd game. 

GALAXY 1. Secure your solar system before 
the enemy threat arrives. 

Advanced Order Today Order today at no risk If you are not 
completely sa1isf1ed your money will be Air Traffic Controller Z-Chess on Disk To order any ot these software packages promp!ly and courleously ret~nded 

send paymenl plus $2 00 poslage andDisk CS-3513 i 32KI $24 95 Crea11ve Computing Software 
Disk CS-3519 ( 16Ki $19 95 handling per order lo Crea11ve Computing Morris Plains NJ 01950 

This is a disk version of cassette CS-301 ; To ll- free 800-631 -8112 Moms Plains NJ 07950 Visa . MaslerCard 
This is an advanced version of Air Traffic and American Express orders may be called In NJ 201 -540-0445 
Controller (Cassette CS-3006) offering in toll-free ATTN: Florenceadditional features and challenge Available 
June 1981 GP6atlv6 compntluf1 softwar6 

Circle 45 
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680 . .. FLAG=1 
'690 · NEXT12 
695 REM IF NO SWAPS THEN GET 

ANOTHER GAP OTHERWISE 

696 REM SCAN AGAIN 

700 IF FLAG>O THEN 640ELSE 610 

710 REM~" ~ - - GET )ECORD FROM LIST 
715 REM IS THE SPACE IN USE, IF 


· NOT THEN ERROR 

720 EF=O:IF," ALLCSPC)=O THEN EF=1 :RETURN 

725 REM COMPUTE THE LOGICAL AND 


PHYSICAL RECORD NUMBERS 
730 PR,N=INTC CSP.C-1) /3)+1 :LRN=SPC-CPRN-1 
)*3 
735 REM ~ f F PRN IS PAST THE END 

, OF FILE THEN ERROR 
740 IF PRN>LOF(1) THEN EF=1:RETURN 
745 .REM .. GET THE RECORD FROM DIS 
K 
750 GET1,PRN 
755 REM PUT THE DATA IN THE 

ARRAY 
760 FORI1=1T05:DA$(I1)=DB$(I1,LRN):NEXT 

. I.1 .. 
· 770 RETURN 
780 REM - - - - LINEAR SEARCH FOR 

RECORD 
785 REM SEARCH THROUGH THE 

INDEX ARRA~ IN DATE 
786 REM ORDER TO LOCATE THE 

SPACE WHERE THE RECORD 
787 REM IS STORED 
790 EF=O 
800 FOR I2=1T0100:IF IDX$(12)=DD$ THEN 
SPC=IDXCI2):LX::::I2:RETURN 
810 NEXT I2 
820 EF:::1:RETURN 
830 REM - - - - PRINT LOGIN MESSAGE 
840 PRINT:PRINT"WELCOME TO 'TODO' - A P 
ERSONAL TO DO LIST GENERATOR" 
850 PRINT'~OU CAN GET A LIST OF COMMAND 
S BY TYPING 'HELP'" 
860 PRINT"THIS PROGRAM WORKS STRICTLY I 
N UPPER CASE FOR COMMANDS" 
870 PRINT:PRINJ"DO NOT - REPEAT DO NOT 
TERMINATE THIS PROGRAM BY" 
880 P~INT"PRES.SING THE BREAK KEY! YOU M 
USJ USE 'QUIT' TO EXIT" 
890 PRINT:PRINT:RETURN 
900 REM - - - - ERROR TRAP - - - - - 
910 PRINT';UNEXPECTED ERROR NUMBER ";ERR 
;" IN LINE ";ERL 
920 RESUME 270 
930 .REM - - - - DATA RECORDS - - - - 
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940 DATA "TASK", "DATE DUE VY /MM/DD", "PR 
IORITY CA,B,C)" 
950 DATA "DATE STARTEDYY/MM/DD","FOR W 
HOM" 
960 REM - - - - ADD NEW ITEMS ~ - - 
970 RS=O 
980 CLS:PRINT:PRINTTAB(10)"ADD NEW ITEM 
S - 'END' WHEN DONE":PRINT:PRINT 
990 FORl=1T05:PRINTTABC15)NM$(I);:INPUT
DA$(!) 
1000 IF DA$(I)="END" THEN 1040 
1010 NEXT! 
.1015 REM GET SPACE FOR THE 

RECORD, THEN IF SOME 
1016 REM IS AVAILABLE, STORE IT 
1020 GOSUB420:IF EF=O THEN GOSUB480ELSE 

1050 
1030 GOT0960 
1040 REM SORT THE INDEX AND 

RETURN 
1050 GOSUB580:RETURN . 
1060 REM - - - DELETE ITEMS - - - 
1070 DD$="":RS=1 
1080 PRINT:PRINTTABC10)"DELETE ITEMS 
'END' TO QUIT" 

1090 PRINT:PRINT 

1100 PRINTTABC15)"DATE DUE";:INPUTDD$ 

1105 REM AFTER ALL DELETIONS, 


SORT INDEX AND RETURN 
1110 IF DD$="END'' THEN GOSUB580:RETURN 
1120 PRINTTABC15)"ENTER 'F' TO FIND DAT 
E, 'D' TO DELETE UP TO DATE"; 
1130 INPUT FD$ 
1140 IF FD$="F" THEN GOSUB 1170 
1150 IF FD$="D" THEN GOSUB 1270 
1160 GOT01100 
1170 REM FIND DATE 
1175 REM SEARCH FOR DATE 
1180 GOSUB780:IF EF=1 THEN PRINT"CAN'T 
FIND DATE":RETURN 
1185 REM GET THE RECORD 
1190 GOSUB710 
1195 REM DISPLAY THE RECORD 
1200 FORI=1T05:PRINTTABC10>I;" ";NM$(!) 
;TABC40)DA$(I):NEXTI:PRINT:PRINT 
1210 PRINTTABC10)"ENTER 'D' TO DELETE, 
'N' FOR NEXT, 'X' FOR EXIT" 
1220 INPUT N$ 
1230 IF N$="X" THEN RETURN 
1240 IF N$="N" THEN LX=LX+1 :IF LX>100 T 
HEN LX=100:SPC=IDXCLX):GOT01190:ELSE SP 
C=IDXCLX):GOT01190 
1250 IF N$= 11D11 THEN J=LX:GOSUB1340 
1260 RETURN 



INTRODUCING: SPECTRONICS, l·NC. 
(A Wholly Owned Subsidiary of Level IV Products) 

- OFFERING 
The Full TRS-80· Line at Discount Prices, 


and Extended Warranty Coverage 


COLOR COMPUTER MOD Ill COMPUTER MOD II COMPUTER 
16K(R) $440 16K(R) $859 32K (R) $2950 
16K (E) $359 48K 2-40 drives (R) $2010 64K(R) $3375 
16K w/ext basic (R) $529 48K 2-40 drives (E) $1859 Expansion Dr#l (R) $999 
l6K w/ext basic (E) $479 48K 2-80 drives (E) $2119 Expansion Dr#1-2-3 (t) $695 

RS232 interface add $89 

NOTE: THE MOD Ill CAN BE ASSEMBLED WITH UP TO 4 MEG UNFORMATIED FLOPPY DISK STOR
AGE CAPACITY (4-80 TRK DOUBLE SIDED DRIVES) - CALL FOR A QUOTE ON THE SYSTEM 
TAILORED TO YOUR EXACT NEEDS. 

PRINTERS DRIVES PERIPHERALS 
Line Printer IV (R) $849 COMPLETE RAW E.I. OK(R) $249 
Line Printer VI (R) $986 40 TRK MPI (E) $309 $245 E.I. 16K (R) $359 
Daisy Wheel II (R) $1679 80TRK E.I. 32K (R) $469 
C ITOH Starwriters ··call .MPI (E) $429 $360 E.1. 16K (E) $305 
Centronics All Call 40/40TRK E.1. 32K (E) $362 
Epson All Call MPI (E) $445 $375 16K RAM (200MS) s 39 
AnadexAll Call 80/80TRK 

MPI (E) $579 $515 

DEALER'S INQUIRIES INVITED, CALL FOR OUR WHOLESALE DEPARTMENT (313) 525-6201 

WARRANTY POUCY TERMS OF SALE 
Items including non-Radio 2% Discount allowed on cash 
Shock components (E) ore pre-paid orders. Personal SPECTRONICS, INC.
covered by on extended six checks require two weeks for 
month ports/labor worron1y in bank clearance. 32461 SCHOOLCRAFT ROAD 
our tech seNice center. LIVONIA, MICHIGAN 48150Visa, Moster Charge and COD. 
Items constructed from Radio orders accepted. Add Sl.50 for 

MICHIGAN - (313) 525-6200Shock approved compcnents C.O.D.'s 
(R) ore covered by a 90-doy TOLL FREE - 800·521·3305Shipping/handling/insurance
ports/labor worron1y at any odd l.5% or $2.50 minimum.Radio Shock store, plus on addi "TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP. 
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File handling technique ------------------------

1270 REM DELETE UP TO DATE 
1275 REM . FIND THE DATE 
1280 GOSUB780 
1290 IFLX=O THEN RETURN 
1295 REM DELETE ALL RECORDS UP 

TO THAT DATE 
1300 FORJ=1TOLX-1 
1310 SPC=IDX(J):GOSUB1340 
1320 NEXTJ 
1330 RETURN 
1340 REM DELETE A RECORD 
1350 RS=1 
1360 FORI=1T05:DA$(I)="":NEXTI:GOSUB480 
:ALLCSPC)=O 
1370 IDXCJ)=O:IDX$(J)="ZZZZZZZZ" 
1380 RS=O 
1390 RETURN 
1400 REM - - - EDIT ITEMS - - - - 
1410 RS=1:DD$=1111 

1420 PRINT:PRINTTABC10)"EDIT ITEMS - 'E 
ND' TO QUIT'i 
1430 PRINTTABC10)" 1 ENTER' TO SCAN LIST" 
:PRINT:PRINT 
1440 PRINTTABC15)"DATE DUE";:INPUT DDS 
.1450 IF DD$= 11 END 11 THEN RS=O:RETURN 
1455 REM IF NOTHING INPUT, THEN 

SCAN LIST FROM THE 
1456 REM EARLIEST DATE 
1460 IF DDS="" THEN LX=1:SPC=IDXCLX):GO 
T01490 
1465 REM FIND RECORD 
1470 GOSUB780 
1480 IF E.F=1 THEN PRINT"ERROR - CAN'T F 
IND RECORD":GOTO 1440 
1485 REM GET RECORD 
1490 GOSUB710 
1495 REM DISPLAY RECORD 
1500 FORI=1T05:PRINTTAB(10>I;" ";NM$(!) 
;TABC40)DA$(I):NEXTI:PRINT:PRINT 
1510 . PRINTTAB(10)"ENTER NUMBER TO CHANG 
E, N FOR ~EXT RECORD, S TO SEARCH AGAIN 
II 

1520 INPUT N$ 
1530 IF N$="END" THEN RS=O:RETURN 
1535 REM GET THE NEXT RECORD BY 

DATE 
1540 IF N$="N" THEN LX=LX+1:IF LX>100 T 
HEN LX=100:SPC=IDXCLX):GOT01490:ELSE SP 
C=IDX(LX):GOT01490 
1545 REM GO BACK TO BEGINNING 
1550 IF THEN 1400N$= 11S11 

1560 IF VAL(N$)>=1 AND VAL(N$)<=5 THEN 
GOSUB1580 
1570 GOT01500 
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1580 REM CHANGE LINE 
1590 LN=VAL(N$):PRINT"ENTER ";NM$ CLN);: 
INPUTDA$(LN) 
1595 REM AFTER GETTING NEW INFO, 

STORE IT AND RESORT THE 
1596 REM INDEX ARRAY 
1600 GOSUB480:IF LN=2 THEN IDX$(LX)=DA$ 
(LN):GOSUB600:RETURN ELSE RETURN 
1610 REM - - - HELP - - - - - - - 
1620 PRINT:PRINT 
1630 PRINTTAB(10)"ALLOWED COMMANDS:":PR 
INT 
1640 PRINTTAB (15) "ADD ADDS NEW ITE 
MS TO THE FILE" 
1650 PRINTTAB(15)"DELETE DELETES ITEM 
S FROM THE FILE" 
1660 PRINTTAB(15)"EDIT EDITS ITEMS 
IN THE FILE" 
1670 PRINTTAB(15)"PRINT PRINTS THE F 
ILE BY DUE DATE" 
1680 PRINTTAB(15)"HELP PRINTS THIS 
LIST" 
1690 PRINTTAB(15)"QUIT TERMINATES P 
ROCESSING" 
1700 PRINTTAB(15)"CLS CLEAR SCREEN 
II 

1710 PRINTTAB(15)"SORT SORTS LIST I 
NTO ORDER BY DUE DATE" , 
1720 PRINT:PRINT 
1730 RETURN 
1740 REM - - - PRINT - - - - - - - 
1750 PRINT:PRINTTAB(10)"PRINT TO DO LIS 
T": PRINT 
1760 LPRINTSTRING$(80,"=") 
1770 LPRINT"TO DO LIST" 
1780 LPRINTSTRING$(80, "-") 
1790 LPRINT"TASK";TAB(35)"DATE DUE";TAB 
(45) ''PR'' ;TAB (50) ''DATE STD'' ;TAB (60) ''FOR 
WHOM" 
1800 LPRINTSTRING$(80,"-") 
1810 FORI=1T0100 
1820 IF IDX$(I)="ZZZZZZZZ" THEN RETU 
RN 
1830 SPC=IDX(I):GOSUB710 
1840 LPRINTDA$(1);TAB(35)DA$(2);T 
AB(45)DA$(3) ; TABC50)DA$(4);TAB(60)DASC5 
) 

185,.0.1NEXT I 
1860 R\ETURN 
29995 REM USE 'GOTO 30000' TO 

SAVE FILE. THIS WAY YOU 
29996 REM NEVER HAVE TO REMEMBER 

THE FILE NAME 
30000 SAVE"TOl>O/BAS" 



Captain 80 


The adventures ofa software secret agent... 


Captain 80 


Here's Captain Eighty, in 
Software Secret Headquarters, 
putting the finishing touches on 
Aggravation 80, Peterborough, New 
Hampshire's only computerized 
community access data base 
(community bulletin board). I 
received some polite inquiries about 
Aggravation 80, whether or not it 
was actually working. Yes, it is. The 
phone number is (603) 924-7920 and 
it is on a dedicated 24-hour phone 
line. Disguised as a mild-mannered 
literary specialty board, it also 
serves as a message center for all 
software secret agents. 

A new product came in the mail 
the other day from Greg Hassett. 
You might remember Greg as the 
young boy in Chelmsford, MA., 
whose adventures have been 
distributed nationwide through 
several major mail order sources. 
The new release is called Fasteroids , 
a name likely to draw fire from Atari 
who have been quietly warning 
manufacturers of asteroid-type 
games to steer clear of their 
trademark. 

The packaging on Fasteroids is a 
radical departure for Greg ' s 
fledgling Adventureworld, which 
has evolved through various stages 
of rubber stamp and photocopy. I 
mention this, because Greg's home 
manufactured products never got 

much shelf exposure in retail stores 
due to poor packaging. Fasteroids is 
attractively shrink-wrapped in its 
own cassette library case, with 
snappy color artwork on the front 
and a good description of the 
product on the back. 

The game is equally impressive. It 
is Asteroids with GUSTO. There is 
Qnl y one sound routine , no 
distracting click-whirr-beep-buzz
zap-zing to distract the player. The 
graphics are fast and well written. 
The bullet-shots move easily on the 
screen with very little flicker. There 
are several types of spaceships, 
which shoot little dots, to take your 
mind off all those floating rocks. 
The keyboard positions are so wierd 
that one of my apprentice secret 
agents very nearly wept in 
frustration . But he got over it and 
was soon happily popping off 
asteroids and spaceships all over 
the place. 

Fasteroids has the ability to save 
the game's high scores to tape. This 
is a nice touch as the score 
influences the variables in the 
game. Another nice touch is the 
game's ability to suspend play while 
the player is distracted.It is possible 
for a player to halt his game, grab a 
bite, and return to his current score. 
As long as the power is on, the game 
will be there. 

Bob Liddil © 1981 

I ALL 
SYSTEMS 
GO 

SALE - DISK DRIVES • SALE 
SAVE ON COMPLETE DISK DRIVES 

All on- w/ c.4, ~oft~ and ••b"ftolkl c.eble 

Green Screens 
specify model . .. . .... . $9.98 

TEAC DISK DRIVES
THE BEST WE'VE SEEN TO 

DATEI 
Teac 40-track disk drive 
Complete! . .... ..... . . . $285 
Teac 80-track disk drive 
Complete! . . ... . . .. .... $385 

PRINTER SPECIALI 
Epson MX-80 Printer 

.. . ONLY $479 
Epson MX-100 Printer 

.. .. .... .. . $795 

EPSON 

WE PAY 


SHIPPING 

Open 3·9pm (ESTI Mon·Frl 

Tollrder: Mon0on....,na..~""'price.lnUSA11'""*111~bv 
te ftr crdors ~;eci by checi< or money ~.We oa:ept CO.O. crdors 

<U.i?-crlyloraVISAorMasterChrgeno.,upiret:;ondBte,aignatinandphone 

na.,~-,.,.be- PHceosut;ectto"'*91wi<houtnaOc& 

AU.~~m~~ Go Circle 97 

• 
WI~ GARDEN. n.01uo... J2787 

llOSl lTl28JO 

5 1/t'" FLOPPY DRIVE REPAIR I
PtJtnc . MPI. TANDO~. R.ADIO :.H ... CM 

=~i:i~o:~~.':~:~~ 
Wan1nl\l l0 4'iV1- PM•

1 ~2<1 Hou1T"'" "' '""iw1 
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Let Your TRS·80® 
Teach You 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
Tired of buying book after book on assembly 

language programming and still not knowing your
POP from your PUSH? 

REMsoFT proudly announces a more effi
cient way. using your own TRS-80® , to learn the 
fundamentals of assembly language programming 
--at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience. 
Our unique package, ''INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80® 
ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING", will provide you with 
the following:· 
• Ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes. 
• A driver program to make your TRS-80"' video 

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor. 
• A display program for each lesson to provide 

illustration and reinforcement for what you are 
hearing . 

• A textbook on TRS-80"' Assembly Language 
Programming. 

• Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful 
routines to test memory and to gain direct control 
over the keyboard, video monitor, and printer. 

• 	How to access and use powerful routines in your 
Level II ROM . 
This course was developed and recorded by 

Joseph E. Willis and is based on the successful 
series of courses he has taught al Meta Technoio·gies 
Corporation, the Radio Shack Computer Center, and 
other locations in Northern Ohio. The minimum 
system required is a Level 11, 16K RAM. 

REMASSEM·1 only$69.95 

REMsoFT, Inc. 
571 E. 185 st. 

Euclid, Ohio 44119 
(216)531-1338 . 

Include $1 .50 for shipping and handling. Circle 37 
Ohio residents add 5Vi% sales tax 

TRS-80~ Is a trademark of the Tandy Corp. 

NEW PROGRAMS 
for the TRS-80 

1ncoPROP 

Income Property Analysis 
INCOPROP: Based upon standardized methods 
of property analysis used throughout the real 
estate industry. Generates a 3 page report contain· 
ing an annual property op.eraling statement and a 
comprehensive 10 year cash flow analysis . Con· 
tains LR.S. 1tax table to project after-tax income 
stream and investor's LR.A. 

:~=~~I:~ ~g~'~Jf;~n~~~03i~I~~~~: t~~rf~~~~on 
• Highly interaclive lormat permits "Sensitivity Analysis' 
• Disk files created for permanent storage ol data 

Minimum system reQulremenlS: 32k RAM, 1 drive and 
printer_ Sold with informative 78 page user's manual cover 
ing basic aspects of income property investmenl & 50 
data worksheets ' 
Model I & Ill : on cassette for easy transfer 

to disk $12000 
Mode! II: on 8-inch diskelle . . . . . $14500 
Model 	II: Version available m MBASIC 

running under CPIM $16500 
"if,tlJ>f 

MAINDEX: An easy·to·use program to aid you in 
the inde)(ing of your files on disk. Can't find that 
program you wrote last month? Put your computer 
to work! Find any program or data file in your sys· 
tern in seconds. 

• A Main Index of all your other disk's directories 
• Alphabetlzes. list ol files and gives you names. grans 

used, dales written, tracks and file descriplions 

: ~~~t~:~~~~P~ro~~~:;,ct~~ks:;r~~=~e,~~r~;~ words 
• Prints disk labels with disk name and tile names 
• Uses all the advanced and extremely lasl file manipu

lation capabi!lties of Apparat, lnc .. 's NEWDOSIBO 
Requires Level II. 48K, 1 disk drive and NEWDOSIBO. on 
casselle for easy transfer to disk $20.95z .....~:::1.\'<"'!;,.:!:;~.~-!~:.1~~~· ·· EJ 

~Et:l=~ 

DEPT EU, PO BOX 591, NOVATO, CA 94947 

Captain 80 

Fasteroids will give young Greg 
the fame and acceptance in the 
commercial micro-programming 
community that eluded him as an 
adventure writer. He deserves this 
recognition, for his game is fast, fun, 
well written, fully debugged, 
attractively merchandised and fully 
documented down to the last 
comma. Welcome to the ranks of the 
professionals, Greg. You've been a 
long time on the train. 

While speaking of adventure, 
INTERPRO, of Manchester, NH, 
has at long last released Teri Li's 
Atlantean Oddysey, the illustrated 
version. This is the machine 
language version of Teri's 32K 
BASIC program, which will appear 
in my new book of BASIC 
Adventures. When we say 
illustrated (as opposed to graphics), 
in front of the word adventure, some 
qualification is required. A graphics 
adventure is one which has maps or 
mazes drawn on the screen, flat or 3
di mens ion al. An illustrated 
adventure is one in which the scenes 
are drawn on the screen as they are 
described. 

Author Li's credits as a 
programmer are quite extensive, 
and he proves his qualifications 
with Oddysey. When the program 
says, "You see: a beach, a 
sailboat.",you really see these 
things on the screen, and right now! 
The graphics are fast and 
believable. The storyline is well 
timed and the puzzle is difficult, but 
solvable. It is the sort of thing we 
have come to expect from Teri, 
whose Spider Mountain and Lost 
Dutchman's Gold are both 
considered classics of adventure. 
Atlantean Oddysey presents the 
serious adventurer with an 
illustrated twist and is a must for 
any collector. It is not a flash in the 
pan, but an attempt to punch up an 
already overwhelmingly popular 
genre. 

Voyage of the Valkyrie, Leo 
Christopherson's latest effort, has 
been picked up by Advanced 
Operating Systems, of Michigan 
City, IN, an agressive marketing 
organization which is rising up to 
challenge the industry establish
ment. The new offering is Leo's best 
work yet on the TRS-80, and 
continues the tradition of 
"Christopherson Graphics". 

Valkyrie is a serious attempt to 
present a complex gaming situation 
which may take many hours of 
practice to master. It is an Invasion
type program, from the invader's 
point of view. As pilot of the attack 
ship Valkyrie, your goal is to 
conquer the Island of Fugloy, which 
means "bird island" in Norwegian. 
As a private in the Space Vikings, 
your future depends upon your 
performance. 

After the dazzling music and 
graphics combination presented in 
Duel-N-Droids, it is difficult to 
visualize anything equal or better. 
That is, until you watch absolutely 
flicker less birds flitting about on the 
screen, disappearing partially 
behind the opening instructions, all 
to the strains of nothing less than 
the March of Tannhauser, a 
stunningly executed selection from 
the Richard Wagner opera. You hear 
some of Wagner's "Ride of the 
Valkyrie" each time you capture a 
castle from the bird defenders - or 
sigh to a selection of "Die Walkyrie" 
after crashing your ship into a 
mountainside. 

With ten levels of play ranging 
from difficult to dang near 
impossible, Leo has provided 
Valkyrie players with such a high 
degree of challenge that is unlikely 
that they will ever be bored. Just the 
names of some of the castles should 
give you a tantalizing clue to the 
stunning level of effort it will take to 
master this simulation: Angrep 
(attack), Drage (dragon), Frykt 
(fear), Gevaer (weapons), Luftig 
(windy), and Aekel (loathsome). All 
this and you have to get past laser
wielding birds, that can pop you out 
of the sky like yesterday's clouds, 
zap-pop, bye-bye. 

Leo, a true genius, has scored a 
hit. His art is in a class alone. Only 
he can produce the combination of 
style, wit and classical music, in a 
blend suitable to the taste of the 
entire range of microcomputer 
software consumers world-wide. 
Leo, you rascal, you've done it again 
and it's great! 

Now I am off to visit a few of the 
top software authors and 
production companies to get to 
know them better. Of course, I'll be 
in disguise. No one will recognize me 
in my trenchcoat and Sam Spade 
hat. Not even Mom. 
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The Newest NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0 

For Model I And Model Ill 

THE HOTTEST DISK OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE 

TRS-80® COMPUTER IS NOW READY FOR THE MODEL 
Ill AND VERSION 2.0 IS READY FOR THE MODEL I. 
MANY ENHANCEMENTS AND ADDED FEATURES 
SUCH AS NEW COMMANDS MAKE YOUR COMPUTER 
MORE POWERFUL! $149.00 

• 	 DOUBLE DENSITY ON MODEL I 
Use of the LNW DOUBLER or the PERCOM 
DOUBLER to expand storage 80% under 
NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0, mixing single 
and double density specifications without . 
any patches. 

• 	SINGLE DENSITY ON MODEL Ill 
Will allow the MODEL Ill to read disks from 
MODEL I and to write disks the MODEL I 
can read, making it easy to move programs 
between the two machines. 

• 	 EXPANDED DIRECTORIES 
Directories can be expanded three times 
the norma1 number of available entries, 
even on DOS disks. This is extremely useful 
when usin§ double density. 

•DYNAMICALLY MERGE IN BASIC 
To allow sections of BASIC programs to be 
deleted and replaced with lines from a disk 
file during program. execution. Also allows 
merging of non-ASC II format files. 

• 	 SELECTIVE VARIABLE CLEARING 
Allows the programmer to keep some vari
ables and release the space used by the 
rest; also, specific variables may be erased 
releasing the space they use. 

·(CALL OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR 
COMPLETE LINE OF PRODUCTS AND HARDWARE 
REPAIR SERVICES FOR YOUR TRS·BO " COMPUTER) 

·~a,Apparat,lnc. 
4401 South Tamarac Parkway 
Denver, Colorado 80237 

(303) 741-1778 
"On-going Support for Microcomputers" 

TR S·SO · is a registe red trademark of Tandy Corporation 

• 	 PAGE SCROLLING IN BASIC 
Scrolling has been modified to allow the 
user to display programs page by page, in · 
addition to the regular line scrolling. 

• 	 REPEAT FUNCTIONS 
Keys in MODEL I repeat when held down. 
Entering "R" as a DOS command causes 
the previous DOS command to be repeated. 

•ROUTING 	FOR DEVICE HANDLING 
To send input and output from one device 
(display, printer, keyboard, etc.) to others or 
to a routine in main memory. 

• 	 DISASSEMBLER OUTPUT TO DISK 
The Disassembler will now write a source 
code file to disk, which the editor assembler 
can read and edit. 

• 	CHAINING ENHANCEMENTS 
Features to allow chain files to be written 
from SCRIPSIT; also, chaining may be 
switched on and off without changing 
chain file positioning, and may be executed 
via CMD "xxx" and DOS-CALL. 

• 	SUPERZAP 
has the ability to scan diskettes or disk files 
to find the occurences of specific values. 
Also will generate disk file passwords and 
hashcode. 

•FAST SORT ROUTINE 
basic function CMD "O" provides direct 
or indirect in-memory sort of multiple 
arrays. 

• 	 MERGING OF NON-ASCII BASIC 
PROGRAMS 

• 	 BASIC SINGLE STEPPING 
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Starwriter I - 25 cps - $1795 

Starwriter II - 45 cps - $2195 


Cables: $38 - specify TRS-80 Model I, II or IllYou knew it could print ... 
Did you know it can PLOT?? 

--- · ·--- ------- ·----- - ---- .·~ 

PRINT WHEELS 

For your Daisy Wheel Printers 

Set of 6, complete with case. 


$69.00 

LORDS 

Small Systems Design 
1306 South 56th Street 
Tacoma, WA 98408 
Telephone (206) 474-4WYE 

TWO Printers on ONE Computer 
Our WYE Interface is bidirectional. 


CMOS switched lines. 

For TRS-80 Model I and 111- $119.00 


For TRS-80 Model 11 - $149.95 

Do it with a flick of a switch! 

http:111-$119.00


by 

XE.Dri"', a.. high pc)(.:Vered ~ompact 4i;k'. based editor . 
· TRS.SO~ Model ' n ,or 11 . Whet!ier _it is BASIC, ~SEr.lBLY, or 

FORTRAN, x .EDIT .is· i>ack~d full of commands needed. by:.programmers 
who are ser.ious about .their work. Here ar,.Just. a few features : 

• 	 Edits most file.formats 

Block text-copy command 


• Loeate: .Delete: ahd Changll with "1/i~dows 
• 	 Inserts ·and maps up to five input files " 
• 	 Upper/lower case compatible 
• 	 Operates with ot without line numbers 
• 	 Rapid access disk caehe · 
• 	 Recovers·from .most DOS errors 


Fast file entr't' point map "•••. •.. .,.. 


Change .text coil)~and for any number of occuri,ences 
DOS Directory and.Kill ·cominands : . . 
Line printer paging with adjustable forms 

• 	 Sophisticated reprinting line editor,' handles line feeds 
• 	 Disk BASIC; Disk EDTASM, and EDIT.SO format compatible 
• 	 Display statu·s · C()~tnan<j, includes free memory, current pointer. 

printer forms, number of input fiies, output file~ame and format:' 
..•.... F'? .. >!.'··., 'u ·.. · . 

XEDIT will h~ndle fiies of ·any size up to 2. 7 Megabytes or 10K' lines in 
length. Comes . complete with instructions covering. operation, externals, 
and file formats. . · ·. · · 

l\1()del I (32K single d.isk sVstem) 
Formatted diskette . . : '. · .. $44.95 

Y .eassette tape, •. 2 . .. ., $39.95 

Model 11 · 
Formatted diskette . 

Model Ill (32K single disk system) 

· Formatted diskette : '. · 

· Cassette tape, : :;: ,.. 


ASM/CMD'. a disk based assembler which gener;tes object code to.disk or . 
tape (disk only on Modelll) . Accepts.any:file format inciuding ASCli Disk 

•BASIC. Listing may be • outputted .to display, disk file/ or paged with 
adjustable forms to printer; Operates llnp~r standard ZSO Z.!log Mnemonics 

· with 9.pseudo operinions, Comes C()mP.l~te wit~ operating manual. · '2;; 
rv1riclel I (16K ;ingle dlsk'iystem) ''' 

Formatted diskette . . :. . . : .· $34.95'' 
Cassette tape . : . / . ·; ' $29.95 

Model II 

Formatted diskette . , . : . . . , 


,, ·.. · -·-., 

Model. Iii .(32K singlepi~k system) 

· .· .. Formatted diskette ·. ' . ·· · · 


Cassette tape. ·. . .->: · ~ . ' 

PACK/CMD removes spaces from ' text ,' files generated by 
EDIT;SO tO reduce · fil~ lengths by 5 <ti> 40 percent. PACK ~ill..als() strip 
co~ment fields and ,li,ne ..?\!"1iiers for addit,ional spac~ ·savir95,Je~t · can . be .. 
nmk.ed fo~ upper · c.a~e only •. Does not destroy · comi>attbiiitY of assembly 
and FORTRAN source files. Comes cOO)plete with instructions-, 

M~del I (16K single disk system) · 

· ·.Formatted <jiskette . . . . · 


Cassette tape . .' .•.. ·. 


rvi~cie1 w 

XForrriatt~d d!sk~tt{ 


Mod~j Ill (32K sin~l~di~k system) 

·.: Formatted diskette':' • ., .. :... .. . : 

: > eas.~tte _tape. , . ' 


·lj16K <jisf sy~~.e~t 
.ormatted diskette·. ; .... . 

._. 6.ssette tape .• .. ·· .' . ,: •.. 

,,dffVe.: ~epair. ·i 

M'ri~el I (16K single disksysiemf' 
,. ;i; Formatted diskette ! , · 
· · ..c;a.;sette t.ape , .. . '' ···' , :. 
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Clean up your video display... 


Model I monitor 
modifications 

The following project was written by a television engineer. Due to 
the nature of the monitor, you should not attempt any of the following 
modifications unless you are qualified to service the inside of a TV 
set. There are high voltages present even after the power is off and the 
plug removed from the wall socket. The chassis is hot (not grounded) and 
under no circumstances should you have the back of the monitor 
removed while the cord is plugged in . Ed. 

Truman Krumholz, Springfield, Missouri 

There are at least two versions of 
the monitor used on the Model I 
TRS-80. The earlier version has two 
vertical plug-in boards as illustrated 
in Photo 1. The later version which 
contains circuitry similar to the 
suggested changes here (in 
modifications 1 and 2, see photo 2) 
has only one vertical plug-in board. 

This is a Sunday afternoon 
project for hardware types who 
would like to improve the 
readability of the TRS-80 monitor. 

There are a number of . 
shortcomings in the TRS-80 monitor 
as it was originally delivered. Some 
have been corrected in later 
versions. Earlier versions can be 
corrected quite easily by qualified 
persons. This article describes how 
to correct three of them. Each may 
be done separately, so you may 
decide which you need to do. 

1. Horizontal distortion 
The first problem, which is 

applicable to all versions, is when 
the screen is painted all white and 
the picture pulls horizontally. If the 
edges of the white area are not a 
straight vertical line, then you have 
this problem. 

The cause of this is sync 
compression in the early stages of 
the video amplifier. The TRS-80 
keyboard unit outputs a standard 
video signal. However, the 

amplitude (strength) of the signal is 
too high. 	 This modification will 
correct the situation. 

Find the 75 ohm resistor on the 
plug-in video board. This resistor is 
color coded violet, green, black, gold 
and is usually identified with an 
"Rl " printed on the board. It is 
located near where the input cable 
connects to the board. Replace this 

. resistor with a divider network as 
· shown in Figure 1. This reduces the 
video signal level to a point where 
sync compression is no longer a 
problem. 

2. "Hum" bars 
The second problem we will 

correct is video "hum". This, and the 
third problem as well, can be present 
in the monitors with two plug-in 
boards as shown in Photo 1. If you 
have this problem, you will notice a 
lighter, and then a darker area of the 
picture slowly drifting through the 
picture. This is more apparent at 
certain brightness levels. 

The cause of · this problem is 
inadequate filtering of the video 
output collector supply. The cure is 
to add another filter section to that 
supply. 

In my monitor there was an 
unused section in the electrolytic 
capacitor at the rear of the main 
board and close to the back of the 
set. If yours is the same, use this 
section, otherwise you will need to 

add your own capacitor. The change 
in the circuit is shown in Figure 2 
and also illustrated as part of Figure 
3. Any value of c'apacitor from 10 to 
100 microfarads with an adequate 
voltage rating will do . The 
paralleled 0.1 mfd capacitor should 
be mounted near the 4700 ohm load 
resistor. This keeps the collector 
load constant at higher video 
frequencies. Its value is not critical. 
With this modification the "hum" 
should disappear. 
3. 	 Tightening horizontal 

resolution 
Now we come to number three. 

This is a tough one. By using a 
sweep generator and an oscilloscope 
it was found that the video response 
of the monitor does not extend 
beyond about 6 Mhz. Without 
getting into the mathematical end 
of things, let's just say that because 
of the way the TRS-80 display is 
arranged, a response of near 10 Mhz 
is needed. 

An easy way to see ifyou need this 
modification is to type some "T's" 
on your monitor. Set the brightness 
so that the horizontal line structure 
is just visible with normal contrast. 
Use a magnifying glass and look at 
the dots which make up the vertical 
line of the "T" . If these dots are not 
round , if they are stretcheJ 
horizontally, then you can use this 
modification. 

See MODIFICATIONS, page 106 
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Hardware modification 

Photo 1 
(Above) Inside of the TRS-80 Model I video monitor. This 
version contains ~wo vertical plug-in boards (bottom left 
of photo) and is typical of those monitors needing all three 
modifications. 

Photo 2 
(Below) The "one-vertical-board" version of the Model I 
TRS-80 monitor. If your video monitor looks like this, you 
probably already have the modifications suggested in 2 
and 3 of the article installed. 
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ANNOUNCING 
MMSFORTH VERSION 2.0: 
MORE FOR YOUR RADIO SHACK 
TRS-80 MODEL I OR MODEL Ill ! 
* 	MORE SPEED 

10-20 times fa ster than Level II BASIC. 

* 	MORE ROOM 
Very compact compiled code plus 
VIRTUAL MEMORY makes your RAM 
act larger. Variable number ol block 
buflers 31-char -unique wordnames 
use only 4 bytes in header! 

* 	MORE INSTRUCTIONS 
Add YOUR commands to its 
79-STANDAAD·plus inslruction set ! 
Far more complete lhan most Forlhs: 
single & double precision. arrays. 
st ring .handling , clock . more

* 	MORE EASE 
Excell ent lull-screen Editor. structured 
& modular programming 
Word search utility 
Optimized for your TRS-80 with key 

~faa;~;i~~~.3,1~11 'fi~r~~os7,;~l~~~e dis· 
double-width graphics. etc.

* 	MORE POWER 

in~~r~~:~ali~8 ~~~~~er 
8080 Assembler 

(Z80 Assembler also available) 

Intermix 35- to 80-track disk drives 

Model Ill System can read, 

write & run Model I diskettes! 

VIRTUAL l/O for video and printer. disk 

and tape (lO·Megabyte hard disk available) 


lllffi[j§FORTH

THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH 


FOR TRS-80 

(Over 1,500 sys tems in use) 

Prices: 
MMSFORTH Disk Syslem V2.0 (requires 1 disk 
drive & 16K RAM . 32K for Model Ill) . $129.95" 
MMSFORTH Cassette System V2.0 (requires 
Level II BASIC & 16K RAM) . $89.95' 

AND MMS GIVES IT 
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT 

Source code provided 
MMSFORTH Newsletter 
Many demo programs aboard 
MMSFORTH User Groups 
Inexpensive upgrades to latest version 
Programrr:1ing staff can provide advice. 
modifications and custom programs, 
to fit YOUR needs 

MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE: includes 
FLOATING POINT MATH (l.2 BASIC ROM rou· 
fines plus Complex numbers. Rectang ular-Polar 
coordinale convers ions. Degrees mode, more). 
plus a full Forth·slyle ZBO ASSEMBLER ; plus a 
powerlul CROSS-REFERENCER to list For1h 
words by block and line All on one diskette 
(requires MMSFORTH V2.0. 1 drive & 32K 
RAM) . . . . . . . . . $39.95' 

THE DATAHANOLER V1.1 : a very sophislicaled 
database management syslem operable by non· 
~r~~ka~girJ;s (requires MMSFORTHV2 o5~~~;~ 
MMSFOATH GAMES DISKETTE: real -lime 

~r~g~~CSB~E~~~~R¥~~~R:~~~oc~T~~d~R~g~ 
WAY, OTHELLO & TICTACFORTH (requires MMS· 
FORTH V20. 1 drive & 32K RAM) . . $39.95' 

Other MMSFORTH products under development 

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE 
MicroFORTH PRIMER · comes with MMS· 

~~l~T~\sci~~~tel~o;e detailed and . ad~~~~~~ 
lhan above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00' 
THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES · ad· 
vanced, excellent analysis of MMSFORTH·like 

~~8~"i\l:f-.1 oes1GN·&coNs'rFiuC'r10N
5-1 ~ri~~ 

lo struclured program, good for Forlh . . $8.95• 
FORTH .79 STANDARD MANUAL · official refer· 
ence 10 79; STANDARD word set, etc . . $10.00' 
CALTECH FORTH MANUAL · good on Forth in· 
ternal structure, etc .... . ... ... . . . .. . $10.oo• 
FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug . 
1980) - we stock th is collector's item for Forth 
users and beginners 54.oo• 

• · ORDERING INFORMATION: Software prices 

~~~1t~~. r~i~~Y:.1~s!~1;~:~~~~s5~'l~r?v0r'o~ ~g9~~
I or Model Ill! Add $2.00 S/H plus $1.00 per addi
tional book; Mass. orders add 5% tax . Foreign 
orders add 20%. UPS COD. VISA & MIC ac· 
ceptl]d ; no unpaid purchase orders, please. 

Send SASE for free MMSFORTH information 

Good dealers sought 


Get MMSFORTH products from your 
computer dealer or 

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER 
SERVICES Circle 4 7 

61 Lake Shore Road , Natick , MA 01760 
(617) 653-6136 
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Hardware modification ----------------------------
c 20927!1 

> 
47!175!1 

R220 

Original New 

2.2K 2 W 
+145 v 

Figure 1 
/77+145 vOriginal 

New 

Figure 2 

4.7K 2 W 

Added filter 

~IMfr 
Original Transistor OK 
40354 is better 
ECG154 is better 
2N4925 is best 

Video out 
47!1 

~ 470n 

/77 

100!1 

Contrast 

15!1 

c 209 

L 202 !l-~-1 

47K6.8K 2W 
330K 

Brightness 

+145 v 

330 pf 

Original 

New 

Figure 3 

Video out 

I lOOpf 

35µH 

4.7K 2 W 

Remove 

2.2K120!1 , , Contrast~ Ts2pf T 2W 

070-350 pf 

+145 v 

0.1 µF 

4.7K ·2 W 

330K Brightness 

I0.1 µf 

. J_~

Y Added filter 

m 

l.5K 

A/\___ To CRT

0.22 µF 

-To CRT

220K 
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Leo Cl\ristoptwrson' s 

Compef\9iunt · 


for the TRS-80 Model I & Ill 

four games ... only s39_9s 


ANDROID NIM The classical game BATTLE OF LIFE A multi-di- BEE WARYThe spider and the bee 
with an unbelievable animated twist! mensional version of the most classic hurry up and win this one before you

of the computer games! get too tired! 

SNAKE EGGS Don't put all your
eggs in one basket...a real gamble! 	 Leo Christopherson performs magic with his incredible graphic animation and 

sound. Fantastic, addicting, unbelievable, and all together for the first time at 
one low price! 

Your TR.S-80 will shake, rattle, buzz, beep and roll with delight when you play 
ANDROID NIM, BEE WARY, BATTlE OF LIFE and SNAKE EGGS! 

All four Christopherson programs on one diskette (requires 32k) only $39.95 
or available separately for $15.95 each (16k tape). Available from your dealer 
or directly from PROGRAMMA INTERNATIONAL, 2908 N. Naomi Street, 
Burbank, CA 91504 (Add 3% shipping & handling, minimum $1.00. California 
resident add 6% California Sales Tax). 

Now you can play this popular arcade game in your own home. 
Using your strategy you race down the track trying to avoid the 
other car. Speed up the action by shifting into high gear, but watch 
out. .. for the explosive ... HEAD ON collision. Price ...$15.95 

[:J PQOGRAmm~ International, Inc. 
2908 No. Naomi Street, Burbank, CA 91504 



TRS·80 OWllERS 
BASIC SLOWlllG YOU DOWll? 

TAKE 

ZBASIC 

FOR 

FAST RELIEF! 

Introducing SIMUTEK'S ZBASIC, The truly interactive BASIC 

COMPILER for your TRS-80.1Fl NALLYI People that don't have the time or 
the inclination to learn complicated assembly language, have a chance to 
write PROFESSIONAL QUALITY SOFTWARE in machine language using 
a subset of LEVEL II BASICll 

What does interactive mean? It means you have ZBASIC and your 
BASIC program resident at the same timel You may compile a BASIC 
program. run it or save it without destroying your resident BASIC program1 
In fact. jumping back and forth between the compiled code and the BASIC 
code is one of its finest featuresi 

ZBASIC allows saving your COMPILED PROGRAM as a system tape. 
(tape version). or as /CMD fi le, (disk version) . THE COMPILED CODE IS 
VERY EFFICIENT Z80 OBJECT CODE. THE LEVEL II ROMS ARE USED 
ON LY FOR 1/ 0 ROUTINESll 

FACTS ABOUT ZBASIC 
16K ZBASIC wi ll compi le a 4 BK program (tape on ly) 

32K ZBASIC wil l compile a 17K (tape}. 1 OK (disk) pgm 

48K ZBASIC will compile a 1 ?K program. (d isk only) 

(These are approximate values depending on program eff iciency 

etc) 


2. ZBASIC DOES NOT support disk or tape files 
3. 	BASIC programs compiled wi th ZBASIC are between 10-200 times 

faster than interpreted BAS1c11 
4. NO ROYAL TIES ON ZBASIC COMPILED PROGRAMSll 
5. ZBASIC programs are only about 1.1 times larger than the average 

basic program. 

6 ZBASIC programs may be used as USR routines from basic 

7. ZBASIC 	 uses INTEGER MATH ONLY to increase speed and 

decrease compiled program size. Use of Single or Double precision 
would destroy the beauty of the fi rst " INTERACTIVE COMPILER" on 
the market! 

8 	 Limited variabies: A-Z . A1-Z 1. A2-Z2. A$ -Z$. Arrays are not 
supported to decrease memory demands and speed up compiling of 
programs 

9 	 COMPILE TIMES ARE TYPICALLY 1 TO 10 SECONDSI THERE IS 
NO NEED TO USE COMPLICATED COMPILE TIME MODULES! 

10 	 ZBASIC comes with a HIGHLY DETAILED manual describing all 
important memory loca tions. commands. variables. warm/cold start 
entry points and many useful sub-routines for emulating unsupported 
commandsll 

11 . Existing programs may be loaded from tape or disk and compiled as 
long as unsupported commands or variables are not used 

ALL COMMANDS DIRECTLY SUPPORTED BY ZBASIC 
FOR NEXT STEP IF THEN ELSE PEEK 

SE l RESET POINT CHRS RANDOM RND POKE 

DATA READ RESTORE END GOTO GOSUB CLS 

INPUT IN KEYS I. ET STOP OU T INP RETURN 

PRINT LPRINT PRINT(n • USR SGN INT ABS 

SOR LEN ASC VAL STRS POS ON GOT O 

ON GOSUB REM NOT' AND OR 

INTEGER MATH ' MULT IPLY DIVIDE f ADD --- SUBTRACf f , -- 3276 7 

NOTE Some cornrnanrls rlo not rir:t r.xrtr.lly r:is BASIC r.ornm;rnrts '1 C1 

TRS-80 MOD I and Ill or PMC-80 Computers. (Level II 
Only) NEW LOWER PRICES! 
ZBASIC 16K/32K LVll Tape Version+ Manual $79.95 
ZBASIC 32K/48K Disk Version+ Manual $89.95 
Both Versions + Manual $99.95 
ZBASIC Manual Only (Fully Refundable) $25.00 
Model Ill Version Available 311181 

Credit Card or COD Call Toll Free: (800) 528·1149 
or send check or money order to· 

SIMUTEK 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS ''·· 

PO. Box 13687 Tucson , AZ 85732 (602) 323- 9391 
(C.OD A vailable $3.00 Exira) 
TRS-80 is a TM of Tandy Corp 

Circle 48 

Hardware modification 

continued from page 102 

The cause of this lack of 
horizontal resolution is the limited 
bandpass of the video output 
amplifier. I have tried various 
"easy" fixes for this with mixed 
results·. The only real solution is to 
completely rebuild the video output 
amplifier. 

This modification is for the 
experienced printed circuit board 
handler and should not present any 
problems. There is plenty of space 
for the necessary changes. Parts 
placement is not critical as long as 
lead lengths are kept to a minimum. 
The changes are shown in Figure 3. 

There are two things to note. First, 
the ground end of the contrast 
control will need to be changed to 
the other end from where it is now. 
This is to maintain normal 
clockwise contrast control. 

The other thing, although not 
critical, is that the replacement of 
the transistor will provide some 
improvement. Otherwise, try to stay 
as close to the given values as 
possible. 

Upon completion of this 
modification, adjust the variable 
capacitor. To do this, turn the 
brightness down and note the 
horizontal line of a "T". Adjust the 
capacitor for equal brightness along 
the line. When the brightness and 
contrast are brought up to normal 
levels, you should have a much 
sharper character display. You will 
find the contrast control will be 
close to maximum (full clockwise), 
but more than adequate for a 
normal display. 

Final Thoughts 
Further improvement is possible, 

but there are no easy solutions. A 
DC restorer would have required a 
more complex video change. I have 
yet to find a satisfactory way to 
accomplish this with my version of 
the monitor. 

Improved focus of the spot size is 
important. The focus anode of the 
tube in my monitor ':is connected to 
the +145 volt supply. I have varied 
this voltage through the limits (-300 
to +300 volts) without significant 
improvement. I believe further 
improvement would require 
changing the picture tube type, 
which is not practical. 

The monitor is much easier to read 
with these modifications, 
particularly lower case. The display 
now compares favorably with that 
of.the Model II. ' 
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ASYLUM Is now in stock and ready for immediate 
shipment. This is itl The ultimate adventure . 

ASYLUM is the most sophisticated , sinister, challeng
ing 3-D graphics adventure ever written! You are 
placed in an asylum for DEATHMAZE survivors . Your 
only goal ESCAPE! 

3·D PERSPECTIVE GRAPHICS! 
ASYLUM has over 1200 locations! Hallways recede 
into the screen , as though you are actually there! 
Doors open and close! Beds, desks, and even guards 
and other inmates are drawn on the screen! And 
graphics are generated instantaneously! Simply press 
an arrow key to move or turn , and you are moved. 
Absolutely no waiting! 

ADVANCED 

LANGUAGE INTERPRETER! 


English language commands may be issued at any 
time from a vocabulary of almost 300 words. Com
mands may include complete statements . "GET 
EVERYTHING ON THE DESK EXCEPT THE MATCHES" 
is perfectly legal! 

Med Systems Software 
P.O. Box 2674-T Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 933-1990 

CHALLENGING, CHILLING! 
To whet your imagination : the Hall of Doors, Nichol
son the axe murderer , a revolving door, the time 
machine , the guru of nails, the old roadster in the drag 
strip, the ancient catapult room, plus dozens of other 
problems and a reasonable amount of built-in , subtle 
hints. 

ATARI 400 COMPUTER TO 
BE AWARDED TO ESCAPEE! 

Will anyone escape? Who knows? Intelligence, cun
ning and patience will be necessary . Send us your 
correct solution postmarked no later than November 
15th. On November 30th we will draw from the 
entrants for an ATARI 400 16K color computer! 

NO HINTS WILL BE GIVEN 
OVER THE PHONE! 

ASYLUM 16K cassette $14.95 
ASYLUM 32K disk $19.95 

TRS-80 LEVEL II, 

MODEL I AND MODEL Ill ONLY. 


ASYLUM MAY ALSO BE PURCHASED 

FROM THE PROGRAM STORE, 


HW ELECTRONICS (HOBBY WORLO), 

AND DEALERS WORLDWIDE. Circle 21 



Programming languages 


Tiny Pascal compared 
with BASIC 

Jon J Waples, East Greenwich, Rhode Island 
Norm Jacobson, Seattle, Washington 

Pascal has received wide acceptance since its 
introduction in 1970. It was developed from 
ALGOL, which although popular in Europe, never 
really got off the ground in the United States. 
Pascal, named for the seventeenth century 
mathematician Blaise Pascal, bears many 
similarities to ALGOL. Because Pascal forces a 
certain amount of discipline, it has become a 
popular language on college campuses. 

In this issue we take a look at Radio Shack's 
Tiny Pascal from Supersoft. Jon Waples examines 
Tiny Pascal and gives us two versions of 
Conway's Game of Life. Norm Jacobson takes the 
Pascal program apart, converts it to BASIC and 
explains how it works. There are timed runs from 
the various versions. 

Radio Shack's Tiny Pascal 
Tiny Pascal comes with a twenty-six page user 

manual and a cassette with a 16K Level II version 
on one side and a 32K version on the other. As 

. supplied, it will run on both the Model I and III. 
The cost is $19.95 from Radio Shack. 

There are three sub-systems to Tiny Pascal. The 
first is the monitor which provides run-time 
support of the compiled Pascal program. It also 
provides for the saving and loading of source code 
and compiled "P-code". Unfortunately, this 
product does not support a printer or disk drives. 

The second sub-system is the compiler which 
compiles the source code into P-code. One nice 
feature of the compiler is its 127 error codes. If 
there is a bug in your source code, it will let you 
know precisely what the error is, but not 
necessarily exactly where it exists. 

The final sub-system is the editor. This allows 
the user to create and modify source programs. 
The first thing a BASIC programmer will notice is 
that there are no line numbers, which may take a 
bit of getting used to. In the end, it is much better, 
because you can never run out of space between 
lines of code. Lines may be deleted, inserted or 
extended at will. However, if any error occurs in 
the middle of the line you will have to retype it. 

As for Tiny Pascal itself, some of its more 
pleasant features are decimal or hexadecimal 
input. The variable identifiers can be any length 
(the compiler recognizes the first four characters, 
not just the first two as in BASIC). It also includes 
a command to call a user defined machine 
language routine, and statements similar to 
PEEK, POKE, and INKEY$. 

The user manual suggests that you should buy a 
book on Pascal; that the manual is merely a guide. 
Beginners should plan on doing this. Experienced 
programmers may be able to learn Pascal from the 
syntax diagrams in the back of the manual and a 
little experimentation. 

Program listing 1 is a Pascal version of John 
Conway's "Game of Life1', written in Pascal. 

See .LANGUAGES. page 110 
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Yes, that's right - for as little as 
$298.00 you can add 32K of dynamic 
RAM, and a disk interface, to your 
TRS-80 Color Computer! If you just 
want the extra memory it's only 
$199.00, and you ' can add the disk 
interface later for $99.00. 

Just plug the Color Computer In
terface (CCI), from Exatron, into 
your expansion socket and "Hey 
Presto!" - an extra 32K of memory. No 
modifications are needed to your 
computer, so you don't void your Ra
dio Shack warranty, and Exatron give 
both a 30 day money-back guarantee 
and full 1 year repair warranty on 
their interface. 

The CCI also contains a 2K 
machine-language monitor, with 
which you can examine (and change) 
memory, set break-points, set memo
ry to a constant and block-move 
memory. 

So what about the CCI Disk Card? 
Well as we said it's only an extra 
$99.00, but you'll probably want 
Exatron's CCDOS which is only 
$29.95 - unless you want to write your 
own operating system. The CCI Disk 

Card uses normal TRS-80 Model I 
type disk drives, and CCDOS will 
even load Model I TRSDOS disks into 
your color computer - so you can 
adapt existing TRS-80 BASIC pro· 
grams. 

As a further plus, with the optional 
ROM Backup adaptor, you can dump 
game cartridges to cassette or disk. 
Once the ROM cartridge is on cas
sette, or disk, you can reload, examine 
and modify the software. The ROM 
Backup adaptor is only $19.95. 

For more information, or to place an 
order, phone Exatron on their Hot 
Line 800-538 8559 (inside California 
408-737 7111), or clip the coupon. 

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED 

Exatron, 
181 Coinmercial Street, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 •
0 	 Please send a 32K Color Computer 

Interface for $199.00 

0 	 Please send a CCI Disk Card for $99.00 

0 Please include CCDOS and manual 
for $29.95 

O Also include a ROM Backup adaptor 
for $19.95 

Please add $5.00 for shipping to all orders, 
and 6 percent sales tax in California. 

Name .... .... ... ................ .. .... .. .. ... ..... . 


Address ... .... ..... .. ... ... .. ... ...... .. .... . .... . . 


City ...... .. .. .... .. ..... ... .... .... ......... ...... . 


State .. ...... Zip .... ...... ... .. .. .. ....... .... , .. .. 

Charge my: 


D MasterCard Interbank Code .. .. .. .. .. .. 


OVisa Expiration Date .. ............. . . 


Card . .. . .. ...... ..... .. ... .... ... .. . .. .... .... .. ... . 


0 Check enclosed for ...... .. .. .. .. - .. .. ...... . 


0 Ship COD ($2.00 extra) 


Signature ..... ... ...... . ... .. .................... . 


*32K RAM plus Disk Interface TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy 



ALL PROGRAMS by JAMES F. \~ILL I AMS 

Reviews In li.:..!.!..d· and~ COMPUTING 


LOOK! MODEL I II SOFTWARE! 


ASJ'IJ:li LJ!--> Loads behind Radio Shack's EOITOR ASSEMBLER 
l.~ adds many features while taking very 1 lttle mef!lory 
from the original text buffer. Reserve memory, dump obJeCt 
code directly to memory and execute, (NEW!) verify source 
dumps and use · <BREAK> to exit unwanted (L)oads, return to 
BASIC with ·rnTASM/ASPTCH protected In high memory, combine 
EDTASM/ASPTCH for single load, and ~I For MODEL I (L2) 
and l:IQll.U ll.L, 16K and up. Only 111· 

QB.liAli-- > Play your TRS 8~ keyboard In real time as If It 
were a 2 manual electronic organ. Display shows 2 manual 
organ console with TRS BS keyboard characters overlayed.
Asterisks appear on screen as keys are pressed. Two volume 
settings and 11 tone quality settings . Play single note 
mel odl es and chords! Record performances dt rect 1 Y to 
cassette, or listen in real time by connecting aux cable to 
amp . For Model I, L2, lfK and up, and MQJ2iJ.. .ill.1 16K and 
up-- > only ill· Model I, Disk version-- > ill· 

.QAil!.BJl.-- > Unique file keeping system designed especially 
for tape users (Disk and Strtngy versions also available). 
Use for Indexing magazine articles, budget Info (check amt., 
date, no., expense code, description, etc.), mall Ing 1 lst, 
collections Index (LP, cotn, etc.) and much, much morel 
Extremely memory efflctent with variable length ftelds and 
user definable delimiters (Including special tab characters 
for left justified fields). Control program ls ln BASIC for 
easy user modification , and machine language module for high
speed sort, search, write, verify, read, and merge. Advanced 
editing features and optional printer output. For Model I, 
L2, 16K and up Tape and Stringy Floppy~ ill· Disk 02K and 
48K)~ lli· 

.lliAL.L.--> Make back-up copies of almost any L2 format 
tape (BASIC, SYSTEM, EDTASM source, data, and many programs 
with special loaders>. Model I, L2, 4K and up, and !iQQll ll.L 
(with selectable baud rate), 16K and up . Can you believe 
only 11? 

Send check or money order to BYTE MISER SOFTWARE, 72~ W. 
Haven Blvd., Rocky Mt., NC 278~1. 

Circle 77 

ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET™ 

NEW - For Personal or Business Use 
ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET does everything you can do 
with a pencil, paper and calculator. Start with a blank 
screen. Move the fast cursor to desired location. Enter line 
or column labels or data. Select preprogrammed operators 
for line, column . or cell calculations . Run . Results appear 
on the screen, formatted for your printer. Revise Run 
again. 

PREPROGRAMMED OPERATORS for mathematics, 
finance, and statistics. Save data on tape or disk . The 
screen is your window to a larger spreadsheet. Output 
features scrolling and split-screen. Variable formats for 
labels and data. 

UNLIMITED APPLICATIONS. P/ L forecast. Personal 
budget . Real estate investment. Net worth forecast . 
Invoice. Cash flow estimate. Sales analysis. Check record . 
Business forms. 

16K version has 50 operators. 32/48K version has 70 
operators plus histogram plot, remote storage of data, 
global revise spreadsheet layout, alpha entries, and more : 

16K Model I or Ill Tape .. . ... . . .. .. ... . ... . .. . .. $34.95 
32/ 48K Model I or Ill Tape .... . .. . . . .. . . ... . . . .. $64.95 
48K Model I or Ill Disk (Spec:;ify Model) . .. .. . ... .. $67.95 

YOU CAN'T LOSE! Calif. orders add 6112% tax. 

Circle 38 

Dan G. Haney & Associates, Inc. 
P.O. Box 687, San Mateo, CA 94401 
(415) 493-4094 

Programming languages _______ 

continued from page 1 08 

Conway's "Game of Life" 
John Horton Conway, a mathematician at 

Cambridge University, came up with "Life" in the 
late 1960's. It is a mathematical game which 
simulates the rise, fall and alterations of a society 
of living organisms. 

Originally, it was played on a fairly large 
checkerboard with the checkers representing the 
organisms. A method using graph paper and 
pencil was also used at times. Both of these, 
however, were tedious and prone to error. With the 
introduction of the microcomputer, the manual 
methods became obsolete. 

Basically, the idea is to start with a simple 
configuration of organisms and observe their 
progress as Conway's "genetic laws" are applied 
to births, deaths and survivors. Conway chose 
these laws carefully after much experimentation. 
They will produce the following results: 

1. There will be no initial configuration which 
can grow without limit. 

2.There will be initial configurations which 
will apparently grow without limit. 

3. All patterns, after some period of change, 
will come to an end in one of three ways: 

a. Fade away completely either from over or 
under population. 
b. Become a stable pattern. 
c. Enter info an oscillating phase in which 

the configuration repeats the same patterns 
endlessly. 

Conway's "genetic laws" are extremely simple. 
Each organism has eight neighboring cells (see 

· Figure 1). These cells may or may not be filled with 
organisms. 


The rules are as follows: 

1. Survival: Each organism with two or three 

neighbors will live to the next generation. 
2. Death: Each organism with one or zero 

neighbors will die from isolation; each 
organism with four or more neighbors will die 
from overpopulation. 

3. Birth: Each empty cell with exactly three 
neighbors will give birth to a new organism. 
At the conclusion of each generation, all births 

become adults, and all deaths are eliminated. It is 
important to note that births do not affect any 
other cells until they become adults. Figure 2 
illustrates the life-histories of three sample 
colonies. 

Figure 3 is a flow chart of the Life program. The 
first version is written in Tiny Pascal (Program 
listing 1). Level II BASIC is slow by comparison 
(program listing 4), and unless you have a 
compiler, the game can be played faster by hand! 

See LANGUAGES. page 112 
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Word Processing? You need a 
SPELLING CHECKER 


Th» is ar. e:<allP le of a text being checked b~ 
HEXSF'ELL. The te:·:t scrolls '-'P the screen as it is checked, Whef, 
im error is detected, 'jo1.1 ha11e three choices. 

11 REF'LACE the incorrect word. The replac.,,.r.t word 
" INSTANTLY RE-Cff:Cl:EO for correclr,ess, ther. mserted in the 
text. 

2l The word is correct, leave it as it is. 
31 Leave the word as it is, ANO tell 1£XSf'ELL to 

LE~:N this word for future referer,ce, i.nth just one ~-e'jstroke. 
Your doc1_1Ment is read'j to prmt as soon as HEXSF'ELL 

is -firii.sherJ. The word ir1 error e,g, l 

il01\1l IN Eo1'1JR: M1sstak.e 
CONTINUATION : is shown in cor1te:·!t1 incltidirrg contin1_1atior1 

f'RESS: Ri REF'LACE WOOD SI LEAVE AS IS LI LEARN WOOD 

HeXSPeLL 

~neaky 

zaps those .s-Aaeky- typos 
HEXSPELL shows you the errors ri ght .where it f inds them, 
then instan t ly checks your correct ions to make sure they ARE 
correct! When HEXSPELL is finished the correc ted docu
ment is ready for printing . HEXSPELL comes wi th a 20,000 
word l is t, with room for 8000 more! Just one keystroke 
teaches HEXSPELL a new word. You can even c lear the 
memory and teach HEXS PELL a complete new language. 

Programs, wordllst & ma.nual $69US. Manual only $12. ~ 
Requires 48K TAS·BO Mod I w1lh 2 Drive & TRSDOS c;:____ ' 

Tested against Scripsit & Electric Pencil, shou ld work with most word processors. 


TRS 80, ScripsU are 11adema1ks or Tandy Corp 
Etoc1r.c Pencil 1s a uadema1k o1 M1ch11el Sh1ayor So!lware Ci.rcle 73 

P.O. Box 397, Station A A~ HeXAGON Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2 
Telephone (604) 682-7646•.. : svsTeMS 

CYBORG WdRS 


UP TO '+ PLllYERS CoMP~TE WITll EACH OT~R 
AM~/oR <:.OMPUTE.R To AcK\El/JS: ~R~ PE.Ac:.£. 
Sl'ILAM~ OF POWER 'FLUC..TUATES AS PLAYERS 
Dl!Vc~P RE.SOURC£S, UStt £SPIOl'IAGE, EXPLOIT 
ALl.u:s. U"flt.IS&. MILJTA~'/ POTENTIAL. 

TAPE CASSETTE FOR TAS-80 lllK LEVEL II MINJ. I 

$15 

STRATAGEM CYBERNETICS 


.286 Corbin Pl., B'klyn, N.Y. 11235 


EDU-WARE EAST 
P.O. Box 336 

Maynard, MA 01754 
61 7 -568-8641 

MODELS I & Ill 

~ e:=1' 
MATH·PAK-1: MATH·PAK-2: MATH-PAK·3 

Interactive math drill programs that let the user enter the answer digit by d!glt, 
just like paper and pencil. With user selected dllllculty levels, carryovers, slm
pllllcatlon, reducing, scoring, pointing olf, games, and more. The MATH·PAK'S · 
are used throughout the U.S. and Canada and are recommended by the SOUS 
Journal, S-80 Bulletin, and the Computing Teacher. Order MATH·PAK·1 for 
Integers, MATH-PAK·2 for fractions, and MATH·PAK-3 for decimals. (L2-16K) 

$14.95ea. 
H·O·R-K-S 

Low cost, single entry accounting system for the home or office. With 66 user 
assigned account codes, auto audit trail, search with totals, 32 or 48K, 1 to 4 
drives, credit and debit reports with 3 options, and up to 9200 entries. 

$24.95/cassette $29.95/disc 

INVENTORY+ 
Why settle for just an Inventory listing? get aging reports with 2 options, reorder 
reports, total listings with purchase dates, amounts, and vendors, total c·osts, 
Items sold, profit/loss, and more. Use as a stand alone system with dally updates, 
delete, change, and Ille packing routines. (32K · 1 disc minimum). 

$24.95/cassette $29.95 disc 

CASH REGISTER 80 
Use your TRS·60 as a polnt of sale terminal with automatic Inventory lookup, 
pricing, updating, discounting, and more. Print sales slips with user adjusted 
formats, end of day reports with all cash, charge, and check sales by salesperson. 
CRBO requires INVENTORY ..t, 48K, and 1 disc minimum (2 drives recommended). 

$24.95/cassette $29.95 disc 
PYRAMIND 

A challenging game of logic and deductive reasoning. Can you solve the computer 
generated code? The computer will give you clues on each entry but It will take 
all your skill to break the code. With 3 dllllculty levels, sound, high speed graph
ics, and save a game on disc or cassette. (L2-16K) $11.95 cassette 

Mass. residents add 5% tax. VISA, M.C. and phone orders accepted. Overseas 
orders add $2.00 for air shipment. Dealer Inquiries Invited. TRS-80 Is a registered 
trademark of the fandy Corp. Circle 63 
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Programming languages 

Program listing 2, for 16K tape machines, and 
program listing 3, enhancements for disk, include 
1two machine language routines to speed up the 
:process. Memory must be set to 32602 in both tape 
and disk versions. 

When run, the program pokes in the two 
machine language routines, starting at address 
32603. Line 12 provides data verification. If this 
check stops execution of the program, recheck 
your data lines for accuracy. 

To operate the program, move the cursor about 
with the arrow keys. When the cursor is in the 
desired position, press the space bar to place an 
organism, or clear to remove it. You can use any 
combination of these keys to draw your colony of 
organisms. With the 16K version, pressing 
BREAK will clear the screen. This is disabled in 
the disk version. 

When you are ready, press the ENTER key to 
start computing the colony's fate. Your small 
society will change rapidly (or very slowly in 
straight BASIC). At the top of the screen, the 
generation and population counts are displayed. 
In the actual colony, an "O" indicates an adult or 
survivor; a "." a birth cell and an "X" a death. If 
you wish to return to the draw mode, press the 

BREAK key for the Pascal and 16K versions and 
the CLEAR key in the disk version. 

If the colony dies, the program will prompt you 
accordingly. Since "Life" uses the break key in the 
tape version, you must press the SHIFT-BREAK 
combination to stop program execution. 

Note that if you assemble your colony near the 
edge of the screen, it may dribble off the page, so to 
speak. This is because "Life" is theoretically to be 
played on an infinite plane. 

The Pascal version in BASIC 
Pascal does not have line numbers, but since the 

BASIC program in listing 4 is a line-for-line 
conversion of the Pascal, we will look at it to see 
how the program works. The misspelled words in 
the BASIC version are intentional to avoid 
keyword interaction and resultant syntax errors 
when run, i.e., LOCASHUN instead of 
LOCATION. 

10-30 Remark statements: Program title and 
author. 

100 Defines variables to be used as integers 
110 Clears the screen 

120-130 Prints instructions at top of screen 
140 Sets the start of the usable screen to 

GET ORGANIZED 

With These Utility Programs From Instant Software 

FIND IT QUICK 

Put an end to the Misplaced Informa

tion Syndrome! Here is a reliable, fast, 
subject-oriented information locator
FIND IT QUICK! This information in
dexing and retrieval system is versatile and 
flexible-the ideal tool for doctors, 
lawyers, enginP.ers, businessmen, educa
tors, anyone who needs to locate informa
tion. 

Designed with a journal/magazine for
mat, FIQ is versatile enough to be used to 
store and retrieve any type of reference in
formation including client lists, vendor 
advertisements, report bibliographies and 
more-even poems and famous quota
tions. Subjects can be indexed or called 
according to author, journal and date or 
by up to nine keywords that you deter
mine. Keywords can be used singly or in 
combination during the search routines. 

FIQ can be used by anyone. It requires 
no special skill, just the ability to type. Ar-

tide references to be stored can be pre
selected and then entered into the system 
by a secretary or assistant. The contents 
of entire file cabinets can even be indexed 
and stored! 

FIND IT QUICK requires a minimum 
system consisting of a TRS-80 Model I 
Level II with 16K of RAM , an Expansion 
Interface with 16K of RAM and at least 
one disk drive. Up to !080 items can be 
stored on one data disk . Instant Soft
ware 's Tiny DOS operating system is in
cluded on the program disk so that you 
can use the program without fuss or 
bother. 

Make your computer work like your 
own personal librarian with FIND IT 
QUICK. Can you afford to wait another 
day? 
Order No. 0258RD $49.95. Disk 

InstantSoftwareM 

PETERBOROUGH, N.H. 03458 

MASTER DIRECTORY 

The MASTER DIRECTORY is a disk 

file storage program that reads the files on 
all your disks and stores the file names and 
extensions and even records the free space 
on each disk. All you have to do is number 
the disks in your library and the MASTER 
DIRECTORY will keep track of their con
tents. You can read the names, displayed 
alphabetically, search the DIRECTORY 
for file names and extensions, delete disks 
and search for free space. You can store 
5000 files or 320 disks, whichever comes 
first. 

Your disk storage problems are over now 
that the MASTER DIRECTORY is here. 
This package requires the following 
minimum system: 
I. A TRS-80 Level II with 16K RAM. 
2. An Expansion Interface. Order No. SOOSRD (disk-based version) 
3. One (or more) disk drives. $29.95 

---TO ORDER:----. 
SEE YOUR LOCAL 


INSTANT SOFTWARE DEALER 

OR CALL TOLL-FREE 


1-800-258-5473 
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Programming languages 

the beginning of the fourth line; i.e., 350 Begins check for survival, death 
video location 15552 and birth 

150 Sets the character used to create the 360 Sets a number counter to zero . 
flashing cursor, a space (decimal 32) 370-450 Counts the neighbors of each cell 

160-190 Flashing cursor loop in the generation according to 
160 Pokes the underline character to screen Conway's laws 
170 Delay loop 370 Upper left neighbor 
180 Pokes the blank character to screen 380 Upper middle neighbor 
190 Delay loop 390 Upper right neighbor 
200 Reads the value of certain keys into a 400 Left neighbor 

variable. The keys are the control 410 Right neighbor 
keys and spacebar which will produce 420 Lower right neighbor 
a value at location 14400 430 Lower middle neighbor 

210-240 Arrow key values. Moves the cursor 440 Lower left neighbor 
accordingly 450 Results: If cell is "O" and count is not 2 

250 Space bar value. Pokes an "O" to the or 3 then "O" becomes "X" (death). If 
screen cell is empty and count is 3 then cell 

260 Replaces the cursor character with "O" becomes " ." (birth) 
270 Returns to the beginning loop if no 470-490 Loop to complete births or deaths 

key is stl'uck 480 "X's" are replaced by a space; ".'s" by 
280 Sets generation counter to zero an "O" 
290 Sets population counter to zero 500 Increments the generation counter 

300-320 	 Counts the number of "O's" on the 510 If population count is not zero then 
screen which constitute the current continue 
population 520 Population is zero: print appropriate 

330-340 	 Prints the generation and population message 
figures 530-540 Program end 

Auto-dial/Auto-answer 
FOR $224.95! 

The Microconnection·· can dial thPe:S:Glillll 
phone and answer it too, ~ 
transcribe transmissions I: 

decode busses, run 
printers, receive/send 
radio transmissions, 
answerI originate, and 
direct-connect to the phone 
system. Lots of terminal and 

Regular MICROCONNECTION™host software for cassette and 
prices start at $ 199.50. 

disk too. That's why it's a modem 
-and much more. --------~--

the ffl!C!OPe!!Pher~! CO!PO!~f!Oll. . 	 . 
TM 

To order your MICROCONNECTION, or for more information, write or phone: 2643 151 st PL N.E., Redmond, WA 98052 (206) 881 -7544 
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Programming languages 
) 

-~ 

Colony Type 

A 

B 


Figure 1 

c 

Timing the runs 
There is a vast difference in the running time of 

the four programs (the fourth is not listed here, but 
is Program listing 4 as compiled by Microsoft's 
latest BASIC compiler). As might be expected, the 
hybrid BASIC-assembly language version runs 
the fastest, with the compiled BASIC a close 
second. Tiny Pascal runs quite well and the 
interpreted BASIC is a sad last. The times for 
thirty generations are: 
Level II BASIC with 
machine language calls ............ ..... . 18 seconds 

BASIC version compiled by Microsoft ..... 28 seconds 
Tiny Pascal version ........... 5 minutes, 38 seconds 
Level II BASIC ... .. ......... 46 minutes, 20 seconds 

The beginning figure was the same for all the 
languages and was allowed to run through 30 
generations. To put the figure on your screen, 
bring the cursor down four lines and over 20 
spaces to the middle of the screen. It is eleven 
organisms wide: 

00000000000 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
00000000000 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
00000000000 

The time figures are representative for both the 
Model I and III. Although Microsoft's BASIC 
compiler is not yet available for the Model III, it 
soon will be. A review ofthat compiler is scheduled 

Generation Number 

Start 1 2 

Figure 2 

0 

(Died) 

(stable) 

(blinker) 

Begin 

Eliminutl.' 
d1•11th11 

Mnk1·11ll 
hirth t•elf11 

ndult11 

G 
~ ,~) 

Figure 3 0 
. 

' 
for a future issue. 
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Programming languages 
Listing 1 

(* JOHN HORTON CONWAY'S GAME OF LIFE *) 

(* WRITTEN IN RADIO SHACK'S TINY PASCAL BY SUPERSOFT, INC. *) 

(* BY JOHN WAPLES *) 

VAR CURSOR,GENERATION,INDEX,KEYSTRUCK,LOCATION,NUMBER,POPULATION:INTEGER; 

BEGIN 


WRITEC28,31,'THE GAME OF LIFE',13); 

WRITE('SET UP COLONY. PRESS <ENTER> WHEN READY.',15); 

LOCATION:=15552; 

CURSOR:=32; 

REPEAT 


MEMCLOCATION):=95; 

FOR INDEX:=1 TO 100 DO BEGIN END; 

MEMCLOCATION):=CURSOR; 

FOR INDEX:=1 TO 100 DO BEGIN END; 

KEYSTRUCK:=MEMC14400); 

CASE KEYSTRUCK OF 


8: IF LOCATION>15616 THEN LOCATION:=LOCATION-64; 
16: IF LOCATION<16526 THEN LOCATION:=LOCATION+64; 
32: IF LOCATION>15552 THEN LOCATION:=LOCATION-1; 
64: IF LOCATION<16319 THEN LOCATION:=LOCATION+1; 
128: MEMCLOCATION):=79 

END; 

CURSOR:=MEMCLOCATION); 

UNTIL KEYSTRUCK=1; 

GENERATION:=O; 

REPEAT 

POPULATION:=O; 

FOR INDEX:=15552 TO 16319 DO 


BEGIN 

IF MEM(INDEX)=79 THEN POPULATION:=POPULATION+1; 


END; 

WRITE(28,'THE GAME OF LIFE ' ,13); 

WRITEC'GENERATION ',GENERATION#,', POPULATION ',POPULATION#,'.'>; 

FOR INDEX:=15552 TO 16319 DO 


BEGIN 
NUMBER:=O; 
IF MEM(INDEX-65)>78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF MEMCINDEX-64)>78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF MEM(INDEX-63)>78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF MEM(INDEX-1) >78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF MEM(INDEX+1) >78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF MEM(INDEX+63)>78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF MEM(INDEX+64)>78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF MEM(INDEX+65)>78 THEN NUMBER:=NUMBER+1; 
IF (MEMCINDEX)>78) AND ((NUMBER>3) OR CNUMBER<2)) THEN MEMCINDEX):=88 
ELSE IF (MEMCINDEX)=32) AND (NUMBER=3) THEN MEM(INDEX):=46; 

END; 

FOR INDEX:=15552 TO 16319 DO 


BEGIN 

IF ME:MCINDEX)=88 THEN MEMCINDEX) :=32 

ELSE IF MEM(INDEX)=46 THEN ME~(INDEX):=79; 


END; 

GENERATION:=GENERATION+1; 

UNTIL POPULATION=O; 

WRITEC13,'THE COLONY HAS PERISHED.',13); 


END. 
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Programming languages 

Listing 2 , hybrid BASIC program 

1 REM * THE GAME OF LIFE * VERSION 3.2 
* 28-MARCH-1981 * 

2 REM * WRITTEN BY JON WAPLES * 
3 REM * RESERVE MEMORY SIZE AT 32602 * 
4 REM * ONLY TYPE IN LINES WITH LINE NU 

MBERS ENDING IN 0 * 
N=O:POKE16396, 165:CLS:PRINT@400,CHR$ 

(23)"THE GAME OF LIFE":PRINT@448, "BAS 
ED . ON THE GAME BY JOHN CONWAY" : PRINT@ 
520,"WRITTEN BY JON J . WAPLES" :FORI=3 
2603T032767 : READJ:N=N+J:POKEI,J:NEXT 

11 REM * DATA FOR 1ST MACHINE LANGUAGE 
PROGRAM * 

12 IF N<>18095 THEN CLS:PRINT"DATA IN L 
INE 20, 30, AND/OR 40 IS INCORRECT":S 
TOP:ELSE N=O 

DATA33,0,0,17, 128, 60,1,64,3,26,254,7 
9,32,1,35,19, 11 , 120,177,32, 244,195,15 
4,10 

21 REM * DATA FOR 2ND MACHINE LANGUAHE 
PROGRAM * 

DATA221 , 33, 128,60, 1, 64, 3, 46, 0,221,12 
6,191,205 , 245 , 127,221 , 126, 192, 205, 245 
, 127,221,126, 193,205, 245,127,221,126, 
255,205,245,127,221,126,1,205,245,127 
,221,126,63,205,245,127,221,126,64,20 
5,245,127,221,126,65,205,245,127,221, 
126,0,254,79,32,15,125,254,2,40,10 

DATA254,3,40, 6, 221 , 54, 0,88, 24,16,221 
,126,0,254,32,32,9, 125, 254, 3, 32,4,221 
,54,0,46, 221,35 , 11 , 120,177, 32, 161,33 , 
128,60,1 , 64, 3, 126, 254, 88, 32, 4, 54, 32, 2 
4,6,254,46, 32, 2, 54, 79, 35, 11 , 120, 177, 3 
2,~35 , 201 , 254, 79,40 , 5 , 254, 88, 40,1 ,201 
,44, 201 

41 . REM * DRAW MODE * 
42 REM * INITIALIZE VARIABLES AND SET U 

P SCREEN * 
CLEAR200:DEFINTA-Z:CLS:PRINT@3,"THE 

GAME OF LIFE: SET UP COLONY. PRESS < 
ENTER> WHEN DONE." : L=15552:C=32:G=O 

51 REM * DISPLAY CURSOR AND SCAN KEYBOA 
RD * 

POKEL,95:FORI=OT0100:NEXT:POKEL,C : FO 
RI=OT0100:NEXT:K=PEEKC14400) 

61 REM * CHECK FOR ALL COMBiNATIONS OF 
KEYS * 

IFK=1THEN370 
80 IFK=2THENPOKEL,32 
90 IFK=4THENPRINT@128,CHR$(31); 
fOO IFK=8THENIFL>15551THENL=L-64 
110 IFK=10THENIFL>15551THENL=L-64:POKEL 

,32 
120 IFK=16THENIFL<16256THENL=L+64 
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130 IFK=18THENIFL<16256THENL=L+64:POKEL 
,32 

140 IFK=32THENIFL>15488THENL=L-1 
150 IFK=34THENIFL>15488THENL=L-1:POKEL, 

32 
160 IFK=40THENIFL>15552THENL=L-65 
170 IFK=42THENIFL>15552THENL=L-65:POKEL 

,32 
180 IFK=48THENIFL<16257THENL=L+63 
190 IFK=50THENIFL<16257THENL=L+63:POKEL 

,32 
200 IFK=64THENIFL<16319THENL=L+1 
210 IFK=66THENIFL<16319THENL=L+1:POKEL, 

32 
220 IFK=72THENIFL>15550THENL=L-63 
230 IFK=74THENIFL>15550THENL=L- 63:POKEL 

,32 
240 IFK=80THENIFL<16255THENL=L+65 
250 IFK=82THENIFL<16255THENL=L+65:POKEL 

,32 
260 IFK=128THENPOKEL,79 
270 IFK=136THENIFL>15551THENL=L-64: POKE 

L,79 
280 IFK=144THENIFL<16256THENL=L+64 : POKE 

L,79 
290 IFK=160THENIFL>15488THENL=L-1 : POKEL 

,79 
300 IFK=168THENIFL>15552THENL=L-65:POKE 

L,79 
310 IFK=176THENIFL<16257THENL=L+63:POKE 

L,79 
320 IFK=192THENIFL<16319THENL=L+1:POKEL 

,79 
330 IFK=200THENI FL>15550THENL=L- 63:POKE 

L, 79 
340 IFK=208THENIFL<16255THENL=L+65 : POKE 

L, 79 
350 C=PEEK(L) 
360 GOT060 
361 REM * CALL 1ST MACHINE LANGUAGE SUB 

ROUTINE: * 
362 REM * RETURN WITH POPULATION COUNT 


* 

370 POKE16526, 91:POKE16527,127:P=USR(0) 

371 REM * CENTER GENERATION AND POPULAT 
ION COUNT AT TOP * 

380 A$="THE GAME OF LIFE: GENERATION"+S 
TR$(G)+", POPULATION"+STR$(P)+"." 

390 PRINT@O,CHR$(30); 
400 PRINT@32-FIX(LEN(A$)/2+. 5) , A$; 
401 REM * CALL 2ND MACHINE LANGUAGE SUB 

ROUTINE: * 
402 REM * DO BIRTHS, DEATHS, AND SURVIV 

ALS * 
410 POKE16526,115:POKE16527,127:X=USR(0 

) 

mailto:PRINT@32-FIX(LEN(A$)/2+.5


411 REM * CHECK FOR BREAK * 
420 K=PEEK(14400):IFK=4THENSO 
421 REM * INCREMENT GENERATION COUNT AN 

D LOOP * 
422 REM * IF POPULATION > 0 * 
430 G=G+1:IFP>OTHEN370 
431 REM * PRINT PERISH MESSAGE AND WAIT 

FOR ENTER * 
440 PRINT@69,"THE COLONY HAS PERISHED. 

PRESS <ENTER> TO PLAY AGAIN."; 
4SO K=PEEK(14400):IFK=1THENSOELSE4SO 

Listing 3 
changes and additions required for disk use 

10 CLS:PRINT@400,CHR$(23)"THE GAME OF L 
IFE":PRINT@448,"BASED ON THE GAME BY 
JOHN CONWAY":PRINT@S20,"WRITTEN BY JO 
NJ. WAPLES":FORI=32603T032767:READJ: 
POKEI,J:NEXT 

370 DEFUSR1=32603:P=USR1(0) 
410 DEFUSR0=32627:X=USR(0) 
411 REM * CHECK FOR CLEAR * 
420 K=PEEKC14400):IFK=2THENSO 
421 REM * CHECK FOR END OF PROGRAM * 
422 IF K=8THENEND 
423 REM * INCREMENT GENERATION COUNT AN 

D LOOP * 
424 REM * IF POPULATION > 0 * 

Listing 4 

Straight BASIC listing 


10 REM JOHN HORTON CONWAY'S GAME OF LIF 
E 

20 REM WRITTEN IN RADIO SHACK'S DISK BA 
SIC 

30 REM ADAPTED BY NORMAN H. JACOBSON 
100 DEFINT C,G,I,K,L,N,P 
110 CLS 
120 PRINT "THE GAME OF LIFE" 
130 PRINT "SET UP COLONY. PRESS <ENTER> 

WHEN READY." 
140 LOCASHUN=15SS2 
1SO CURSER=32 
160 POKE LOCASHUN,9S 
170 FOR INDEX=1 TO SO : NEXT INDEX 
180 POKE LOCASHUN, CURSER 
190 FOR INDEX=1 TO SO : NEXT INDEX 
200 KEYSTRUCK=PEEKC14400) 
210 IF KEYSTRUCK=8 THEN IF LOCATION>1S6 

16 THEN LOCATION=LOCATION-64 : GOTO 2 
60 

220 IF KEYSTRUCK=16 THEN IF L0CASHUN<16 

Programming languages 

S26 THEN LOCASHUN=LOCASHUN+64 : GOTO 
260 

230 IF KEYSTRUCK=32 THEN IF LOCASHUN>1S 
SS2 THEN LOCASHUN=LOCASHUN~1 : GOTO 2 
60 

240 IF KEYSTRUCK=64 THEN IF LOCASHUN<16 
319 THEN LOCASHUN=LOCASHUN+1 : GOTO 2 
60 

2SO IF KEYSTRUCK=128 THEN POKE LOCASHUN 
,79 

260 CURSER=PEEK(LOCASHUN) 
270 IF KEYSTRUCK<>1 THEN 160 
280 GENERASHUN=O 
290 POPULASHUN=O 
300 FOR INDEX=1S5S2 TO 16319 
310 IF PEEK(INDEX)=79 THEN POPULASHUN=P 

OPULASHUN+1 
320 NEXT INDEX 
330 PRINT@O, "THE GAME OF LI FE" 
340 PRINT "GENERATION"; GENERASHUN; "POPU 

LATION" ; POPULASHUN 
350 FOR INDEX=1SSS2 TO 16319 
360 NUMBER=O 
370 IF PEEK(INDEX-6S)>78 THEN NUMBER=NU 

MBER+1 
380 IF PEEK(INDEX-64)>78 THEN NUMBER=NU 

MBER+1 
390 IF PEEK(INDEX-63)>78 THEN NUMBER=NU 

MBER+1 
400 IF PEEKCINDEX-1)>78 THEN NUMBER=NUM 

BER+1 
410 IF PEEK(INDEX+1)>78 THEN NUMBER=NUM 

BER+1 
420 IF PEEK(INDEX+63)>78 THEN NUMBER=NU 

MBER+1 
430 IF PEEK(INDEX+64)>78 THEN NUMBER=NU 

MBER+1 
440 IF PEEK(INDEX+6S)>78 THEN NUMBER=NU 

MBER+1 
4SO IF (PEEK(INDEX)>78) AND ((NUMBER>3) , 

OR (NUMBER<2)) THEN POKE INDEX,88 
ELSE IF (PEEK(IND~X)=32) AND (NUMBE 

R=3) THEN POKE INDEX,46 
460 NEXT INDEX 
470 FOR INDEX=1S5S2 TO 16319 
480 IF PEEK(INDEX)=88 THEN POKE INDEX,3 

2 
ELSE IF PEEK(INDEX)=46 THEN POKE IN 

DEX,79 
490 NEXT INDEX 
SOO GENERASHUN=GENERASHUN+1 
S10 IF POPULASHUN<>O THEN 290 
S20 PRINT : PRINT "THE COLONY HAS PERIS 

HED." 
S30 PRINT 
S40 END 
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c; Software .review 

Superscript 

Acorn Software Products Inc 


634 N Carolina Ave S E 

Washington, DC 20003 


$29.95 Diskette 


For Model I Disk Scripsit with 
· Lower Case Modification 

Much has been written about 
Scripsit over the past year. Endless 
comparisons with the Godfather of 
micro-text editing, the Electric 
Pencil, have been made and 
invariably each program has 
suffered some in comparison. There 
will always be those who will stay 
with one or the other program 
because they like it and it does the 
job they want to do. 

Recently, a new package of 
enhancements for Scripsit was 
released by Acorn Software. The 
enhancements were written by 
Richard P Wilkes, and are as 
follows : 

1.You can now get a directory of 
any disk without leaving Scripsit 
with the new "D" command. 
2. Files can be killed from within 
Scripsit with the new "K" 
command. 
3. The keyboard driver program 
is changed "so that the key repeat 
is faster. 
4. Files can now be read in 
NEWDOS or TRSDOS. 
5. You can now add Jines into a 
text during _printout. For 
example, you can have-a multiple 
letter with "Dear" and a special 
character group, and then fill in 
the name while printing. 
6. When the program is 
customized you have a choice of 
three serial or three parallel port 
printer drivers, or you have the 
option of using a customized 
driver for either serial or parallel 
ports. The CR/ LF problem 
encountered by many users can 
be fixed in these drivers. 
7. Serial drivers incorporate 
ETX/ ACK protocol for 1200 baud 

operation. 
8. On printers that can 
backspace, the ability to do 
slashed zeros and ·underlining is 
added. 
9. Diablo and NEC printers can 
now use superscripts, subscripts, 
underlining boldface, 10/ 12 pitch 
and slash zeros. 
10. The file loading command is 
changed so that you must input a 
filename to prevent accidental 
loss of a text buffer if the L 
command is intended but L is 
typed. 
11. Required spaces are allowed 
to give the user more control over 
his spacing in lines. 
12. Brackets, braces and carets 
can now be entered through the 
keyboard . 
13. Drivers located in high 
memory are protected by the 
modified system. 

The source code for the printer 
drivers is included on the diskette. 
Even better, you will find that the 
drivers have some really nice 
features like auto-repeat, upper-case 
lock, printer toggle and JKL screen 
printing. 

The ability to look at disk 
directories and kill files is very 
important. Ever since Scripsit came 
out, this has always been my one 
complaint about the program. At 
one stroke, that problem has 
disappeared. Scripsit has gradually 
been taking over my text editing 
load, and this modification will 
definitely speed it up. 

Equally as impressive was the 
speedup of the repeating key. 
Everyone who has used Scripsit has 
seen the screen scroll go on forever. 
With the repeat modification, the 
screen scrolls past so quickly that it 
becomes a reasonable way to move 
from one point in the program to 
another. 

One fact which came as a very 
pleasant surprise, is that the actual 
modification is painless. The 
Superscript modification takes only 
a few minutes and requires that you 
answer a few simple questions to 
handle the customization of the 
program. The diskette with the 
programs comes without Scripsit 
(you must already have the Scripsit 
program). To modify it, you power 

up your system and boot the Acorn 
Superscript diskette by pressing 
RESET. 

After the Acorn system is 
running, you first choose which 
driver you want to have compiled 
into the program. Next, you let it 
load a copy of Scripsit and answer 
some questions about the 
characteristics of your printer. Once 
these answers are done, the 
modification takes place and a new 
file called SCRIPT/ CMD is written 
to disk for your use. This is the 
modified version of Scripsit. One
d rive systems have special 
instructions. 

As to limitations: first, this is a 
disk system modification. It 
requires at least 32K of memory and 
lower case. Either Radio Shack or 
Pencil modifications will work with 
the package, but there is no 
modification for the upper case only 
version of Scripsit. 

There are also some new 
restrictions to be observed if you are 
using any of the special options. For 
example, the instructions warn that 
if you press CLEAR while a printer 
toggle option is in effect, the driver 
doesn't get told about it and the only 
way to save things is to save the text 
and rerun SCRIPT/ CMD. 

More serious to the average user is 
the fact that the message "Printer 
Not Ready" is no longer displayed. 
But pressing "CLEAR" will get 
back to the text if the system hangs 
up because the printer is not ready. 

Some people will consider it a 
dis a dvantage that the status 
messages at the bottom of the screen 
are shortened. More will worry 
about the fact that the modification 
adds slightly more than lK to the 
Scripsit program (calculated from 
the length of the file on the diskette). 
However, by checking ?M for 
characters available in memory, I 
have only lost 671 characters from 
the text space. Whatever figure you 
take, it does make the program 
longer, so you could have an old file 
that will not fit . 

None of these objections amount 
to very much however. In fact, all of 
them can be safely ignored by most 
users and those who do come into 
contact with them will find the 
instruction booklet clear enough tC' 
keep them out of trouble. 

TR Dettmann 
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MICRO 
MOONLIGHTER 
NEWSLETTER 

The ONLY publication devoted 
exclusively to helping you create, 
build, and maintain a home-based 
business using your micro-system. 
SUBSCRIBE NOW to what m ay be 
the m ost important publication in 
YOUR FUTURE ! 
1 Year (l2 issues ) only $25 U.S., 

$29 Canada, $ 35 World Wide 

J. Norman Goode, Publisher 
Micro Moonlighter 

Newsletter 
2115-J Berna rd Avenue 
Nashville, TN 37212 

DATA LIFE 
MD 525-01 

TRS-80 MOD 111 
Reinforced Hub Ring 

10 
FOR $28 

In stock for instant shipment. 

i .....-..... P.O. Box 327 
... Center Valley, Pa. 

D k E 18034
is s, tc. (215) 439-1717 

.... WRITEFOR 
~ FREE CATALOG 

DENTAL COMPUTER 
NEWSLETTER 
E.J. Neiburger, 
D.D.S., Editor 

1000 North Ave 
Waukegan, IL 60085 

The DCN is an international 
group of dentists, physicians 
and office management people 
who have interests in office 
computers . Th,ough the 
emphasis is on micro
computers, many . members , 
use minis. We cater to all 
makes and brand names. 
Annual membership dues 
$12.00. Membership runs 
from January to January. If 
you join mid-year, we will 
supply you with the years back 
issues . 

Circlf:! .98 

Something special is 
coming from 

MIKEE 
ELECTRONICS 

CORP. 
MIKEEANGELOTM 

Hi-Resolution 
For the TRS-80 Models I & III 

384 X 192 for Model I 
512 X 192 for the Model III 

Two density modes 
Not a character generator 

Watch for it in this 
magazine. 

Circle Reader Service 
number 7 for preview info. 
MIKEE ELECTRONICS 
1414 127th Place N .E. 

Bellevue, WA 98005 

Data Acquisition 
1and Control for the TRS-80* 
- $180 ppd. 

The STA RBUCK-888 2 is a comple te eight channel 
data acquisi tio n and control system . plug 
compatible with the Model I level II TRS·80 It 
includ es 8 protected analog inputs (0-5 Vd c with 
8± 1 bi t accuracy) . 8 pr otected digital inputs. 8 
optoisolated digital output s, and two joystick 
port s Interrupt -driven soft ware pac kage allows 
simultaneous data acquisition and storage while 
using the TR S-80 for any other purpose ' 
Application manual covers home secur ity. energy 
monitoring, weather station use, applia nce 
con tro l. graphics and games Price includes 
case . power supply . ex tra expansion card edge. 
connector cable. complete software package and 
detai led applications manual. Manuals only are 

' available !or $4 00 ppd. To order . write 

STARBUCK DATA CO. 
PO Box 24, Newton. MA 02162 

Educational Software for 
TRS-80** and Apple* 

Individual Study Cent er - (7 programs) 
study any subject for Grade 1 to Adu lt ; 
over 50 different subjects available. 
(TRS·80 Lev. 11 , 16K and Apple Cassette 
$49.95. Apple Disk 48K $54.95) . 

Wo rds For The Wise • 5 acti vit ies plus 
1000 words or you ca n make your own 
words. (TRS-80 Lev. 11, 16K $24.95) 

Earth Science Series - for Jr. and Sr. 
High School ( 12 programs - TRS-80 Lev. 
1 1, 16K, $68 .50) 
For free information write to: 

TYC Software'" 
40 Stuyvesant Manor Dept. 8 

Geneseo, NY 14454 7 16-243-3005 
•Trademark of Apple Computer Inc. 

0 Tra demark of Tandy Corp . 

Circle 94 

CHIP 
THE "PET" IC 

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 

* The un t old story of 
ran away to Join the 
dr•:•Ji ts. 

• Complete care and feeding
ins tr•Jctions. 

* Lots of fun and laughs. 

ONLY $1 . 99! 

MAUDKO 
524 MONTANA 

HAVRE1 MT 59501 

• POR TFO LI OMANAGEM ENT SYS TE MS 
• OPTION PRICEANALYS IS PROG RAMS 

(wlalilily. lime premiu m, 8lack·Scholes) 
• STOCK PRICE TREN DANALYS IS 

(volume, price. direction, screens) 
• FUNOAME NTAL & TECHN ICAL ANALYS IS 

(PIE. yield, dividend performance , etc.) 
• ON BALANC EVO LUM E-G ranville 

1 
•COM MOD ITIES, BO NDS. WARR ANTS 
• COMPU TER INVESTOR NEWSL ETTER AVAI LABL E 

Over 100 easy -to·use professional investment 

-' 

analysis programs simi lar lo those used by the large 
rnveslment houses now made aflordable _ For Apple . 
TRS -80. ATARI, PET. CP/ M and others . 

SEND $3 TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG 
-----------------------------------------
Wall Street Software Order Toll Free 
332 E. 30th Street 1-800-528-6050, 
New York , NY 10016 ext 1592 
You r System ______ U No System 

Name 

Address 

City/ Stale / Zip -------- 
© Computer Services Corporation of America 

Cirele 80 . 

ALADDI N 
Software 

1001 Colfax St. 
Danville, IL 61832 
(send for catalog) 

Programs: 

SOUND/ IN / BASIC 
GAMES FOR ALL 
GOLF HANDICAP 
MUSIC COMPOSER 
ALGEBRA/ TRIG ... 

~
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Machine language application 

The vertical mill: 

A three-dimensional plotter? 


System/ Command 


For the past few months, I've been 
experimenting with a rather unique output device 
on my TRS-80. In lieu of my regular machine 
language theme, I'd like to tell you about it. The 
device is a Sears Craftsman vertical mill. 
Manufactured for Sears by Sherline Products (San 
Marcos, CA), it has a bed capable of motion along 
the X and Y axes, and a rotatable head assembly 
which moves along the Z axis. For the price ($299), 
it is a very solidly built and capable machine. 

By removing the handcranks which control the 
bed and tool motions, and replacing them with 

Phil Pilgrim, Port Townsend, Washington 

stepper motors, one may control the 
contour cutting strokes of this machine from a 
computer. I chose a North American Philips 
(Cheshire, CT) series 82900 stepper for each. Ithas 
a torque of around 25 oz.finch and an angular 
resolution of 48 steps per revolution. By a gear 
reduction of 75:24, torque is increased threefold, 
and a linear resolution of three steps per 
thousandth of an inch is obtained. If the machine 
is kept well-adjusted and lubricated the torque is 
more than adequate for most applications. (I'm 
using mine to cut aluminum molds for fishing 
lures.) 

TTL in 

Opto-22 
ODC-5 

1N4002 

10 ohm /25 w 
'-~~JVINVVUI~~+ 

100 ohm 

*Motor is part no. K82924-M3 

Figure 1. Schematic for one motor coil (of 12). 
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Machine language application. 

Interface to the steppers can be very tricky, or so 
it seems if you read all the manufacturers' 
literature on the subject. Simply put, each motor 
has four windings which must be energized in 
certain sequences depending on whether 
clockwise or counter-clockwise motion is desired. 
There are special circuits and integrated circuits 
designed to do this (at premium prices), or a driver 
can be built from scratch. If you opt for the latter, 
you will find enough desig11 specs to keep any 
electrical engineer in calculator paradise. When it 
came time in my project" to choose a power 
transistor with the right combination ofresponse 
time and current capability to drive the coils, I'd 
had enough. Fortunately, a simpler solution 
presented itself. 

The Opto-22 Corporation (Westminster, CA) 
offers a line of opto-isolator modules and 
mounting boards capable of converting TTL 
(Transistor-Transistor Logic) signals to the 
current levels required by the steppers. I use an 
ODC-5 module on each coil (see Figure 1), making 
12 altogether for three motors, and do the step 
sequencing via software. One and a half parallel 
output ports are necessary, mine being derived 
from an Exatron memory expansion box. 

Once the hardware is completed, a software 
driver must be written to do the sequencing, 
timing, acceleration, and step counting for each 
axis. Since my application involves the milling of 
smooth contours, I also wanted the driver to 
handle short, straight strokes in three 
dimensions, so my molds wouldn't have a jagged, 
stair-step look to them. This involves the principal 
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Machine language application 

03010 Rl2 LD I HL, (TTX) ;GET TTX 
03020 OR A ;RESET CARRY 

'·· 03030 SBC HL,EC ;SUBTRACT MINIMUM OF TTX, TTY, TTZ 
03040 R31 CALL Z,MOVEX ;IF ZERO, DO ONE STEP 
03050 Rl4 LD (TTX), HL ;SAVE NEW VALUE OF TTX 
03060 LD D,H ;DE=TTX 
03070 LD E,L 
03080 Rl3 LD HL, (TTY) ;GET TTY 
03090 OR A ;RESET CARRY 
03100 SBC HL,BC ;SUBTRACT MINIMUM 
03110 R32 CALL Z,MOVEY ;IF ZERO, MOVE IT 
03120 Rl5 LD (TTY) ,HL ;SAVE NEW VALUE OF TTY 
03130 RST 18H ;NEW TTY LESS THAN NEW TTX? 
03140 JR NC,HLOKl NO: OKAY 
03150 EX DE,HL YES: DE=TTY 
03160 HLOKl LD HL, (TTZ) ;GET TTZ 
03170 OR A ;RESET CARRY 
03180 SBC HL,BC ;SUBTRACT MINIMUM 
03190 R33 CALL Z,MOVEZ ;IF ZERO, MOVE IT 
03200 Rl6 LD (TTZ),HL ;SAVE NEW VALUE OF TTZ 
03210 RST 18H ;NEW TTZ LESS THAN DE? 
03220 JR NC,HLOK2 NO: OKAY 
03230 EX DE,HL YES: DE=TTZ 

Figure 3. Code to perform one "macro-tick" of step clock. 

of a master "step clock" which ticks at a fixed rate. code DE will contain the new minimum value, 
Each axis is stepped every n ticks, where n for a which can be put in BC for the next cycle. 
given axis is a function of the slope of the line Once the driver program is complete, 
.being milled. If the slope in the XY plane is 1/ 2 , experimentation is in order. The first thing I noted 
for example, X would step every tick, and Y every was that the spindle motor on the milling machine 
other one. This would continue until the desired (a DC brush-type with an SCR speed control) 
number of steps was reached. Finding n for each drove the TRS-80 bananas. The solution was to 
axis is the object of the code shown in Figure 2. DX, put a capacitor across the brushes and a low-pass 
DY, and DZ are the number of steps desired in filter in the power lead, and to plug the thing in on 
each axis (absolute values). TTX, TTY, and TTZ the other side of the room from the computer. 
are the n's calculated for the three axes. This is Another thing which became apparent (after a 
done as follows: couple of broken bits) is that the feed rate (bed and 

TTX=DY*DZ tool head speed) had to be software controlled. Not 
TTY=DX*DZ only this, but a sure-fire interrupt system had to be 
TTZ= DX*DY built into the driver to stop the beast instantly and 

yet preserve its status (in case the phone rang, or itwith exceptions made when DX, DY or DZ = 0. 
started gouging itself). This observation leadsOne might object that this is inefficient, and it 
naturally to another note: Never leave such ais. TTX, TTY and TTZ should be divided by the 
machine running unattended. Program bugs tendgreatest common denominator to eliminate 
to manifest themselves as soon as you turn yourredundant ticks; but there is an easier way. By 
back, possibly ruining an entire 8 hour milling job.keeping track of which axis has the least number 
And, finally, because contour milling is such aof ticks to go before it steps, we can advance the 
time-consuming job, requiring a small bit andmaster step clock by this amount instantly, thus 
many floating point calculations, I highlyguaranteeing at least one step at each such 
recommend a clock speed-up mod for the TRS-80."macro tick". Thus a short, straight line is milled 
Mine is made by Exatron and works great. Youin the least amount of time. 
won't want to Speed up the tool feed rate, ofcourse,

The code segment in Figure 3 shows how this is but the intervening calculations go a lot faster.
done with the TRS-80. BC contains the minimum 

Admittedly, this has been a very cursoryof TTX, TTY and TTZ. MOVEX, MOVEY and 
overview of the project, but the details would fill MOVEZ perform the stepping and restore TTX, 
the magazine. I hope, nonetheless, that if you areTTY and TTZ, respectively, to their original 
considering a · similar project, there are enoughvalues (from TX, TY and TZ). At the end of this 
tips here to get you started. 
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MODEL III DISK DRIVES 

AVAILABLE NOW!! 


• Super Disk Controller. Allows you to read any soft 
sectored diskette. Single or Double Density! 
• Reads SYJ" and 8" Diskettes! 
• No additional hardware required to read 8" diskettes. 
• Enhanced storage capability of up to 800 kilobytes 
per drive with purchase of the 80 or 160 track drives. 
• Convert existing Model I software to Model III 
format* 
• Complete package includes Drive, Power Supply, 
Cables, Controller Board, Brackets and DOS. 

40 Track Drive - $775.00 
80 Track Drive - $895.00 
160 Track Drive - $995.00 

* Some programs may require patching to operate. 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Model Ill TRS-80 is a pro du c t o f the Tandy Corp. 

Watch for our 10 megabyte Model 111-H 

Winchester Drive System! 


Call or write for further information 

Micro Mainframes ~ 

•~k~• 714 Alhambra Blvd. ~ 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

(916) 447-7048 Circle 51 

MODELS I & Ill UPGRADED 
Check Our Prices! 

e TRS-80 Model Ill Level II 16K $925.00 
• 16K Memory upgrade for Mod I, Ill & Color $59.95 
• New Archbold Speed up board $44.95 
• 51.4" Verbatim Diskettes (Box of 10) $24.95 
• Vista V-50 40 track double sided disk drive $395.00 
• Vista V-800 80 track double sided disk drive $595.00 
• 	 Vista V-8000 160 track double sided disk drive $795.00 


Drives include case & power supply but no cable. 

• Cable for 2 drives $23.95 
• Printer Multiplexer Box, handles up to 4 printers at the same 
time, user selectable. * 
• Epson MX-80 * 
• Vista V-300 Daisy Wheel Printer * 
• EPROM Programmer * 

e MAXI-ZAP for Model Ill $79.95 

(Greatly enhanced Super-Zap like Utility for Model' Ill. written in 

machine code. Reads Model I and Model Ill Diskettes!) 


• Sea Gate Technoloy 5 Megabyte add on Winchester 

Drive for Model I only $2995 .00 complete until June 1, 1981 , 


CALL OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
* Please call for these prices 

Micro Mainframes 

714 Alhambra Blvd. 


Sacramento, CA 95814 


Circle 50 (916) 447-7048 

~H~s~g~ 
,,.. B 


If you ever do Assembly language program· 
ming, or you just want to know more about 
your TRS-80 ROM, "THE BOOK"s are for you. 

'TRS-80 is a trademar1< of Tandy Corp. 

Each volume is priced at: $14.95 + $1.50 
S&H = $16.45 ($17.05 in VA) Overseas add 
$2.50 for air shipment 

Insiders Software Consultants, Inc. 
P.O. Box 2441, Dept. U 2 
Springfield, VA 22152 

0 Please send me Volume I of THE BOOK 

D Please send me Volume II of THE BOOK 

NAME 'L;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::::;;;;;;;;;;;;:;.;;;;;;;;;.-1 
ADDRESS_________________ 

Volume I: The most comprehensive Volume II: Everything you want toI CITY, STATE ZIPCODE_____ 
book yet on the math routines in know about the video, keyboard, 

I i Check payable to Insiders Software Consultants, Inc. Level II ROM, Models I & Ill. In cassette , and printer driv.er 
: ! ' MASTER CHARGE MC Bank Code cludes a fully commented listing routines. Learn how to write your
I I VISA Exp. Date _ __ Card Number ___from 0708H to 1607H and an in own! Remarkably detailed listings
Icredibly complete map of the ROM 	 illustrate well-commented source1 Signature ------ ·---------- 

and reserved areas of RAM. ! Dealer Inquiries Invited· code. Complement Volume I, now. 
.__ ________ - -- -- - ---- -- -- -- - _____J Circle 61 
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STOP PLAYING GAMES! Boole review 

Compute r games are fun and recreational, but we believe the computer has 
great educational potential too . We specialize in th e production of quality 
educational software for school and home use of the TRS-80 computer. 

ELEMENTARY/MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Entertaining, challenging package of programs to aid and develop word 
recogni tion and spell ing skills, for the high abi li ty elementary (to adult) user. 
WORD RECOG NITION PACKAGE TAPE, $14.95. DISK, $19.95 

HIGH SCHOOL/ COLLEGE PHYSICS 
A se ries of PHYSICS TUTORIAL STUDY UNITS, written in easy- to-grasp 
manner fo r use both as in-school computer-aided-instruction, and a t-home 
personal physics tutor. Each unit treats a major body of material and contains: 
subject synopsis, formulae, carefu lly designed problems, and fu lly explained 
solutions. Pro blems change each time program is run.Some titles available are: 
DYNAMICS-NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION , MOMENTUM, HEAT AND 
TEMPERATURE STUDY UN IT (A), HEAT AND TEMPERATURE STUDY 
: !NIT (BJ.Writ e for other physics titles available . 
SET OF FOUR TITLES TAPE, $65.00. Disk, $75.00 
IN DIVIDU AL TITLES TAPE, $17.50. DISK, $20.00 

GRADES MANAGEMENT 
GRADES MANAGEM ENT program enables teachers usi ng numerical grades 
to c rea te student /grade fi les withou t requ iring disk capabilit y. Determine 
periodic average with both numerical and bar-graph presentations. Computes 
final grades using your own school formula (please provide), or mine. Disk 
version has advan tage of greater speed and fl exibility of disk . 

TAPE, $24 .95. DISK, $29.95 

PROGRAM FOR PILOTS 
NAVIGATION AIDS . Use to determine straight- line distance, time, fu el, best 
altitude, and powe r before flight to save time and money. 

TAPE, $9.95. DISK,$14 95 

MONTHLY BILLING For small groups, partne rs or clubs sharing expenses of 
an ai rcraft. Quickly, accurate ly deter mines (and prints) each member's bill. 

TAPE,$14 95 DISK. $17 .50 

CLUB BILLI NG For groups or clubs bi ll ing on hourl y basis . Handles aircrafl 
rentals (wet/ dry), instruction, dues, taxes, 2tc. 

TAPE, $24.95. DISK, $29.95 

ORDERING INFORMATIO N. Please add $ 1.00 for first tape or disk, or $2 .00 to 
an order of two or more programs, for postage and handling. New York State 
orders add sales tax . Please indica te TRS-80 model and memory. Circle 71 


THE TEACHING ASSISTANT 

22 SEWARD DRIVE, HUNTINGTON STATION, N.Y.11746 


TRS so-•· is,, 1l.'o..1istl'red 1rndl:'111t11k of T.mdy Corp. 

Pascal 

by David L Heiserman 


Tab Books, Inc 

Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214 


$9.95 paperback 


Applicable Machines: 

Model I or III with Tiny Pascal 


The past year has seen an 
increased interest in alternatives to 
interpreted BASIC as a program
ming vehicle for microcomputers. 
One language which has probably 
elicited more curiosity than any 
other is Pascal. As a new language 
touted by some as the language of the 
future, Pascal is said to embody the 
best features of other languages such 
as FORTRAN and COBOL while 
a voiding their weaknesses. Because 
Pascal is a highly structured 
language, it is an excellent choice for 
teaching the fundamentals of 
programming. Its structuring 
imposes a certain amount of 
discipline on the programmer. While 
it is certainly possible to write bad 

I didn't know that!! 
And you won't either 

unless you subscribe to 

COLOR COMPUTER NEWS 

$9.00 for a 6 issue subscription 

Send to: 


REMarkable Software 

P 0 Box 1192 


Muskegon, Ml 49443 


Pascal code, it is not as easy a 
language to misuse as BASIC, for 
example, with its potential for rat's 
nests of GOTO's and GOSUB's. For 
the newcomer to computers, Pascal 
has one other attraction: as a 
completely new language, there are 
not a lot of old Pascal hands around, 
thus permitting newcomers to start 
even. 

TRS-80 Model I and III owners 
interested in Pascal are fortunate to 
have available to them a small, 
modestly priced, cassette-based 
Pascal compiler which runs in only 
16K of RAM. Called "Tiny Pascal", 
this compliler was developed several 
years ago by Kim Man-Chung and 
Herbert Yuen, graduate students at 
the University of Illinois. Tiny Pascal 
was first marketed by Supersoft and 
the Computer Information Exchange 
(People's Software). In 1980 Radio 
Shack acquired the rights to Tiny 
Pascal, and it is now being sold as 
catalog number 26-2009. 

As tiny as Tiny Pascal is, the 
amount of information supplied by 
Radio Shack's accompanying user 
manual is even tinier. For the 
individual new to Pascal, the manual 
is a major disappointment. Radio 
Shack dismisses the problem of 
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ElJflS 
EDAS is a sophisticated Editor 
and Assembler for the '80 Model 
I or Model Ill. All commands 
and SOURCE text can be enter
ed in upper or lower case . Direct 
assembly for memory or mul
tiple disk files by means of *GET 
assembler directives provides 
the capability of assembling 
huge source files with 30,000 
bytes of symbol table. Direct 
assembly to disk or memory for 
faster debugging operations. 
DOS functions DIR, KILL, and 
LIST are available from within 
EDAS . The Editor provides 
block move & global change 
withBASICsyntaxediting . EDAS 
provides power with ease of 
use . $79 + $S&H . 

LOOS is the latest generation of sophisti 
cated operating systems for the TRS-80 
computers. LOOS is completely docu
mented in a 252-page reference manual. 
Total support is provided from some of 
the most knowledgeable people in the 
industry. You owe it to yourself to inves
tigate this system. Call or write for details. 
LOOS is priced at $149 plus $4 S&H. 

llJ(]S 5.GJ 

lJSl';'lf!ilR 
Complement,yo11.r 

()ulll Z-80 disas~;n : 
I cassette / (/ '· 

DUTIL is a utility to examine, provjde's .S· -
clear, initialize, move, and modify a,ii{e;. · r~/~r 
data in memory. Load, punch , /)~,Ef 
verify SYSTEM tapes. Disk sector /';;:;:~. 
1/ 0 . More! $20. ....: •. ".~.?~":l5, .. 

Now you can append two or more 
CMDfilesand / orSYSTEMtapes. 
Perform transfer to & from disk/ 
tape of SYSTEM / CMD modules 
with offset capabilities. $20. 

$1 S&H + 
LE, DSMBLR Specify M 

'''Pl~ .:i~~" 
MISOSYS U2 

5904 Ed hill Drive 
Alexandria, Virginia 22303 

703-960-2998 MicroNET 70140,310 
Dealers Inquiry Invited 

lJ~SKl';'I[]() 
Turn your Editor Assembler into 
a disk package. This 32K patch 
modifies EDT ASM for DOS op
eration. Features? Add full disk 
1/0, block move, global change, 
printer pagination, sorted sym
bol table, print memory utiliza
tion, enhance DEFM expansion, 
protect memory, and recover 
after BOOT. From within the 
EDTASM you will have DIR, 
KILL, & FREE. Upgrade your 
EDTASM! $20. 

THE f!i,00K 
THE BOOKs must be a part of 
your tools . Volume I gives you 
access to all math operations in 
your Level II ROM. A symbol 
table of the entire machine not
ing over 500 addresses is includ
ed . Volume II tells you every
thing you wanted to know about 
the Level II 1/0-printer, key
board, video, and cassette rou

,,.. tines are fully explained. Each 
volume has a fully commented 
listing of all the routines dis
cussed. THE BOOKs will save 
you hours of assembler pro
gramming. Each volume is priced 
at $14.95 or buy both for $24.95. 
Add $1 .50 S&H per book. 

explaining Pascal fundamentals by 
listing four standard textbooks on the 
subject (none of which deal 
specifically with Tiny Pascal)"... for 
those who need a more thorough 
introduction." Not listed among the 
references is David Heiserman's 
book, entitled simply, Pascal. 

Pascal is a godsend for the Tiny 
Pascal user since it wa s written 
specifically about Tiny Pascal as it is 
implemented on the TRS-80. The 
importance of this distinction from 
other texts which deal with Pascal in 
general cannot be overemphasized. 
While Tiny Pascal is a faithful subset 
of Pascal, it does have its 
idiosyncrasies. Trying to apply the 
Pascal described in Conway, Gries 
and Zimmerman's A Primer on 
Pascal, for example, can be a very 
frustrating experience. 

Pascal covers the details of 'I'iny 
Pascal from loading the cassette to 
writing very long and involved 
programs. Following the introduc
tion to Tiny Pascal , Heiserman 
explains, one by one, the commands 
of Pascal, making extensive use of 
sample programs. Along the way the 
operation of the Tiny Pascal monitor, 

Circle 53 

compiler and editor are also covered. 
This process takes approximately one 
half of the book. The remainder is 
dedicated to listing and examining in 
detail Pascal code of increasing 
sophistication. From the outset, 
readers are urged to enter each 
sample program and use it before 
dealing with the code analytically. 
Ma ny of the sample programs are 
games, and so this method of 
sugar-coating the instruction is very 
effective. 

It may be Pascal's academic roots 
which cause most books on the 
language to be concerned with the 
concept of structuring almost to the 
point of an obsession. This is a 
problem which Heiserman happily 
avoids. In Pascal, the author· does 
deal with structuring, and deals with 
it competently, but only incidentally 
to the commands of Pascal and in 
connection with the analysis of the 
various programs. This craftsman
like approach to the language as 
opposed to the scholarly tone of other 
Pascal books seems to be exactly 
what most users of Tiny Pascal would 
need and want . Once the 
fundamentals of Pascal have! been 
digested there is plenty of time to 

! COMPILER ! 
: WORKSTATION : 
: TRS-80 Model I and Ill : 
• Your BASIC program development e 
• could go faster . . . : 
: EDIT : Full-Screen BASIC edi lor wilh lloaling cursor and aulo· e 
e repeal More lhan 30 commands and funclions lei you var· e 
• iously !ind. change . insen . delete. replace . replicate . copy, e 
• move or position BASIC lexl al lhe character . s111ng. line or • 
• block level Developed in Britain by Southern Sollware Mod I. • 
: Ill $40 00 + 1 50 shipping . : 
e PACKER: (Collage Sutlware) Editing 1001 will unpack . shor ten, e 
• repack. renumber all or pan of your BASIC 1ext The UNPACK e 
• segmenl is very useful when preparing BASIC source pro· • 
• grams for compilal ion by ACC EL2 Mod 1,1 11 $29 95 + 1 00 • 
: shipping : 

• Then your BASIC program : 
: could go faster . . . • 
• ACCEL2 : Compiler fo r TRS·80 Mod I.Mod Il l Disk BASIC New e 
• func1ional improvemenls in place lo give more ease·of·use. • 
• quicker compilation of large programs. belier chaining of com· : 
• piled and non -compi led programs .Size read ·oul hel ps you 
: monilor code growlh during compi lalmn REM NOARRAY 0pl1on : 
e leis you use variable-bound arrays Professionals nole Com· • 
e prehensive insuuclions show how 10 organrze your compiled e 
e programs fo r resale on 1ape. ES/F wafer or disk No royallies' e 
e Developed in Brilain by Soulhern Sollware Specify Mod Ior Ill . e 
• $88 95 + $2 00 Shipping • 

: TSAVE: Wriles compiler oulpul lo independenl SYST EM lape : 

e $9 95 + $1 00 shipping e 

• EXEC: Command-Lisi Processor for TRS·80 Mod I Prepare. • 

: execule. pass as many as nine paramelers lo lisls of TRSDOS : 

• or NEWDOS commands and / or BASIC s1a1emen1s Simplifies • 

e repelilive procedures such as power -up sequences. file sel · • 

e ups . elc Compalible wi lh ACCEL2 compiler disk oulpul. e 

e Developed m Brilain by Soulhern Soflware $22 00 +$1 00 e 

• Shi pping l . 
• ,. Allen Gelder Software • 
e MIC, VI SA .· . Box 11721 Main Post Office e 
: CA add 6% · San Francisco, CA 94101 : 

. • Circle 19 . ~if'~ (415) 387-3131 •-- . 
: TRS·80, TRSDDS Im Radio Shack. ES/F Im Exalron e 
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OWN ATRS 80*? ..... . 
SELECTRA-PRINT Puts You Just A 

Cable Length Away From A 
Word Processing Syste1nl 

...just a simple hook-up with the supplied cables and although it has been modified for computer print-out, it 
your ~~IL~©'if' !Rlffe,0 !P'!Rl~INl'ir is ready to run. may still be used as a standard office typewriter. 

For Word Processing on aTRS 80, for example, just 
command "LPRINT" and ~~IL~©'if' !Rlffe, .;, IP'!Rlm 'ir ~~IL~©'if'!Rlffe,0 1P'!Rl~INl'ir is VERSATILE! 
automatically outputs clear, clean, high-fidelity, hard ~~IL~©'if'!Rlffe,0 !P'!Rl~INl'ir is compatible with most micro 
copy....and of course you can use it to print-out any and mini-computers including o Apple o Heath HO o 
other information you might need. IMSAI o Cromemco o Alpha Micro-systems o Space . 

Byte o North Star Horizon o SWTP o Vector Graphic o 
SPECIAL NOTE: Sol D PolymorphicD Digital Group'D Ohio Scientific D 

~~IL~©'if'!Rlffe,0 !P'!Rlm'ir is a Selectric typewriter and Altair o Sorcerer o Xitan o Rex o KIM o EXORcisor 

Already own a Selectric I"', II™, or Ill™? 

We can convert it to Selectra-Print 


MICRO COMPUTER DEVICES 
1590 South Anaheim Blvd., Unit B, Anaheim, CA 92805 

Circle 56'TRS 80 Is a Trademark of Radio Shack. a division ol lhe Tandy Corporallon 

. GREEN LOOKS GOOD 
BUT AT THIS PRICE, 

GREEN LOOKS 
GREAT! 

These high quality 
"CRYSTAL GREEN" 
filters are specially made 
for the TRS-80'mmodel1 
video crt. This unique 
design uses NO TAPE or 
GLUE! Soi t only takes 
SECONDS TO INSTALL. 

ONLY $5.95each 
(inc.1.00 to cover 
postage and handling) · 

Ontario Residents Include 7% Sales Tax 

SEE-THRU 
ENTERPRISES 

933 FRANK AVE. 
Windsor, Ontario. NBS 3P4 

Circle 9 
TRS-80' Registered Trademart< of the TANDY CORP 

appreciate the subleties of .the 
language. 

Another problem which those new 
to Pascal may need to face is that of 
learning to read syntax diagrams. 
Many users are familiar with regular 
flow charts. While these are as 
important to Pascal as to any other 
language, Pascal makes extensive 
use of another type of diagram to 
represent the syntax of the language. 
Syntax diagrams are not unique to 
Pascal, but they are rarely applied to 
BASIC, and thus many TRS-80 users 
may be unfamiliar with them. In 
Pascal, the author does not 
automatically assume that the reader 
can read syntax diagrams. Instead, 
he devotes a whole section to learning 
this skill. Here, once again, the 
discussion is meaningful and 
down-to-earth. Incidentally, the 
syntax diagrams as well as the flow 
charts throughout the book are 
excellent. 

All in all, Pascal is quite an 
impressive book. However, as with 
many good things, it does have its 
flaws. While the actual programming 
language is well covered, the 
advanced user would be better served 
with more details about the 
mechanics of the Tiny Pascal 
compiler. Details, such as how the 
run-time section works and how 

machine language routines may be 
called from Tiny· Pascal, would 
make the book even more valuable. 
Pascal also fails to mention the 32K 
Vf;lrsion of the Tiny Pascal compiler 
which comes a long with the 16K 
compiler. The 32K version is a bit 
different and a few words explaining 
these differences would have been 
helpful. Then there is a lso the price of 
the book: at $9.95 for the paperback 
edition, it is not cheap. 

While a good case might be made 
that the problems mentioned thus far 
have been rather subjective, the final 
problem is not. There are an 
unusually heavy crop of typo
graphical errors in the book. Not only 
are there tens of typos, but many, 
(perhaps most) of these errors occur in 
the program listings which the reader 
is expected to enter into the computer 
and run. For the novice who is 
following the listings in the book 
without fully understanding the code, 
the results can be disastrous. 

In summary, one must weigh the 
very substantial value of the 
information which Heiserman has 
put into Pascal against a fairly steep 
price for a less than impeccably 
published product. But for many and 
especially those new to Pascal, the 
good features will clearly outweigh 
the bad. 

Stephen Sharro 
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This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a ~ 

complete set of instructional programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and 
assess achievement levels through pre and post testing. The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a structured, 
sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction . 

The C.E. P.S. program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional 
printer capability, .workshee.t ~enerati~n and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in two software formats. ~ 

National Prof1c1ency Series .......... .. ...... . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,299.00 ~ 

N.Y.S. Regents Competency Test, Preparation Series . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,299.00 ~ 

If desired separate Mathematics and Verbal packages are available for $799.00ea. A Spanish language version of the ~~· 
Mathematics Instruction Package is available at no extra charge. · 

COLLEGE BOARD PREPARATION SERIES 81/82 ~~~.1:~~~ NORT~~iAR™ 
Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past exams 
and presents material of the same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is provided in 
accordance with the formula used by College Boards. 
S.A.T., P:S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T., set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading · 
Comprehension, Sentence Completion, an'd Mathematics. Price $149.95 
EDUCATOR EDITION - includes all of the above programs plus detailed solutions and explanations. Price $229.95 
Independent Tests of S.A.T. series performance show a mean total increase of 70 points in students' scores. 
Update Pack to 81 / 82 specs . Available to previous owners. Price $69.95 

ODYSSEY IN TIME 

This spectacular adventure game adds a new dimension of 

excitement and complexity to Time Traveler. Players must now 
compete with the powerful and treacherous adversary in their 
exacting quest for victory. 

To succeed they must vanquish this adversary in combat that 
rages across 24 time periods. 

Odyssey In Time includes all the challenges of Time Traveler 
plus 10 additional eras, including those of Alexander the Great, 
Emperor Asoka of India, Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan. Each 
game is unique, and may be interupted and saved for later play. 

available for APPLE & TR-80 PET, 32K - $39.95 

ISAAC NEWTON 

Pe rhaps th e most fascinating and valuable ed 


ucational game ever devise d - ISAAC NEWTON 
 TIME TRAVELER
challenges the pl ayers to assemble eviden ce and 

d isce rn the underlying " Laws of Nature " that have 
 Confronts players with complex decision situations and 

produ ced this evidence . ISAAC NEWTON is an the demand for real time action. Using the Time Machine, 
indu ctive game that allows playe rs to inte rvene players must face a challenging series of environments that 
actively by proposing ex pe riments to dete rmine if include ; The Athens of Peri c les , Impe rial Rome , 
ne w data conform to the " Laws of Nature " in Nebuchadnezzar 's Babylon , Ikhnaton 's Egypt , Jerusalem at 
qu estion . Players may set the le~el o f difficulty the time of the crucifixion, The Crusades, Machiavell i's 
from simple to fiendishly complex. Italy, The French Revolution ,· The American Revolution ,

In a classroo m setting th e instructor may elect to and The English Civil War. Deal with Hitler's Third Reich, 
choose " Laws of Nature" in accordan ce with the 

Vik ings, etc. At the start of each game players may choose acomplete instruction manual provided . 

For insight in to some of th e basic princ iples underlying 
 level of d ifficulty . . . the more difficult , the greater the time 
ISMC NEWTON see GODEL, ESCHER, BACH by Do uglas pressure. To succeed you must build alliances and struggle 
R. Hofstad le r, Chapte r XIX and Martin Ga rdner's MATHE· with the ruling powers. Each game is un ique. 
MA TI CAL GAMES column in Scienlific American, Octo ber. 

1977 and June, 1959. $24.95. $24.95 


Send $2.00 for complete Catalogue. 

$5.00 Discount Coupon included in Catalogue. 

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR 

TRS-80, APPLE II & PET Send check or money order to 

(unless otherwise indicated) 21 Milbrook Drive , Ston y Brook , NY 11790 

D disk or D cassette (please speci fy) (516) 751-5139 

All programs require 16K/ TRS· BO programs require LEVEL II BASIC /APPLE programs requ ire APPLESOFT BASIC N Y State Residents Add Sales Tax 

http:1,299.00
http:1,299.00


•Softvvare review 

Three reviews by Carr 


BOSS, Packer & Infinite BASIC ••• 

BOSS 
Soft Sector Marketing Inc. 

6250 Middle Belt 
Garden City, MI 48135 

Model I & III Tape or Disk 
$18.95 (cassette to disk) 

plus $2.50 shipping & handling 
Boss is a utility program to aid in 

the creation. and debugging of 
programs written in BASIC. It i~ a 
machine language program which 
can be located anywhere in memory. 
It allows the tracing of program 
flow, single steps in BASIC 
programs, observation ofconditions 
of variables during execution, and 
the pushing and popping of BASIC 
programs to or from a stack during 
program development. It works 
with most disk operating systems, 
as well as 16K Level II. 

With Boss, the @ key becomes a 
control key. (To print the @ 
character you use the shift and 0 key 
in combination.) 

The trace function allows you to 
follow the logical path of a program 
without destroying the screen as 
badly as the trace function of Level 
II. The three major trace commands 
described in the manual are: 
Control 1 - trace off. 
Control 2 - Trace on, ouput to the 

video display. 
Control 3 - Trace on, output to the 

printer. 
You can enable any of these 
commands by pressing the control 
(@ key) plus the corresponding 
nu°1ber key. The trace displays ~he 
line numbers as they are executmg 
in the upper right hand corner of the 
video in a column of four at a time. 
This is much superio:r to the 
standard Level II trace function . 

The single step function allows 
stepping through individual lines of 
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a program or individual instructions 
within a line. There is also a 
variable delay for pauses in the 
execution of program steps. The four 
single step commands are: 
Control 4 - Single step off. 
Control 5 -Single step to end ofline. 
Control 6 - Single step instruction. 
Control 7 - Variable delay step. 

Control 5 will cause your program to 
pause at the end of each line until 
the space bar is pressed. The video 
display trace will also be initiated to 
show you which line number is 
being executed. Control 7 will cause 
your program to delay about 0.25 
seconds at the end of each line. This 
delay has nine settings from 4 
milliseconds to 0.9 seconds. To 
speed up execution you press 
control-up-arrow. To slow down 
execution you press control
down-arrow. This allows you to run 
a program at close to normal speed 
until you reach the point where you 
wish to slow execution. 

The trace and single step 
commands can be invoked by your 
program while it is running with an 
imbedded poke instruction. 

You can pause to look at selected 
variables during program 
execution . While the normal screen 
display is destroyed when this is 
done, it will be returned to its 
original condition when the 
program is continued . The 
commands for reviewing variables 
are: 
Control N Select variables for 

review. 
Control 0 Review the selected 

variables. 
It's nice to be able to press control-0 
anywhere in your program and 
check the values of selected 
variables. It is also nice to have your 
screen returned to normal when 

execution of the program is 
continued. It is a lot better than 
interrupting the program flow and 
display as you would with BASIC 
only. 

The following controls allow you 
to stack one or more programs into 
high memory while you work on or 
run another program. The only 
limitation is the amount of memory 
space available. 

Control - - Save the BASIC 
program in high memory. 
Control : - Recall the last saved 

program from memory. 
Control 8 - Append the last saved 

program to the current program. 
Control 9 - Append the next to last 

saved program to the current 
program. 
Control 0 - Recall the next to last 

sa ved program. 
These options in Boss are very 

useful when writing and testing 
programs. I know of no other utility 
like this for BASIC programming. 
It's great. 

Packer 
Cottage Software 

614 N Harding 
Wichita, KS 67208 

Model I & III tape or disk 
$29.95 (cassette to disk) 

Packer is one of the many utilities 
which will shorten BASIC code by 
removing spaces, remarks and 
unnecessary code from the program. 
It is written in machine language 
and is quite fast and versatile. 

The commands are UNPACK, 
SHORT, PACK, RENUM, and 
MOVE. Their explanations follow: 

UNPACK cause Packer to unpack 
the resident BASIC program into 
single statements lines, add spaces 
for easy reading and renumber the 
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program in increments of ten 
starting with line ten. 

The SHORT command shortens 
your resident program by deleting 
unnecessary words, spaces and 
remark statements. SHORT* will 
retain the remark statements. 

The PACK command executes the 
unpack and short commands and · 
then will logically pack lines 
together where possible, forming 
multiple statement lines. 

Two commands, RENUM and 
MOVE affect the lines themselves. 
RENUM is a very fast renumbering 
program while MOVE will allow 
any one line or group of lines to be 
moved to any new location within 
an existing program. Following the 
move, all lines and references are 
renumbered. 

This is an excellent utility to own. 
It can save a lot of memory and 
works very quickly on most 
programs. Altogether, a great 
addition to any programmer's 
library. 

Infinite BASIC 

RACET Computes 


.702 Palmdale 

Orange, CA 92665 


Model I & III tape or disk 

$50. Model I I $60. Model III 


Infinite BASIC is a package 
which contains many machine 
language subroutines. You may 
load only the routines which you 
need into memory. Once the desired 
routines are defined and loaded, the 
defined set may be downloaded to a 
disk or tape file for later use. 

Infinite BASIC has two main 
features , the MATRIX and STRING 
functions, and such niceties as the 
GSF SORT. With the MATRIX 
function, you can initialize a single 
dimension array, reshape it into a 
two dimensional array for 
processing and then delete it. With 
the STRING functions you can 
draw lines on the video from one 
point to another by using a single 
command. It is very fast and fun to 
use. 

You can also SCROLL the 
information on the screen. Let's say 
you have a logo or header on the 
bottom of the screen and want to 
move it to the top. All you have to do 
is enter "X=&SSUP(n)". "n" is how 
far you want it to scroll . The logo or 
header will jump to the top of the 
screen almost instantaneously. 

These are super grahic and screen 
formatting routines and are just a 
small part of the 80 different 
routines included in Infinite BASIC. 

Some of the commands, and what 
they do are: 
&SAP$(I,J) -This is a fast function 

for clearing arrays or screen 
contents to a constant value. If you 
want you can fill the screen with 
any character you ·want in a fraction 
of a second. 
&SCPY(S$,T$,N)- You can use this 

to copy elements of one matrix to 
another. 
&SDHL(X,Y,LEN) - This, with 

other commands like it, makes the 
SET statement obsolete. Itis a much 
faster and easier way to draw lines. 
&SEHL(X,Y,LEN) - This allows 

you to erase lines on the video. 
&SRTC(S$,I,J,E) - This is used for 

a character string sort. 
&SRTV(S$,I,J) This is the 

multivariable sort routine. If you 
have not previously used a RACET 
sort routine you will be surprised, 
since they execute extremely fast. 
&SCP$(S$) - This allows you to 

compress a string. 
Since there are some 80 

commands available, these barely 
scratch the surface of the 
capabilities of this package. Infinite 
BASIC is very powerful, and you 
find yourself doing things you 
would never have attempted 
without it. 

Pete Carr 
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Software review 


COCOBUG 

Allen Gelder Software 


Box 11721 Main Post Office 

San Francisco, CA 94101 


Monitor Program for TRS-80 

Color Computers 


$19.95 on cassette 


A new and timely program 
entitled "Cocobug" was recently 
released by Allen Gelder Software. 
Cocobug is a very compact monitor 
program designed for use with the 
new TRS-80 color computers. It can 
be used with the 4K, 16K and the 
16K extended color versions. It is 
delivered as a package consisting of 
a pamphlet from_ Motorola 
containing advanced design 
specifications relating to the MC 
6809E 8-bit microprocessing unit. 
Additionally, there is a handy 
pocket-sized, fold-up reference card 
which among other features , 
includes the complete MC6809E 
instruction set. Finally, the package 
includes documentation as well as 
the actual program. 

Loading Cocobug is quite 
straightforward, a nd requires no 
special talent except that one must 

A Note to Subscribers 
From time to time, 80-U.S. 

Journal makes its mailing list 
available to reputable parties 
for the purpose of promotion, 
survey or introduction of a 
new product. If you desire not 
to receive such promotional 
mail, please let us know so we 
can flag your name to be 
removed from such lists. 

Thank you 

be aware of the specifications for his The program operated flawlessly 
particular machine. If your and each command performed as 
computer has 16K extended color, described. 
then side 2 of the cassette will be The documentation, which is as 
used, while 4K machines require the adequate as that of T-Bug and 
use of side 1. The 16K machine D-Bug, should he sufficiently rich in 
without extended color BASIC must content for experienced program
use side 2 with a trivial one-line me rs already familiar with 
modification. programming in assembly or 

Cocobug allows the user to machine language. This reviewer 
examine or modify either memory or would have preferred to have 
CPU registers. The program allows documentation which includes 
for placement of break-points and some in-depth information which 
execution of single instructions or guides the user gently , hut 
entire machine language programs completely, through an entire 
in real time. A very nice bonus is programming sequence . As 
that RAM or ROM may be examined provided, the documentation does 
in hexadecimal, ASCII, or mixed list examples of the use of 
hex/ ASCII forms., This feature commands, but may be slightly 
should be very helpful for those not shallow for the beginner. 
yet comfortable with hex/ ASCII Cocobug is a good value if 
code conversions. Table 1 lists purchased by the experienced
Cocobug's set of commands and a programmer. He will be up and 
brief summary of their interpret running quite smoothly and will 
ations. 	 appreciate the ease with which 

This reviewer took Cocobug commands are executed. The novice 
through its paces from beginning to however, may need to do some 
end, using only knowledge gained preliminary study of terms before he 
from the documentation as a guide. can fully appreciate this program. 

Don Scarberry 

Table 1 
Cocobug Commands 

Mnnnn Display contents of 112 consecutive RAM/ ROM locations 
Nnnnn Display contents of 56 consecutive RAM/ ROM locations 

in mixed hex/ ASCII form 
@ 	 Scroll up one full line 


Scroll down one full line 

Shift lines left one location 


I 	 Shift lines right one location 
R 	 Display two programming models of the 6809 MPU 

(side by side). The left display indicates entry conditions 
before execution of an instruction while the right 
display presents exit conditions after a breakpoint. 

T 	 Disables the programming models, displayed by the R 
command, in the event your subject code requires use 
of the screen 

> 	 Restores the three bytes originally written over by the 
last breakpoint 

L(Address) 	 This command allows the entry of code and breakpoints 

as well as certain imbedded commands which allow one 

to run the program 


< 	 Imbedded within the L command code. Places a break 
point at the next three memory locations 
The three bytes overwritten by this code may be 
restored using the > command. 

* 	 Also imbedded with the L command code, this character 
allows real time execution of code at the last address 
specified which precedes the character 
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Everest Explorer 
. Acorn Software Products Inc 

634 N Carolina Ave., SE 
Washington, DC 20003 

$14.95 Level II 16K Cassette 

$20.95 32K Disk 


' At 29,028 feet, Mount Everest 
(discovered in 1852 by British 
surveyors) is a mountain climber's 
dream. For over 100 years it 
defeated Europe's best climbers. In 
the spring of 1953 however, Edmund 
Hillary and Tenzing Norgay 
reached the summit. Since then it 
has been scaled several more times 
and by varying routes. While other 
peaks may be technically more 
difficult to climb, it is the number of · 
ob~tacles that must be overcome to 
reach the summit that makes 
Everest such a challenge. Such 
things as rapidly changing 
weather, tremendous altitudes, and 
difficult logistics all come together 
to make Everest the ultimate in 
climbing experiences. The 
simulation Everest Explorer is 
based around the climbing of this 
mountain. 

As director of an Everest 
expedition, you need to plan the 
mountain assault in three phases: 
selection of climbers and 
equipment, establishment and 
provisioning of a series of camps up 
the mountain face, and direction of 
the final summit assault. For the 
first phase, the user is given an 
amount of money varying from 
$80,000 to $275,000. This money is 
used to buy equipment and finance 
the expedition. With this money, the 
climb director must organize 
climbers, sherpas (guides), tents, 
oxygen bottles, food units and fuel 
units . In making the selection of 
climbers and equipment, the 
computer keeps track of all 
expenditures. 

The next major factor to be 
considered is the route to be 
attempted. There is a choice of two 
possible ways up the mountain. The 
first, pioneered by Hillary, is to 
continue from the glacier near the 
base up to the notch or valley 
between the peak of Everest and 
that of its neighbor, Lhotse. From 
this point, known as the South Col, 
one climbs to the south summit and 
then to the main summit. A more 

difficult route, first climbed by the 
American expedition in 1963, is the 
west ridge route. This route takes off 
from camp two, established on the 
glacier at about 20,200 feet, and 
climbs steep snow fields up to the 
western ridge. This route is more 
dangerous and allows less margin 
for error than does the traditional 
route. 

The final pre-climb factor is that 
of timing since the weather can be 
bad on Everest at any time during 
the year. The best time to climb is 
when one has the least possible 
chance of severe weather. This 
"calm" period usually occurs from 
some time around April 1st until 
monsoon season, which is around 
the end of May. An alternate time 
period for good climbing weather is 
from mid-September to mid-October 
These dates should be taken as 
suggestions only; one can never tell 
exactly when the weather will 
change, but as the climb director 
you cannot simply wait around and 
look at the sky. An educated guess is 
about the best possible method for 
selecting a climb date. 

After all the pre-climb data has 
been set, the team of climbers and 
sherpas begin the mountain 
assault. The climbers must 
establish six camps at increasing 
altitudes during the quest for the 
summit. After the sixth and final 
camp has been properly set, and 
assuming that all events prior to the 
establishment of this camp went 
well, the climbers begin the attempt 
to reach the summit. If supplies last 
and the climbers are healthy, the 
summit can be reached, otherwise, 
your party will join the others who 
have attempted to conquer Everest 
and have failed. 

This game is not simple. Although 
easy to operate, there are many 
factors and random events which 
must be dealt with or the climb will 
end in a dismal failure. The 
documentation is very clear and 
tastefully presented. It begins by 
giving a brief description of the 
program and then goes into 
instructions on how to load from 
either tape or diskette. There are 
differences between the cassette and 
diskette versions aside from 
recording media. There is a game 

EVEREST EXPLORER & REVIEWS 
continue on the next page 
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@ Everest Explorer assult routes 

Software review 

saving feature on the diskette 
version which allows the user to halt 
program operation, save the climb 
data on diskette, and commence the 
game at a later time from the point 
at which it was halted. Also 
included on the diskette version but 
not on the cassette are several more 
details in the program itself, such as 
servant morale and special medical 
attention. With both versions, a 
map of the mountain is included 
which highlights the west ridge and 
the south ridge routes and their 
appropriate camp locations. The 
map is a very nice touch and aids the 
player in visualizing the climbing 
routes and the overall mountain. 

Although this is not a word 
interpreter as in the adventure 
games (and in my opinion this 
game is superior to many adventure 
games), the human interventions in 
this program are made as carefree 
as possible. This is accomplished by 
using single character inputs 
whenever necessary and by 
minimizing the number of 
numerical values which must be 
entered. After a strategic command 
is given by the user, the program 
will ask for positive verification of 
the command. This is quite handy 
and does not slow down input time 

any considerable amount. The only 
problem that occured during 
playtesting for this review dealt 
with the input of a number. To check 
for error trapping (of which there is 
not quite enough in this program), I 
input an exceedingly large number 
and the program bombed. This lack 
of error trapping is the only fault I 
have found, and if one pays 
attention to inputs, no problems will 
arise. 

This is not one of those games 
which is easily mastered. It takes 
much time to successfully "get the 
hang of it", and even then, random 
events and the choice of two 
climbing trails virtually eliminate 
the acquisition of one sure-fire 
strategy which will get the 
expedition to the top every time. 
This game is truly challenging and 
requires a bit of reasoning and 
general common sense. Itholds your 
attention for quite a while , and I 
have yet to get bored with it. 
However, if you wish to purchase 
this program and successfully 
operate it, study a bit about 
mountain climbing and ascents of 
the past Everest expeditions. Doing 
this will give you extra knowledge 
which will make the simulation 
more enjoyable. 

WW Harper, II 

Kid Venture #1 

Kid Venture #2 


Adventure International 

PO Box 3435 


Longwood, FL 32750 

Model I 16K Level II and up 


Model III 32K Level II and up 

$14.95 each, on cassette 


Never Fear! Kid Venture is here! 
At last, someone has developed an 

adventure-type program for the 
small fry in your family. That 
someone is James Talley, and his 
Kid Ventures were designed for the 4 
to 10 year old computerists hogging 
your computer. 

The Kid Ventures available at 
this time are based on the story of 
"Little Red Riding Hood" and "The 
Night Before Christmas". Each is a 
two-tape package. One tape is the 
program written in BASIC for the 
Model I/III TRS-80. Tape two is a 
voice tape of James reading the 
story as it is presented on the screen. 
It is presented both with words and 
a picture. At the audio cue, the child 
"turns the page" by pressing the 
space bar. 

l 
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Kid Venture #1 

Little Red Riding Hood 


This program package has the 
features mentioned above with two 
modes. Mode 1 is the story mode. In 
this mode, you have the voice tape 
reading the story while the child 
presses the space bar to advance ths 
story. This mode is especially good 
for non-readers. Once you have 
trained them to recognize what to do 
at the cue, you can leave them to 
play a lone. It is somewhat like the 
Little Golden Books that come with 
a record. 

Mode 2 is a quiz mode. In this you 
have the option of comp uter 
generated sound effects . These 
sound effects consist of a musical 
tune that identifies certain aspects 
of the story. For instance, the tune 
"My Old Kentucky Home" is played 
when the Grandmother's house IS 

shown. "A Tisket, A TaskP-t" IS 

played for the basket of goodies. 

For non ·readers, there are 
cardboard cutouts that mask all the 
keys but the "QWERTY" row and 
the space bar. These cutouts have 
pictures designating the keys that 
correspond to various elements of 
the story. However, the child will 
still need a reader with him or her 
because the voice tape doesn't go 
with the quiz mode. 

The quiz mode presents the story 
but stops at certain points to present 
a "fill in the blank" type of question. 
Such as : Red Riding Hood knocked 
on the what? At this point the child 
finds the picture which represents 
the answer and pushes the indicated 
key. 

My 3 year old likes the quiz mode 
on this one better. She can't wait to 
get to the question about the "big 
sharp teeth". (As a matter of fact, 
she tries to use the teeth to answer 
anything! It's h er way of making a 
joke. If confronted, she will give the 
correct answer.) I think the user 
should write the words under the 
pictures. There is no harm in 
presenting the word along with the 
picture to help promote word 
recognition. Then later, replace the 
picture masks with word masks. 
You might as well teach the kid to 
read while she plays. 

As wonderful as the program is, 
there is a problem. The program will 
not run on a Model Ill with only 16K 

memory. When Tandy stole those 
258 bytes from RAM to extend ROM, 
it didn't leave enough space for this 
program. So, ifyou have a Model III, 
you will need at least 32K. It will run 
just fine on a Model I with 16K. 

Other than this problem, the 
program is very good. There is good 
interaction between the player and 
the machine in the quiz mode. In the 
story mode, the tape reading is fun 
and easy for a smaller child. The 
sound effects are quite elaborate 
and add a great deal to the program. 
I just wish they were available in 
both story and quiz mode. 

Kid Venture #2 
The Night Before Christmas 
This program is a storybook 

computer style. The voice tape reads 
the poem, as with Riding Hood. The 
graphics presentation of the story 
are quite artistic given the low 
resolution of the TRS-80. The 
limited animation is eye·catching. 
For example, the grandfather 
clock's pendulum swings as the 
candle flames flicker. Santa's eyes 
really twinkle and his belly shakes. 
Much to the delight of my 3 year old, 
Santa comes down the chimney 
with a bound! However, Kid Venture 
#2 doesn't have the quiz mode. Only 
the reading of the story from the 
voice tape. 

My daughter really likes this one. 
She "talks" back to James' tape as 
he reads, and when he says, "Let's 
go on a Kid Venture", she yells out, 
" Yeah!". She gets great joy out of 
doing it herself. 

This program is designed for 
children 4 to 10, but I think with a 
little help, even a 2 year old would 
enjoy it. Conversly, I suspect a child 
much over 7 would soon tire ofit. My 
6 year old enjoyed it the first couple 
of times, but left after that. There 
was not enough interaction for him. 

There are a couple of problems 
here too . First, as with Riding Hood, 
this program will not run on a Model 
III 16K system. You will need 32K. 

Also, there are some sound effects 
made by toggling the cassette relay. 
Since Tandy changed the cassette 
port on the Model III, you won't get 
these sounds. It is used to make the 
grandfather clock tick. While 
editing the program to replace the 
255 port with 236 will give you the 
click, it destroys the graphics. You 
can get these sounds though by 

connecting the "AUX" lead from 
your cassette to an external 
amplifier. However, the story is just 
as good without the sound effects. 

As with the Red Riding Hood 
program, "Night ... " works fine on 
the Model I. 

Another problem is the fact that 
you get only one copy of"The Night 
Before Christmas" program. Since 
it dosen 't have a quiz mode, you are 
given a bonus program called 
"Match Maker" . You are given 2 
passes on the tape of this program, 
but only one for "Night Before 
Christmas". So, as soon as you see 
that you get good loads, make a 
backup copy quick! 
Bonus Program - Match Maker 

Since I have mentioned "Match 
Maker" as the bonus progra m , I 
should say a few words about it. 

I like it very much. It is a child's 
version of "Concentration", in that 
you have 13 pairs of objects 
concealed randomly on a game 
board. You must match the objects 
which are alike. This means you 
must remember where you saw it 
last. The objects are "covered" by 
letters of the alphabet. The board 
covers the entire screen and the 
letters and objects are drawn 
graphically. 

There are sound effects too. When 
you correctly match two objects, you 
get a rendition of " Dixie". If you 
ma tch it wrong, you get a tune that 
sounds like "You didn 't get it!" 

My daughter likes to play if I help 
her. I have found that I can teach 
her letter recognition and also teach 
her the typewriter keyboard 
arrangement while playing. (She'll 
be touch typing by the time she is in 
2nd grade!) 

My son enjoys " Match Maker" 
very much. He knows his letters and 
the keyboard well now, and can 
remember where he has seen an 
object better than I. He holds the 
family record high score of 146. 

Speaking of scores, the program 
gives you 100 points to begin. With 
each correct match, you earn 10 
points. With an incorrect match, you 
give up 7 points. 

I think this program is 
worthwhile. I'd like to see it offered 
separately at a cheaper price. It 
keeps my son absorbed for some 
time trying to beat his previous 
score. 

Sherry M Taylor 
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Feature program 

·For Models I, II & Ill with DOS 

A BASIC letter writing 


program 


Every once in a while, it's nice to produce a letter 
without the hassle of Scripsit. 

This program allows the user to quickly type in 
all the pertinent data and text for a letter. It is fully 
self-prompting and easy to use. Users may even 
want to modify the program to merge the letters 
produced here with names and addresses from a 
mailing list program. A letter is stored on the disk 
as a sequential file under a filename generated by 
the program using the date and Zip code (or under 
one supplied by the user). This way, the disk 
directory can serve as a reminder of 
correspondence sent. The program provides for 
rough copy and paging as well. 

Here are some notes and thoughts on the body of 
the program. Line 60 is set for 48K machines. The 
clear statement should be adjusted accordingly for 
smaller systems. The variable RL in line 70 is set 
to 14 as the number of lines required by the 
heading on page 1. 

If the automatic paging option is selected, the 
lines per printer page should be set to 66 for eleven 
inch paper. This is used for ejection of single 
sheets. The number of letter lines refers to the 
actual number of printed lines per page and 
includes the 14 allowed for the page one heading. 
A typical number is 50 for this prompt. 

The string manipulations from line 170 on allow 

Charlie Jones, San Diego, California 

for use of a mail list or other routine with the 
capability to mix text and names and addresses. 
The results are also necessary to the manual 
editing of any letter produced by the program. 

Lines 240 to 260 construct part ofthe filename to 
be used later in the program. The "XX" assigned to 
Q3$ is a default for a two-digit date. By entering 
the Zip code into a separate variable in line 340, we 
can develop the remainder of the filename. 

At the "Salutation" prompt, the user needs to 
provide the "Dear" portion of the salutation, in 
addition to the name of the party being addressed. 

The prompts for new paragraph ( + P), new page 
(++P), and end ofbody ofthe letter(+END), all are 
for program control later on. The paragraph 
signal will provide for an automatic additional 
line between paragraphs. The new page signal 
will eject the sheet currently in the printer. The 
end signal will go into the closing. 

This program does not provide any editing 
features; but because the output can print the 
variables used, any lines can be corrected by just 
retyping it in the form: 

G$ = "G$ Dear John;" 
and executing the GOTO 620 command. This will 
bring you back to the area of the program where 
the letter is saved. 
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10 ********************************I 

20 ' **** LETTER WRITING PROGRAM **** 
30 1 **** COPYRIGHT CC) 1981 **** 
40 1 **** BY CHARLIE JONES **** 
50 ********************************I 

60 CLEAR 27000 : DIM L$C1000) 
70 CLS : RL = 14 : P = 1 : X = 1 : R = 

1000 
80 PRINT "LETTER WRITING ROUTINE" : FOR 

I = 1 TO 100 : NEXT I 
90 INPUT "AUTOMATIC PAGING DESIRED CY/N 

) "; PA$ : IF PA$ <> "Y" THEN LP = 100 
0 : NL = 1000 : GOTO 130 

100 INPUT "TOTAL LINES PER PRINTER PAGE 
"; LP 

110 IF PA$ = "Y" THEN INPUT "NUMBER OF 
LETTER LINES PER PAGE"; NL 

120 INPUT "STARTING PAGE #"; P : IF P > 
1 THEN RL = 0 

130 CLS : INPUT "NEW LETTER CY /N) "; X$ 
: IF X$ = "N" THEN GOTO 760 

140 PRINT "PLEASE PROVIDE THE THE FOLLO 
WING INFORMATION:" 

150 INPUT "STARTING PAGE #"; P : IF P > 
1 THEN 400 : RL = 0 

160 IF P > 1 THEN 400 
170 LINEINPUT "RETURN ADDRESS, LINE ONE 

: "; A1$ 
180 A1$ = "A1$ + A1$II 

190 LINEINPUT "RETURN ADDRESS, LINE TWO 
"; A2$ 

200 A2$ = "A2$ + A2$II 

210 LINEINPUT "RETURN ADDRESS, LINE THR 
EE: "; A3$ 

220 A3$ = "A3$ + A3$II 

230 LINEINPUT "DATE OF LETTER (EXAMPLE: 
FEBRUARY 7, 1981): "; D$ 

240 Q2$ = LEFT$CD$, 3) 
250 Q3 = INSTR (D$, ", ") 
260 Q3$ = "XX" : IF D$ <> "" THEN Q3$ = 

MID$(D$, Q3 - 2, 2) : Q4 = VAL(Q3$) 
+ 100 : Q3$ = RIGHT$CSTR$CQ4), 2) 


270 D$ = "D$ " + D$ 

280 LINEINPUT "ADDRESS NAME, LINE ONE: 


II; D1 $ 
290 D1$ = "D1$ + D1$II 

300 LINEINPUT "ADDRESS STREET, LINE TWO 
: "; D2$ 

310 D2$ = "D2$ + D2$II 

320 LINEINPUT "ADDRESS CITY, ST, LINE T 
HREE: "; D3$ 

330 D3$ = "D3$ II + D3$ 
340 LINEINPUT "ADDRESS (ZIP ONLY): "; D 

4$ 
350 Z$ = "Z" + D4$ 
360 IF LENCZ$) > 6 THEN Z$ = LEFT$(Z$, 

6) 
370 D4$ : "D4$ + D4$II 

380 LINEINPUT "SALUTATION:"; G$ 
390 G$ = "G$ + G$II 

400 PRINT "ENTER +P FOR PARAGRAPHS, ++P 
FOR NEW PAGE, +END TO STOP" 

410 PRINT "NOW, INPUT LINES AS DESIRED, 
64 LETTERS/LINE IS OK." 

420 FOR I = X TO 1000 
430 NI = 1000 + I 
440 NI$ = STR$(NI) 
450 LN$ = RIGHT$CNI$, 3) 
460 L1 = L1 + 1 
470 TL = RL + L1 : IF TL > NL THEN INPU 

T "NEW PAGE (Y/N)"; NP$ : IF NP$ = "Y 
II THEN LL$ = "++P" : NP$ = 1111 

: GOTO 
500 

480 PRINT TABC10>"INPUT LINE #"TL 
490 LINEINPUT LL$ 
500 IF LL$ = "++P" THEN RL = 0 : TL = 0 

: L1 = 0 
510 L$(!) = "L$(" + LN$ + ") + LL$II 

520 IF LL$ = "+END" THEN R = I LL$ = 
1111 

: L1 = 0 : GOTO 550 
530 LL$ ="" 
540 NEXT I 
550 IF NL < TL + 7 THEN INPUT "FINISH 0 

N NEW PAGE CY /N): i•; XX$ : IF XX$ = " 
Y" THEN TL = 6 : XX$ = 1111 

: L$(!) = II 

PAGE ++P" : . L$ CI + 1) = "PEND + 
END" : R = R + 1 

560 LINEINPUT "END OF LETTER; CLOSING: 
"; S$ 

570 $$ = "S$ II + S$ 
580 LINE INPUT "SIGNATURE LINE: "; S1 $ 
590 S1$ = "S1$ + S1$II 

600 LINEINPUT "TITLE: "; T$ 
610 T$ = "T$ + T$II 

620 Q1$ = Z$ + Q3$ + "!" + Q2$ 
630 PRINT "DEFAULT LETTER FILE NAME IS: 

"; Q1$ 
640 LINEINPUT "ENTER NEW FILE NAME FOR 

LETTER OR PRESS ENTER "; Q4$ 
Q4$=1111650 IF THEN 660 ELSE Q1$=Q4$ 

660 PRINT"FILE NAME IS:"; ~1$ 
670 OPEN "O", 1, Q1 $ .. . 
680 PRINT# 1, R; CHR$C34>; A1$; CHR$C34 
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); CHR$(34); A2$; CHR$(34); CHR$(34); 
A3$; CHR$(34>; CHR$(34); 0$; CHR$(34 

); CHR$(34); 01$; CHR$(34); CHR$(34); 
02$; CHR$(34); CHR$(34); 03$; CHR$(3 

4>; CHR$(34); D4$; CHR$C34); CHR$(34) 
; G$; CHR$ (34) 

690 FOR I = 1 TO R 
700 PRINT# 1, L$(I) 
710 NEX.T I 
720 PRINT# 1, CHR$(34); SS; CHR$(34); C 

HR$(34); S1$; CHR$(34); CHR$(34); T$; 
CHR$(34); CHR$(34); "ZZZZ9.99999"; C 

HR$C34); 
730 CLOSE 1 
740 INPUT "LETTER IS ON DISK; ENTER TO 

CONTINUE"; X$ 
750 GOTO 860 
760 LINEINPUT "FILENAME OF PREVIOUS LET 

TER"; Q1$ : PRINT "LOADING "; Q1$ 
770 OPEN "I", 1, Q1$ 
780 INPUT# 1, R, A1$, A2$, A3$, 0$, 01$ 

, D2$, D3$, D4$, G$ 
790 FOR I = 1 TO R 
'800 LINEINPUT# 1, L$ (!) 
810 IF EOF(1) THEN 850 
820 IF MID$(L$(!), 9, 4) = "+END" THEN 

840 
830 NEXT I 
840 INPUT# 1, S$, S1$, T$ 
850 CLOSE 1 
860 INPUT "ENTER R FOR ROUGH, S FOR SMO 

OTH COPY "; X$ : IF X$ = "S" THEN PRI 
NT "SMOOTH COPY" ELSE PRINT "ROUGH CO 
PY" : X$ = "R" 

870 INPUT "PRINT PAGE #'S (Y/N) "; PB$ 

880 IF P > 1 THEN 1000 
890 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT TAB(40)A1$ 

ELSE LPRINT TAB(45) MID$(A1$, 6, 30) 
900 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT TAB(40)A2$ 

ELSE LPRINT TABC45) MID$(A2$, 6, 30) 
910 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT TAB(40)A3$ 

ELSE LPRINT TABC45) MID$(A3$, 6, 30) 
920 LPRINT II : IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRIII 

NT TABC40)D$ ELSE LPRINT TAB(45) MID$ 
(D$, 6, 30) 

930 LPRINT ·" " : IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRI 
NT D1$ ELSE LPRINT TAB(9) MID$(D1$, 9 
, 50) 

940 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT D2$ ELSE LP 
RINT TAB(9) MID$(D2$, 9, 50) 

950 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT D3$; : LPRI 
11NT " ; ELSE LPRINT TAB(9) MID$(D3$, 

9, 50); : LPRINT 11 
;II 

960 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT D4$ ELSE LP 
RINT TAB(9) MID$(D4$, 9, 20) 

970 LPRINT II II 

980 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT G$ ELSE LPR 
INT TAB(9) MID$(G$, 9, 50) 

990 LPRINT II II 

1000 FOR I = X TO R 
1010 IF MID$(L$(I), 9, 2) = "+P" THEN L 

PRINT II : GOTO 1070II 

1020 IF CMID$CL$(I), 9, 3) = "++P") AND 
CPA$ <> "Y") THEN P = P + 1 : INPUT 

"NEW PAGE; ENTER TO CONTINUE"; XX$ : 
GOSUB 1170 : GOTO 1070 

1030 IF CMID$CL$C!), 9, 3) = "++P") AND 
CPA$ = "Y") THEN P = P + 1 : FOR IP 

= 1 TO LP - NL : LPRINT CHR$C138) : N 
EXT IP : GOSUB 1170 : GOTO 1070 

1040 IF INTCI/LP)=I/LP AND PA$="Y" THEN 
P=P+1 : FOR IP = 1 TO LP - NL : LPRI 

NT CHR$C138) : NEXT IP : GOSUB 1170 : 
GOTO 1060 

1050 IF MID$CL$(I), 9, 4) = "+END" THEN 
1080 

1060 IF X$ = "R" THEN Ll?RINT L$(!) ELSE 
LPRINT TAB(9) MID$(L$(I), 9, 200) 

1070 NEXT I 
1080 INPUT "ENTER TO CONTINUE WITH CLOS 

ING"; XC 
1090 LPRINT CHR$(138) : IF X$ = "R" THE 

N LPRINT TAB(40)S$ ELSE LPRINT TAB(45 
) MID$(S$, 6, 30) 

1100 LPRINT CHR$(138); CHR$(138) 
1110 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT TAB(40)S1$ 

ELSE LPRINT TABC45) MID$(S1$, 6, 30) 

1120 IF X$ = "R" THEN LPRINT TAB(40)T$ 
ELSE LPRINT TAB(45) MID$CT$, 6, 30) 

1130 PRINT "IF NEEDED, BREAK FOR CORREC 
TIONS, THEN GOTO 630" 

1140 INPUT "OR ENTER FOR RESTART"; XX$ 

1150 IF PA$ = "Y" THEN PRINT "SCROLLING 
PRINTER TO NEXT PAGE" : FOR I = 1 TO 
LP - TL : LPRINT CHR$(138) : NEXT I 

1160 CLOSE : RUN 
1170 CLS:PRINT"INSERT NEXT PAGE AND PRE 

SS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"; 
1180 IF INKEY$="'' THEN 1180 
1190 IF (PA$ = "Y") AND (P <> 1) THEN L 

PRINT TAB(37)"PAGE"; P : LPRINT CHR$( 
138); CHR$(138) ELSE LPRINT CHR$(138) 
; CHR$(138); CHR$(138) 

1200 CLS : PRINT "PRINTING PAGE:"; P 
1210 RETURN 
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Computerese simplified 


Most TRS-80 owners are not computer or electronic experts, yet most computer magazine articles routinely 
use terms, abbreviations, acronyms, slang and jargon known only to computer specialists . With the following 
dictionary though, even a rank amateur can get in there and speak computerese with the best - or worst -of 
them. Never again fear that you will display your ignorance of essential computer terms! This dictionary will let 
you obfuscate with supercilious disdain, and no one will be the wiser. 

Lawrence I. Charters, 

Bremerton, Washington 
8-BIT MACHINE - A computer 
selling for four quarters. 
16-BIT MACHINE - A computer 
selling for two bucks. 
6502 - The year you will finally 
pay off your computer. 
6800 - The year you will finally 
pay off your peripherals. 
8080 - A much larger caliber than 
.3030. 
68000 - The year your spouse will 
forgive you for buying a 
computer. 
ACOUSTIC COUPLER · Lips. 
AD I DA -Computerequivalentof 
the missionary position. 
ADA - A computer language 
designed for government use . It is 
presently undefined (like most 
government language). 
ADDRESS - Type of attire worn 
by some female programmers 
(and even some males). 
ADVENTURE - Complex game 
involving puzzles, mazes, 
uncertain goals and huge waste of 
time. Also known as "debugging" 

ALGOL - Husband of Polygol. 
Their missing daughter is 
Polygon. 
ALGORITHM - l. Musical beat 
used in computer music. 2. Form 
of birth control used by Algol. 
ALPHANUMERIC - Inventor of 
the characters used by computers. 
ALTAIR - l. A place where 
computers are married. 2. A place 
where computers are sacrificed. 
ANSI - Troubled by insects. 
APL - An Apple computer after it 
has been dropped from the roof. 
APPLE - Computer for hard-core 
programmers (see PET). 

APPLICATION - Generic name 
for a type of program. No one is 
certain what an application 
program is, but it always has a 
hefty price tag. 
ARRAY - A blast from a CRT. 
ASCII - Usually used in pairs, it is 
ideal for travelling down snowy 
mountain sides. 
ASSEMBLER - Person who puts 
your computer together after it 
has been aligned by a computer 
club. (see COMPUTER CLUB). 
ATARI - Famous John Wayne 
movie involving elephants . 
ATARI 800 is the large theatre 
version in 70mm stereo; ATARI 
400 is the 8mm silent version. 
BACKUP - Opposite of forward. 
BANK SELECT - Used by thieves 
to remember whom they intend to 
rob. 
BAR CODE READER -Electronic 
device used to find taverns. 

BASIC - 1. What a n environ
mentalist would say about the 
health of the San Francisco Bay. 
2. Computer language used for 

genera ting errors. Most billing 

progra ms are, apparently, written 

in BASIC. 

BATCH PROCESSING - Making 

lots of cookies at once. 

BAUD RATE - The number of 

attractive . and skimpily clad 

women/ men passing by you on 

the beach. 

BAUDOT · Short for "baud 

audit" . Audit of baud rates (see 

BAUD RATE). 

BCD -Three of the first four letters 

of the alphabet. 

BINARY - A rating of computers 

developed by astronomers. A 

"binary" computer would rate 

just two stars - strictly mediocre. 

BIPOLAR - Admiral Richard 

Byrd (1888-1957). 

BIT - l. One eighth of a byte. One 

half of a byte is a nibble. One byte, 

in turn , is half of a gobble. 2. 

Twelve and a half cents. 

BOMB - A picture printout of a 

really nice looking huma n being, 

usua lly blonde. 

BOOLEAN LOGIC - Your 

spouse's term for your reasoning. 

BOOT - 1. English term for engine 

compartment cover. 2. Steeltipped 

foot covering used for kicking 

computers. 3. Good way to end a 

four hour sort. 

~OOTSTRAP - 1. Famous 

programmer, Melvin Bootstrap, 

author of all bootstrap programs. 

2. Item of apparel worn by 

computer when running sexy 

programs. 

BRANCH - Stick used for beating 

CPU's. If the stick is watered , 

someday it might turn into a 

computer club. 

BREADBOARD - The only kind 

of board you can afford after 

buying a computer. 

BUBBLE MEMORY Your 

spouse's nickname for you. 

BUBBLE SORT - Your spouse's 

term for your friends . 

BUFFER - Programmer who 

works in the nude. 

BUG - Intercom system used in 

Watergate complex. 

BURN IN - Opposite of burnt out. 

BUS - A misspelled kiss. 

BYTE - See BIT. . 

C - Programming language used 

by sailors. "Tiny C:" c. 

CARD READER - Card cheat. 

CHARACTER - Hamlet. 

CHECKSUM - Slang for a 

random number generator. 


CHIP - 1. One California 
Highway Patrolman . 2. Used in 
computers, they come in four 
flavors: silicon, potato, chocolate 
and buffa lo. 

CLOAD - Command to lock up 

keyboard. 

COBOL - Far better than 

monobol. 

CODING - Addictive drug. 

COMMAND - A suggestion made 

to a computer. 


COMPILER - Noah Webster 

(1758-1843). 

COMPONENT Part of a 

computer, usually forgotten when 

the machine was sold to you, that 

costs extra. 

COMPUTER - A device designed 

to speed a nd automate errors (see 

MINICOMPUTER and MICRO

COMPUTER. 

COMPUTER CLUB - l. Baseball 
used for aligning data in a 
computer. 2. The group of people 
that spilled beer all over the 
keyboard. 
COMPUTER MAGAZINE 
Where your computer stores am
munition. 
CONCATENATION · A conven
tion of all the nation's kittyca ts. 
CONFIGURE - Computer slang; 
a "configure" is the price the 
salesman quotes over the _phone to 
con you into stopping by his place 
of business. 
CONFIGURATION - Opposite of 
profiguration. 
CONTROL CHARACTER 
Computer magazine editor. 
CONSOLE- What you must do to 
a computer owner while the 
computer is being repaired. 
CONSTANT - A variable. (see 
VARIABLE). 
CONSULTANT - Person who 
makes more money than you do to 
tell you how to save money with 
your computer. 
CONSULTATION - Getting a 
second opinion on why your 
computer doesn 't work. 
CP! M - Program listing for "look 
in evening section ." (see 
PROGRAM LISTING). 
CPS - Used in referring to word 
processing equipment, it means 
"Corrections Per Second". 
CPU - C3PO's mother. 
CRASH - Normal termination . 
CROSS REFERENCE - One that 
is angry. 
CRUNCH - Noise made when 
putting a diskette in a disk drive. 
CRT - Cathode Ray Tube, a 
superlethal Defense Department 
weapon being developed by NBC, 
ABC and CBS. 

CSAVE - Command to write 
blank tapes. 
CURSOR - A light on the video 
monitor, so called because the 
computer generates the light with 
a n obscene command. 
CYCLE TIME - When gas gets to 
$5.00 per gallon. 
DAISY WHEEL - Mechanical 
simulation of a flower, used by 
programmers when reciting to 
their computers, "I love it, I love it 
not ... " 
DATA -An Ita lian word, meaning 
a single piece of information, as in 
"look at disa and data". 
DATA ANALYSIS - Computer 
treatment of Freudian slips.; 
DATA BASE - Not as good as 
data noble. 
DATA SEPARATOR - A 
miniature binary food processor 
used for sorting digital bits. 
DATUM - What you should do if 
you discover a rich, unmarried 
computer company owner of the 
opposite sex. 
DEBOUNCE - Superglue poured 
over keyboard . 
DEBUG · Raid sprayed on the 
keyboard. 
DECIMAL - One tenth of a 
motor cy cl e gang member's 
girlfriend . 
DEDICATED - A programmer 
trying to decode a string-packed 
program. 
DENSITY - A programmer that 
you can 't understa nd is single 
density; a programmer that 
ma kes no sense is double density. 
DIGITAL - Something done with 
the fingers, as in checking 
computer ma thematics. 
DIGITAL COMPUTER A 
computer which uses fingers and 
toes for counting. . 
DIGITALIZER - Computer 
equivalent of Alka-Seltzer. 
DIP - Inve'ntor of a famous switch. 
DISASSEMBLER - Another term 
for a computer club. 
DISK DRIVE - l. A trip through 
the woods in search of flying 
saucers. 2. A motor for a Frisbee. 
DISKETTE . A Frisbee used to 
carry information, similar to a 
passenger pigeon . 
DISK PACK - Six cans of fluid, 
used by disk drive technicians to 
improve their thinking. 
DISPLAY - 1. A question you ask 
the salesman when you find a 
tape player on the markdown 
table. 2. What a computer flasher 
does . 
OMA - Abbreviation of "Direct 
Memory Access"; brain. surgery. 
DOCUMENTATION - Instruc
tions which come with hardware 
or software and explain how 
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much more money you will have 
to spend in order to get your 
hardware or software to work. 
DOS - Short for "Disk Operating 
System'', a course in Frisbee 
offered by Cal State Sonoma. 
DOT MATRIX - Phrase used in 
claiming credit for clever 
programming; e.g., "Dot matrix". 
DOWNTIME · Slang for periods 
when a programmer is being 
realistic. (see JUMP; UPTIME). 
DUPLEX - Having two apart
ments. 
DUMP - Spouse's term for area 
around the computer. 
DYNAMIC MEMORY - Memory 
that has been stampeded. (see 
MEMORY). 
EBCDIC - Security code for IBM 
computers. -Means "Erase 
Backup, Chew Disk, Ignite 
Cards". For a variety of obvious 
reasons, only IBM computers use 

. EBCDIC code. 
EDITOR - A program which 
deletes obscene commands. 
ELECTRIC CRAYON - Toddler 
version of Electric Pencil. 
ELECTRIC PENCIL - Great 
technological advance, batteries 
not included. • 
EMULATE - A large, but tardy, 
Australian bird. 
EPROM - Acronym for "Exit 
Program, Read Owner's Manual" 

ERROR - A programmer ' s 
decision to skip making a 
flowchart and exclude comments. 
ERROR TRAP · A black hole 
placed in a computer to capture 
bugs. 
EXECUTION · What your 
computer did to your program, 
a lso known as murder. 
EXPANSION · Computer slang 
for "vital parts missing". A 
computer with "expansion 
capability" is capable of working 
only when the extra parts are 
purchased. 
EXPRESSION . Quaint phrase 
uttered by a computer program· 
mer when the computer does 
something unexpected. (see 
SPECIAL CHARACTER). 
FEATURE - A hardware 
limitation as described by the 
advertising department. 
FIFO - Good name for a French 
poodle. 
FILE· Found in cakes,itis used to 
end lockups. · 
FIRMWARE · Hardware that is 
beginning to melt. 
FLAG - White sheet raised by 
computer to indicate surrender. 
FLIP FLOP CIRCUIT - Device 
used by politicians to determine 
policy. 
FLOPPY DISK · The back pain 
you claim is from an old war 
injury. 
FLOWCHART - Current map of 
Gulf of Mexico. 
FLUSH -Using a hose to wash old 
information out of a computer. 
FLYING HEAD - Airliner toilet. 
FORMAT - FORTRAN command 
used exclusively by Matthew. 

There used to be several such 
commands, such as FORBEAR, 
FORCEPS, FORFEIT, FOR
LORN , FORMICA, FORNI
CATE, FORUM, FORSYTHIA, 
and FORTRESS, but none of 
these people used the command as 
much as Matt, and only his 
command remains. 
FORTH - One of the top five 
computer langauges. 
FORTRAN - A high level 
computer language used by those 
who have mastered BASIC 
syntax errors and are looking for 
a challenge. 

FUDGE - Delicious chocolate 
candy, commonly found in 
programs written for chips made 
in Hershey, PA. 
GARBAGE - Debris left by 
memory (see MEMORY). 
GENERAL PURPOSE COM
PUTER - A computer not terribly 
good at anything in particular. 
GIGO - "Garbage In, Garbage 
Out". Normal result of most 
computer programming. 
GLITCH · A bug with ambitions. 
GRAPHICS TABLET - Pill taken 
by overworked computer artists. 
HACKER - A frustrated 
programmer arm ed with a 
hatchet. 
HANDSHAKING - Symptom of 
too much programming. Most 
commonly seen among program
merers who have just had their 
programs erased by power 
fluctuations. 
HANGUP - Why your computer 
won't run "Inte·rlude". 
HARD COPY -Cheating during a 
well-monitored test. 
HARDWARE A computer 
related to rumor, as in "I 
hardware they are going to do this 
and that". 
HASHING · Programming 
technique whereby nice, neat 
information is made indecipher
able. 
HEXADECIMAL - Unlucky 
numbers used by computers. 
HIGH RESOLUTION - A law 
passed in Denver. 
HOME COMPUTER - Real estate 
agent's loan calculator. 
I/O - Abbrevia tion of the phrase 
used by programmers while they 
watch their programs crash, 
known in full as "Aaaaiiiieee! 
Ooooooooh ... ". 
IBM - 1. Incredibly Big Machine. 
2. Invasion of Bug-eyed Monsters. 
3. Iri London, a frequent answer to 
the question, "Where is the 
tourguide? "I be 'im". 
IC - 1. How you feel in an air 
condition ed data processing 
center. 2. Understanding, as in 
"Oh, now IC". 
INFINITE LOOP - (see LOOP, 
INFINITE). 
INFORMATION · Ordered 
material in a computer, as when 
you see all the transistors and 
note that they are lined up 
information. 
INITIALIZE - 1. Carving your 

initials on a floppy disk. 2. Used to 
describe the process in which, 
when a computer is first turned 
on, it monograms everything in 
sight. 
INPUT - Where your program is 
(see OUTPUT; PUT). 
INSTRUCTION - A suggestion 
made to a computer. 
INTERACTIVE - Used to 
describe programs you can get 
involved in, such as "Interlude". 
INTERFACE - A computer's true 
self, revealed to no one else. 
INTERPRETER-A program that 
converts high-level language 
such as BASIC into a low-level 
language, such as Modern 
English. 
ITERATE · A healthy illiterate. 
JOYSTICK - Peripheral intended 
for use only by consenting adults. 
KEYBOARD - 1. Piece of wood 
used for unsticking keys. 2. The 
most important part of a 
computer. Resembling a 

· typewriter, a keyboard is used for 
entering errors into a computer. 
KEYPAD - Place where you take 
your date when you want results! 
KEYPUNCH - 1. The one that 
won the fight. 2. The one that gave 
you a hangover. 
KEYWORDS - All the words left 
out of your computer. 
KILO -What you could have spent 
your money on if you hadn't 
bought a computer. 
LANGUAGE A system of 
organizing and defining syntax 
errors. 
LIFO - Usual result of attempting 
to set up a FIFO quque. 
LIGHT PEN - One weighing Jess 
than ten pounds. 
LINE PRINTER - Computer used 
for writing excuses. 
LOOK UP TABLE- Crib sheet for 
computers. 
LOOP - (see LOOP). 
LOOP, INFINITE · (see 
INFINITE LOOP). 
LOST DATA - 1. Data left in the 
nooks and crannies of the 
computer overnight. 2. (See 
DATA, LOST). 
LOW RESOLUTION · A Jaw 
passed in Amsterdam. 
LSI - Acronym for "Large Scale 
Integration", used to describe the 
process of getting heavy people to 
weigh themselves in kilograms. 
MACHINE LANGUAGE - A 
language spoken only by 
machines. You can hear it 
sometimes while talking long 
distance on the telephone. We 
don't know what they are saying 
yet, but they are up to something.. 
MACRO - Scottish fish eggs. 
MAINFRAME What the 
salesman said you were getting 
when you bought your micro (see 
SIMULATOR). 
MANUAL· 1. A handy book, to be 
used as a guide to your computer, 
software and peripherals. It is 
usually a photocopy of some 
hand-written notes, and tells you 
how to use the manual and not on 
how to use the computer, software 

or peripheral. 2. The name of the 
system you are forced to use when 
your computer is on strike. 
MATH CHIP - Piece of broken 
abacus. 
MEGABYTE · Nine course 
dinner. 
MEMORY - Miniaturized 
elephants used for information 
storage in a computer. (see 
DYNAMIC MEMORY, GAR
BAGE,OEM,STATIC MEMORY) 

MEMORY MAP - 1. Elephant 
paths. 2. Sheet of paper showing 
location of computer store. 
MENU DRIVEN - A gourmet. 
MHZ - Acronym for "megahertz", 
meaning "a million pains". 
MICROCOMPUTER - One 
millionth of a computer (see 
COMPUTER, MINICOMPUTER 

MICROFICHE - Sardines. 
MICROPROCESSOR - A very 
short version of a processor (see 
PROCESSOR). 
MINICOMPUTER Wife of 
Ottocomputer. 
MINIDISKETTE - A diskette left 
out in the rain. 
MITS - Warm coverings for the 
hands and fingers. 
MODEM - What the phone 
company detective looks for when 
he tries to find out why your 
computer ate the telephone, as in 
"We need to find the modem". 
MONITOR· A Yankee TV screen 
used to display computer data. 
The Confederate equivalent is 
called a Merrimac. 
muLISP - A computer language 
popular in San Francisco. 
MULTI USER - Someone who 
uses multis. 
muMATH - A computer language 
for kittens. 
MUX - Short for multiplexer, a 
device which plexes multis. A 
device which plexes cats is a 
perplexer. 
NANOSECOND - Mork's 
stuntman. 
NETWORK - What Tarzan says 
after capturing elephant in a trap. 
NEWDOS · Acronym for "Not 
Exactly What Dealer Offers to 
Sell". 
NIM · Anyone who consistently 
loses at a famous computer game. 
NORMALIZE - What a spouse 
claims to be trying to do by 
cutting the power to the computer 
(usually done at 3 a.m.). 
NS Abbreviation used to 
describe memory. It stands for 
"Nice and Slow". ·, 
NULL STRING - The result of a 
four hour sort. 
NUMBER CRUNCHING 
Placing a computer on the floor 
and jumping on it. 
OBJECT CODE Reason given 
by computer as to why itwon'trun 
a program. 
OEM - Acronym for "Offal 
Efficient Memory". As the name 
implies, it refers to exceedingly 
tidy elephants that leave little 
garbage. (see MEMORY, 
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GARBAGE). 

OFF LINE - A computer joke in 

bad taste. 

ON LINE - A computer joke in 

good taste. 

ON/ OFF - Computer memory is 

composed of thousands of bits of 

memory which areeitheron or off. 

The reason why computers need 

so much memory is due to the fact 

that, at any given time, roughly 

half of all memory is off, sleeping 

on the job. 

OPERATOR - The guy/gal that 

gets all the good dates. 

0 UTPUT -Where your program i" 

when you search for it (see 

INPUT, PUT). 

p CODE - Toilet tr a ining 

shorthand. 

PAPER TAPE- Not very good for 

fixing leaking computers. 

PARALLEL-LL. 

PASCAL - Computer language 

used for college football players , 

known in full as "Pass Calvin or 
else". 
PASSWORD -The nonsense word 
ta ped to the CRT. 
PATCH - Used for fixing 
programs, also called Scotch tape. 
PERIPHERAL - 1. Something 
attached to your computer with 
wires, cables, or chewing gum, 
such as the case, the monitor, 
whips and chains, dynamite, and 
other programming aids . 2. Your 
spouse after you have purchased 
your computer. 
PERSONAL COMPUTER Elect
ronic device that makes unkind 
remarks about your physical and 
mental attributes. 
PET - Computer for soft-core 
programmers (see APPLE). 
PILOT - Computer language used 
for flight simulations. A small 
version of this language is called 
"PILOT light". 
PINFEED - The diet your spouse 
threatens you with every time you 
mention a new program or 
peripheral you want. 
PL/ l - Short for "Programming 
Language l", a very vulgar 
computer language. (This 
conclusion based upon listening 
to programmers discuss their 
PL/ l programs). 
PLOTTER - Someone who tries to 
take over the organization/ city/ 
state/ country/ world or universe 
with a home computer. 
POINTER - An informer. 
POP - 1. Coca Cola. 2. Machine 
language instruction for " Punch 
Operator's Proboscis". 
PORT- 1. A type ofsweet, dark red 
wine. 2. One of the ways a 
program might list. 
PORTABILITY - 1. Capable of 
making wine. 2. Capable of 
drinking wine. (Definitions apply 
to both programmers and 
computers). 
PRIME NUMBER - Tender, juicy 
numbers used in only the most 
expensive computers. 
PRINT - Name 'of the computer 
used by the FBI for ana lyzing 
handwriting. 

PRINTER - Johann Gutenberg 

(1400-1468). 

PRINTED CIRCUIT · Centerfold 

from the magazine "Playbit". 

PROCESSOR - A thing that 

digests data or food, sometimes 

called a boyfriend, girlfriend, 

spouse, child or relative. 

PROGRAM - A broadcast that 

occasionally interrupts commer

cials (see PROGRAM LISTING). 

PROGRAM INTERRUPT 
Power blackout. 

PROGRAM LISTING - 1. TV 

Guide (see PROGRAM). 2. Used to 

describe programs that fill with 

water and lean to one side. 

PROGRAMMER - A person who 

thinks he knows how to talk to a 

computer. A person who really 

does know how to talk to a 

computer is known as a fruitcake. 

PROM - Used by desperate 

computers, it is an acronym for 

"Please Read Operator's Mind". 

PROMPT - Bills. 

PROTECTED DATA -(Definition 

withheld). 

PROTOCOL - System of stylized 

rules by which computers and 

people talk to people and 

computers, also called profanity. 

PSEUDOCODE - 1. Program that 

isn't for real. 2. Program written 

under a pseudonym. 

PUNCHED CARD - Fended, 

Molded, Bindled and Sputilated 

card used to compute your tax 

return. 

PUT - 1. Name of the place where 

the computer has your program 

(see INPUT, OUTPUT). 2. An 

event in the Computer Olympics. 

Contestants strive to throw a 

computer as far as ,possible with 

one hand. 

QUQUE - Where the director 

sends you after you forget your 

quque during a performance. 

RAM - 1. Acronym for "Randomize 

All Memory". 2. Nickname for a 


veteran programmer, also known 

as "old goat". 

READ / WRITE PROTECT 

(c)l981. 

READY - Computer message 

which says that it is bored. 

REAL NUMBERS - What you 

wish your computer would use 

instead of a ll this phony 

binary / hex stuff. 

REAL TIME - Opposite of phony 

time. 

REDUNDANCY - Kkeybbounce. 


REGISTER - Never found in a 

Radio Shack store. 

RESERVED WORDS - All the 

good ones that you wanted to use. 

RESET - Another method of 

ending four hour sorts. 

REVERSE/ INVERSE - .elpoep 

egnarts yllaer ot ylno lufesu era 

syalpsid esehT .syalpsid oediv 

esrevni ro esrever evah sretupmoc 

emoS 

RIBBON - What your spouse 

gives you every time your friends 

ask about your computer. 

RND - Short for "random number 

generator", a computer command 


used for calculating checkbook 
balances, income tax, rent, phone 
bills ... 
ROM - 1. Built on seven hills, all 
roads lead to it. 2. Drink made 
from fermented molasses. 
RS-232 - R2D2's father (see CPU). 
S 100 BUS - An experimental 
rocket powered bus designed by 
NASA. 
SAVE-Whatyoushoulddo before 
you buy a computer. 
SCREEN - A wire mesh which 
protects the computer from the 
progra mmer. 
SCRIPSIT - What your article 
does after you send it to the editor. 
SCROLL - Wha t the instructions 
do when you are trying to read 
them. 
SERIAL - Wheaties. 
SIMULATOR- What you actually 
purchased when you bought your 
computer (see MAINFRAME). 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
Unmarried comuter with nothing 
to do. 
SNOBOL - Computer language 
used in cold climates. 
SOFTWARE - 1. Data cassette, 
diskette, disk left out in the sun or 
in the pizza oven too long. 2. What 
a female computer programmer 
wears on a data. 
SORCERER -Computer that uses 
hexadecimal numbers exclusively 
SOURCE CODE - Guide to 
famous novel by J Michener. 
SPECIAL CHARACTER - 1. A 
compiler of computer dictionaries. 
2. One of the characters used in 
computer expressions, like: @, &, 
, $, # and !, as in the famous 
expression, "@#$%& <)'(,' ' (see 
EXPRESSION). 
SPOOLER - Device used to pack 
up data processing equipment 
using ribbon cable. 
STAND ALONE - What happens 
to a programmer who starts 
talking about computers at a 
party. 
STAR TREK - Where most data 
processing time goes. 
STATE OF THE ART 
Undefined. 
STATIC MEMORY - Sleeping 
elephants (see MEMORY). 
STORAGE - How long a business 
has been in operation. 
STRING - Technique used for 
attracting computer users, the 
most famous string being, "Come 
and see my latest program!". 
STRING PACKING - 1. 
Technique used for shipping 
strings through the mail. 2. 
Technique used for shipping 
Androids through the mail. 
STRINGY FLOPPY - A diskette 
that needs to put on weight. 
STRUCTURED PROGRAM 
MING Propped up with two by 
fours. 
STYLUS - Pig farmer after 
moving to the city and becoming a 
computer repair technician . 
SUBROUTINE · Closing hatches 
before diving. 
SUBSCRIPT - Underwater 
handwriting. 

SUPERSCRIPT - Fantastic 
handwriting. 
SYNTAX - Tax on sex. 
SYNTHESIZER - A device for 
measuring synthes. 
SYSTEM - Foolproof method for 
winning at blackjack on a 
computer. 
TAPE DRIVE - Campaign to 
raise money fo r the release of 
Nixon 's White House tapes. 
TELETYPE - A talkative person, 
opposite of the silent type. 
TERMINAL - Mental state of 
most programmers. 
TEXT - The book you used in 
your programming class and 
wish you had read before buying a 
computer. 
THREADED LANGUAGE - One 
stitched together out of odds and 
ends. 
THERMAL PRINTER - Printer 
used by pilots of hangliders and 
sailplanes. 
TIMESHARE ·· What Tarzan tells 
you when he wants to use your 
microcomputer: 
TOGGLE - Goggle for toddler. 
TOKEN - Slang for smoking pot. 
TRS-80 - World 's most advanced 
computer, it writes computer 
dictionaries in its spare time. 
TRSDOS (TRISS DOES) - But 
Susan doesn't. 
TTL - Computer command (used 
by computers when playing chess 
or similar games): "Turn Tables 
and Laugh" . 
TTY - Computer command (used 
by computers when loading 
progra ms from cassette): "Twist 
Tape and Ya wn". 
TURNKEY - A bad computer, as 
in "That's a turnkey computer if I 
ever saw one". 
TWO'S COMPLIMENT - We 
think that is nice. 
TWO'S COMPLIMENT ARIT
METIC - We think you l!;>ok 
younger every year. 
UNIX - Plura l of eunuch. 
UPTIME - Slang for period when 
programmer is being naive. (see 
JUMP, DOWNTIME). 
USER - Someone requiring drug 
reha bilitation . 
UTILITY - TPC (The Phone 
Company, The Power Company), 
TWC (The Water Company), TCG 
(the Garbage Company). 
VARIABLE · A constant. (see 
CONSTANT). 
VIRTUAL MEMORY - Cheap 
RAM which the manufacturer 
claims is "virtually memory - will 
do everything but remember". 
VOLATILE STORAGE - A disk 
drive filled with nitroglycerin. 
WAND - An expensive light pen. 
WINDOW - Aluminum foil 
dropped into your computer by the 
enemy to mess up the video. 
WRITE - Opposite of wrong. 
Z-80 - The production run that 
finally worked. 
Z-CODE - The method used to 
determine the age of Z-280 sports 
cars. 
ZORK - The large bird that 
delivered your computer. 
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Unclassified ads 


Unclassified rates 

$5 .00 per half inch and $5.00 per each 
additional half inch per insertion . Ads must be 
typewritten or printed clearly, and must be 
accompanied with payment in advance. No 
telephone orders or "bi ll me' s" will be 
accepted. Unclassified ads are always set in the 
type on this page with the first line in bold caps. 
Use the ads on this page as a guide to figu re 
your size and payment. Commercial store-front 
ventures please use our display advertising . 
Send for rates. This space is for " garage 
operations", individuals and "one of a kind " 
items. Send your ads to 80- U .S . Journal, 3838 
South Warner Street , Tacoma, Washin'gton. 

98409 

CASSETTE DUPLICATING - LARGE OR 

GL. A / R, A / P, PAYROLL FOR TRSDOS 1 .2 
Not Osborn 's. Fast ISAM, double entry 
accounting, full screen and integrated. MAI 96 
Dothan St , Arlington, MA 02174 (091) 

~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~-

L. U.S . T. (A QUASI - EROTIC EXPERIENCE!) 
From the peop le who brought you Sin Palace 
Send $3. for program on cassette, cata log and 
Genuine Casino Souveni r. Paul 's Elect ric 
Computer. PO Box 42831 U, Las Vegas, NV 
89104 (111) 

UNIQUE TRS-80 SOFTWARE & BOOKS 
Disassembled Handbook for TRS-80 all postpa id. 
Vol 1 5th print ing "save one year's st udy" $10. 
Vol 23rd printing "all you wanted to know" $15. 
Vol 3 New 1981 "exp loring new hori zons" $17. 
Morse code transmit program : cassette / disk 
S15. Richcraft Engineering Ltd. Box 1065. 1 
Wahmeda Industrial Park, Chautauqua Lake, NY 
14722 Phone (716) 753-2654 for CO D orders 

(111) 

LOOKING FOR PRACTICAL SOFTWARE? 
Appl ications for home, offi ce, school and the 
computer buff . Low cos t TR S-80 software wi th 
full written documentation For exam ple ou r 
education series programs with unique phoneti c 
recog nition of misspe lled answers are on ly S7.95 
each . Send SASE to DEMI-Software. 6 Lee Road, 
Medfield, MA 02052 (111) 

GRADEBOOK 2.0 DISK-BASED PROGRAM 
This program, 2V2 years in development. ca n save 
many hours of work . Up to 50 scores in 5 
categori es w ith a menu that includes 1/ 0 options. 
Requires Model I or Ill , 32K, disk (printer 
optiona l).. Prog ram is in BASIC with clear ly 
written instructions. $34.95 from MM Computer 
Club, 333 75th St .. Downers Gro ve, 
IL 605 16 (091) 

WE'LL INSTALL YOUR SPEEDUP 
Sma ll Busi ness Systems Group, Inc is offering to 
install an 'Archbold ' speed- up for you r TR S-80. 
Thi s feat ure wi ll improve the perform ance by 

sma ll quant ities. quick tu rnarou nd, low rates. top 
quality screw cassettes . Write for rate sheet. 
EDU -WARE EAST. PO Box 336, M aynard , MA 
01754 (XXX) 

B -17 TAPE OPERATING SYSTEM . LETS YOU 
save / load Bas ic or System programs four times 
faster. Save / load da ta arrays 400 times faster! 
Backup you r syste m tapes with B-17 Complete 
with operating instructions and 30 day 
uncond it ional money back guarantee . $24.95 
ppd 1st Class. A lso ask for free Resource 
Brochu re containing eye-popping value . We' ll try 
to match any price even if we have to rais e ou rs to 
do it. ABS Suppliers, PO Box B297. Ann Arbor, Ml 
4B107 (313) 971- 1404 (091) 

TRS -80 TO H-14 PRINTER INTERFACE - NO 
software driver required ! Pri nt at 4800 baud with 
full handshaking & printer-sta t us support. 
Interface connects to parallel printer card -edge of 
Radio Shack expa nsion interface . Parallel data is 
converted to serial form to drive the H-14. No 
softwa re driver program is needed - the computer 
"thinks" it is connected to a parallel (Centronics
type) printer. Th is un it connects externa lly to your 
expans ion interface so you don 't vo id your Radio 
Shack warranty. The PTS-3 in terface is 
assembled and tested and is covered by a limited 
6 month warranty Cal l or write for more info : 
Multi M edi a Systems , PO Box 41084, 
Indianapolis. IN 46241 (3 17) 839-6520, or send 
$89.95 plus $3.50 shipping & handling. (091) 

NEW QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER FOR 
VisiCalc® users. Disks too. $7.50. Micro -Ca le 
Business Users Group, PO Box 12039, Sa lem. 
OR 97309 (0 12) 

PERSONALIZE YOUR SCRIPSIT ™ !! 
PER SCRIP lets you design your OWN word 
processor. Your name or message up to 35 chars 
wi ll be disp layed upon in itia liz ing your word 
processor. Defaults (a ll margins, spacing, video 
width, etc.) wi ll be yours . not arb itrary to be reset 
constantly. Change your cursor to any cha racter ! 
Rid yourse lf of " loud ", eye -str aining graphics 
(cursor, bottom demarcation line, etc .) Underlin e 
(most printers)!! Finally, the most eye-saving 
SCRIPSIT™ enhancement ever ou r fam ous non 
cursor. Try it, and you wil l never use a 
convent iona l cursor again!! Package inc ludes 
manual , cassette, comp lete map of graphics 
characters Disk SCRIPSIT™ req . Specify 
SCRIPSIT / LC or / UC PERSCRIP w ill be 
national ly advertised at S 1 5.95 M ention 80
U.S.. and your cost is S 12.95 Add S1.00 
post / handling. Send to: Dave Rose, Rohan 
Concepts, PO Box 20873. Atlanta. GA 
30320. (111) 
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EXATRON STRINGY .FLOPPY SOFTWARE 
and patches · 1) ESF vers ion of ENHBAS, 
enhances Basic from Cornsoft Group - complete 
package S49.95, supp lied on wafer. 2) Basic 
Toolkit (c) Bottom Shelf. patch only . 3) 
Microchess 1.5 (c) Peter Jennings, patch only 4) 
Pinba l l (c) Acorn Software, patch only. 5) 
Basketba ll (c) Acorn Software, patch only. New 
patches wi ll be added on a regular bas is Call or 
w rite for patch prices and additions to this list 
Mu lti M edi a Systems, PO Bo x 41 084, 
Indianapolis, IN 46241 (3 17) 839-6520 (091) 

DATA BASE MANAGER - IDM " There are 
many data base managers ava ilab le these days, 
some may do the job for you. others may not. Th is 
one is doi ng a very good job for us." - 80-U.S. Jul 
'80. Now, new documentation and fastest 
machine sort. Mod II S199. Mod I 48K S149. 
Micro Archi tect Inc .. 96 Dothan St., Arlington , 
MA02174 (111) 

MEMOREX DISKETTES 100% TESTED AND 
guaranteed! S28 00 for 10 packaged in th e 
plastic storage box Send check or M O to TSG Co . 
PO Box 10653 2095 South Ogden St.. Denver , 
co 80210 (091) 

TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SYMBOLIC 
codi ng pads (50 each pad) $2 95 or 2 for S5 00 
Add S 1 postage These were custom designed to 
be used by an experie nced TRS-80 progra mmer 
Now available for you Send to C & J Enterpri ses, 
PO Box 18982 Austin, TX 78760 (091) 

IMPROVE TYPING SKILLS . 3 PROGRAMS for 
TRS -80 Color 16K, S20 00 CWare, 120 South 
350 East , North Salt Lake, UT 84054 (09 1) 

COMPUTER ASSISTED HANDICAPPING 
aids for your TRS-80 (Model I or Pocke t computer 
versions). Be a winner with WelMur's HARNESS 
or GREYHOUND software for your handicapping 
needs. Just $29 95 (casse tte) or S34 95 (disk) 
plus S 1 shipping (CA resi.dents add 6% sales tax) 
Please specify HARNESS or GREYHOUND and 
cassette or disk Send check, MO or request for 
additiona l information to. WelMur of Ca lifornia, 
Inc .. PO Box M -11 B, Fremont. CA 94537 (111) 

DAILY APPOINTMENT CALENDAR IS A 
year round computerized diary for home or office. 
Each daily appoi ntment table allows 20 exact 
time reminders. also records birthdays and other 
important events. Calendar display highlights 
important days, month after month. Includes 
printout capabil ity for daily appointment table. L2 
16K cassette $19.95; diskette $29 .95. Tape
Tronics, 346 N Western Ave., Los Angeles. CA 
90004 (111) 

100%. automat ically return s to norm al speed 
during disk and cassette operation No software 
mods are required . All speed ups are installed by 
trained personnel and are guaranteed for 30 
days. Th is featu re is idea l for systems running 
hard disk, or double density or 8" drives The cost 
is S 125 + shipp ing . All systems w ill be checked 
out before any work is done to insu re proper 
operation. Ca ll or write Sma ll Business Systems 
Group, 6 Carl isle Road, Westford, MA 01886 
(617) 692-3800 (0 12) 

PERCOM ELECTRIC CRAYON USERS 
Are you looking fo r action, instructive, or game 
programs to run on you r Electri c Crayon equipped 
TRS -80? Write fo r li st of programs and program 
descript ions Send SASE to F S Ka linowski, 16 N 
Alder Drive, Orlando, FL 32807 ( 111 ) 

FOTO FILE ORGANIZES YOUR PHOTOS. 
slides or negatives for easy rev iewing by titl e, 
code, loca tion or category Use$ data fil es for 
unlimited capac ity - great for assembl ing slid e 
shows .. Anybody who owns a came ra (and a 
computer) should have this program . L2 16K 
cassette S19 95; disk&tte S29 .95 Tape -Tronics. 
346 N Western Ave , Los A ngeles, CA 90004 
W rite for free brochure (11 1) 

SFINKS MICROCOMPUTER CHESS 
program was recently challenged by the best 
programs ava ilable for the TRS-80 in a Canadian 
Round Robin The resu lt Sf inks riddled Mychess, 
Sargon II , and Gambiet 80 to fin ish in a tie for 1st 
place Slinks features an audio alert , a problem 
mode, superb graphics, and nine levels of play 
Play chess w ith the best for less 32K Model I 
TRS-80 cassette or d isk on ly S29 95 Wil l iam 
Fink, PO Box 5912. Lighthouse Point. FL 33064 
Dealer inquires we lcome 1111 ) 

TRS -80 BASIC SOFTWARE INTERPRETED 
Have you purchased a program that does hot do 
exactly what you want? Perhaps you don 't 
understand the inst ru ctions . Would yo u like to 
make it do just a little bit more7 Is there 
som ething you want you r nice machine to do and 
you just ca n 't f ig ure out how to do it7 Do you just 
want to underst and the BASIC language for your 
TRS-80? If any of these are your prob lem, ju st ca ll 
me . That's r ig ht , I' ll customize that canned 
program, exp lain the instructions (even w rite a 
new manua l for you). w ri te that spec ial 
application program or just plain help you 
understand BASIC. I work on all TRS -80 mode ls 
and most DOS systems For BAS IC appl ications 
on the TRS-80 M ode l I, 11 , Ill , Color or Pocket 
computer. ca ll me. CHAPPI E 43 5 N Deep Hill Rd .. 
Diamond Bar, CA 9 1765 (714) 595 -2 765 (091) 
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Everywhere one looks these days, 
there are articles and books on the 
wonderful machine language 
routines which h ave been written by 
Bill Gates and his minions at 
Microsoft. These, of course, are 
locked up in the ROM which you 
purchased with your Level II 
BASIC in the TRS-80 Model I. 

All you need is the key, right? So, 
pull out that edition of the one 
magazine which had al! the 
machine language goodies in it. Oh, 
can't find it? Well, how about that 
book you bought that promised to 
show you exactly how to write 

Unclassified ads 

LETTER QUALITY "DAISY WHEEL" DIABLO 
printer wi th interface for TRS-80 or Apple This 1s 
a brand new Diablo Hytype 1 for only $650 The 
interface as a kit is S75 or S300 insta lled 
Ribbons are on ly S2 50 ea Maintenance manual 
and additional interface info avai lab le. There is 
no better buy anywhere for a high quality letter 
printer. new and fully checked out. Scott Priester, 
211 White Water Court, Greer, SC 29651 803 
244· 7872 for additional info (091) 

ATTENTION LASER EXPERIMENTERS!! 
Use your TRS-80 Model I to aid you in the 
planning design and research of lasers. Over 30 
subroutines are at your command (through menu 
selection) relating to laser fundamentals and 
design . Powerful table -generation capabi lities 
are built in for professional table outpu ts to your 
video screen or your video screen to your printer . 
Instant screen dump to your printer and variable 
margin compliment thi s laser package (RS-232 
driver comes as part of the package) . System 
requirements · Tape, Level 2, 16K; Disk, 32K. Your 
data sheet and order form for " LASER! " will be 
mailed to you within 24 hours from rece ipt of your 
request Westcomp, PO BOX 494, Temple City. 
CA 91780 (111) 

CHEAPTALK FOR THE TRS-80 - SOFTWARE 
package lets your TRS-80 16K Level II reproduce 
speech th rough any small audio amplifier 
connected to the cassette plug. Digitize your own 
words with simple hardware mod. S 19 95 ppd or 
send SASE for more details to Alan Saville, PO 
Box 5190, San Diego, CA 92105 · (091) 

TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
send receive Morse code and RTIY. Hex 
debugger. also 20 line parallel 1/ 0 card, and 
other programs and things. Low prices, no middle 
man . Send SASE for info to Frank Lyman 12 
Reservoir St., Cambridge, MA 02138 (091) 

programs in Z-80 machine code in 
three easy lessons? You threw it 
away after the first lesson, because 
it wasn't so easy. Well, at last the 
book has been written which does 
all these things and more. 

The book is "Microsoft BASIC 
Decoded and Other Mysteries", by 
James Farvour. At last, even if we 
can't have the actual source code 
and documentation from Microsoft 
or Radio Shack, we do have 
something at least as good, and 
possibly better. 

Mr Farvour has done his 
homework. All the things wrong 
with all the other books and articles 
purporting to take apart the Level II 
ROM are missing in this work. It 
would be hard to imagine needing 
any other book on the subject. 

Chapter one is an introduction to 
the BASIC operating system of 
Level II. In the chapter, Mr Farvour 
goes into a fair amount of detail 
describing how memory is used, the 
different forms of numbers (integer, 
single and double precision), and 
input/output drivers. There is also a 
quick , limited look at the disk 
operating system. 

In chapter two, the assembly 
language programmer will strike 
gold. All the subroutines which are 
capable of being used in a program 
are listed, along with examples of 
how to call them. Included are the 
1/0 routines and the math and data 
manipulation routines. 

A detailed look at tape and disk 
formats is found in chapter three. 
Seeing that this book is mainly 
about BASIC, the disk format is 
probably one of the " Other 
Mysteries" of the title. 

Chapter four is devoted to an 
explanation of the addresses and 
tables found in the Level II ROM 
and the RAM used by the system. 
These include the reserved word list, 
Arithmetic routines, data 
conversion routines, verb action 
routines, and the error code table. 
The RAM contains the mode table, 
program statement table, variable 
list table and literal string pool. A 
memory map of the RAM from 4000 
Hex to 4200 Hex, the so-called 
communications region, is also 
included. This is where the Level II 
ROM "hooks onto" the system RAM 
and, if used, disk BASIC. 

Demonstrations of the use of the 
tables and ROM calls previously 
described are given in chapter five. 
This is done by showing how to add 

a verb to BASIC. The verb is SORT, 
and the machine Ian guage routine 
included is worth the price of the 
book alone. 

Chapter six describes that method 
by which BASIC can be manipu
lated to load and execute overlays. 
This is similar to the COMMON 
function in FORTRAN where 
variables are preserved while 
loading and executing another 
program. 

Chapter seven covers the 
differences between the older 
three-chip Level II ROM set and the 
newer two-chip set. A casual user 
can tell which set he has in his 
machine by the way it powers up in 
Level II . If it asks "MEMORY 
SIZE?" it's the old set; "MEM 
SIZE?" indicates the n ewer two
chip set. 

The whole raison d'etre for this 
book is found in chapter eight: 248 
pages of comments on a 
disassembled listing of Level II 
BASIC. These comments are made 
to be used with the listing from a 
disassembler which produces 62 
lines per page. The binding is such 
that the pre-drilled pages may be 
removed and placed into a three
ring binder. 

This is a completely annotated 
listing of BASIC. Virtually every 
line of code has a comment 
explaining what is going on. Some 
of the comments are so extensive 
they are continued on the back of the 
page . To prevent copyright 
infringement with Microsoft, the 
operands for the instructions have 
been left out. 

After having a copy for over two 
months, I honestly don't know how I 
ever got along without it. This book 
explains so much about the TRS-80 
that it is almost like having a new 
machine. The TRS-80 does all the 
things it did before, but now it does 
so much more that it is incredible. 
All this is thanks to having the 
proper tools, like this book. 

It is indeed a tool which is sorely 
needed by anyone who programs in 
Z-80 machine language. As Harv 
Pennington says in the foreword, 
"This book even has something for 
anyone running Microsoft BASIC 
on a Z-80 based computer. Microsoft 
... has a system that generates 
similar code for similar machines. 
Although you may find that the 
code is organized differently in y0ur 
Heath or Sorcerer the routines are, 
for the most part, identical!" 

Norm Jacobson 
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Notes 


Model I/III can spell out the date 
The following program decodes the disk BASIC 

TIME$ function and should be of interest to those who 
wish to print the date with the month written out as 
SEPTEMBER 21, 1981 instead of 09/ 21/81 as 
represented by the Models I and III: 

90 CLS : CLEAR 2 * MEM/3 
100 X = VAL(LEFT$CTIME$, 2)) 
110 DA$ = MID$CTIME$, 4, 2) 
120 YR$ = MID$CTIME$, 7, 2) 
130 FOR N% =1 TO X: READ MO$: NEXT N% 
140 DT$ =MO$ + CHR$C32) + DA$ + CHR$(4 

4) + CHR$C32) + CHR$C49) + CHR$C57) + 
YR$ 

150 DATA "JANUARY", "FEBRUARY", "MARCH" 
, "APRIL", "MAY", "JUNE", "JULY", "AU 
GUST", ''SEPTEMBER", "OCTOBER", "NOVEM 
BER", "DECEMBER" . 

160 PRINT @ 537, DT$ 

Line 90 is included here only as housekeeping for the 
demonstration. Incidently· notice that the CLEAR 
function reserves 2/ 3 of available memory for string 
space. Lines 100, llO and 120 can be combined into one 
line and establish the various elements of the date. 

For error trapping in those cases where the date was 
not set with TRSDOS, the following test line could be 
added between lines 100 and llO: 

105 IF X=O THEN DT$="": GOTO 160 
and you ma y wish to modify line 110 to read: 
110 DA$= MID$(TIME$,4,2):DA$=MID$(V AL(DA$), 

2,LEN(DA$)-1) 
to produce a day number without the leading zero. 

Lines 130 and 140 can also be combined. Line 130 
reads the data set in line 150 to produce the month. This 
same set could be installed in an array for use in line 140 
which concatenates the results into DT$. Line 160is the 
output of the results and may be used as needed.
Contributed by Roger Hoxie , La Mirada, CA 

-----· 
Color computer makes interesting syntax errors 

In our last issue we published a colOr version of 
"Sundance", wherein a couple of strings (lines 320 and 
330) were built to be used later in the program (line 530) 
with the DRAW statement. If you accidently named the 
string in line 320 C$ instead of SC$, the DRAW 
statement in line 530 will come back with a syntax error 
message. A quick glance might lead you to say that it 
should read DRAW C$ instead of DRAWSC$. However, 
this is not the case. The problem lies with the naming of 
the original string. 

This problem is similar to the READ and DATA 
problem encountered in the Models I, II and III, where a 
program will sometimes stop on the READ statement 
when the problem lies in the DATA statement. 

Color computerists may want to watch for this in 
debugging programs: Simply stated, a synt_ax error in a 
DRAW statement may lie in the string used. 

There is no easy way 
Assembly language and machine language for the 

TRS-80 equipment is an order of magnitude more 
complex than BASIC. You must sincerely want to learn 
it and be willing to spend considerable time in its study 
and practice. There is no painless way to learn it. Those 
who have though, say that it is worth the effort. 

Potential Model II diskette Wipeout 
Model II users with the expansion drive unit should be 

aware of a problem which can cause much grief. Due to 
the design in the disk system, power must be applied for 
proper termination of the floppy disk controller 
circuitry. If not, a bias signal will be sent to the 
read/ write head in drive 0 of the main unit. When the 
head engages, this signal effectively erases all 
information passing under the head, including at times, 
format information. In other words , don't put a diskette 
into drive 0 without having power on the expansion 
unit. You will destroy the information on drive 0 
diskette if you do. 

Improved Z-Sub 
Spencer Hall's 9 Z-Subs in our Jan / Feb 81 issue were 

very popular. Both Dick Straw and Dave Howe have 
pointed out that Sub 6 can be simplified by using: 

6 PRINT@ 64*ZP,CHR$(31);: RETURN 

Model I/III compatahility 
If you have USR routines in your programs, the places 

to POKE USR entry points are the same on both Model I 
and III' Level II BASIC. Disk BASIC users must use the 
DEFUSR statement. 

It's in the book 
Pages 12/24 and 12/ 25 of the Model III manual 

have addresses in ROM and RAM which contain useful 
routines and code. Page 12/ 22 tells how to disable the 
break key. In fact, the whole of chapter 12 gives 
information on writing routines to interface with the 
ROM. 

How to pass a variable to memory 
You can pass the location ofa variable in memory to a 

machine language subroutine using VARPTR simply 
by making the VARPTR an argument of your USR 
call: Y=USR(VARPTR(A$)) 

Make a special control code 
If a special control code character is needed by a 

printer or other peripheral, the way to send it is to get the 
code number (ASCII) for the code and then convert it to 
a string character with CHR$(xx), where xx is the 
number. To send it to the printer try: 

LPRINT CHR$(xx) 
with your number replacing the xx. For those codes 
requiring the ESC signal, the code is 27 and would look 
like: 

LPRINT CHR$(27)CHR$(xx) 
with the ESC code number being the xx. 

Model II Graphics 

Everyone talks about the lack of Model II graphics, 
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but no one has mentioned that it has double those 
shown in the manual. If you print a graphics code in 
reverse video, it comes out as the complement. While 
this still isn't as good as addressable points, you can do 
a pretty fair imitation of Star Trek's Enterprise and 
other graphic creations. 

Model II Scripsit exit 
Model II Scripsit owners should be sure to exit the 

program through the "SWAP DISKS OR EXIT" route. 
We don't have absolute proof, but it seems that not 
exiting properly can leave the disk file with your text 
open. When this happens, you may lose all the text on 
that particular disk. 

Use INSTR to make dates 
You can use the INSTR fundion to quickly pick out 

and identify substrings for various purposes. For 
example, say you have to get the number of a month 
from the name. You can do it by making a string like 
this: 

D$= "JANFEBMARAPRMAYJUNJULAUGSEPOCTNOVDEC" 
Now, if M$ is the three letter abbreviation for the month, 
we can find the number of the month by computing: 

M=(INSTR(D$,M$)-l)/ 3+1 
Try it. If M$="APR", the INSTR(D$,M$)=10, and M= 
(10-1)/ 3+1=4 

On the Model II, this is useful for taking DATE$ and 
converting it to a date in the form 12/ 21181. In DATE$, 
the month is MID$(DATE$,1,3) , day is 
MID$(DATE$,4,2) and the two digit year is 
MID$(DATE$,8,2). We can get the form we want by 
setting M$=MID$(DATE$,l,3, computing Mas above, 
then letting M$=RIGHT$(STR$(M),2,). The RIGHT$ is 
to assure that M$ is only two spaces because STR$ 
always puts a space in front of the number when it 
converts it to a string. On a two digit number, this would 
make our date too long. Now we reform the date like this: 
DT$=M$+"1"+MID$(DATE$,4,2)+"1"+ 


MID$(DATE$,8,2) 


Read a random file sequentially 
There is a lot of capability in the Model II that is not 

apparent on casual examination. An example of this is 
our experience in trying to read a file produced by a word 
processor running under TRSDOS. We had the file, but 
no way to read it. The file structure was fixed at 256 
byte blocks, but included carriage returns (HEX OD) 
which a sequential file recognizes as an end-of-record. 
So we wrote and used the following short program to 
read the file: 
10 CLEAR 5000 
20 SYSTEM "DIR" 
30 INPUT"ENTER NAME OF FILE";F$ 
40 OPEN"I",l,F$ 
50 IF EOF(l)THEN CLOSE:LPRINTCHR$(21); 

GOTO 20 
60 INPUT#l,T$ 
70 PRINT T$ 
80 LPRINT T$ 
90 GOTO 50 

Remember, sequential files write in one-byte records. 
But the program worked, it read the random file 
sequentially and produced our printout. 

Model II DOS 2.0a error 
J A Miller of Livonia, Michigan tells us he has been 

told by Shana Hill at Radio Shack of a DOS error 
existing in TRSDOS 2.0a. 'I'his error will prevent the use 
of certain filespecs when attempting to open or 
otherwise access that file . The system response will be 
an "IE ERROR IN LINE. ..", ifin BASIC. When in DOS, 
the system response will be "ERROR 39" (Illegal l/O 
attempt). 

This error was usually encountered when first 
attempting to open a particular file , or when creating a 
data disk with the MOVE or COPY commands. Oddly, 
other similar files could be accessed or copied with no 
apparent problem. Another aspect of this DOS error has 
been the ability to create a file but not be able to access it 
at all, even though it showed up in the directory. (Most 
disconcerting was to have two apparently identical 
filespecs on the same disk!! The 96th directory entry 
could not be accessed.) 

Mr Miller says that while he has not made an 
exhaustive study, the two patches shown below appear 
to correct this error. Both patches must be applied to all 
your DOS diskettes , including the factory master. 

With TRSDOS READY displayed on the video, type 
the following: 
PATCH SYSRES/SYS A = 1682 F = 5F C = 60 
PATCH SYSRES/SYS A= 1699 F = 03 C = 00 

Press ENTER after each line above, naturally. 

Circle 54 

DISK DRIVE WOES? 
PRINTER INTERACTION? 
MEMORY LOSS? 
ERRATIC OPERATION? 

Don't 
Blame The 
Software! 
Power Line Spikes, Surges & 
Hash could be the culprit! 
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our 
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment Interaction AND curb 
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash. 

• ISOLATOR (IS0·1) 3 filter Isolated 3·prong sockets; lnt:pral 


~~e:~s~~~~ ~~p~r~.s~~~~;. ~~~~ .~. ~-ax.1~·u·~ . 1~ad: .1. ~- . . l~af6~~~ 

• ISOLATOR (IS0·2) 2 filter Isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6 


sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max 

load, 1 KW either bank . . .. ... .. ........ . .. .. .. . . . . . . $62.95 


• SUPER ISOLATOR (IS0·3), similar to IS0·1 except double 

fllterlng & Suppression .. . . . . ...... ... ... ... .. . . .. ... $94.95 


• ISOLATOR (IS0·4), similar to IS0·1 except unit has 6 

lndlvldually filtered sockets . . .. . .. .. . .... . .. . .. .... . $106.95 


•SUPER ISOLATOR (IS0-11) slmllar to IS0·2 except double 

filtering & Suppression ... .... . ....... .. . . .. . . .... .. $94.95 


• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) ......... .. . Add$ 8.00 

• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (·CBS) .. .. ...... ... .. . . Add $16.00 

AT YOUR Master-Card, Visa, American Express 

DEALERS Order Toll Free 1·800·225-4876 


(except AK HI PR & Canada) 


Pat #4 259 705 
· • • 

££JlElectronic Specialists, Inc. · 
~1 1 So uf /1 Ma in Stree t Natick M ass 01760 

Tec hn1c <t l & Non-800: 1·617·655·1532 
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PRO-PIX '81 
By Talley-Ho Software 

TRS-80 TAPE Model 1 &3 010-0127 $19.95 
TRS-80 DISK Model 1 012-0127 $24.95 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 
APPLE TAPE TO DISK 041-0127 $19.95 
ATARI 400/800 TA PE TO DI SK 051-0127 $19.95 

PRO-PIX '81 
By Talley-Ho Software 

PRO-FOOTBALL-PIX, or PRO-PIX, 1s the cu lm1na
t1on of over five years of development and use of a 
ut 1llty program to track the prog ress of the 28 pro
fessiona l U S football teams during the regula r 
224-game (16 weeks and 14 games per week) 
season PRO-PIX made 1ts public debut In 1980 
under a slightly different name after extensive 
tes t ing and was very successful, rece1v1ng many 
plaudits f rom users, and requests for a 1981 ver
s ion PRO-PIX 1s bas ical ly an updated version for 
1981 , with several subtle changes 1n presentati on 
lormat and mod1f1cat1ons to make 11 usable with 
Model Ill The pred1ct1on data has been modified 
slig ht ly and 1nformat1 on is inc luded herein for up 
dating the program for success ive seasons 
PRO PIX is designed for use on a TRS-80 Model I 
or Model Ill compu ter with at least 16K of memory 
It operates under either Level II Basic or DOS 
Basic , with data handling by either tape or disk 

Features of PRO-PIX may be summarized as 
follows: 

List SCHEDULES by team or week of in
terest. 
List SCORES of all games played, by team 
or week. 
List cu rrent STANDINGS in division. 
Show PREDICT IONS for games to be 
played, by team or week. 
PRINT any screen that displays data. 
UPDATE the program by en teri ng weekly 
scores. 

• Set up a new SEASON . 

ADVENTURE 11 & 12 ARE HERE! 

CALL OUR TOLL FREE NUMBER FOR ORDERING INFORMATION' 

INTERACTIVE FICTION 
BY ROBERT LaFORE 

FOURTH IN THE SERIES 


HIS MAJESTY'S SHIP " IMPETUOUS" 


WHAT IS IT? 

Interac tive Fi ct ion is story-telling using a com 

puter. so that you, the reader. can actually take 

pan in the :,tory instead of merely reading. 


HOW DOES IT WORK? 

The computer se ts the scene wit h a f ictiona l situa

t ion. whish you can read from the CRT. Then . you 

become a character in the story: when it's you r 

turn to speak you type in you r response. The 

dialogue of the other characters and even the plot 

will depend on what you say. 


IS IT A GAME? 

No. In a game the situation is rigid ly defined and 

you can select from only a limi ted number of 

responses. But 1n Interac t ive Fiction you can say 

anything you li ke to the other cha racters .(Of 

course i f your response 1s too bizarre they may no t 

understand you.) 


His Majesty 's Ship " Impetuous" - You are the 

Captain. Horatio Hornblower. back in the days 

when His Ma1esty's Navy ruled the seven seas. 

Pirates, plunder, fame and fortune awa i t the in

trepid captain. If you have ever en1oyed books 

about the sea, now is your chance to take the helm 

and find out what this life was really like. 


TRS-80 Model 1 32K DISK 

His Majesty's Ship " Impetuous" 
012-0077 $19.95 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 

APPLE 2 - 48K DISK 


(Applesofl in ROM required ! 

H is Maiesly's Ship "lmpe luous " 042-0077 $19.95 


TRS-80™ 
The Classic game 


you've heard 

so much about 1 




TRS-SO™PROCRAMS 
SUPER SOFTWARE AT SUPER PRICES 


THE ULTIMATE DISK-OPERATING SYSTEM 

LDOS 1 
M 

A completely documented new generation of 
operating system for the TRS-80. Far superior to 
any on the market. It is a totally independent 
device system, capable of device linking, routing , 
setting, and filtering. LOOS will support 5'" and 8" 
floppies, single/ double density, single/ double 
sided, and up to 80 tracks . Full customer service 
provided with a toll free 800 number. Excellent 
documentation in a tab indexed manual (over250 
pagesl. Call or send for more information today. 
Available for Model I 
or 111 .... ... only $149.00 
LDOS 'M is a product Of 

Logical Systems Inc. 


ALSO AVAILABLE 
EDAS 3.5 Model I and Ill. . . $79.00 
EDAS 5.0 Model II ... . . $179.00 
Host Model 11 was ..... $199.00 
now.. .. . . . .. .... . . .. $99.00 

MAILING SYSTEMS 

MAIL/FILE - SERIES II 


NEW Series 11 Mail / File has all of 
the outstanding features of the 
original Series I Mail / File, PLUS 
many additional qualities which 
again will set standards for 
this type of system. "Word 
processor" type input editor, 
fast sorting, and fabulous 
editing capabilities are a 
few of its features . Name 
and ZIP code are under 
constant sort. series 11 is 
compatable with Series I data files. 
Model I system will handle up to 600 names. 
Model 111 system will handle up to 1200 names. 
Either system available for only.... ... $159.00 
Also available for the Model 11. .... . ... .$199.00 

THE ULTIMATE IN MAILING SYSTEMS 

MASS/MAIL SUBSCRIPTION SYSTEM 


AVAILABLE FOR MODEL II. 

.. , chink rhe svsrem will srand rhe test of time . it is probably 
th e most soph1srica red system around For the micros today 
Mike Schmidt IEOITOR I BO·US Jan / Feb pg, 94 

Galactic's Mass/ Mail System was designed with 
the needs of the large mailing list in mind. This 
system has capabilities of handling up to 10,500 
records, with access times of less than 15 seconds 
and usual access of about one second. All adds, 
deletes and edits are instant for the operator and 

I 
BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

INVENTORY MASTER SYSTEM 
With today's market, keeping on hand only what 

your demand calls for is reason enough to let 
your TRS-80 accurately and effectively take care 
of you r Inventory Always know what to stock and 
when to stock it. This system has many features 
which were modeled after a main frame system 

of large capacity. More information available 
upon request. 

Model I version just......... ..... .... $159.00 
Model 111 version just................. $259.00 

ALSO AVAILABLE _.. 
For the MODEL I or Ill 

STOCK MARKET MONITOR 
cassette version .... .. . . $89.00 
Disk version. . . . . . . . . . . . $99.00 

MAILING SYSTEMS 
are then completed later in a 

"batch mode". The System 
comes complete with exten
sive documentation and on· 

going support ........... . 
Contact Galactic Software 
for detailed specifications 

for your exact needs. Avail· 
able only for the TRS-80 

Model 11. 

ULTRA-TREK GAME 
can you master this 

trip through the galaxies? 
Climb aboard the Star-Ship Enterprise and head 
for a universe of unknown encounters, enemies 

and stellar battles. As commander, will you be 
able to keep the Enterprise and its crew en 

route and on patrol? can you destroy the 
hostile base? Order today. 

Model I or 111 version only . . .... $19.95 
All of Galactic's products have a one year 

I im ited warranty with customersupport included 
with each purchase. warranty information is 

available upon request in writing . 
Money orders, credit cards, & cod's shipped 

within 24 hours. 

can't wait? 

call 


414/241- 8030 
TRS·BO A Trademark of Tandy Corp. 



With The LOBO LX-80 Expansion Interface 

Now you can realize all the power and 
potential of your TRS-80*, Model 1. If it's 
add-on memory you need, your LX-80 can 
accommodate up to four 51/4-inch, single
or double-density 35, 40 or 80 track mini
floppies , four 8-inch floppies (single or 
double sided), and up to eight Winchester 
fixed disk-drives (51/4". 8" , 14" ). 

LOBO's powerful new LDOS™ operating 
system, provided with your LX-80, allows 
for the use of any eight drives, in any 
combination, sing le or double density. 

And there's more .. . lots more. There are 
two parallel ports (standard), two serial 

ports (optional), a keyboard ROM override 
switch, and a 32K memory expansion 
(optional). Send for a free LX-80/TRS-80 
cost performance comparison chart. 

For the full story on how the LX-80 can 
expand your TRS-80, see your nearest 
LOBO dealer, or write or call: 
"TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company. 

INTERNATIONAL 

LOBO DRIVES INT'L 
354 South Fairview Ave. 
Goleta, CA 93117 
(805) 683-1576 
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